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ABSTRACT

The3.3-knthickrEarlyProterozoic'BearLakemafic

metavolcanic succession near FIin Flon, Manitoba, is a

vertically dipping, homoclinal seguence wit'hin a fault block'

The base of the mafic succession is a fautt' and the mafic

units are overlain by 1-.8 k¡tt of felsic to intermediate

metavolcanic rocks. six formations have been defined within

the mafic sequence: formation Lt 3 and 5 are dominantly

pillowed flows, fomation 2 comprise equal abundances of

pillowed and massive flows, and formations 4 and 6 are

dominanttry bedd,ed breccias and tuff-breicias with intercalated

pillowed flows. These fomations show an increase in amygdutre

abund.ances with stratigraphic heiEht; amygdule abundance

increases from o to 253 ín the lower part to 1-0 to 752 in the

upperpart,theformatíonsthusrecordtheevolut'ionofan

upward shoáIing, flank section through a mafic sheild volcano"

High amygdule abundances and the possible presence of a flow-

foot breccias in for:mation 5 indicate that the volcano may

have become locallY emergent'

The main focus o.f this study was the bedded fragmental

units of forr¡ration 4. This 416-m thÍck formation is lens-

shaped',andhasbeent,raced'IaterallyforLL.zkltr.The

do¡rinant lithology is breccias and tuff-breccias that are

commonly rnatrix-suppo:rted but are occasionally clast-

supported.Bedthicknessesareo.5to15m'andbedsare
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ungraded.r normally graded or reversely graded' with non-erosive

bed contacts. Fragments are comrnonry amygdaloidal (range 5-

552ì mean 3LZ), angular to subangular' and O'5 to l-Oo cm in

size with partial or complete chilled rims; the matrix is

microlitic and weakly microlitic, blocky, vesicular and non-

vesicular lapilli and ash. A few tuff-breccia beds contain

irregular, plast,ically deformed particles and an unusually

high proportion of vesicular matrix particles. Medium- to

thinly-bedded lapÍIli-tuffs and tuffs that are dominantly

normally graded with sharp bed contacts and occasional scour-

and-fill and flame structures form a small proportion of the

formation. The enclosing and intercalated pillowed flows have

a lower amygdule content (range 5 to' 352 ' mean zLz] with

amygdules concentrated near pillow margins'

Breccias and tuff-breccias vrere apparently deposited by

a series of debris f,Iows generated by srumping of preexisting

fragmental material that was explosively erupted in shallow

water by a conbination of maglnatic and contact steam

e:rylosions. DUring the erupt,ions, the fragmental material was

periodically transported to deeper t¡ater depositional

environments and locally incorporated some fragiments derived

from pillowed flows. Tuff-breccias with plastically deformed

particles and more vesicular matrix probably indicate hot

emplacement, possibly by block-and-ash flows. These hot units

arestratigraphicallltrestrictedandthusindicatetemporal

variations in the tlpes of e:çIosive activity. The medium- to

thinly-bedded tuffs at the top of the fornation lfere probably
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deposited by turbidity currents during the wanig stages of

'explosive activitY.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Statenent of the Problem.

In Precambrian greenstone belts the predominant mafic

metavolcanic successions are composed of lava flows and

various types of fragrmentat deposits (Henderson, l-953; Dimroth

et al. , Lg78; Bailes and Syme , L979 ' l-98O; Ayres , L98L,

Ferreira, L984) . Of these fragrmental rocks, subaqueous

d.eposits are the most difficult to recognize and interpret

because of the varied processes which lead to their formation

(Fisher, L984; Kokelaar, L986). However, this is an important

group of rocks to study because it is fairly cornmon and

contains measurable parameters whÍch are useful in

interpreting volcanic processes (Ayres, L977a).

The Bear Lake mafic metavolcanic succession near Flin

FIon, Manitoba, consists of. lava flows as weII as abundant,

bedded' fraginentar deposits (Baires and syme ' L979 ' l-98o) ' The

mechanisms of fonnation of some of the bedded. fragrmental rocks

in thÍs area, and hence the evolution of the volcano

represented by this succession are poorly understood. This

stud.y uses primary structures and textures of these rocks in

order to decipher theír mode of fomation.

Understanding Precambrian volcanic processes from

physical volcanology requires comparisons with younger

volcanoes where primary structures and volcanic environments

are relatively well understood. The problems of reconstructing
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ancient precambrian paleovolcanic environments and recognition

of volcanic lithologies arise rnainly because of deformation,

metamorphism and alteration which obscured primary structures'

as weII as disruption of the stratigraphy by faulting and

intrusions (Ayres, L9'77a). In this study area, the volcanic

stratigraphy is represented by a cross-section confined to a

single, Iargely homoclinal, fault block (Bailes and syme,

Lg7g, l-980). Although faulting has removed the lowermost part

of the sequence, and there are a number of diorite and gabbro

intrusions, the volcanic succession has not been greatly

disrupted. Furthermore, because internal deformation of rock

units is weakly developed and metamorphic arade is low

greenschist facies, primary structuresr'textures, and, in many

places, mineralogy, are well preserved-

Location aud Access.

The study area, which is about 40 km2 in s1¿e, is

centered on Bear Lake about 12 t<rn southurest of FIin Flon near

the Manitoba-Saskatchewan border (Fig. 1). Access to the area

is via highway 10 between Cranberry Portage and FIin FIon.

Traversing Ín the area was facilitated by access through Lake

Manistiklsan and Bear Lake (F.ig. 2r. These north-south routes

made convenient starting points for east-west traverse lines

across the north-striking seçluence. Outcrop density is

variable, but many outcrops are large, and, because of the

smelter at FIin Flon, the available outcrops are exceptionally

well exposed.
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Previous lfork in the study Area.

Most of the work previousty done in the study area was

part of the general mapping of the Flin FIon area by

government geologists. This includes maps by Tant'on (1-941a,

b); Stockwell (l-960); and Bailes and Syme (l-980 , Lg87, in

press). Other studies in the FIin FIon area dealing with

special geologic problens such as geochronology (BelI et aI.,

Lg75; Syme et aI. ' Lg87l, structure (Stauffer, L974) ' and

geochemistry (Stauffer et aI. ' L9751 are peripheral to the

stud.y area. Previous volcanologic studies in the FIin FIon

area are even farther alüay and vtere mainly centered around

Anrisk Lake in Saskatchettan (Ayres, tbZløt 1981; Ferreira,

1-984; Van Wagoner and van !{agoner, 1981) . Bailes and syme

(Lg|g, l-98o, syne et aI. , Lg82) were the first workers to

address the volcanological problens in the study area. They

established the general stratigraphy and structural setting

and addressed the problem of, the genesis of the bedded

fragrmental rocks. Langlois (L987) studied felsic units which

occur in the study area and assessed the relationship of one

of these units to adjacent volcanic rocks.

Aims and objectives of tbis study.

The aims and objectives of this study are:

f-) d.etailed examination of the bedded', maf ic

fragmental rocks in the Bear Lake fault block near

Flin Flon and their bearing on the evolution of the



Figure 2. General geolog:y of the Bear Lake fault block and
rãíãti""ship to adjãcentÏault blocks. Sources of data: Bailes
and Syme, L982, L987i Syne' l-986.



volcano,

2l d.ocumentation of the morphology of mafic lava

flows,

3) documentation and analysis of lateral and

vertical volcanic facies changes in t'he 3.3-km

thick mafic sequence of the Bear Lake fault block,

4l description and evaluation of the nature of

epidote alteration in mafic pillowed and massive

Iava flows in the southern part of the succession,

and

5) interpretation of the morphology and evolution

of the mafic volcano in the Bear Lake block'

Field and lraboratory Investígations.

Reconnaissance field work started in the summer of l-983

and the collection of detailed field data was done mainly in

the sunmers of 1984, l-985, ald 1986. The methods of field data

collection included: 1) general geological mapping at a scale

of L:l-S t84}t 2l measurement of stratigraphic sections across

the bedded fragmental rocks, 3) description and detailed

mapping of lava flow morphologies, and 4) collection of rock

samples for Petrologic studies.

Field data collected from the bedded fragimental rocks

includ.ed: bed thicknessesi maximum clast sizes; depositional

structuresi matrix abundances; and fnagment type descriptions'

In the fie1d, ¡natrix abundances were determined by point

counting on rock outcrop surfaces using a fish net for
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control.
Laboratory investigations involved mainly petrographic

studies. These included point counting of amygdules on etched

slabs; phenocryst point count.ing on thin-sections; and general

petrographic descriptions.
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GEOT,OGICAL SETTING OF lHE STUDY AREA

Regional Setting.

The study area is part of the east-trending, early

Proterozoic, FIin Flon-Snow Lake greenstone belt in the

Churchill Province. The belt is approximately 230 kn long and

50 km t¡ide. In the north, it is bounded by the Kisseynew

metasedimentary gneiss belt which separates the Flin Flon-Snow

Lake greenstone belt from the Lynn Lake greenstone belt

farther north. In the south, Precambrian rocks are covered

under younger Paleozoic strata (Fig- L) -

The volcanic rocks in the Flin FIon area are assigned to

the Amisk Group. In the tlpe area north of Àmisk Lake, this

comprises 1) a lower mafic to intermediate lava flov¡ and

fragmentaf rock sequence and 2l an upper felsic to

intemediate lava flow and, fragrmental rock sequence (Byers

and Dahlstrom, L954i Fox, L976; Staufer et aI., L975i Ayres'

Lg77b). The estimated minimum thickness of the Amisk Group is

g kn (Ayres et a1., 1981). The A¡nisk Group is unconformably

overlain by sandstone and conglomerate of the Missi Group

(Bruce, L918; Slme et al. , L982r. In the FIin FIon area the

Amisk Group was tightly folded and deeply eroded before the

Missi Group was deposited (Stockt're}1, L96O). Subsequent to

this the Arnisk Group under:l¡ent four phases of deformation

which included: 1) early, tight,, east-trending folds, 2l

north-trending folds, 3) a large northeast-trending antiform'
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and 4) north to northwest-trending oblique-slip faults

. (Stauffer and Mukherjee, LITL; Bai1es and Syrne, L987). Both

groups have been metamorphosed to low to medium grades wit'h

metamorphic grade increasing northward (Syme et aI. , L982) "

Metavolcanic rocks in the study area near Flin Flon' are

assigned to the lower mafic to intermediate volcanic unit of

the Amisk Group and have been metamophosed to lower to upper

greenschist facies.

The FIin FIon area contains a variety of intrusive rocks

which includes: L) small, synvolcanic mafic sills and dykes;

2) Iarge, pre-and post-Missi Group, felsic plutons; 3) major

differentiated mafic sills; and 4) heterogieneous late tectonic

ultrarnafic to felsic dykes (Sy¡ne et a1'. , L9821 . The largest

gabbroic intrusion in the study area is the Mikanagan Lake

siII which is L.2 l<rn thick and more than 15 l<rn long (Bailes

et aI. , L987'l .

There is general agreement that the Arnisk Group is

Aphebian in age (Park, Lg75; BelI et al. , Lg75; MacQuarrie,

l-980) . Zircons separated from a rhyolite crystal tuff , which

overlies the mafic volcanic unit of the study area, yielded

a U-Pb age of 1886 +/- L.3 Ma (Syrue et aI. , L9871 .

In the FIin Flon area, there are a nr¡mber of generally

north-trending faults that, define a series of fault blocks

that generally range in width from 1 to skn (Fig. 21. Although

faults with smaller displacements occur within the fault

blocksr êD internally coherent stratigraphy can be deciphered

within each block. Stratigraphic correlation between blocks,
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however, is uncertain because of the general lack of rnarker

unít,s (Syme et aI. , Lg82). The present study is confined to

the Bear Lake fault block which is bounded on the west by the

north-trending Inlet Àrm fau}t, and on the east by the

Northeast Arn fault (Fig. 2). The seguence in the fault block

is d.ominantly east-facing with an isoclinal syncline near the

east, ed.ge. The lower part of this succession is 3.3 kn of

massive and pillowed maf íc lava f lows and fragi'mental rocks '

Thís is overlain by up to l-.8 kn of felsic and intermediate

flows and fragTmental rocks (Syme et at. , L9A2l. This study

deals only with the lower mafic volcanic succession.

Irlhen the present study was initiated, the northvtest

boundary of the Bear Lake block I4Ias t'hought, to be a fault

along the axis of the northeast arm of Manistikwan Lake (Syme

et aI. , Lg82¡. Mapping in 1-984 revealed that the volcanic

units near the perceived northwest boundary were

Iithotogically different, and faced in the opposite direction

relative to the main east-facing Bear Lake sequence. This

west-facing sequence has subsequently been assigned to the

Grassy Narrows block (Bailes and S1me, L987, and the northwest

boundary of the Bear Lake block has been shifted eastwards'

The mapped part of the Grassy Narro$rs block is incorporated

in Figurê 3, but is not included in the following description

and discussion.

Economic Deposits in tbe Flin Flon Area-

A nr¡mber of economic mineral deposits occur in the Flin
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FIon area. The most important of these are: f-) volcanogenic

. massive Cu-Zn sulphide deposits (Sy¡ne et aI. , l9B2), and 2)

gold deposits. To date, the largest of these is the FIin Flon

deposit which contained 62 million tonnes of Cu-Zn sulphíde

ore (Price, L977; Koo and Mossman, L975; Bristol, L974ì

Hawkins and Martin, L97O; Byers et aI., 1-965).
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ChaPter 3

VOLCANIC STRATIGRAPHY OF THE MAFIC SUCCESSION

IN THE BEAR T,AKE BLOCK

Introduction.
The mafic metavolcanic succession in the Bear Lake fault

block is tentatively divided into six formations which, from

base to top, have been designated as Formation l- to Formation

6 (Figs. 3, 4,). In ascending order, the formations cornprise:

r-) 3oo to 9oo m of pillowed and massive flows, 2) 22o to 3oo

m of massive lava flows and minor pillowed }ava flows' 3) 2OO

to LL}O m of pillowed lava flows, 4) L40 to 4l-6 m of bedded

fragTmental rocks intercalated vtith pillowed lava flows, 5)

23O to 600 m of intercalated pillowed and massive flows, and

minor bedded fragmental rocksr'and 6) 3OO to 4OO m of bedded

fragrmental rocks intercalated with pillowed flows (Table f-) .

In spite of numerous faults, and diorite and gabbro intrusions

which appear to have both e¡panded and removed pa¡îts of Êhe

stratigraphy, the volcanic stratigraphy is generally $telI

preserved (Fig. 3). [he exception is the. Mikanagan Lake

intrusion in the no*heast part of the area; this intrusion

has removed part,s of for¡nations 5 and 6. The stratigraphy is

generatly sinilar to that presented by Bailes and Syme (L9:79,

r.e8o)
)

Because many of the formations contain similar

morphologic units (Table 1), the author lttilt not describe each

formation in detail. Instead, the emphasis in subsequent
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chapters ttill be on morphologic units. The exception is

formation 4 which contains a number of distinctive and

genetically irnportant units, and was the focus of much of the

field and. Iaboratory work. Because of its importance,

formation 4 witl be described first, although

stratigraphically, it is in the middle part of the Bear Lake

mafic succession.

Five main volcanic morphologic types have been

recognized. In order of decreasing abundance, these are: f-)

pillowed. lava flows, 2l massive lava flows, 3) bedded

fragrmental rocks, 4) partly brecciated pillowed and massive

Iava ftows, and 5) genetically diverse lava lobe units (Figs.

3t 5, 6). other, Iocally developed morphologic types include

L) about l-Om of pillowed lava flows composed of extremely

large pillows or megapillows (Table t-) within abundant

interpillow fragmental material in the upper-middle part of

formatiotr 3, and 2) pillowed flows composed of large pillows

with well developed thermal contraction fractures in the

northern part of formation 5. Minor felsic units occur in the

mafic succession: some of these appear to be concordant with

the mafic rock units and may be flows or sills; others are

discordant and appear to be dykes. One of the concordant units

in formation 2 was examined by langlois (L987) who concluded

that it was a rhyolitic intrusion although localized felsic

pyroclastic rocks are spatially associated vtith the intrusion.

Vertical and lateral changes in volcanic morphologies

h¡ere obsen¡ed in the mafic sequence. Vertical ehanges include:
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f-) a general increase in vesicularity of lava flows with

stratigraphic height, 2) restriction of massive flows rnainly

to the lower-middle part which constitutes formation 2, 3)

occurrence of variolitic pillows dominantly in formations 1

and 3, 4) occurrence of pillowed flows with greater than 25å

cJ-inopyroxene phenocrysts in the upper part of formatíon 3,

and 5) the occurrence of bedded lapilli-tuff, tuff-breccia and

breccia at three st,ratigraphic levels in the upper half of

the sequence. Laterat changes observed in the mafic seguence

include J-) occurrence of dominantly massive flows in the north

part of formation L and pillowed flows in the center and

south, 2l lateral thickening and thinning of formations; this

is best developed in formation 4, the main fragimental unit'

which thins to both north and south, 3) restriction of

pillowed flows with weII developed thermal' contraction

fractures to the north paft of formation 5' and 4l in

formation 5, the restriction of pillovted flo$ts with more than

252 clinopyroxene phenocrysts to the south part of the

formation.

Chemical data provided by A.H. Bailes and E.c- Sy¡ne

(pers. cotnm., 1988) indicate that the mafic flows of the Bear

Lake block are tholeiitic basalts. Mineralogically, the flows

are generally porphyritic with variable abundances of both

plagioclase and clinopyroxene phenocryst:. Locally, flows

containing greater than 25>o clinopyroxene phenocrysts form

distinct,ive map units (F.ig. 3) . The groundmass v¡as composed

originally of plagioclase and clinopyroxene microlites with
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variable amounts of glass; any original oxide phases are only

locally recognized, and no apatite hlas observed.

The original components have nolr been replaced by

greenschist-facies metamorphic assemblaçfes. The plagioclase

has been replaced by albite plus epidote and guartz and the

clinopyroxene by actinolite, chlorite and epidote; however,

in rnany samples, the original textures are still preserved by

pseudomorphs. The originat glass component is more difficult

to identifyt it now comprises interst,itial aggregates of

chlorite and epidote.

Superimposed on the normal metamorphic mineral

assembLagêsr there are abnormal concentrations of epidote and

chlorite in flows, particularly in the southern and lower

parts of the sequence. The epidote and chlorite concentrations

occur in pillow rims, and as ovoíd to irregular aggregates in

flows. These concentrations mask prinary textures and

structures and are probabty the result of pre-metamo¡phic

alteration of the mafic sequence.

Fo¡:matio¡r Description.

Formation 1.

The lowermost contact of the fo:mation is the major fault

forruing the western boundary of the fault block (Fig. 3) and

thus lateral changes in thi.ckness of th" formation are

probably not meaningful. There is a general increase in the

intensity of defo¡nration and alterat,ion as the lower fault

boundary is approached, and it becomes increasingly difficult
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to recognize primary volcanic morphologic types. Howeverr âD

overall assessment of this formation shows that pillowed lava

flows predominate with about L0å massive sheet flows which are

rnainty in the north part of the formation (Figs.3,5,7).

Both pillowed and massive sheet flows are gienerally sparsely

porphyrític with l- to 5Z clinopyroxene and/or plagioclase

phenocrysts.

Formation 2.

!{Trere massive lava flows of formation 2 overlie the

pillowed and/or massive flows of formation Lt the contact

between the two formations is a transitional zorre, about 50

m thick, in which pillowed and massive flows are intercalated.

Pillowed flo¡,¡s form onl1z a smaLl proportion of, the formation

in the central part of the area (Figs. 3, 5, 7, but increase

in abundance to both north and south; they are the dominant

lithology in the north (fig. 3). The massive flows are

sparsely porphyritic to aphyric whereas the pillowed flows

are sparsely porphyritic.

Formation 3.

This fornration is composed largely of pillowed flows

(Figs. 3, 5,71 . The contact between'the two fomations is a

transitional zor'e, about 50 m thick, in wÌrich pillowed and

massive flows are intercalated. Four tlpes of pillowed flows

$rere identified in this format,ion based on size of pillows,

phenocryst content, and textures. The most common type of
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pillowed flow is composed of normal-sízed (as defined in Table

1), non-variolitic pillows that, contain 5 to LOZ pyroxene

and/or plagioclase phenocrysts; they constitute the lower 8Oå

of the formation in the northern and central part of the area.

These are overlain by flows composed of sparsely to moderately.

porphyritic variolitic megapillows and about 5Z interpillow
fragmental material. Contacts of this rock unit with

underlying and overlying units are not exposed. The minimum

thickness is LO m, the thickness of the exposure; the maximum

thickness is 20 m, the distance between overlying and

underlying units. The flows with megapillol¡¡s are overlain in
turn by flows with normal-sj-zed, variolitic, sparsely

porphyritic pillows. This unit constitutes about tse" of the

formation and extends laterally across most of the central
and southern part of this fonnation. Locally the uppermost

part of this formation comprises flov¡s cornposed of normal-

sized, non-variolitic, highly porphyritic pillows that contain

2O to 40? pyroxene phenocrysts. These const,itute about 3å of

the fo:mation and have a linited lateral extent.

Formation 4.

The Main Bedded Fragmental.formation has a sharp contact

with underlying pillowed flows of formation 3. This for¡nation

is heterogeneous and is composed of about 55e" bedded

fragmental rocks in which fragments are generally highly
anygdaloidal, and 45å intercalated, moderately anygdaloidal,

pillowed flows (Figs. 3, 5t 7l " Both the fragmental rocks and
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pillowed flows contain 5 to LiZ pyroxene and/or plagioclase

phenocrysts. The bedded fragmental rocks comprise several

lithologies defined on the bases of bed thickness, clast

abundance, and clast types (Table L). This formation is lens-

shaped, being thickest in the center and thinning both to the

north and. south (Figs . 3, A) ¡ the proportion of fragrmental

rocks relative to pillowed flows also decreases from the

center to the north and south.

Format,ion 5.

Formation 5 overlies the Main Bedded Fragrmental for¡nation

v¡ith a sharp contact. This formation is composed of several

lithologic units (Table L). It is 60? pillovred lava flows, 3OZ

massive lava flows (Figs. 3, 51 7') and 10å bedded fragmental

rocks $tith local intercalated flows; these bedded fragrmental

rocks form three lenticular members in the lower part of the

formation (Fig. 3).

The lower part of the formation is composed of pillowed

flows wíth normal-sized pillows. This is overlain by three

breccia members, which are lithologically qui-t'e different

although they occur at approxímately the same stratigraphic

level. The south nember, whiçh has a maximum thickness of 33

m is composed of breccias and tuff-breccias, Iapilli-tuffs and

tuffs, and intercalated pillowed flows. Tìe central member

which is only 1 m thick is composed of bedded tuffs. The

northern member ís 22.7 m thick with a very restricted lateral

extent because the exposure is límitedt it is composed of a
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breccias and breccias.
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tuff overlain bY 21-.5 m of tuff-

The lava ftows overlying the fragi'mental members are

lithologically diverse and there is considerable lateral

variation in flow morphology. In the north, the flows are

dorninantly pillowed and contain LO to L|Z clinopyroxene

phenocrysts and are highly amygdaloidal with weII developed

thermal contraction fractures. In the center, the flows

contain L to LOZ clinopyroxene and 1- to 52 plagioclase

phenocrysts, and are also highty amygdaloidal but comprise

both pillowed and massive tlpes with minor occurrences of

pillowed flows with negapillows and lava-lobe units containing

pillow-like structures surrounded by IapiIIi and ash matrix.

In the south, the flows are hreak to moderately amygdaloidal

and are composed dominantly of píIlowed flows and' minor

massive flows. The pillowed flows j.n the south contain greater

than 25å phenocrysts, whereas the massive flows are sparsel'y

porphyritic (Tab}e 1). A characteristic feature of some flows,

particularly in the upper part of the formation, is epidote-

rich alteration which forms globular to irregular patches

within the flows.

Formation 6.

The Upper Bedded Fragmental formation -overlies formation

5 with a sharp contact. This formation is lithologically

sirnÍIar to the Main Bed.ded Fragmental fo¡mation (Forrnatíon 4)

being composed of approximatety equal proportions of bedd'ed
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fragrmental rocks and intercalated pillowed flows (Figs. 3, 5,

7). Laterally, this formation has a restricted outcrop

distribution: in the north, the formation has been removed by

intrusion of the Mikanagan Lake gabbro; in the south, it is

covered by a lake (Fig. 3) . The fragrmental- rocks are mainly

breccias and tuff-breccias in the lower part of the formation

but change to Iapilli-tuffs as matrix content increases

upwards. In the center, the upper contact of this formation

with the overtying felsic to intermediate succession is a

faulti in the south, the contact is in an area of poor

exposure and was not observed.

Felsic Units.

Felsic units occur near the upper parts of formations l-

and 2, and, to the north, in the niddle part of formation 5

(Fig. 3). The three felsic units in the upper part of

forrnat,ion L (Fig. 3) range in thickness from 2 to 3 n . They

have linited lateral extent due to poor e)<posure but appear

to be concordant. However, one smalÌ occurrence in the central

part of formation L (not shown in Fig. 3) is a l--ut thick dyke

that Ís discordant to the ¡nafic volcanic rocks. Two felsic

units rrere obsen¡ed in fomation 2. The southern unit is 2.5

¡n thick and is discordant to pillowed flows. Langlois (1987)

studied the northern felsic unit in the upper part of

formation 2. There guartz-phyric felsic units range in

thickness from 6 to 12 m and are generally concordant although

discordant contacts $rere observed tocally. Langlois (1-987)
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concluded that these units srere intrusive although he did

identify minor felsic pyroclastic material at the contacts.

In the north part of formation 5t there is a 6.4 m thick,
quartz-phyric, felsic unit that appears to have concordant

relat,ionships with the extrusíve rocks; the unit has possible

flow structures and a brecciated upper margin. The genesj-s of

this unit is uncertain.

The felsic units include definite intrusions that have

both discordant and concordant relationships with the mafic

flows, and concordant units of uncertain genesis that could

be either lava ftor¡s or intrusions. The pyroclast,ic material

associated with the intrusions in formation 3 is particularly

important because it indicates that some, albeit minor, felsic

volcanism occurred during the eruption of the mafic sequence.

The intrusions have high level characterist,ics (Langlois,

L987) and are not necessarily related to felsic units that

overlie the mafic succession (rig. 3). They may instead be

related to felsic volcanism that occurred during the eruption

of the mafic succession. The only direct evidence of this

volcanism is the locally preserved felsic pyroclastic rocks

and intrusions. If this conclusion is correct, then the

volcanism that produced the lower part of the Bear Lake

succession rras of bi¡noda1 basalt-rhyolite characËer, rather

than strictly basaltic

I*tafic Intrusions.

A number of mafic intrusions occur in the Bear Lake mafic
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volcanic =rr"""==ior. These include small diabase dykes and

sills; medium-sized gabbroic intrusions; and one large

gabbroic intrusion. The small diabase dykes and sills range

in width from O.l- to 5O m with an average of about 5 m. They

form L to 503 of outcrops with an average density of about

LOZ of rock outcrop surface area. Medium-sized mafic

intrusions range from 50 to 50O m in thickness and can be

traced laterally for over 7 krr (fig. 3). They are generally

elongate in shape and concordant to the volcanic stratigraphy.

Their estimated density is 52 of the mapped area (Fig. 2) . The

Mikanagan Lake gabbro is the largest intrusion in the area and

forms the northeast Ii¡rit, of the study area (Fig. 3). It is
about 1.2 km wide and over L5 l<rn long (Bailes and Syme, L9871 .

Although the mafic intrusions are ubiguitous and relatively
abundant, they have not apparently removed much of the mafic

volcanic succession in the Bear Lake block area. The exception

is the Mikanagan Lake intrusion which has removed much of
forrration 6 and parts of formation 5.
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Chapter 4

BEDDED MÀFTC FRAGMENTAL ROCKS

Introduction.
Bedded fragrmental rocks form three sequences in the Bear

Lake mafic metavolcanic succession (Fig. 8). The thickest and

laterally most extensive unit is the Main Bedded Fragi'mental

Seguence (forrnation 4) which forms the focus of this study;

the bedded fragrmental seçßrences in formations 5 and 6 | which

are more poorly exposed, and laterally restricted, will be

described only briefly and compared with the Main Bedded

Fragmental Sequence.

The fragmental seç[uences in formations 4 and 6 comprise

about 602 bedded fragrmental rocks and 4OZ intercalated,
lenticular, pillowed lava flows. The fragmental sequences of
formation 5 which are thinner than those of formations 4

consist of three occurrences, two of which have intercalated
lava flows and one of which lacks intercalated pillowed flows"

The fragmental rocks of formation 6 contain one intercalated
píI1owed flow.

The bedded fragrmental rocks are most,Iy breccia and tuff-
breccia although lapilti-tuff and tuff are present, locally"
In aII three formations, fragment,s are basaltic in composit,ion

and have variable textural features, but most of them contain

about 5 to 55? amygdulesi many fragments have partial chilled
rims. Fragment sizes range from O.5 to 52 cm and occasionally

are up to l- m. The fragrmental rocks are most,Iy matrix-
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supported with only about 7? being clast-supported. The matrix

and the locally developed tuff are composed of ash and fine

Iapilli-size particles. Bedding in the breccia ranges in

thickness from 1- to l-5 m and is mostly defined by sharp

contacts. About 7OZ of the beds are ungraded with the

remaining 30å being nornally or reversely graded in about

egual abundance.

Main Bedded Mafic Fragrmental Seguence.

l-) General Features.

The Main Bedded Mafic Fragmental Sequence (Formation 4)

is l-40 to 4L6 m thick; it has been traced laterally for LL"2

.krn (Fig. 3), but its true length is not known. It is thÍckest

near Bear Lake (Figs. 3, 8) and thins both nôrth and south.

Bedd.ing has a northerly strike and dips are between 85o east

and vertical. Several faults have caused slight displacements

of the Main Bedded Mafic Fragrmental Sequence, but these faults

do not appear to have greatly affected lateral thÍckness

variations (fig. 3). The rocks are deformed but prirnary

structures are well preserved. Although no sytematic

structural analysis was done, the degree of flattening in most

of .the formation appears to be slight. In the south part,,

south of highway number L0 (Fig. 3), the rocks are relatively

more deformed than they are in the rest of the study area.

All the measurements presented in this study such as bed

thicknesses and clast sizes come from sections A to I north
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of highway number L0 (Fig. 8) where deformation is weak and

more or less uniform.

Formation 4 is underlain and overlain by thick
successions of pillowed and massive lava flows. Both the lower

and upper contacts are sharp. The main lithological
const,ituent,s of this formation are: about SSZ bedded

fragmental rocks, 44eo pillowed lava flows, and less than LZ

massive frows. Based on clast size abundances (Fisher, 1966),

the bedded fragmentar rocks are composed of the folrowing rock

units: 1-) 5oz breccias and Aoeo tuff-breccias which occur in
all sections; 2) 72 lapilli-tuffs which occur in the lower-

niddre parts of most sections except section B which is
incomprete due to a gabbro intrusion; and 3') 32 bedded tuffs

. which occur in the upper parts of the seçluence near sections

D, E, et H, and I (F.ig. 9).
Generarly, the intercarated pirlowed flows do not shor¡

any significant verticar changes in abundance relative to
fragmentar rocks (Fig. 9). Laterally, however, there are major

differencesi many frow units do not appear to extend raterarry
for great distances and the middre part of ttre sequence near

sect,ion E has more fragrmental rocks relative to pillowed flows
than adjacent parts of the sequence to ttre north and south

(Fig. 9). The fer¡ occurrences of massive frows are in the
upper parts of sect,ion E and I (Fig. 9) .

The bedded fragmental sequence can be further subdivided

into six subtlpes on the basis of bed thickness (rngram,

L9541 | clast and matrix distribution, and characteristics of
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particles. These are: L) very thick-bedded, matrix-supported

breccias, tuff-breccias, and localty lapilli-tuffs, 2) very

thick-bedded, clast-supported breccias, 3) thick- to medium-

bedded lapilli-tuffs, 4) lava lobe units, 5) thick- to medium-

bedded tuff-breccias and breccias with plastically deformed

particles, and 6) thin-to medium-bedded tuffs. The major

characteristics of these units are sunmarized in Table 2.

The components of these bedded fragmental units such as

clast and matrix types, clast and matrix distribution, clast

fabric, and petrographic characteristics are generally conmon

to several of these subtypes. component descriptions for the

subtypes are therefore presented together in the following

sections.

2l Clast Size Distribution.

The longest d.imensions of clasts vtere measured from rock

outcrop exposures. In sections A to I the degree of flattening

is more or less the same, hence, clast sizes can be compared

from one area to another.

Excluding the lava lobes, maximum clast sizes measured

in 259 beds range from 0.5 to LOz cmi the mean naximurn

particle size based on measurement of several of the largest

clasts in each bed is 28.9 cm (Fig. 1O). However, outside

these measured sections, clasts up to 1 m were observed. The

fragiments occur in a lapilli-tuff matrix which is defined as

particles less than 0.5 cm in size. The choice of 0.5 cm as

the boundary between fragments and matrix is based on the
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practical lower limit for ready recognition of particles on

outcrop surfaces.

Although proper clast size analyses could not be done

because of the large size of many particles and the inability
to disaggregate samples, the maximum particle size appears to
have a bimodal distribution which, in sections C and E (Fig.

1O), corresponds to the breccia plus tuff-breccia and lapilli-
tuff beds. There is no apparent lateral change in maximum

clast size (Fig. 10). Vertical changes in maximum clast size

are generally irregular; however, in sections D, E, H and I
there are 2 to 3 intervals, each about LsO cm thick, with

lower maximum clast sizes. These intervals correspond to the

occurrence of the interbedded thick- to medium-bedded lapilli-
tuff beds (Fig. 9).

In the coarse-grained fragrmental rocks, there is a wide

range in matrix abundances. Based on modal analyses of
outcrops, matrix abundance of the breccia and tuff-breccia
beds ranges from 5 to gSZ (Fig. 11). The beds thus include

both clast-supported and matrix-supported frameworks. Most

authors do not give a precise boundary for tne distinction
between clast-supported and natrix-supported frameworks, and,

t¡here a boundary is specified, there is disagreement on the

value used. For exanple, Pettijohn (L975, used a matrix

abundance of LSZ, whereas Shult,z (1984) used a matrix

abundance of about 4OZ" Empirically, it t¡as found that, in
the study area, a matrix abundance of 2OZ v¡as the appropriate

boundary to differentiate between beds which, in the fie1d.,
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were classified. as either matrix-supported or clast-supported.

The relativeJ-y low, boundary-matrix abundance may reflect the

poor sorting of the deposit, (Pettijohn, L9751. using this

boundary, clast-supported beds form about LO? of the breccia

and. tuff-breccia component. The proportion of matrix varies

from bed to bed and section to section and is lower in the

northern two sections than the other sections (Fig. LL).

Clast distribution in individual fragirnental beds is

variable resulting in various types of grading. Out of 25O

breccia and tuff-breccia beds examinedt 73.2>o are ungraded;

LL.6z normally graded¡ LL.ZZ reversely graded; 3.62

slrrnmetrically graded with a coarse middle zor:e; and O.8Z

symmetrically graded with a fine middle zone (Tabte 3). Graded

.beds have slightly larger mean bed thicknesses and matrix

abundances, and slightly lower maximun clast sizes than

ungraded beds (Tab1e 4).

The very thickly-bedded, poorly sorted, breccia, tuff=

breccia, and }ocaIly lapÍl1i-tuff beds are mostly ungraded

although both normally and reversely graded beds are present

in about equal proportions (Tab1e 2). Occasionally, reversely

graded breccia and tuff-breccia beds have a 1O to S0-cm basal

tuff zone that grades rapidty upward into coarse breccia and

tuff-breccia which forms most of the beds. Locall-y, Iarge

fraguents surrounded by fine-grained matrix occur at the t'op

of some breccia beds. Lapilli-tuff, beds are moderately t'o

poorly sorted and they are dominantly ungraded wit'h about l-Oå

normaly graded beds. Thin- to uredium-bedded tuffs have the
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Table 4

Section

Paraneters

Bed Thickness{cnr)

n
Range

x
s

Graded Ungraded

Variatlons of Bed Thickness, Matrix Abundance and Maximum Clast Size

between Graded and Ungraded BreccJa and Tuff-Breccia Beds

A

Matrlx Abundance
$)

n
Ran ge

x
s

620
95 -950 60 -1420

404 380
347 388

Graded Ungraded

Maximum Clast
Size (n¡m)

n
Range

x
s

I

620
20-80 15-85
50 40
27 20

210
430-720 60-l'ls0

575 379
205 401

Exp'lanations:

I = !iål"'d Dqvlation

Graded Ungraded

c

620,l;?to toSiSoo

8s 58

'7 
43

t35-890 30-1000
379 258
318 480

210
37-65 1-67
50 24
t8 21

Graded Ungraddd

D

2 l0
200-220 180-350

2t0 263
14 48

't3 53
90-360 30 - 700

t91 176
142 l4l

743
20-80 l0-86
56 58
20 '19

Graded Ungraded

743
il0-290 60-460

205 .|73

67 84

]6 45
50-670 20-640
208 228
166 12ì

t3 5l
t3-94 5-81

61 56
18 22

SUMMARY

Graded Ungraded

13 5l
64-460 60-460
214' 260
82 100

16
50-98

73
20

44 '171

50-950 20-1420
351 284
236 306

5l
I 0-85

57
17

16 5l
64-380 64-52s
195 222
82 l'10

44
I 3-98
58'
21

l7s
I -86
47
20

44 175
20-460 60.-525200 22766 80

Þ
(¡i
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greatest proportion of normally graded beds (Table 2) and are

generally well sorted.

3) Beddíng Characteristics.

In the very thickly-bedded breccia, tuff-breccia,'and

tocally lapíIli-tuff beds are defined by variations in both

clast size and matrix abundance. Most of the bed contacts are

sharp and planar, although small scale irregularities are

produced by slight upward projection of large clasts above the

bed surface (Fig. !2) . A small proportion of beds have

transitional contacts and are marked by gradual changes in

clast sizes over a distance of LO to LOO cm (Fig. L3). Beds

thicknesses range from 0.5 to L4 m with a mean thickness of

2.45 m.

In the thick- to medium-bedded lapilli-tuffs, beds range

in thickness from O.O5 to 2.6 m and average O.4 m (Table 2).

The beds are org:anized in sets of 5 to lo beds with sharp bed

contacts. The bed sets occasionally contain discontinous,

lenticular, coarse breccia and tuff-breccia interbeds which

are 0.9 to 1-o m long, and 5 to 30 cm thicki the interbeds

contain clasts 5 to 20 cm in diarneter.

Beds in the thinty- to medium-bedded tuffs cornmonly have

sharp contacts defined by a change in clast size. Bed

thicknesses vary from O.OL to 1.3 m and an average of O.2 m.

Most beds are massive but in the finer grained upper parts of

some norrnally grad.ed beds there are 1 to 5 nm thick planar

laminations (Figs. 13, L4). Rare scour-and-fill structures



Figure L2" Sharp bed contact between a breccia and tuff-
brãccia bed defined by a change in clast size. Notice the
straight bed. contact with minor irregularities due to upward
projection of large fragments" The pointèd end of the hammer
head is the top of the seguence"
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and flame structures are also present (Fig. 13).

When all the fragmental rocks are considered, bed

thicknesses have a log normal distribution and show a slight

Iateral decrease in bed thickness from north to south (Fig.

L5). In some sections there is a general vertical decrease of

bed thickness which coincides with the occurrence of lapilli-
tuff unit,s.

Individual beds have been traced lateral}y for up to 500

m, but most beds can be traced for only 50 to l-00 m.

Correlation of specific beds from outcrop to outcrop and from

section to section across areas of cover is uncertain because

differences between many beds are relatively subtle. $Ihere

beds could be traced laterally for long distances, there is
only a limited variation in bed thickness. No bed. terminations

lvere observed although the disparity in number's of beds among

sections (Fig. 11) and the lenticular nature of the

intercalated pillowed flows (Fig. 9) indicate that many

individual beds must terminate within the mapped extent of the

sequence.

The relationships between bed thickness and maximum

particle size (Fig. 16); bed thickness and matrix abundance

(Fig. L7) ¡ and maximum particJ-e size and mat,rix abundance

(Fig. 18) show poor correlations for both the entire bed

population and the subset of graded beds"

4, Clast Fabrics.

Clast fabrics are generally isotropic although in a few
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beds erongate cl-asts are aligned parallel to bed contacts.

Rare imbrication of clasts was arso observed and indicate a

southward azimuth of flow. The non-isotropic clast fabrics
vrere observed in stratigraphic sections c and D where there

is reast tectonic deformation as indicated by the nearly
spherical quartz amygdules.

5) Petrography.

a) Breccia and Tuff-breccia Fragrments.

Breccia clasts are general-ly porphyritic with 1 to LSZ

pyroxene and/or L to L0å pragioclase phenocrysts in a fine-
grained groundmass that is now composed of plagiocrase,

epidote, chrorite and minor quartz. pyroxene phenocrysts are

.prismatic, and euhedral to subhedral; they range in size from

O .2 to 2 . O nm ( Fig. 19 ) . Glomeroporphyritic phenocryst

clusters composed of pyroxene are rerativery cornmon, but
glomeroporphyritic texture is ress commonry deveroped with
pragiocrase phenocrysts. Pyroxene phenocrysts are rargery
repraced by paJ-e green actinorite, chrorite, ..nu occasionarly
quartz and carcite (Table 5), but relict crinopyroxene is
preserved in some phenocrysts, particularry the lower parts
of sections C, D, and E (fig. 9). The prismatic shape, local
preservation of relict clinopyroxene, and dominance of single-
crystal actinolite pseudomorphs (Table 5) suggest that the
pseudomorphs have replaced clinopyroxene phenocrysts.

Pragiocrase phenocrysts are tabular, and subhedral, and

range in rength from 0.2 to 1.o ¡nm (Fig. 19). They have been



A

B

Figure 3.9" Photomicrographs (crossed nicols) of fragnents in
breccia showing representative mineralogic composition: A)
shows clinopyroxene phenocrysts (px) now replaced by chlorite
and actinolite, and B) shows plagioclase phenocrysts (pI) 

"
Both samples have groundmass clinopyroxene, no!,¡ replaced by
actinolite, and plagioclase microlites" Round to oval white
features are guartz-filled amygdules" The field of view is
4.2 mm.



Secondery
Mineral

Acllnollte

Chlorite

0uartz

Calclte

Table 5 Mlnera'togy of Pseudomorphs After Clinopyroxene Phenocrysts ln Basaltic Fragments and Lava Flows
in the ltlain Bedded Mafic Fragmental Sequence.

Occurg ag euhedrel to
anhedral sfngle-crystal
replacenenÈ Bl.neral.

Occurs as rûultl-crystal
eggregetes.

Occurs aa anhedral,
partial replacenenÈ of
actlnollte

occurs nostly as anhedral,
uultl-crysÈal¡ partf a1
replacenenc of acÈfnolfte;
occaslonal Bfngle crystal
replaceEent

HablÈ Abundance
(7 peeudouorph volune)

Rangee frou 5 to 1002
wfth en average of 607

Rangee fron 0 to 75'Å
trith an anerage of 257.

Ranges frou 0 to 502 nlth About 0.1 to 0.5r0m
an average of 102

Ranges frorn 0 to 352 ntÈh About 0.1 to 0.5uû
an average of 5Z

Ranges frou 0.2 to 2,0mm
nlth an ayeråge oT 0.5o¡¡

Less than 0.ft0n

Sl ze
(nm)

S tratlgraphic Varfatlon

Doninant ln the'north near sectfong
A ând B; and 1n the Elddle parE near
sectlon C.

DoEÍnant fn the south near secÈions
EtoI

Coo¡non in the north near sectlons
AandB

Occurs fn nearly all sÈraÈigraphlc
sectlons except near section C and
the lo\rer part of sectlon E.

('1
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mainly replaced by single-crystal pseudomorphs of albite (Anz_

s). In the upper part of sections A and B, plagioclase has

been replaced by multi-crystal aggregates of minute sericite,
and occasionally, single-crystal calcite.

Phenocryst species and abundance in randomly collected

fragments and in multiple samples collected from several beds

show vertical stratigraphic variations. As discussed later,
the lower stratigraphic parts are çtenerally pyroxene-phyric,

whereas the upper parts are plagioclase-phyric (Fig. 48).

fn most fragirnents, groundmass textures are relatively
weII preserved (Fig.2O). The froundmass is composed of 1- to
5OZ, 0.1- to O.2 nm randonly oriented, tabular plagioclase

Iaths forming a felted texture. The plagioclase has been

-replaced by albite and J-ocaJ-ly by epidote. Subhedral,

prismatic actinolite laths that are also generälly o.l- to O.2

rnm in size form I to 2OZ of the groundmass; they have probably

replaced clinopyroxene ¡nicrolites as indicated by their shape

and mineralogic composition. The plagioclase and clinopyroxene

nicrolites are surrounded by very fine-grained chlorite and

epidote that probably represent recrystallized basaltic glass.

The abundance of microlites is therefore an indication of the

crystallinity of the breccia fragrments.

In many of the large fragments, there is a pronounced

internal variation in nicrolite abundance as a function of
proxinity to the partial chilled rim that occurs on many

fragments. However, when microlite abundance in the central
part of large fragrments, ahray from the chilled rims, are
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compared, there is also a pronounced difference, among

fragments. of 29 randomry selected rarge fragrments examined,

2oz have l- to L}z microrites; 3oz have L5 to 3oeo rnicrorites
and sOU have more than 30å microlites (Table 6). These

estimates indicate that about harf of the rarge fragments had

an original glass content of 7OZ, or more. In contrast, about

7OZ of the small fragments have less than t_5? microlites. Of

L4 randomly selected samples from pillowed flows, ât
comparable distance from the rim, 50? have 15 to 3OZ

microlites and 5oz have more than 3oå microrites. This

indicat.es that pirl-ows have a higher crystarrinity than large
and srnall breccia fragirnents.

Three types of clasts can be recognized in the breccia

(Table 7): f-) apparently unbroken particles thatr oD outcrop

surfaces, are surrounded by a 5 to 25 nm thick, complete

chilled rin (fig. 2Ll ¡ 2) broken fragment,s, O to 30t of which

have L to 5 mm thick partial chilled rims (Fig. 221 ¡ and 3)

broken porygonar fragrments with a light corour weathering rirn
(Fig. 23). The broken part,icres thus appear to have thinner
chirred rims than the unbroken particles. rn general, the

chirled rims have ress than 5 to 10? pragiocrase and pyroxene

microlites which are generalry o.l- to o.2 ¡nm in size. These

are surrounded by very-fine grained chlorite and actinorite
which are probably recrystatlized basaltic Alass (Fig. 24).

There is an increase in microrite content from 5 to 10å in the

chirred rims to L0 to 50+å in the interiors of the fragiments

indicating slower cooling"
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Tab'le 6

BreccÍa fragrnents *

Pfllor¡ed lava flows

Lava Lobes

Small- partfcles

Estimate of PlagÍoclase and
of BreccÍa Fragments

Number of samples

Explanatfon:.

* Large breccia fragments only;

** Sample fron pillow margln

29

Pyroxene Micro'lite Abundance in groundmass
and Intercalated Lava Flows.

l4

Ranþe of microJite abundances

0 to L5"/, L5 to 307.

20

** l'0

0

:7035

taken from nfddle part¡ away from chflled zones

30

45

50

20

and proport,fon of samples

above 302

50

45

50

10
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Unbroken fragments range in size from 5 to LO cm and have

irregular, plasticatly deformed shapes (Fig. 2L). These occur

nainly in the tower-míddle part of stratigraphic section D

where seven successive beds with a total thickness of 7 m

contain 3o to 50å of this type of fragment which forms 80å of
the fragment population (Table 2).

Broken fragirnents range in size from 0.5 to 50 cm and are

generarly angular to subangular. some of these fragments have

curved partiar chilled rims, and these constitute o to 30å of
the total fragrment population (Fig. 25).

Another Lype of particle wtrich ranges in size from 5 to
L0 cm and generally has a regular polygonal shape (Fig. 23)

is characterized by a comprete rim which weathers to a pare

grey colour and is l- to 2.5 cm thick with a mean of 1.3 cm.

The rim has approximatery the same size anà abundance of
microrites as the interior (Table 7), but the two zones are

distinguished by the type and abundance of minerals repracing
phenocrysts and microlites. rn the outer rim, pragioctase is
repraced by 60 to 90? murti-crystar aggregates of sericite
and clinopyroxe by singre-crystal actinolite. rn the interior,
there is 100? repracement, of pJ-agiocrase by sericite and

clinopyroxene is replaced dominantly by epidote. The

sirniranity in size and abundance of microrites and the

differences in the type and abundance of repracement minerals

between the two zones suggests that this is an arteration rim.
These particres are restricted to one outcrop in the upper

part of section B. Here, in five successive beds with a totar
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Figure 2L" Rock outcrop photograph
particle with a comPlete chilled
abundance of lapitli-tuff matrix
particles "

of plastically deformed
rim. Notice the high
surrounding the Iarge
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Figure 23" Rock outcrop photograph of a polygonal fragnent
wiin a light-coloured complete rim, surrounded by more normal,
broken, vesicular fragments that lack rims-
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Figure 24. Photomicrograph (crossed nicols) of the chill-ed
rim of a plastically deformed particle that is surrounded by
a complete chilled rim (Fig" 2L). Note vesicular nature (white
spots) of both interior and rim of particle" The field of view
is 40 mm.
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Figrure 25. Distribution of broken fragrmentç with partiat
chilled rims. Percent abundance is calculated as a function
of the total fragment volume abundance in a bed.



thickness of 21-.5 m,
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20 to 8Oå of the fragment population is

this type of particle. the remainder are normal, vesicular,

broken, angular to subangular fragments which are generally

0.5 to 5 cm in diameter. These broken fragments lack rims

except for a few that have partial chilled rims. The matrix

abundance of these beds is relatively low ranging from 12 to

38å with a mean of 282.

b) Breccia and Tuff-breccia Matrix-

Recognizable matrix components range in size from 0.1 to

5.0 rnm and at1 partictes were of basaltic composition. These

are: L)weakly microlitic vesicular particles, 2) weakly

microlitic non-vesicular particles, 3) feldspathic vesicular

particles, 4') hypohyaline to holocrystalline particles' and

5) partly or completely gtass-coated crystals. There is also

chl-oriti zed, and./or epidotized material that cannot be resolved

into individual matrix components (Table 8).

The weakly microlitic particles are blocky with

moderately curved to straíght bounding faces (Fig. 26 and 27'l .

They contain 1 to 5? plagioclase and pyroxene microlites and

phenocrysts surrounded by epidote that .has probably replaced

original glass. Vesicular types have an average vesicularity

of 3OZ whereas the non-vesicular tlpes have average

vesicularity of 22. Bounding faces generally cut through

vesicles but about 1- to 2Z of the vesicular particles have

partly vesicle controlled bounded faces.

Feldspathic vesícu}ar partícles have blocky shapes and
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Figure 26. Photomicrograph (p1ane light) of thin- to medium-
bedded tuff showing weakly microlitic vesicular particle (a)
with bubble controlled bounding faces indicating vesicurar
nature. Other particles are blocky, non-vesicular particle
(b) , plagioclase crystal (c) , and altered rnaterial (d) in
which individual particles cannot be resolved. The field of
view is 1.7 mm.

Figure 27. Photomicrograph (ptane light) of thin- to medium-
bedded tuff showing blocky, weakly microlitic, non-vesicular
particle (a). similar blocky, weakly microlitic, non-vesicular
particles occur arso in the matrix of the breccia and tuff-
breccia. The remainder of the matrix is a pragiocrase crystal
(b) and altered material (c) in which individual particles
cannot, be resolved. The field of view is l_.7 mm.

Figure 28. Phôtomicrograph (p1ane light) of matrix of tuff-
breccia showing blocky, feldspathic, vesicular particles (a)
wíth round to oval quartz amygdules surrounded by feldspathic
material. Edges of particles are apparently vesicle
controlled. Àmygdules fiDing broken vesicles at particle
margins have irregular, outer surfaces controlled by adjacentparticles. Other particles are altered, broken, pyroxene
crystals (b) and bJ-ocky, weakly microlitic, non-vesicularparticles (c). The field of view is l-.7 mm.
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edges that have generally broken across vesicles (Fig. 28) ,

arthough some particles appear to have vesicre-controlled
shapes. At the margins of some particles, amygdules appear to
be broken, but this is apparentry due to infirling of broken

vesicres with the shape of the outer part of the amygdure

being controrred by adjacent materiar (Fig. 2g). rn comparison

to the more conmon, weakly microlitic particles, the

feJ-dspathic particres have a lower crystarrinity and higher
vesicurarity with amygdules being composed sorely of guartz.

cornpositionarry, these particres appear to be cornposed rargery
of fine-grained potassic ferdspar that has probabry repraced

originar glass. This is deduced from the sparse nicrolite
content and the brownish colour due to slight alterationi such

arteration is conmon in potassic ferdspars but not in quartz.
Because quart,z is rare in these fragments, except as

amygdures, the author believes that these fragments are

altered basartic arlass. The present feldspathic composition

could refrect preferential zeoLí|-.ízation and subsequent

rnetamorphism of these gas-rich particres which may have been

more rapidly quenched than other particles.
Hlpohyarine to holocrystalrine particres are blocky with

a low amygdule content (Fig. 291 . sorqe of these part,icles are
porphyritic with pyroxene and pragiocrase phenocrysts; they
are similar to the large basartic fragments arready described"

Pyrogenic crystals of crinopyroxene and plagiocrase occur

either as free crystars or as crystals partly or compret,ety

coated by glass (Fig. 31). Free crystars, a few of r¡hich are
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Figure 29. Photomicrograph (plane ligìt) of nalrix of tuff-
breccia containing a ifõcfy, hypohyáIj-ne particle (a) with
piagioctase micróphenocryãts -ãnd a very fine-grailed
'groúnanass. The rernã.inder óf tne material is altered material
i¡l in which individuat particles cannot be resolved. The
field of view is 4.2 rnm.

Figure 30. Photomicrograph (crossed nicols) of rnatrix of lava
toÉe unit showing brokên éuhedral pyrogenic clinopyroxene (a)'
The remainder oí tn" matrix is al-Cered material (b) in which
individual particles cannot be resolved. The field of view is
1-. 7 mm.

Figure 31. Photomicrograph (plane li_ght)_ of mafic t'uff showing
piáEiocf.s" crystal ñartfy 

-lurrounded by weakl-y.-microlitic,'nonlvesicular, -epidotlzed naterial that is rnost tikely altered
partial vitric - coating (a). Also Shown is part of a
iro.tocrystalline particlã (b). The ¡enai¡$er of the photograph
is altéred. mater-ial (c) in which individual particles cannot
be resolved. The field of view is 3.3 mm.
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broken (Fig. 30) predominate. The remainder of the matrix is
very fine-grained aggregates of chlorite and/or epidot,e within
which recognizable particle shapes cannot, be resolved. This

material probably represents small, altered basaltic glass

particles.

The matrix particles show both similarities and

differences in composition, crystallinity, and vesicularity
to the large fragrments found in the tuff-breccia and breccia.

The hypohyaline to holocrystalline particles are generally

sinilar in terms of crystallinity to those parts of the large
fragiments a$¡ay from the chilled rims, but they have a lower

vesicularíty and some mat,rix partícles have a higher

crystarrinity. The weakly microritic particres are generalry

similar to the chilled rims of the large fragments arthough

the non-vesicular, weakry microritic particres have a lower

vesicularity than the chitled rims (cf Tables 7, g). The

ferdspathic particles are completery different from the rarge

fragments; they have a slightly lower crystallinity, a higher
vesicurarity, and a different, composition relative to the

chilled rims of the targe fragrments. The pyrogenic crystars
are generally similar to phenocrysts in the large fragments.

Thus, arthough some matrix particres may be smarrer broken

pieces of the larger fragments, there are significant
differences between many of the matrix particres and the

rarger fragments that possÍbry indicate different sources.

The proport,ions of matrix particle tlpes change

throughout the bedded fragmental sequence, and the proportions
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are partly a function of lithotogy (Table 2). In the breccia,

tuff-breccia and thin- to medium-bedded tuff which form the

bulk of the sequence, weakly microlitic, non-vesicular

particles are more abundant than weakly microlitic vesicular

particles; feldspathic particles are relatively rare' In tuff-

breccia and breccia beds that contain ptastically deformed

particles, Iava lobe units, and lapilli-tuff beds, oñ the

other hand, vesicular particles are more abundant' than non-

vesicular particles, and feldspathic vesicular particles are

characteristic of these units; most of these units occur in

niddte part of the seç[uence. Partly glass-coated plagiocÌase

crystals were observed mostly in the upper' thinly bedded

tuffs.

c) Lava Lobes.

Lava lobe units occutr in sections A, B, and C (Fig' 9)

hrhere they are int,erbedded with breccia and tuff-breccia and

with pillowed flows. There are about 1 to 3 lava lobe units

per section which occur as single ungraded beds. They are

underlain and overlain by tuff-breccias, lapilli-tuffs and

pillowed flows. Observed contacts with adjacent units in

section C have transitional contacts with underlying thick-

to medium-bedded lapilli-tuffs and sharp contacts with

overlying pillowed flows. Lava lobe beds have been traced

Iaterally for a distance of about 50O m and one of these beds

v¡as observed to interfinger latera1ly with a distinctive type

of bedded tuff-breccia which has characteristic, plastically
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deformed particles surrounded by chilted rims. Thus the lava

Iobe units have a spatial retat,ionship with underlying thick-
to medium-bedded lapilli-tuffs, and overlying pillowed flows

and laterally with tuff-breccia beds with plasticatly deformed

particles.

The lava lobe beds are 2 to LO n thick, and are poorly

sorted; they contain l-0 to 2Oå lobes randomly distributed in
a lapilli-tuff matrix. The lava lobes are contorted units 5

to 1-O cm thick and l- to 5 m long (Fig. 32) . They have

unbroken, 1 to 4 cm thick, chitled rims or selvages marked by

a dark, very-fine grained texture which grades inward into a

rerativery coarser interior. They are distinguished from

prasticaì-Iy deformed particres which occur in other beds by

their elongate shapes, ât least in the two dimensional rock

outcrop exposures. The matrix consists of 10'to 2oz rapirri
that range in size from 5 mm to 50 mm and are generally

angurar to subangurar. some of these have broken chirred rims.

The remaining 6o to 80å is natrix in v¡hich particles are ress

than 5 mm in diameter.

Mineralogicatry the lobes and lapilri-sized fragments

contains 2 to Lsz clinopyroxene and plagioclase phenocrysts

which are o.2 to 1-.0 urm in size. The robes in the lower part
of the stratigraphic sect,ions have relatively more

crinopyroxene rerat,ive to plagiocrase phenocrysts whereas

those in the upper parts have more pragioclase phenocrysts.

Rerict clinopyroxene v¡as observed in phenocrysts in the lower

middre part, of sectÍon c, but pyroxene phenocrysts in sections
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Figure 32. Rock
contorted shape of

outcrop photograph
lava trobes within a

showing the general
lapilli-tuff matrix"
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A and B have been replaced by 60 to 7OZ single-crystal
actinolite pseudomorphs and 30 to 4OZ multicrystal quartz

pseudornorphs. The composition of pseudomorphs after
plagioclase phenocrysts is albite (An2-5).

Away from the chilled rim, the groundmass of the lava

lobes and lapilli-sized fragirnents is, in general, composed of
l-5 to 4OZ plagioclase microlites which are O.l- to O.2 mm in
size and 20 to 3Oå pyroxene rnicrolites which are O.O5 to O.l_

nm; the lobes and fragments thus have a slightly higher

crystallinity than the large fragments that occur in tuff-
breccia and breccia beds in the fragmental sequence, but their
crystarrinity is the same as that of intercalated pirrowed

flows (Table 6). The chilled rims have a lovr degree of
crystallinity relative to the interior parts of the lobes.

d) Intercalated Pillowed Flows.

rntercarated pilrowed lava units range in thickness from

5 to 30 m, with a mean thickness of LO m. Most units can be

traced laterarry for about 1 to 1.5 km and in this distance

the thickness is generarly constant. Each pillowed unit
appears to represent a discrete pilrowed rava frow; both frow

bases and flov¡ tops are generatly pranar and concordant with
bedding in underrying and overrying fragrmental units. .The

pirrowed frows are randomly interbedded with the breccia and

tuff-breccia, and the number of frows is rateralry variabre;
the greatest number of flows observed is 7 in section A (Fig.

91, whereas in section E, only 2 flows were observed" In some
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places, flows are isolated and are separated stratigraphically

by thick fragmental sequences; in other places, as for example

in sect,ion H (Fig. 9) , flows occur in sets up to l-oo m thick,

with indvidual flows separated by thin fragrmental units.

Pillov¡ shapes and sizes vary within and betvteen flows.

Generally, pítlow long dimensions range from 0.4 to 3.O m and

their shapes vary from bun-shaped to elongat,e. Pillows in the

flows are typically texturally zoned (Table 9t Fig. 33). lrlhere

best preserved, four zones can be defined: progressing

inwards, these zones are a) cracked, epidotized zone; b)

chloritized. glass crust or selvaget c) amygdaloidal or

variolitic zone; and d) crystatline central part (Table 9) .

i) Cracked, Epidotized Zone.

This zone, which ranges in thickness fronì 0-5 to 5-0 cm,

occurs betr,¡een pillows and is characterized by numerous

straight, . curved, and semicj.rcular hairline cracks that are

generally subparallel to pillosr margins; the cracks range in

length from 0.1 to O.2 ¡nm (Fig. 341 . This pattern of cracks

probably formed during quenching of basaltic glass. The

cracked material is poorly amygdaloidal with less than 5Z'

isolated, round to oval, epidote and quartz anygdules which

are 0.5 to L.O m¡n in díameter. The original glass has been

replaced by blocky, O.2 to O.5 mm, epidote and chlorite

aggregates within which there are about LZ, 0-5 to l--0 nm

prísmatic subhed.ral pseudomorphs after Pyroxene and lZ , 0. 1-

to O.2 urm plagioclase microlites" The cracks extend inwards
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l. Cracked epldotlzed
zone¡ appears to be
lnterplll ow fragmentaì
materlal.

Table 9 Typlcal Texura'l Zones ln Pillows of Flotrs Intercalated with the maln Bedded l'laflc
Fragmentaì Sequence.

Thlckness and Type of
Eoundary.

Chìorltlzed glass
crust; outer rlm
of plllow.

Ranges from 0.5 to Sc¡n and
ls varlable wlthln a slngle
plìlotv' and between flows.
Sharp boundary wlth
chlorltlzed zone

3. Arlgdaloldaì and/or
varlolltlc zone

Ranqes fron I to 4rm and
ls úarlable from one flol
to another. Tnans{tlonal

_boundarY wlth next zone.

Ranges from 5 to 50rm and ls
lacklng In some plllows.
Transltlonal boundary wlth the
lnner zone.

Crystalì lnlty and I'llneraì ogy

4. Inner crystalllne Forms the mtddle part of
zone plllows and constltutes 30f

to 70f of plllows 0.4 to 3.0m
ln long dlmensfon.

'l to 2X mlcrolltes compnlslng
approxlmately equal abundances
of 0.1 to 0.2rm Plagfoclase and
0.5 to l.Omm altered pyroxene. The
rest ls altered glass-ás lndlcated by
numerous mlnute fractures orlented
parallel to pllìow nargln. The gìass
has generally been altered to ep{dote
and chlorlte whose proportlons vary
from one plllow to another.

I to 3f pìagloclase and/or. pyroxene
mfcrolltes whlch are 0.2 to 0.Sr¡vn ln
slze. The rest ls very flne-gralned
chlorltfzed, materlal that ls most
llkely aìtered basaìtlc glass.

5 to lOf plaglocìase and/or Pyroxene
phenocrysts, 0.5 to l.0m ln slze.
5 to 501 plaOloclase and/or pyroxene
mlcrolltes whlch are 0.2 to 0.Snn.
Thls ls surrounded bY verY flne-
gralned materlal composed of
áctlnollte' epldoter and chlorlte
posslbly replaclng orlglnal
basaltfc glass.

50 to 70f' 0.2 to 0.5¡m plagloc'lase
and/or pyrcxene mlcrolltes. 5 to
l0:' 0.5-to 2.Orn plagloclase and/or
pyroxene phenocrysts. Thfs ls
surrcunded by 5 to 20f very flne-
gralned n¡aterlal composed of
actlnollte, epldote and chlorlte
posslblX replàclng onlglnal basaltlc
gl ass.

Ves I cul arl ty

ì to 5f round to oval amygdulest 0.5 to
l.Onn ln dlameter. These are generally
composed of epldote, chlorlte' quartz
and calclte.

Generally I to 5Í but occaslonally up to
l5f, round to oval amygdules. These are
0.2 to ì.û¡rn In dlaneter and are composed
of quartz, epldote, chlorlte and calclte.

lo to 4of, round. oval, and lrregular
anygduìes. These'are 0.1 to 20tnn ln
dlãmeter and ¡re composed of quartz' epldote
chlorlte and calclte.

5 to l5f, round, oval and' lrregular
anygdules, 0.2 to 20rm ln dlameter composed
moÉ[ìy of quartz and epldote. Segregatlon
veslc'les occur ln some plllows'

@
U)
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Figure 33" Photonicrographs (crossed nicols) of pillow margins
showing textural zonations. In (A) progressing inwards (fron
top of photograph) the zones are: 1-) Cracked epidotized zone,
2) chloritized chilled rin, 3) amygdaloidal zone and 4,
sparsely amygdaloidal interior. In (B) there are similar zones
as in (A) except the boundaries between zones are sharper and
the autygaatoidal zone contains epidot,ized variolites" The
field of view in the vertical direct,ion is 4o mm"
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Figure 34. Photomicrograph (plane fight,) of cracked,
epidotized zone and outer margin of a pillow showing
microscopic fractures and the generally non-vesicular nature
of the material" Arrow indicates the direction towards pillow
margin. The field of view in the vertical direction is 3.3 mm"
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into the next zone, but the boundary between the two zones

sharp because there is an abrupt change in the mineralogy

the replaced glass.

ii) Chloritized Zone.

This zone ranges in thickness from l- to 4 nm. The

outermost L to 2 mm is characterized by 0.05 to O.L-mrn wide,

crudely wavy cracks which are filled with epidote. These

cracks are generally parallel to pillow margin and decrease

in abundance towards the inner part of this zone which is
uncracked. This zone has L to 52 amygdules which are O.2 to

L.O mm in diameter and composed of quartz, chlorite, epidote

and calcite. The groundmass comprises l- to 3å plagioclase and

pyroxene microlites which occur in very fine-grained chlorite
that is probably altered glass. The boundary'with the inner

zone is transitional (Fig. 33).

iii) Àmygdaloidal and/or Variolit,ic Zone.

This is a 5 to 50 mm thick zone containing 5 to 5O?, O.2

to O.5 mm plagioclase and/or pyroxene microlites and 5 to 1-O?,

0.5 to 1.0 nm plagioclase andr/or pyroxene phenocrysts. In
order of decreasing abundance, the groundmass is composed of
very fine-grained actinolite, epidote, and chlorite (Tabte

9). This zone is characterized by a high amygdule abundance,

and, in places, by possible variolites. Àmygdules range in
abundance from 10 to 4OZ and in size from 0.i- to 20 nm.

Possible variolites form 5 to 10å of this zone. These are 0.5

1S

of
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to l--mm diameter, round t,o oval st,ructures composed of radial
intergrowths of 0.L rnm epidote and guartz (Fig. 338)

iv) Crystalline Central Part.

The pillow interior contains 5 to LOZ, 0.5 to 2.O rrm,

subhedral, prismatic actinolite plus chlorite pseudomorphs

after clinopyroxene phenocryst,s and/or 0.5 to 2.0 mm tabular
plagioclase phenocrysts which have been mostly replaced by

albite çanr-5). The groundmass is 60 to 9OZ, O.2 to 0.5 mm

plagioclase and/or pyroxene microlites (Tabte 9). The

remainder is epidotized and chloritized material which

probably represents altered basaltic glass. This zone contains

5 to LSZ, round amygdules which,are 0.2 Eo 20.0 mm in diameter

and show a decrease in size towards the outer chloritized
zong.

The pillow margins are similar to the chilted rims on

large fragrnents in tuff-breccia and breccia in their low

crystallinity and secondary chlorite and epidote alteration.
However, pillow margins are different because, in general,

they trave a lower vesicularity, have more textural zonations,

and comnonly have a variolitic zoÍre"

e) Massive .Lava Flows

OnIy three massive fl.gws were observed within the

fragmental sequence (Fig. 9). These flows v¡ere observed in
the upper parts of sections E (not shown in Fig. 9) and T,

range in thickness from 2 to 10 m, and could only be traced
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Iaterally for about 50 m due to limited exposure. These flov¡s

are overlain by tuff-breccias and lapilli-tuffs and underlain

by pillowed flows.

The flows are moderately porphyrit,ic containing about

LOZ, tabular, subhedral, O.5 to L.O nÌm long plagioclase

phenocrysts which have been largety replaced by albite with
anorthite content of Anr. crinopyroxene constitutes about Lz

of the phenocrysts by volume. This has been replaced by

prismatic, subhedral, multicrystal pseudomorphs composed of
chlorite and actinolite in a ratio of about t-O:l-. In the flow
interiors, the groundmass is composed of about 7sz, randomry

oriented, 0.1 to 0.2-mm long microlites of plagioclase and

actinolite pseudomorphs after pyroxene and Lsz subhedral

epidote which is about O.l- to O.2 nm. fhese flows have a

higher degree of crystallinity than fragment,s'in breccia and

tuff-breccia. They are weakly arnygdaloidat with L to 32, O.L

to 2-mm diameter, multicomponent amygdules of guartz, calcite,
chrorite, epidote and opaque mínerars. Amygdules increase in
size from 2 nm to 2 cm, and in abundance frorn about 3 to Loz,

fron the botton to the top of the flows

f) Synvolcanic Dykes.

Irreg:ular to locally bulbous synvolcanic dykes vrere

observed in the rower niddle part of stratigraphic section E,

within bedded breccia and tuff-breccia. The dykes cut across

bedding (Fig. 35), range in thickness from O.L to 0.5 rn, are

discont,inuous and locally bifurcate, and are seen exposed for
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N/

Figure 35. Rock outcrop map of synvolcanic
across bedding (dashed line) in tuff-breccia.
shows the position of Figure 36

dyke cutting
The rectangle
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3 to 4 m. The dykes go around rather than cutting across large
fragments, which indicates that, they are synvolcanic. They

have a very fÍne-grained chilled rim, 2 to 7 mm thick, and 30

to 4OZ amygdules (Fig. 36). The amygdules are of two types:

10 to l-5? are erongated guart,z amygdures which are 2 cm rong,

are oriented approximately perpendicurar to dyke margins, and

are concent,rated nainry in a 2-cm wide zone about l- cm in from

the margin; 20 to 25? are round, i_ to 5 mrn, quartz amygdules

randornry distributed in the interior of the dykes. rn
petrorogic characteristics, the dykes are generarry simirar
to the lava lobes.

6) Amygdules.

a) Tlpes and Distributions.
Arr rithorogies of the Main Bedd.ed rragmental sequence

described in the preceding sections contain various amounts

and. types of amygd.ures. Most fragrments in the tuff-breccia
and breccia are amygdaroidar, but amygdules vary in size,
abundance and morphology within and among fragrments (Fig. 22, "

six generar morphologic t11pes can be recognized: unzoned;

size-zonedi layer-zonedi radial or elongat,e; weakly

amygdaloidali and, at, microscopic scale, segreçtation vesicres.
In unzoned fragments, amygdules have a random

distribution, are round, oval and irregularly shaped, and

range from L to L0 nm in diameter. Most of these fragTments

have a very high amygdule content of 4o to 55?i the incidence
of chilred rims is generatty rower than in the other tlpes of
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Figure 36" Rock outcrop photograph of synvolcanic dyke shown
in Figure 35. Notice large and small amygdules, chilled
rnargins, and diversion of dyke around large fragments.
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fragments. This is the most widery occurring type of fragment

(Fis. 37A') .

Zoned fragment,s are of two types. rn the first, which has

been termed size-zoned, there is a gradual change in amygdure

size across the fragiment. The amygdures in this fragrment type

are generally round to ovar and vary in size from about 0.5

to l-5 mm (Fig. 22, . This type of zoning occurs in fragments

with both high and row arnygdule abundances and was found in
O to 30? of the fragments (Fig. 378). The second type of
zoning, termed layer-zoned, comprises alternating amygdure-

rich and amygdure-poor rayers, 1- to 2 cm thick (Fig. 2z). The

amygdures are round to ovar and range in size from l- to l_o

nm. ^amygdule-rich layers generarry contain,30? amygduJ-es and

.amygdure-poor rayers 52. These fragments comprise ress than

Loz of the fragrment population and are absent in most beds

(Fis. 37c) .

Radiar amydures are generarry 5x20 nm in size and are

generally confined in a zone o.5 to t-.o cm inside the chilted
rim. Their long axis is perpendicurar to the chirred rirn.
Radiar amygdures can be associated with any of the fragrment

tlpes described above. Fragments wíth radiar amygdures

constitute o to 30å of the fragiment population l¡ith an average

abundance of 10å in the beds in which they occur (Fig. 37D).

some fragrments have l- to 3 crr erongate amygdures which

occur throughout the fragments rather than being confined to
the edge. These amygdules are arigned within the fragment.

This fragment type is relativery rare; it was found only in
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a fer.r beds where it constitutes about l- to 22 of the fragment

population.

weakry amygdaroidar fragments are defined as those
containing 5 to Lsz, round to ovar, amygdures which range in
size from l- to l-5 mm. The amygdules have a patchy distribution
within fragments. This fragment type is most common in the
northern stratigraphic sections A and B. overarl they
constitute about o to zsz of the fragment poputation with a

mean of about 5Z (Fig. 378).

Pecuriar amygdule aggregates occur in some fragments.
These agEregates have round, ovar, or irregularry straped outer
boundaries (Fig. 38) and their sizes range from o.s to 5 mm

which is comparabre to that of ordinary amygdures (Tabre 10).
They have a sharp outer boundary within which are numerous,

smarrer, 0.05 to 4 mm¡ round to dominantry irràgurarry shaped

amygdures enclosed within very fine-grained actinorite
containing less than sz rnicrolites indicating row

crystallinity. Amygdures in the outer parts of the aggregates

have rounded margins and.there is no evide¡ce of vesicre
breakage. The aggregates thus formed in situ and are probabry

segregation vesicres (srnith, Lg67 i van I{agoner, L9g3) rather
than being broken frag:ment,s of vesicurar crust, incorporated
in lava.

the fragrments containing segregation vesicles have 2s to
952 plagiocrase and pyroxene microrites indicating a high
degree of crystallinity, and there is a positive correration
between crystalrinity and the occurrence of segregatj_on
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Table l0

Ranges from 0 to 20f
trlth an average of 53
by volume ln fragments
ln whlch they occur¡

.and about 5 to lOf ln
pllìowed flows

Abundance
. (f)

Comparlson of Textural Features between Segregatlon and Regular Anygduìes of SelectedBreccla Fragments and plllõweà r¡ows

Regul ar
Anygdul es

Ranges from 0 to
551 wlth ån average
of 351 ln breccla
fragments and 20f In
plllowed flows

Outer dlmenslons ranae
fytm 0.5 to 5mm

Slze
(rn)
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range from 0.05 to 4nn
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Shape
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shape
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0ccur ln lgTples wlth a wlde range
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Figure 38" Photomicrograph (plane light) of fragment
containing both normal and segregation amygdules" The
segregation amygdules are round (a), oval (b), and irregular
shaped (c) amygdule aggregates in which the material
surrounding the individual amygdules has a much lower
crystallinity than the host fragment" Notice textural
d.ifference with regular amygdules (d) " The field of view is
4.2 mm"
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vesicres (Fig.39). out of 65 rarge breccia fragrnents examined,

in thin sections and cut slabs, about 5ou had segregation
vesicles which ranged in abundance from O to 2OZ.

The composition of ordinary amygdures is, in order of
decreasing abundance, quartz, epid.ote, chrorite, carcite and

minor potassic feldspar and opaque minerars. some amygdules

are monomineraric but most amygdures are poryrnineraric. The

most conmon type of monomineralic amygdure is quartz whj-ch is
conposed of an interlocking mosaic of differently oriented
crystals. In polymineralic amygdules, the various minerals
are dominantly randomly distributed mosaics but occasionally
the amygdules are mineralogically zoned; polymineralic
amygdures are cornposed of 50? to l-ooå quartz, 5 to 50?

epidote, and o to 4oz chrorite and carcite (Fig. 40).
Amygdures in fragments from the northern' stratigraphic
sections A to E have a relativery higher proportion of epidote
and rower proportion of guart,z than those in the southern

strat,igraphic sections F to G (Fig. 40) and rare pragiocrase
(albite). Arbite amygdules srere observed mainry in the rower-
niddre part of stratigraphic section o wnere they occur in
the chilred rims of plasticarry deformed particres.

Nnygdures in rava robes are glenerally round to oval, and

1- to 5 mm in diameter. occasionalry, s-mm long radiar
amygdures are present about 1 cm inside the chilred margin of
the robes. out of six sampres examined petrographicarry, two

contained 3 to 5? segregatÍon vesicles which vrere o.5 to l_.0

nm in dianeter. These occurred in sampres with a relativery
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Figure 39. Abundances of segregation vesicres versuscrystarrinity of the breccia fragrments in which they occur.
sampres without segregat,ion vesicles are shown by open circles
; witn L to 5? segregation vesicles by closed Circtes; and 6to 2oz by open squares. segregation vesicre abundances arepercent of totar anygdures based on estimates from thinsections and crystarrinity eras estirnated from microlite
abundances ín the groundmass.
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QTZ aTz

Ghl t Cc

Figure 40À. Mineralogic composition of amygdures in tuff-breccia and breccia fragments, rava ró¡e units andintercarated pirrowel flows. Abundances rlrere d.etermined by
modal analysis of thin-sections. slmrbors used are: triangleé: breccia and tuff-breccia fragrments; squares = Iava lobeunit,s; and circres : pittowed frows. Minerar abbreviationsare: QTZ : quartz; EP = epidote; Cht = chlorite; and Cc =calcite. A to G indicate stratigiaphic sections as shown onFigure 9.
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Figure 4OA! Continued
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Figure 4oB: Sumnary of mineralogic composition of amygdule
abundance in tuff-breccia and breccia fragrments in comparison
with those of intercalated pillowed flows. The slmrbols and
abbreviations used are as those of Figure 404.
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high groundmass microlite content of 5O to 7OZ.

Amygdules in pillows are generally size-zoned. They

increase in size and abundance from J- to 5å, o. r- to l-. o mm in
the chloritized rim to 5 to 35eo ¡ o. i- to 20 mm in the
amygdaloidar zone (Tabre 9) which constitutes t-o to 2oz by

volume of the pilIow. The centrar parts of most pirlows are

weakly amygdaloidal and contain less than 52, l_ to 20 rh,
round, ovar and irregular amygdules. Radiat amygdures are more

common in piltows than in tuff-breccia and breccia fragments,

possibly by a factor of 2.

b) Ænygdule Abundances.

i) Fragments.

Amygdure abundance of fragrments in breccia and tuff-
breccia lr¡as measured on large polished srabs ctìt from rand.omry

serected fragrments collected from each breccia and tuff-
breccia bed. in sections A to H (Fig. g). Amygdure abundance

ranges from 5 to 55? with a mean of 3Leo (rig. 41) . There is
no correration between amygdure abundance "l fragments and

stratigraphic height (Fig.42l. Except for sect,ion G and H in
the south centrar part of the fragrmentar sequence, in which

fragments have higher than normal amygdure contents, amygdule

abundance in fragments shows rittle rateral variation (Fig"

43' .

ii) Lava Lobes.

Amygdules in lava lobes range from 5 to 30? (Fig. 42).
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Figure 41. suamary of amygdure abundance of large fragmentsin breccia and tuff-breccia fron stratigraphic sãctions A to
H of Figrure 9.
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Figure 42. Anygdule abundances of fragrments versus
stratigraphic height from the base of the sgction. Slanbols
shown are: squares : breccia and tuff-breccia fragrments; black
diamonds : lava lobes. Locations of sections A to H are as
shown in Figure 8.
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This is generarry comparable to amygdule abundances in
pillowed flows but remarkabry different from that of rarge

fragments in breccia and tuff-breccia and rapirti in robe

matrix.

iii) fntercalated Pillowed Flows.

Amygdule abundance was measured in both the margins and

interiors of a number of pillows, and marginaJ- sarnples are

preferentially from pillow tops. tunygdure abundance of arl
samples range from 5 to 353 wíth a mean value of 2Lz (Fig.

44). The mean anygdure abundance of fragments in breccia and

tuff-breccia, which is 3Lz (Fig. ALl , is onry sright,ty rower

than the maximum abundance of pirrow margins. A¡nygdure

. abundance in pirlow interiors, which forms the bulk of the
pillows has a mean of only LAZ.

rn most places, there is no systematic upward change in
maximum amygdule content, in pil.lowed flows as measured in
samples colrected innediately below the selvage (Fig. Asl,
and samples collected over a short stratigraphic interval show

a wide variation in maximum amygdule content (rig. 4s At F,

e, and H) i the only exception is sect,ions c and D which show

a slight upward increase in maximu¡n amygdure content with
stratigraphic height (Fig. 461. However, there is considerabre

scatter in the data for sections c and D, and the upward

changre may not be meaningful. No comparabre upward change was

observed in the amygdure contents of fragments in breccia and

tuff-breccia in these sections. Except, for section E in the
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niddle part of the seçluence, in which pillowed flows have very

Iow amygdule abundances, pillowed flows show a slight
southward decrease in amygdule abundance (Fig. 47) .

7l Phenocryst Modal Analysis.

In both large fragrments in the tuff-breccia and breccl_a,

and intercalated pillowed flows, there is a comparable

stratigraphic variation in phenocryst abundance. Generally

the lower parts of the sections are pyroxene-phyric whereas

the upper parts are plagioclase-phyric (Fig. 48).

Trends of phenocryst abundances differ somewhat from

section to section. The differences amongst sections may be

a function of internar compositional variations within
individuar beds or rava flows. rn order to test int,ernal
variation, 4 to L8 samples vrere taken from 1o to L5 different
fragments in l-3 separate breccia and tuff-bre_ccia beds. For

comparison with the breccia samples, 2 to 5 pilJ-ows in each

of 4 separate pillowed flows hrere also examined.

In the lower part of the sequence, fragrments from a

síngle bed have a v¡ide rangre in clinopyroxene phenocryst

abundance but a low plagioclase phenocryst abundance (rig. 49

outcrops 4L and 421. In other beds higher in the seç[uence,

there is also considerable variation in phenocryst abundances,

but in most samples plagioclase phenocrysts are more abundant

than crinopyroxene phenocrysts. Arthough there is a wide

variation in fragrment phenocryst abundances in each bed in the

upper part of the seçluence, there are onry slight differences
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from bed to bed (Fig. 4gl. There is very little overlap, in
terms of phenocryst abundances, between fragments in these

beds and those in outcrops 4L and 42, Iower in the sequence

(Fig. 49) . The detailed bed analyses thus confirm the trends

defined by singte sampres (Fig. 48). Therefore, the variations
in phenocryst abundance amongst sections are not a resurt of
variations within beds. This data further indicate that
fragments in each bed v¡ere derived from a rinited range of
magrma compositions and, although the fragment population is
heterogeneous, fragrments in a singre bed do not represent a

random mixing of the total variation within the seguence.

In outcrops 44 and 84, absolute phenocryst abundances in
pillowed flows differ from that in fragments of associated

breccia and tuff-breccia beds. However, the ratio of
clinopyroxene to plagioclase phenocrysts is càrnparable.

Summary of ltajor Lithologic Tlpes in the Main gequence.

As indicated earrier, the Main Bedded Mafic Fragmentar

seguence (Main sequence) can be subdivided into six tithologic
units on the bases of bed tnicrnesses, particle size and

particle type (Table 21. These are: 1) very thick-bedded,

matrix-supported breceias and tuff-breccias, 2l very thick-
bedded crast-supported breccias, 3) thick- to medium-bedded

lapilli-tuffs, 4) thin- to medium-bedded tuffs, 5) thick- to
mediurn-bedded breccia and tuff-breccia with prasticarly
deformed particles, and 6) lava lobe units.

The thickly bedded breccias and tuff-breccias are the
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dominant lithology and they occur throughout the sequence.

They can be subdivided into two subtypes on the basis of their
matrix content: L) widespread matrix-supported breccias and

tuff-breccias with matrix abundance greater than 2oZì the mean

matrix content of all beds is sgzì and 2) more restricted
crast-supported breccias with matrix abundance ress than 2oz.

The large crasts and rnatrix particres in both subtypes are

identical. The matrix-supported beds for¡n bed sets composed

of up to l-o beds; the crast-supported beds, on the other hand,

form isolated beds and bed sets composed of onry 2 to 5 beds.

The clast-supported beds and bed sets are interrayered with
bed sets of matrix-supported beds and occur in all sections
although they are most abundant in the upper-middre parts of
the central and northern sections; a second crast-supported
subtlpe containing potygonal fragments is r"àt=i"t"d to one

outcrop in the upper part of section B.

Finer and. more thinly bedded units occur sporadicarly
throughout the sequence. The tv¡o subtypês, thick- to medium-

bedded lapilJ-i-tuffs, and thin- to medium-bedded tuffsr,occrrr
in'different stratigraphic positions.

Thick- to medium-bedded rapilri-tuffs, which fonn about

5? of the main sequence, differ from the more abundant breccia
and tuff-breccia in having thinner beds, a higher proportion
of lapilli-size fragments and onry rare brocks, and a higher
matrix abundance with a much higher proportion of vesicular
particres. This lithology occurs in restricted stratigraphic
positions in the rower-rniddle part of sections c, D, and E as
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weII as the upper parts of sect,ions A, C, D, F, and I (Fig.

9). The two occurrences of this lithology do not show any

obvious differences.

Thin- to medium-bedded tuffs which are dorninantly

normally graded beds with sharp bed contacts and occasionar

scour-and-fill and flame structures occur in sets of up to 6

successive beds. Individual beds and bed sets are randomly

interbedded with lapilli-tuffs in the upper part of the

section. They differ from lapilli-tuffs in having a higher
proport,ion of non-vesicular particÌes, and thus the tuff is
generally similar to the matrix of very thick bedded tuff-
breccia and breccia. The tuffs are restricted to the upper

part of the sequence near sections D, E, G, H, and. I.
A distinctive type of tuff-breccia and breccia

characterized by prasticalry deformed particres occurs

Iocally. This lithology has relatively thinner beds, a higher
matrix abundance, and a much higher proport,ion of vesicurar
particres in the matrix than the normal breccia and tuff-
breccia beds (TabJ-e 2). rt is stratigraphically restricted to
the lower-middle part of the sequence near section D and is
spatially associated with lava lobe units and thick- to
medium-bedded rapilli-tuffs. rt forms z successive, ungraded

to crudery reversely graded beds v¡hich are separated by sharp

bed contacts.

Prasticarly deformed particres arso characteríze the
sparse rava robe unit,s which differ frorn the tuff-breccia with
prasticalry deformed particles in being singre, poorry sorted
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ungraded beds that contain longer and more irregular,
plastically deformed lava lobes, and have a relatively wider

distribution, arthough restricted to the rower and niddle part
of the sequence near sections A, B, and C (Fig. 9). They are

associated with both the thick- to rnedium-bedded lapirli-tuff,
and tuff-breccia with plastically deformed particles, and at
one rocation there is a rateral gradation from a lava lobe

unit into tuf f,-breccia with prastically deformed particres.
This tripartite association is restricted to a thin
stratigraphic intervar, and arr three units differ from the

typicar breccia and tuff-breccia and from the bedded tuff in
having a much higher proportion of vesicurar particres in the

matrix.

Middle Bedded Fragmental Sequence.

1-) General Features

Three lens-shaped, bedded, fragrmental members ranging

from 1 to 33 m thick and 100 to soo m long occur between

pirrowed. and massive lava frows within the Mixed. Mafic Frows

and Bedded Fragmentar Rock Formation (Fig. B). Arthough both

the south and centrar members are about, 250 m above the Main

Bedded Mafic Fragmental sequence (forrration 4) , they dÍffer
lithologically, and are separated raterarry by a o.5-l<¡n rong,

poorry exposed area; they are considered to be separate

members rather than parts of a single member characterized by

major facies changes" The north member is i-50 m above
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formation 4 and 2.5 kr laterarry north of the centrar member

and is thus a separate unit. The south and centrar members

are separated from formation 4 by pillowed and minor massive

frows, some of which are brecciated. The northern member is
separated form formation 4 by pillowed flows.

In the south rnember (Fig. B) , the thickest part of the

succession, in ascending stratigraphic order, consists of
basar thinly-bedded tuff; a singre very thick breccia bed;

thinly-bedded tuffs; thickly-bedded tuff-breccias; a pillowed
lava flow; and medium-bedded lapilli-tuffs (Fig. 50). This

sequence is underrain and overrain by pirrowed frows with
sharp contacts. The rnember has a maximurn,thickness of 33 m,

is 500 m long, and tapers both to the north and south. The

measured section is expanded by a 35-m thick diabase dyke.

The central member (Fig. B), consists eàtirety of thin
to mediuro-bedded tuffs (Fig. 51). These are underrain by a

pitrovred flow and overlain by a massive lava frow with sharp

contacts. The member has an obserr¡ed rength of about l_oo m;

it tapers towards the south but its northward continuity is
not known because of overburden. rn its thickest part, it is
l-.5 m thick.

The north member is 39.8 m tbick and has a minimum rength

of about 50 m. rt tapers to the north but its raterar extent
to the south is unknown due to poor exposure. rn ascending

order it consists of a basal rapilri-tuff; ereven breccia and

tuff-breccia beds; a pillov¡ed flow; and an upper lapilli-tuff.
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2) South Member.

The 1--rn thick, thinry-bedded, basal tuff has r- to r-o cm

thick beds which contain particres ress than 2 ¡nm in size.
The beds are werr sorted and commonry show normar grading.
The rerativery coarser, lower parts of beds weather to a

brownish colour and are massive, with no depositional_

structures. The upper, relativery finer grained parts weather

to a light cream colour and are thinty raminated. The onry

recognizabre particres in the tuff are brocky, 
.poorry

vesicurar vitric ash, l- to 2 mm in size. These form l_o to 20å

of the tuff. The remainder of the tuff has been recrystallized
and rargely repraced by epidote; originar particre shapes and

sizes could not be defined.

rn one prace the basal tuff is cut by a àiscord.ant zone

of disrupted pranar raminations (Fig. s2r. This zone which is
obrique to bedding at an angre of about 45o, is 7o cm wide at
the top of the unit and tapers downwards to about 40 cm. on

the south side of the zotte, the horizontal planar laminatíons
are truncated, but on the north side, some ueas appear to bend

downwards rather than being truncated, although others are

truncated. The materiar within the disrupted zone has the same

conposition and grain size distribution as the rest of the
unit. The disrupted zone stops at the contact with the
overrying breccia and the south side of the tuff is srightry
displaced downwards. This feature is interpreted by the author
to be a normar fault that occurred in unconsolidated tuff.
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Figure 52" Unusual disrupted planar bedding in the basal tuff
of the southern member of bedded fragimental rocks of formation
5" Pointed end of hammer head is towards the top"
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A 5.6-m thick, matrix-supported breccia bed overries the
basal tuff with a sharp contact. This breccia contains about
Sozt angurar to subangurar mafic fragments which are 10 to 30

cm in size; about 5 to Loz of the fragments have partial
chirred rims. The fragrments are surrounded by about 2oå fine
lapirri-tuff matrix. The bed is poorly sorted and is crudery
reversery graded with the rargest, crasts occurring at the top
of the bed.

The rarge rapirri and brocks are porphyritic with l_ to
5z subhedrar crinopyroxene microphenocrysts, o.zs to o.s mm

in diameter, and l-? taburar pragiocrase microphenocrysts I o.25
mm long. The groundmass is composed of 60 to goå, o.o5 to 0.2
mm clinopyroxene, which has been repraced,by actinorite, and
pragiocrase ¡nicrolites. The remainder is very fine-grained
epidote and chlorite in which the original teitures cannot, be

recognized and possibly represents altered basaltic glass.
Amygdure content, is variabre: about 7sz of the fragments
contain 20 to 60z amygdules and the remaining zsz contain s

to 2oz amygdures. Amygdules are oval to round, and r_ to 5 mm

in diameter; they are composed of gseo mosaic guartz, 32

calcite, and 2? epidote.

The matrix abundance appears to be variabre within the
bed; in places some fragments are touching and the breccia is
crast-supported, but in most of the bed crasts are separated
by matrix, and, overalr, the bed. is matrix- supported.. rn the
lower to middle part of the bed, there are occasional,
randomly distributed, 1 to 10 cm lenses of rerat,ivery werr
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sort,ed tuff within the matrix. These IocaIIy have small-scale

trough cross-bedding and occur in spaces and irregularit,ies

between large fragments.

Particles in the lapilli-tuff matrix range in size from

L to 5 mm. They are mainly blocky with L to 5?, round to oval,

quartz amygdules, 0.L to l-.0 mm in diameter. Matrix particles

have a lower crystallinity than the large lapilli and blocks

but crystallinity is variable: about 6oå of the particles are

blocky and contain l- to 5? pyroxene microlit,es surrounded by

epidotized material that may be replacing original glass ì LoZ

are blocky and have 5 to 252 microlites surrounded by

epidotized materiali and the remaining 3oZ are deformed and

completely replaced by chlorite but were possibly vitric-

The thinly-bedded tuffs which overlie the very thick

breccia bed with a sharp contact, contain fràgrments ranging

in size from 1 to 4 rnm. ThÍrteen beds, ranging in thickness

from 1 to L0 cm, !.¡ere observed although parts of the unit are

not exposed (Fig. 53); the beds are separated by sharp

contacts which are dominantly non-erosive although one bed in

the measured section has a lower erosive bed contact. Most

beds have a massive lower part, that commonly grades upwards

to an upper, finer grained part, which, in most beds, contains

l--mm thick planar laminations. In one thick bed a laminated

zone vras observed in the lov¡er part of the bed (Fig. 53) "

Several beds in the lower part of the sequence are ungraded

and the uppermost bed has reverse-normal and localized small-

scale cross bedding. Occasional larger fragiments, about 10-20
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cm in dia¡neter, occur in the tuff . These fragTments are most

colnmon in the centrar parts of beds, and., where they occur in
laminated zones, the raminations are gentry upwarped above the
fragments but poorry developed and gentry downwarped betow the
fragments. The petrographic characteristics of this unit are

essentially similar to those of the basal tuff.
The thickly-bedded, tuff-breccia overries the tuff with

a sharp contact (Fig. s3). rt comprises 4 ungraded beds

ranging in thickness from 34 to 50 cm and consisting of 60 to
7oå fragments, 1-o to 60 cm in size, in a lapilri-tuff matrix;
beds are thus generarly matrix-supported. crast shapes,

vesicurarity, chirting, and crystarrinity for both rarge
clasts and matrix particres are simirar to those of the rower

clast- to matrix-supported breccia bed.

The upper medium-bedded tapirli-tuffs ard separated from

the thickry-bedded breccia by a pirrowed ftow (Fig. 50). The

lapilti-tuffs comprise at reast ereven beds ranging in
thickness from 1-o to 28 cm. The rower four beds are unçtraded,

and werl sorted rapilri-tuffs wÍth faintry laminated upper

partsi the middl-e and upper beds are coarser tuff-breccia and

lapirri-tuff which contain 20 to 4oz, I to 2o cm, subangular

clasts, surrounded by tuffaceous matrix. Two of the beds are

normarry graded and are int,erbedded with ungraded beds. Matrix
part,icles are simirar to those indentified in the Main Bedded

Mafic Fragrrnental sequence (Tabre B) and include so? blocky,
weakly microlitic, non-vesicurar particres; 5å blocky, weakry

microlit,ic, vesicular particlesi L0å vesicular, feldspathic
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particles; 52 blocky, hypohyaline, fine-grained particJ-es;

and 3oz, o.o5 to 0.1- mm, rargely epidotized materiar v¡ithin
which individual particres cannot be resorved. crystars and

particle shapes controlled by bubbtes are generalry absent

from the matrix.

The intercalated pirtowed frow contains pirlows that are

20 to 40 cm high and 5o to t-00 cm rong separated by 0.5 to 2-
cm thick zones of interpitrow hyaroclastic materiar. pillows

are moderatery amygdaloidal with s to Líeo¡ 2 to 4 rn, round

to ovar guartz amygdules which are reratively more abundant

in the upper than lower parts of individuat pillows.

3) Comparison with the Main Sequence

There are both sinilarities and differences between the
lithologic units of the Main Bedded Mafic Fragùnental Sequence

(formation 4) and the south member of the Mixed Mafic Frows

and Bedded Fragrrnentar Rocks (formation 5). These are: j-)

generarly simirar lithologic units, 2) comparable vesicurarity
in rarge lapirli and blocks, and 3) v¡here ident,ifiable,
simirar matrix particres with non-vesi"rrr"r particres
predominating over vesicular particles. significant
differences incrude: 1) the overarr thinness of the south

member, the thickness of which is about 1og that of formatj-on

4, 2l a higher proportion of finer tuff and rapirti-tuff
rerative to breccia and tuff-breccia in the south member of
formation 5, 3) the absence of lava robe units and tuff-
breccia beds with prasticarly deformed particres in the south
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member of formation 5, and 4) a higher proportion of breccia

fragments with a high crystallinity-

4) Central Mernber.

This relatively thin member comprises several fining-

upt¡ard tuff beds that range in thickness from L to 5O cm (Fig.

51). In the thicker beds, the relatively coarser, Iower

massive parts have grains l- to 5 nm in diameter and weather

to a brownish colour; the finer, upper parts are generally

thinly laminated with l- to 2 mm laminations and weather to a

Iight colour. several of the thicker beds are capped by

sequences of L to 2 crn-thick, normal-ly graded beds that are'

in turn, overlain by ungraded, 5 to t-"1 thick, Iaminated

units (Fig. s1-) .

Recognizable particles in the tuff are'aII mafic and

includ.e about L1eo, non-vesicular, moderately microlitic

partictes; 2OZ, non-vesicular, poorly microlitic part,icles;

252, highly vesicular, poorly microlitic particlesì LSZ free

crystalsi and 258 chlorit,ized and epidotized material in which

individual particles cannot be recognized. The proportion of

unrecoglnizable part,icles is higher in the finer grained upper

parts of beds and in the thin beds than in the coarser lower

part,s of the thicker beds.

The non-vesicular, moderately microlitic particles are

blocky and O.5 to 2.O mm in size. They contain 10 to 2OZ

clinopyroxene microlites, nov¡ replaced by actinolite and

chtorite; a fett particles have 0.5 mm, subhedral clinopyroxene
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and plagioclase phenocrysts. The remainder is 0.1 to o-2 mm

anhedral epidote that is possibty altered glass. Non-

vesicular, poorly mícrolitic particles are also blocky, but

they are composed largely of chlorite which probably

represents altered basaltic Alass.

Highty vesicular, poorly rnicrolit,ic particles are eguant

with occasional bubble-wa1l bounding faces. They range in size

from 0.5 t.o 4 mm and contain 52 , o. 05 to 0. L mm plagioclase

microlites that are surrounded by material now variably

altered to alkali feldspar, epidote, and minor chlorite. These

particles are thus either compositionally different, or were

more altered than the non-vesicular particles. Amygdules range

in abundance from 5O to 7OZ, are O"2 to 0.5 nm in diameter,

and are composed of multicomponent aggregates of guartz,

epid.ote and minor pyrite. Free crystals are O.1 to O.2 ¡rm in

size and are of two types: subhedral, prisrnatic clinopyroxene

which forms about two thirds of the crystal population, and

tabular plagioclase. The clinopyroxene is replaced by

pseudomorphs comprising about 90å chlorite and.1o? actinolite.

Most of the crystals are adjacent to other particles

indicating that they are free pyrogenic crystals. A few

clinopyroxene crystals have attached chlorit,ized or epid.otized

material containing sparse microlites may represent an

original partial glass coating.

The material in which original particles cannot be

def ined is composed of o. 05 nm chlorite and epidot'e and

probably represents fine, recrystallized vitric particles" The
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chlorite in this component

parts of the tuff beds

on outcrop surfaces.

5) Comparison r¡ith the Main Sequence.

The thin- to medium-bedded tuffs of the centrar member

resemble the thin- to medium-bedded tuffs of formation 4 in
bed thickness, degree of sorting and types of grading.
However, the centrar member differs from formation 4 in 1)

smalrer overarl vorume, and 2, absence of int,erbedded

breccias or pillowed lava flows.

6) North Member.

A L.2-m thick tuff overlies a pirrowed frow with sharp

contact and forms the base of this sequence. .The upper contact
of the basal tuff is with a 6.4-m thick, concordant rhyorite
unit of uncertain origin. The tuff consists of I to 5?, z to
L4 nm, Iapil1i-size part,icles; the remainder are ash-size
particles. rt is generally werr sorted and ,normalry graded

with planar laninations towards the top.
The overlying breccia and tuff-breccia unit has an

irregular contact with ampritudes of s to zo cm with the
underrying rhyorite unit. Ereven beds have been defined
ranging in thickness from o.s to 3.I- m and having sharp bed

contacts. Maximum clast sizes range from 2o to 39 cmi crasts
are angular to subangurar and about zoz have broken chirred
rims. Two beds are clast-supported with matrix abundanees of
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5 and 7zì the remaining nine beds have matrix-supported
frameworks with matrix abundances of 2s to 7oz. Both the
matrix- and clast-supported beds are ungraded.

Frag,nent,s in the breccia and tuff-breccia contain Lsz,
o.25 t,o 0.5 mm, euhedrar to subhedral, actinorite pseudomorphs

after clinopyroxene phenocrysts; 2OZ, 0.5 to J-.0 mm, tabular
sericite pseudornorphs aft,er ptagioclase phenocrysts ì 4oz, 0. 1

to o.2 rrm, anhedral actinorite pseudomorphs after
clinopyroxene microlites; 5? pragioclase microrites; and 20å

epidote that is possibly replacing altered basartic arlass or
pragiocrase. About Boå of the fragments in the breccia and

tuff-breccia have 5 to 3oeo ¡ r- to J-5 mm, round to ovar quartz
and epidote amygdures and about sz have 0.5 to L.o-cm long
elongate amygdules.

The matrix consists of 7oz, o.1 to 2.0 nd, blocky, fine-
grained hlpohyaline to holohyaline particles ì LSZ, O.5 to L.0
nm, subhedral actinorite pseudomorphs after crinopyroxene
crystals ì 52, o. 5 to 1. o nm tabular subhedral sericite
pseudomorphs after plagioclase crystalsî SZ, 0.5 to 1_.O mrn,

blocky, possibry vitric particles replaced by epidoter and 5å

epidote and chlorite in which original particles cannot, be

recognized but which possibry replaced original basaltic
glass. Generarry the matrix particles are poorry vesicular.

The pirlowed frow is L6.4 ¡n thick. The pirlows are bun-
shaped, L to 2 m rong, and separated by 0.5 to l_.O-crn thick
zones of interpiltow hyaloclastite materiar. They are
porphyrit,ic and are generalry simirar to the fragrrnents in the
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underlying breccia and tuff-breccia.
The uppermost tuff is 0.6 m thick. rts rower contact is

intruded by a mafic dyke but the upper contact with overlying
pilrowed flows is sharp. The bed has reverse to normal

syrnmet,ric grading with planar laminations in both the rower

and upper fine-grained parts. rts textural and minerarogic

composition is similar to the basal tuff.

7) Comparison with the Main Seguence.

The north member is similar to the fragrmentar rocks of
formation 4 in: 1-) occurrence of ungraded bedded breccias and

tuff-breccias; and 2) occurrence of graded tuffs. rt differs
in: r-) being thinner, and 2l racking lava robe units and

lapirri-tuffs with a high proport,ion of vesicurar vitric
particles.

Upper Bedded Fragmental Sequence.

l-) General- Features.

The Upper Bedded Fragmental Sequence (Upper Sequence)

forms the top of the Bear Lake, mafÍc metavolcanic succession.

rt is separated from the Main Bedded Mafic Fragmental sequence

(fornation 4l by a Sso-m thick succession of pirrowed and

massive rava flows with minor fragmentar rocks (Fig. 3). The

sequence is exposed in onty a few outrops and has an estimated

thickness of 3OO to 4OO m and a minimum length of L.5 km;

however, its true rength is unknown because its exposure is
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limited by intrusive gabbro in the north and a rake in the
south (Fig. 3). Because of the linited exposures and raterar
truncation, this sequence was not studied ín detair.

The upper seguence is underlain by a pitlowed frow and

the basal contact is sharp. rt contains at least one

intercarated pilrowed frow in the upper part of the sequence

(Fig- 3); the ftow is about r-oo to 2oo m thick but the
contacts with the breccia and tuff-breccias vrere not observed
(Fig- 3) - The uppermost contact of the sequence is not
exposed

2) Bedded Fragmental Rocks.

The exposed part of the sêguence consists of about 60z

tuff-breccia and rapilri-tuffs, 3o? breccias and t_o? pirtowed
flows. The fragmentar rocks are characterized'by amygdatoidal
broken fragments about 5 to Loå of which have partiarry
chilled rims.

The breccía and tuff-breccia contain 20 to goeo¡ angurar
t,o subangurar clasts, 0.5 to 2o cm in diameter in a rapilli-
tuff matrix, the particle size of which is generarly 1 to 5

nm- occasional blocks, 2o to 70 cm in size, are present in
some beds. Beds in the breccia and tuff-breccia are 1 to 5 m

thick and are ungraded with sharp bed contacts. occasionarry,
sharply bounded breccia lenses, 1 to 2 clasts thick and about
5 m long, occur within tuff-breccia. Most of the beds are
matrix-supported but clast,-supported beds are arso present
especiarly in the rniddre-northern part of the sequence.
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Generally, clast sizes decrease and matrix abundances increase
upwards with stratigraphic heighti the tower part of the
sequence is mainry breccias whereas the upper part is tuff-
breccias and lapilli-tuffs.

The rapitri and brocks are porphyritic with L to l_5å

phenocrysts, but fragrments in the rower part, of the sequence

have fewer phenocrysts than those in the upper part. rn the
Iower part, fragment,s contain i- to 32, O.2 to 0.5 mm

pragioclase phenocrysts but onry rare crinopyroxene
phenocrysts. rn the upper part, f ragrments have L to 52

pJ-agioclase and 5 to Lsz, o.5 to 1. o [R, clinopyroxene
phenocrysts.

The pragiocrase phenocrysts, -which. are taburar and

subhedrar, have been replaced by aggregates of o.o2 to 0.1
¡nm, interlocking arbite. The crinopyroxene pùrenocrysts have

prismatic, subhedral shapes and commonly occur in clusters of
2 to 5 grains; phenocrysts are replaced by single-crystal
pseudomorphs of act,inolite with some intergrown multicrystal
chlorite.

The groundmass of the fragiments ranges from poorry
crystalline with 5 to Lsz,0.1 to o.2 rnm, pyroxene and

plagioclase microrites to rargery crystarline with 85 to 95å

pragioclase and pyroxene microlites with a ferted and

isogranular texture. The remainder of the groundmass, in both
poorly crystalline and werl crystarrine fragments is very
fine-grained epidote and chlorite that probabry represents
original grlass. There is a direct rerationship between
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abundance of amygdules and degree of crystallinity.
Fragments in the breccia and tuff-breccia have l_o to 50å

arnygdules which are round and l- to 5 mm in diameter.
Generarry, amygdures in fragments in the rower part of this
sequence are dominantly quartz with about 5? pragiocrase and

52 combined epidote, chrorite and carcite in approximately

eguar proportions. rn fragments in the upper part of the
sequence, amygdures are dorninantly chrorite v¡ith about 5 to
l-oå guartz and l- to sz pyrite. Many amygdules are

concentrically zoned with a centrar mass of chrorite partty
or compretery surrounded by a o.2 to o.5-mm thick zone

composed of interlocking, crystals of quartz which are o.o2

to O.L mm in size.

. The matrix is composed of about, 30å feldspathic vesÍcurar
particles; 4oz chloritized, weakly to moderàtely vesicular
particles; l- to Lsz free crystals; and about Lsz materiar
within which individual particres cannot be defined; this
materiar is now urostry replaced by calcite, possibly replacing
altered original grlass.

The ferd.spathic vesicurar part,icres are blocky and the
edges have broken across vesicres. They range in size from

0.25 to 4 nm and contain 10 to LSeo¡ o.2 mm, pragioclase and

pyroxene microrites surrounded by o.j- to o.5 nm anhedral,
recrystarlized alkali ferdspar; the pyroxene has been repraced

by actinorite. As in format,ion 4| these particres are
considered to be weakry microlitic, basaltic glass that was

probably originally replaced by zeolites; the feldspar is the
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product of subsequent metamorphisn. Amygdule abundance in
these particres ranges from 40 to 60z. The amygdules are round

to oval, dominantly guartz, and are o.i- to 0.5 mm in diameter.

the chloritized, weakry to moderatery vesicular part,icles
are also blocky arthough most of them are deformed. They are

o-5 to 5 mm in size and have ress than Lz pragiocrase

microrites surrounded by chlorite containing about 5å epidote.
The chloritized materiar is probably altered basattic grass.

Àmygdule abundance ranges from 5 to 3oz , and amygd.ures are o. l-

to o.2 rnm in diameter and composed of quartz and chrorite.
In the lower part of the sequence, free crystals are 0.2

to o.4 lnm in size and are mainry pragiocrase. The abundance

of clinopyroxene crystals increases upward and in the
part of the sequence, plagioclase abundance is L to
clinopyroxene abundance is 5 to 15å.

upper

5Z and

3 ) Int,ercalated pillowed Flows.

one pirlowed flow occurs in the upper part of formation
6. rts lower and upper contacts with the tuff-breccias and

rapirri-tuffs rrere not observed but its thickness is about

200 m (rig. 3). The pirJ-ovrs are bun-shaped and t to i-.5 m rong

with selvages 0.5 to L cm thick.
The pirrows have 5 to 10å phenocrysts. These comprise 0.2

to 1.0 rnm, subhedral actinorite pseudomorphs after
crinopyroxene and o.2 to o.s rnm, taburar, subhedrar arbite
pseudomorphs after pragiocrase in a 4 to 1- ratio. The ratio
of crinopyroxene to plagioclase phenocrysts and the total
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phenocryst abundance in the pilrowed flows is higher than that
of fragments in the breccias and tuff-brecciâs in the lower
part of the sequence but is comparabre to that of fragments

in the upper part of the sequence. The groundmass has very few

microrites in the chirled rim, but the abundance of
pragiocrase and pyroxene microlites gradualry increases
inwards to a maximum of Bo to l-oo? in the center of pillows;
holocrystarrine pilrows comprise about 60å ferted ptagioclase
and 4oå pyroxene microrites with the microrites being o.J- to
0.2 mm in size. The amygdule content in the upper part of the
pilrow, inside the chilred rim, ranges from 5 to l-oå.

Amygdures have round, ovar and irregurar shapes, and. their
composition is dominantry calcite and epidote with minor
chlorite and quartz. The abundance of amygdures decreases

toward the center of pillows.

4) Comparison with the Main Seguence

A comparíson of lithorogic features between the upper

Bedded Mafic Fragrmentar sequence (forrnat,ion 6) and the Main

Bedded Mafic Fragmentar sequence (format,ion 4j t" rirnited due

to poor exposure in formation 6. rn spite of this, it is
evident that the two units are simirar in the folrowing
features: 1) total thickness, 2l interbedding of breccias,
tuff-breccias, and pirrowed flows, 3) phenocryst abund.ances

and ratios in the fragrment,s, matrix and frows , 4l amygdule

contents with a considerabry higher amygdule abundance in
fragments than in intercalated pillowed flows, and 5) mat,rix
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particte types. Hoerever, there are also several differences
rerative to formation 4: r-) the lack of rava lobe units and

tuff-breccia beds with plasticalry deformed particles, 2') the
rack of thin to medium-bedded tuffs, 3) apparently fewer

intercarated piltowed flows, and 4) amygdure composition with
arnygdures containing more chlorit,e and pyrite especiarry in
the upper part of the sequence.
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Chapter 5

PETROLOGY OF LÀVA FLOWS

Introduction.

Lava flows constitute a large portion of the lower Bear

Lake mafic volcanic succession. Their petrogenesis is thus

important in the overarr evorution of the volcano. Two main

aspects of the petrology wiII be 
. 
considered: 1) prirnary

mineralogic and textural features, and 2 ) second.ary arteratj-on
features. Modal mineralogic abundances determined in this
study are based on estimates from thin sections. chemical

characteristics have not yet been determined; these witr be

the subject of a separate study.

Primary Features.

l-) Pillowed Flows

Pilrowed rava frows are much more abundant than massive

rava flows and overarr show the greatest minerarogic and

textural variations. Pillowed flows are thicker than massive

flows, and flow thicknesses range from about 5 to LOs m.

Arthough the flows have been metamorphosed, primary textures
are generally well preserved, particularly in flows that have

not, been subjected to extensive alteration. rn flows that have

been highly altered, primary textures are poorly preserved.

The pillowed flows range from sparsely porphyritic to
highly porphyritic and normally contain 1 to 15å phenocrysts,
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although some frov¡s contain up to 462 phenocrysts; the
phenocrysts comprise 1 to 4sz clinopyroxene and L to Lsz

plagioclase, most of which are repraced by pseudomorphs.

Generarly, the groundmass contains recognizabre plagiocrase
and crinopyroxene microrites plus inferred grass, arr of which
are novr replaced by secondary minerals, and. there is an inward
increase in the degree of crystallinity.

Plagiocrase phenocrysts are generarry taburar and

subhedral and range in size from o.2 to 0.5 nm. They are
commonry replaced by singre-crystar arbite lanrs) pseudomorphs.

some phenocrysts are repraced by singre-crystar carbonate
pseudomorphs. These generarly occur in the same ftow as arbite
pseudomorphs but occasionarry arl pragiocrase phenocrysts in
a flow are repraced by carbonate pseudomorphs. The

crinopyroxene phenocrysts range in size from 0.2 to 2. o m¡n and

are repraced dominantry by single-crystar actinolite
pseudomorphs containing variable amounts of mul_ticrystar
chlorite and occasionally by epidote pseudomorphs; they are
identified as clinopyroxene by their euhedrar to subhedrar,
prismatic shapes (Figs. s4, 5s, 56) and locar preservation of
clinopyroxene (Fig. s7). some actinorite pseudomorphs contain
less than 5?, intergrown guartz (Fig. 56) that is probabry the
resurt of clinopyroxene breakdov¡n. The different pseudomorph

types tend to be characteristic of certain flows and,
therefore, may refrect, compositionar changes in
clinopyroxenes.

Pillowed flows with 2s to 4sz phenocrysts form readity
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Figure 54" Photomicrograph (crossed nicols) of clinopyroxene
phenocrysts replaced by chlorite (bIack) plus actinolite
(white) pseudomorphs" The groundmass is dominantly
recognizable O.L mm albite and actinolite pseudomorphs after
plagioclase and clinopyroxene microlites. The sample is from
a piIlow, 5 to 10 cm from the inside edge of a chloritized
rim. The sample was collected from the lower part of formation
l south of the por{er line" The field of view is 1.7 mm"
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I'igure 55. Photomicrograph (plane light) of clinopyroxene
phenocryst replaced by multicrystal epidote pseudomorph. No
primary textures are recognizable in the groundmass which has
a grain size of less than 0.1- rnm and is composed of
actinolite-epidote-chlorite; it is most 1ike1y altered
basaltic gIass. The sample is from a piIIow, 5 cm from the
inside edge of a chloritized rim, and comes from the middle
part of formation Lt south of the power line. The field of
view is 0"65 mm.
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l'igure 56 " Photomicrograph (plane light) of cJ_inopyroxene
phenocryst replaced by single-crystal actinolite pseudomorph
(pale-grey) and irregular patches containing needle-1ike
actinolite (grey streaks) intergrown with anhedral quartz
(white). Notice the smaller plagioclase mi-crophenocryst in the
lov¡er left corner and the extremely fine-grained groundmass
in which no primary textures are recognizable; this is
dominantly actinolíte and may be altered basaltic g1ass. The
sample h/as taken 5 to l-0 cm from the inside edge of a
chloritized rim of a piIlow. The flow is part of formation 5,
which contains > 252 clinopyroxene phenocrysts, l-75 m east of
the north end of White Lake (Fig" 3) " The field of view is 1"7
mm.
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tr'igure 57 " Photomicrograph (pIane light) of -clinopyroxene
phenocryst showing core of relict clinopyroxene with schiller
structure and single-crystal actinolite rim" The groundmass
is dominantly recrystallized actinolite with mj-nor
recognizable, 0.1 nm plagioclase microlites. The sample v/as
taken 5 to l-O cm from the ínside edge of a chloritized chilled
rim of a pyroxene-phyric pillow" The flow is part of formatj-on
3, about t krn north of the north end of Bear Lake" The field
of view is 4.2 mm.
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mappable units, 2 t,o 20 m thick, in formations 3 and 5 (Fig.

3). These flows differ from other porphyritic flows in the

seç[uence in having a higher abundance of clinopyroxene

phenocrysts that are generally larger in size than those in

other flows. The clinopyroxene phenocrysts are prismatic,

subhedral to euhedral, and 1- to 2 mm in size. Unlike

clinopyroxene phenocrysts in other flows, some of the

phenocrysts in formation 3 have cores of primary clinopyroxene

with schiller structures (Fig. 57). Plagioclase phenocrysts

are also present in these flows, but their abundance is low.

They are smaller in size than the clinopyroxenê phenocrysts,

about o.5 mm, and are generally subhedral- and tabular in shape

(Fig. s6) .

In most pillowed flows, primary groundmass textures are

partly preserved by actinolite and chlorite pseudomorphs after

o.L to o..2 nn, subhedral clinopyroxene microlites; albite and

epidote pseudomorphs after O.05 to O.2 mm tabular. plagioclase

microlites (Fig. 58); and aggregates of 0.05 to o.L nm,

subhedral chlorite and epidote that appear to have replaced

original glass (Fig. 59). As in the pillowed flows of

formation 4 (Chapter 41, the degree of crystallinity is a

function of distance from the,píIlow rim (Figs. 59, 60). The

nature of the chilled selvage and crystallinity variations

within the pillows are sinilar to those previously described

in pillowed flows of formation 4 (Table 9l, and will not be

repeated here.

About 4OZ of the pillowed flows contain spherical
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l'igure 58" Photomicrograph (crossed nicols) of plagioclase-
phyric pitlowed flow with 1O to LsZ tabular, subhedral
plagioclase phenocrysts (white) many of which are in
glomeroporphyri-tic aggregates. The groundmass dominantly
comprises 0.1 to O.2 trlm, recognizable albite and actinolite
pseudomorphs after microlites with the actinolite probably
replacing clinopyroxene" There are also aggregates of less
than O.lmm epidote and chlorite which may be replacing altered
basaltic glass. The white, irregular patch at the top of the
photograph is an irregular guartz amygdule. The sample was
taken from a pillowed flow 5 to l-O cm from the inside edge of
a chloritized rim of a pillow in the upper part of formation
5. The fietd of view is 4.2 mm.
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Fig. 60

Figure 59. Photomicrograph (plane light) showin-g felted
plágioclase microl-ites surrounded by aggregates of .0"05 to
O.l- mm actinolite, epidote and chlorite which are most likely
replacing altered Ëasattic g}ass" . The sample is from a
pi-ifowea flow, l- to 3 cm from the inside edge of a chloritized
rim of a pitlow. The field of view is 0.65 mm'

Figure 60" Photomicrograph (plane liqh!) showing interl-ocking
plágioclase microliteÈ and interstitial aggregates of o"05 to
'0. f " ** actinolite, epidote and chlorite that are possibly
reptacing altered'¡asãttic glass. samp_Ie is from variolitic
,oii. of iartly brecciated pillow 5 cm from the outer edge of
a partly ¡recãiated pillowãd flow. The field of view is r'7
mm.
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structures that are interpreted to be a type of variolite
(Figs. 6L, 62). These flows occur mainly in the upper parts

of formations l- and 3 although some seem to occur randomly in
the lower part. of formation L. In the field, the variolites
are recognized by their lighter brov¡n and spherical to ovoid

shapes, 1- to L0 nm in size; they are more resistant to
weathering than adjacent parts of the pillow, and, as a

result, they stand out on the surface of the pillows due to
differential weathering. The variolites range in abundance

from 5 to 9OZ and commonly occur in the rnarginal parts of
pilJ-ows, 5 to 10 cm inside the chloritized chilled selvage

(Fig. 61) . !,Iithin the variolitic zone, the size and abundance

of variolites decreases outwards from a central maximum, and

the change to the outer chilled rím is transitional. On the

other hand, the change to the inner part of the pillow is
abrupt and coincides with the zone of maximum size and

abundance of variolites which is composed largely of
coalescent variolites. Hohrever, variolite distribution within
a pillow appears to depend on the size of the pillow and/or

on the position of the exposed section rerative to the pirrow

centre. For example, in relat,ively large variolitic pillows,
the variolitic zone is 5 to l-0 cm thick and the central part
of the pillow is devoid of variolites (Fig. 61) i in smaller
pillows or possibly outcrop sections that intersect onty the

marginal part of a pillow, the entire central part of the
pillow is variolitic (Fig. 62).

Petrographically, the round to oval variolites are about
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Fig. o r

Fig.62

Fig-ure 61" varioritic pilrowed flow fro¡n the top of formation
3 showing a concentric zone of variorites werr inside the
chilred rim of pitl-ows. The centrar part of the pirrows are
devoid of variolites. In the large pillov¡ on the upper left,
the white lines, which are generally concentric to pillow
outrine, represent epidote-firred thermar contraction
fractures in the inner part of the varioritic zone. on the
right of the photograph, the pillow has been truncated by a
mafic dyke

Figure 62. ^A,pparent1y small pitlow with variolites
concentrated in the central part of pillow from the upper-
middre part of formation 3" This is either a rerativety srnarl
pillow or a section through the marginal part of a large
pilIow" On the top left, not,ice the apparently broken, curved
pillow selvage.

w
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l- to l-O mm in diameter; they have a sharp boundary with the

groundmass of the pillohrs. Two mineralogic and textural types

of variolites v¡ere identified in the variolitic parts of

pillows. These are f-) an intergrowth of actinolite, epidote,

and quartz, and 2) an intergrowth of actinolite and quartz.

The material that occurs between some variolites also has a

distinctive textural intergrowth of actinolite and epidote.

The three types of textures occur together in the same piì-Iow.

The intergrowths of actinolite, epidote and guartz

constitute about 602 of the variolites. The intergrowth

comprises about 3o?t L to 2 rnm long, randomly oriented,

slender, actinolite laths; about 4Oeo , 0 . l- to O .2 nÌm,

yellowish-brown, tabular, subhedral epidote; and about 3Oeo ¡

O.O5 to 0.1- mm, anhedral quartz (Fig. 63). Epidote commonly

completely surrounds the small guartz crystals, and in some

places, this epidote appears to have replaced a tabular

mineral, possibly plagioclase based on the shape and

composition. These variolites have crude radiating textures

defined by epidote plus actinolite that could be a relict of

original textures (Fig. 63).

The intergrowths of actinolite and quartz, which

constitutes abouL 4OZ of the variolites, are about 1 to 2 mm

in diameter (Fig. 641. They comprise about 5OZ, 0.2 to 0.5 mm

long, actinolite laths intergrown with about 5OZ, 0.1- to 0.2

nm, anhedral to subhedral quartz which is in opt,ical

continuity throughout the extent of the variolite. The

actinolite has a crudely radial habit that could be a relict
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Figure 63" Photomicrograph.(plane light) of a section throughseveral coallesced variorites compris'ing actinolite raths(elongate, pale-grey) in an intergrowth of quartz (white,anhedral) surrou¡rded by epidote (dark-grey) which may bepseudomorphous after.plagioclase. The actino-tite raths mãy bepseudmorphs after clinopyroxene. Notice the weakly deverofred,radiating texture of quartz-epidote intergrowth on the righthand side of the photograph. Tñe sarnpre is Ìrom the variorii.iczone, 10 to 20 cm frorn the outer edge of a varioritic pillow,near the top of formation 3. The ffeld of view is l-.7 rnm.
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Figure 644. Photomicrograph (plane light) showing two tlpes
of variolites" In the left-center there is a crudely radiating
intergrowth of actinolite laths (grey) and. guartz (white). In
the center of the photograPh, there is an intergrowth of
actinolite taths (grey) surrounded by dark brown epidote
(bIack) which surrounds the actinolite-guartz variolites.
Details of these intergrowths are shown in Figure 648 and 64C"
The field of view is 4"2 mm"

Figure 648" Photomicrograph (pIane light) showing a close-up
of crud.ely rad.iating actinolite laths intergrown !,/ith guartz
of Figure 64A above" Actinolite may be pseudornorphous after
clinopyroxene or plagioclase" The field of view is l-"7 mm-

B
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rigure 64C" Photomicrograph (plane 1iqht,) showing close-up of
intergrowth of dark-brown epidote (black) and actinolite
(grey) of Figure 644 above. Notice the crudely prismatic shape
of the black mineral which resembles pyroxene' and an
intergrowth with actinolite laths. The field of view is L"7
nlm "
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original texture.

The third type of textural feature which occurs between

the second type of variolites is an intergrowth of dark-brown

epidote and actinolite (Fig. 64) and constitutes about 2SZ by

volume of the variolitic pillows. This interstitial material
consists of about 3OZt O.2 to 0.5 ril, actinolite laths
enclosed by about 7OZ dark-brown epidote which appears to
contain very fine-grained, dark oxide inclusions. The epidote

has crudely prismatic, subhedral shapes (Fig. 64) ì and the

texture produced by the intergrowth of actinol-ite laths and

the dark brown epidote may represent a rétict original
texture.

The non-variolitic interiors of variolitic pillows
generally contain actinolite pseudomorphs after clinopyroxene,

abundant, secondary, slender actinolite laths, and

surbordinate epidote psuedornorphs possibly after plagioclase

due to their composition. They lack the epidote intergrowths

with guartz (Fig. 65).

The origin of variolites is uncertain and two main

theories are prevalent: 1) their formation is controlled by

the rate of crystallization and 2) they are formed by the

crystallization of imniscible magrmas (Gelinas et al. , 1-976,

L977; Furnes, L973). The rest,riction of the variolites in this
study to the lower stratigraphic sections of the sequence

(Fonnations 1 to 3), and the wide distribution of the

variolites within the pillows suggest that these variolites
may be as a result of liguid immiscibility.
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Figure 65" Photomicrograph (plane light) of actinolite laths
(grey) and epidote (dark grey) from the non-variolitic
interior of a variolitic pillow. The actinolite may be
replacing clinopyroxene, and epidote may be replacing
plagioclase microlites. Notice the absence of guartz
intergrowths with epidote and dark-brown epidote v¡ith oxide
inclusions which are characteristic of the variolitic zone
(Figs" 644, 648, 64C) " The field of view is l-"7 rnm.
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2) Massive Flows.

Massive lava flows occur mainly in the northern part of
formation l- and the central and southern part of formation 2;

they. are a minor constituent in the central and upper part of
formation 5 (Fig. 3). Where observed, flow thicknesses range

from 5 to l-O m. Although the flows have been metarnorphosed,

primary textures are generally weII preserved, particularly
in flows that have not been subjected to extensive alteration.
In flows that have been highly altered, primary textures are

poorly preserved. Generally, the massive flows'are aphyric to
moderately porphyritic with up to 1-5? phenocrysts.

Most massive flows are sparsely porphyritic with l_ to 5å

plagioclase and/or clinopyroxene phenocrysts. Occasiona1ly,

flows are moderatery porphyrític with 5 to Lsz phenocrysts.

Aphyric frows were observed in the centrar part of formation

2 where they constitute about 5O? of the flows.

Clinopyroxene phenocrysts are generally replaced by 0.2

to L.0 nm, single-crystal, actínolite pseudomorphs which

commonry contain Lo to 50? intergronn chlorite flakes. rn some

flows, the clinopyroxene phenocrysts have been replaced by

single grains or multicrystal aggregates of epid.ote. The

precursor mineral of the epidote pseudomorphs is considered

to have been clinopyroxene because of the sirnilarity in size
and shape of pseudomorphs to phenocrysts that, in other flows,
are replaced by actinorite +/-chtorite, and the differences
from phenocrysts that have been interpreted to be plagiocrase.
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These epidote pseudomorphs after clinopyroxene are rare' but

apparently they occur in the same flows as actinolite +/-

chlorite pseudomorphs.

Plagioclase phenocrysts are tabular and 0.2 to 0.5 mm in

size. Generally, they are replaced by single-crystal albite

(Ànto) pseudornorphs, but occasionally they are replaced by

single-crystal carbonate or multicrYstal sericite

pseudomorphs.

The groundmass of the porphyritíc flows is texturally

similar to the aphyric flows. In both flow types, original

microlites of both plagioclase and clinopyfoxene can be

recognized by pseud.ornorphs: the original plagioclase is

replaced by albite and occasionally epidote and calcite, and

clinopyroxene by actinolite and chlorite. Original plagioclase

groundmass minerals are inferred by the tabular shapes of

pseudomorphs and. the composition of the replacernent minerals;

original clinopyroxene is inferred mainly because of the

composition of the replacement minerals (Fig. 65). The

abundance of microlites varies with position t¡ithin the flow"

In the chilled margins, microlites are relatively sparse, but

in the well crystaltized flow interiors, flows commonly

contain 40 to 602, 0.1 to O.2 ¡lm' subhedral to anhedral'

tabular albite pseud.omorphs after plagioclasei l-O to 252, 0.1

to O.2 Inm, subhedral to anhedral' actinolite pseudomorphs

after clinopyroxene; 5 to LOZ' O.L to O.2 nm' subhedral to

anhedral quartz ¡ 252, O. 1 to O.2 rtlm' epidote-chlorite

aggregates that hâY, at least in part, represent original
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glass; and 52 opaque oxides. The texture varies from

isoÇranurar to intergranular. The nidd]-e part of one frow in
the central part of formation 2 contains subhedral actinolite
pseudomorphs after ophitic crinopyroxene encrosing tabular,
subhedrar epidote pseudomorphs after pragioclase (Figs. 66À,

668). Although intraflow mineralogic and textural variations
$tere not quantified, observed variations incrude: changes in
size and type of microlites, stight changes in phenocryst

abundances, and changes in pseudomorph types.

3) Stratigraphic Variations
Although a systematic Aeochemical study of the 3.3-km

thick, Bear Lake mafic seçfuence has not yet been done, wide

fructuations in both total phenocryst abundance and the

relative abundance of clinopyroxene and pragiocrase

phenocrysts provide some informat,ion on magma evorut,ion. rn
praces, adjacent frows have markedry different phenocryst

contents, but, in other places, as in formatioî 4, there are

systematic stratigraphic variations in phenocryst content
(Fig- 48). rn spite of rocar variations between adjacent
flows, severar regionar trends are apparent: L) the abundances

of both crinopyroxene phenocrysts and totar phenocrysts

fructuate widely but there is a generar upward increase in
abundances in formations l- and 3 and an upward decrease in
formations 4 and 5 (Fig. 671 ì 2') the fluctuations in totar
phenocryst, abundances are greater in the upper part of
formation 3 than in the other formations; 3) there are only
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Figure 66å," Photomicrograph (crossed nicols) of ophitic
clinopyroxene, noqr replaced by single-crysta1 actinolite
pseudomorphs (two white patches) from a massive flow in
formation 2" The groundmass is composed of O"l- to O"2 mrn
epidote and actinolite grains that may be replacing
plagioclase and clinopyroxene microlites respectively plus
minor opaque oxides" The field of view is 4.2 mm.

Figure 668" Photomicrograph (crossed nicols) showing close-up
of ophitic clinopyroxene of Figure 66A.. The enclosed
plagioclase laths (b1ack) are nov¡ epidote pseudomorphs. The
field of view is 1"7 run.

B
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in the abundance of plagioclase

phenocrysts, but the upper three formations generally contain

more plagioclase phenocrysts than the lower three formations

(Fig. 67) ¡ +) in most flows clinopyroxene phenocrysts are more

abundant than plagioclase phenocrysts, but in formations 4 and

5t flows in which plagioclase is the dominant phenocryst

mineral are more abundant than in other formations; 5) in
formation 4, there is an upward change from flows in which

clinopyroxene is the dominant phenocryst to flows in which

plagioclase is the dominant phenocryst (Fig. 48); and 6)

aphyric flows are restricted to the central pafL of formation

2. The wide fluctuations suggest that the magma was derived

frorn a continously evolving chamber that was intermittently
replenished from depth.

Other textural features of the lava flows that appear to
be stratigraphically restricted include: L) the occurrence of
doninantly variolitic pillows in the lower part of the

succession in formations l- and 3; the occurrence of pillows
with segregation vesicles in some flows of formation 5 and

fragrments in breccia and tuff-breccia of formation 4; and 3)

the restriction of flows with ophitic textures to the central
part of fornation 2.

Alteration.

L) Int,roduction.

The Bear Lake mafic volcanic succession has been variably
altered" fwo scales of alteration can be defined: L)
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widespread, generally subtle alteration that is defined by

variations in metamorphic mineral assemblagês, and 2) more

localized, more intense, and more visible alteration. Only the

more visible type of alteration wiII be discussed here.

The most colnmon, readly visible alteration is the

formation of epidote-rich patches and zones- These features

have been referred. to as epidosites (Bailes and Syme ' L979)

or epidotization (Bailes and syme, Lg82]- ì the epidosite

terminology !üiII be retained in this study. This alteration

apparently developed prior to regional metamorphisrn; the

present mineralogy reflects the subsequent metamorphic event

whereas the form and chemical characteristics presumably

reflect the original alteration. Only a cursory description

of the alteration will be presented here. A more detailed

petrologic and geochemical investigation will be part of a

separate study. Other, more local tlpes of visible alteration

include l-) epidote and sericite alterat,ion associated with

pyrite, 2) epidote-sericite-quartz vein networks, 3) epidote

vein networks, and 4) epidotized variolites.

2l Epidosites in Pillowed and Massive Flows.

Epidosites are conmon in both pillowed and massive lava

flows, particularly in the south Part of the area (Fig. 68

and Tab1e 11). Although the morphology of the epidosite

alteration is highly variable both within and between flows'

several general tlpes can be recognized: 1) Iarge pillows have

a concentric zone of epidote-rich alteration inside the outer
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chloritized chitled rim; the central part of the piltow is
free of epidote arteration (Fig. 69) ¡ 2) smarl pirlows
generarry have renticul-ar masses of epidosite in the upper-

niddle parts of the piLlows (Fig. 69) ¡ 3) in many f1ows,

particurarly massive frows, the epidosite patches have

irregular, apparently contorted shapes (Fig. 7OI; and 4)

massive lava flov¡s commonry contain ovar patches of epidosite
(Fig. 7L) that are scattered throughout the flow, although

they are most abundant in the upper parts of flows (Fig. 72) .

Most epidosite patches are zoned with a relatively
narror,ù, outer chrorite zor.e (Fig. 731 that is gradational

outwards into unal-tered parts of the ftow and inwards into a

narro$r transitionar zone which has a sharp contact with the

centrar epidosite (Tabte 11). progressing inwards from the
unaltered flow to the central epidosite, there is a

progressive decrease in the degree of preservation of primary

textures, and an increase in the abundance of epidote and

guartz (Figs. 74A, 748); chlorite content is abnormarry high

in the chrorite zone but is absent in the centrar epidosite.
The epidote is generally anhedral and randomly distributed
except in the transitional zone where it also firrs minute

fractures that are generarty subparalrer to zone boundaries

(Tabre 11). The habit and size of the epidote arso changes

across the zonesi the epidote increases in size from the
unartered flow through the transitionar zone- to the main

epidosite. The habit changes from anhedrar in the unartered
parts to subhedral in the altered part
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Figure 69. Epidosj-te alteration in pillowed flows in the south
part of formation 4, 100-m south of Bear Lake, and IOO rn west
tfre foot-path between Bear Lake and S1eep Lake (Fig" 3) "

Notice the concentric nature of the paler epidosite alteration
immediately inside the chilled rirn of the large pil1ow in
center of iigure; the middle part of the pilIow lacks epidote
alteratíon. In the smaller pillow in the lower part of the
photograph, the epidosite zone is incornplete and epidosite
iorms a lenticular mass with rounded ends in the upper part
of the pilIow.
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Fig. 70

Fig.

Figure zo- rrregurar epid.osite in a massive frov¡ of foraation5 , 500 m east of the north-end. or ge;; ïa.ke (Fig.. 3 ) . Theirregurar fora appears to be ttre resuri "r d.eforaat,ion" Noticethe rerationship between th_e ^toiiãilãn-'i" the frow and theirregurar, appaientry .ford.ed.f,om or-üi'e epid.osite . s.inirarfeatures are common -in the south parb of -the successiön.infonnations I and 2.

Tigu": . zL. Epidosite arteration in massive rava froç¡ in
_formatio! 2, r lq north of highw"v iô.îä goo m west of whiteLake (Fig" 3) " The right-cõrouieã- epìaosite rr"" ã sharpcontact with, and appears to be ress ããiornea than, ad.jacentparts of the t]gw-^irr1 1pp^gent d.ifferences in the'dãgree ordeformation may refrect altrerences in competency, .rd 

"rrggestthat the alteration pred.ated deformation.
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Figure 7 4A" Photomicrograph (p1ane f ight) of chlorit.ized rirn
of epidosite patch in a massive flow of formation 5.
Plagioclase microlites (white) are weII preserved but are
surrounded by fine-grained chlorite (grey) in which no primary
textures are visible. Minor epidote (black) is present in the
chl-orite. The field of view is 0.65 lnm.

Figure 7 48. Photornicrograph (plane 1ight,) of completely
epidotized central zone within an epidosite patch in a massive
flow of formation 5" It comprises anhedral to subhedral- quartz
(white) and epidote (dark grey). The dark patch on the lower
left is also epidote, possibly rich in oxide inclusions.
Notice the lack of preserved primary textures which contrasts
with that of Figure'74A, which r¡as taken close to this sample
in the same flov¡. The field of view is 0.65 mm.
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The central epidosite is the dominant component of the

alteration patches. Two main subtypes can be recognized: 1)

uniformly recrystaltized, equigranular epidosites composed

Iargely of epidote and guartzi no primary textures are

preserved (Fig. 748); and 2) patchy alteration in v¡hich the

abund.ance of epid.ote and guartz within the epidosite are

variable and there are some preserved primary textures (Fig'

'75A, 758ì Table 11). Both types of alteration vtere observed

in both massive and pillowed flot'¡s'

The origin of the epidosite alteration in this area is

uncertain, and solution of the problem mtt'st await the

geochemical work no!{ in progress as a separate project.

Ho!,¡ever, SOme preliminary comments can be ¡nade. The conmon

occurrence of the epidosite in both piltowed and massive

flows, as well as some mafic hlpabyssal intrusions throughout

the southern part of the stud.y area, shows that the alteration

is not a localized phenomenon. The concentration of the

epidosite in particular parts of pillowed flows, the different

forms of the epidosite in pillows of different sizes, and the

high abundance of epidosites Ín the upper parts of massive

flows suggest that alteration preferentially developed in

selected parts of flows which may have coincided vrith a

particular degree of crystallinity and thus a certain rate of

cooling. Proximity of the epidosite to upper flow contacts and

pillow margins may also mean that the sea-water interface

and/or fluid transport through the flows guided by flow

contacts and pillow margins ltere important controls on the
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Figure z5A' photomicrograph (prane right,) of pragiocJ_asemicrorites in the unalteÉea pare of a pirrow, 10 to r_5 cm fromthe outer 
"dqg of a pitrow nargin'in the uppLi-part offormation 5- Tlre renairìaer of.thjgroùrrar.== is epid.ote andchlorite (black) .and acrinorire rúñiiãl in whicË- ãrisinaltextures canngtrb,e ridentified" The fi¿iã of view is o.es ,r.

Figure z58" ,photomicrograph, (prane right) of epidotizedpragioclase microrites fion-the'ðonpretãiy epidotized zone ofpatchy arteration (Tabre 11) in tri" -=ã" pirlow as that ofrigiure 7sA. The näterial between th;- microrites is arsoepidote, but no priTary texbure" .r"-preserved. The sampreirlustrates the.p.ärtiar preservation of'-åome primary texturesforlowing epidotization.- The rierã tiii"* is L.7 mn.
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deveropment of the arteration. The generar rack of epidosite
in highly porphyritic flows with greater than 2SZ

crinopyroxene phenocrysts and its preferentiar deveJ-opment j-n

sparsery to moderatery pragioctase-phyric flows indicate that
epidotization may have arso been partly controrled by the
composition of the precursor rocks.

The common mineral assemblage of the epidosites, epidote
plus quartz, indicate a ross of magnesium and sodium, and a
probable gain in silica rerative to the original basartic
composition. on the other hand, the adjacent chroritized rims

show a gain in magnesium and loss of silica. /

The habit of the epidosite, its rerationship to originar
flow boundaries, the generar destruction of originar textures,
the inward increase in grain size of the epidote, and the
apparently contorted form of some of the epidosite, arr
suggest that the alteration occurred prior to regionar
metamorphisn and deformation. The present mineralogy and

textures thus reflect the metamorphic overprint. The regional
deveropment of the arteration in the south part of the
sequence suggests that the alteration did not deverop at the
sea-water interface. Rather it may be a hydrothermal
phenomenon produced by recircuration of sea water with fruid
transport being controrl-ed rargery by porosity along.frow and

pillow boundaries (seyfried et ar. , LgTg). Faurts and fracture
patterns did not apparent,ly exert a major contror on fruid
transport.
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3) Epidote and Sericite Alteration.
Epidote and sericite alteration is commonly associated

with zones of pyrite mineralization and mainry occur in the

south part of formations L, Z, and 3 and the upper part of
formation 6 (Fig. 68). These outcrops weather to a rusty brown

corour because of the contained pyrite. The observed artered
zones v¡ere generally concordant with the volcanic stratigraphy
arthough not restricted to a specific lithorogy or part of a

flow. They are generally elongate, about 10 to 50 m wide, and

0.5 to l-.0 kn long.

Primary textures are still preserved in the altered rocks

by albite pseudomorphs after pragioclase and actinolite
pseudomorphs after clinopyroxene. Minerarogicarry, the artered
rocks are defined by higher than normar abundances of epidote,
quartz, sericite, and pyrite. sampres from the most intensery
artered areas typicatly contain about 4seo¡ o.z to 0.5 nm,

anhedral epidoteì 352, 0.05 to o.2 nm, anhedral quartz with
interlocking grain boundaries; 10å sericiteì SZ pyrite; and

5? other minerars incruding variable abundances of actinorite,
chlorite and carbonate.

4l Epidote-Sericite-Quartz Veins.

Vein netwörks that, have light,-coloured weathering (Fig.
76') occur in pilrowed and massive flows in the northern part
of formation L (rig. 6g). The networks are composed of
diversely oriented, irregular veins that range in width from

L to 5 nm and commonly form 1 to SZ of the flow; they are
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l'igure 76. Light-coloured, epidote-sericite-guartz veins in
a massive lava flow near the middle of formation I in the
northern part of the seç[uence, about 600 m to the north of the
north end of Shore Lake (fig. 3). The white material in the
veins is rnainly epidote +/- guartz, and the dark materiaL in
the center of the wider vein is sericite-
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generally developed in 1- to S m wide areas but there is no

obvious relationship between the orientation of the areas in
which the veins are deveroped and frow contacts. The veins

contain 9OZ epidote, BZ sericite and 22 guartz with the

sericite commonly concentrated in the middle of the veins.

5) Epidote Vein Networks.

Pillowed flows near the top of formation

2.O kn south of the povrer line contain

Ll

a

about 0.5 to
network of

discontinuous epidote veins (Fig. 68) . These'veins occur in
irregular areas, 1 by 5 m in size, hrhere they constitute L to
52 of the area. Individual veins are irregular and

discontinuous and range in width from o.L to t-.0 nm; they

appear to be deformed by the foliation (Fig.77Bl. They are

composed of about 95? epidote, 32 quarLz, and 2? yellowish-
green, weakly pleochroic, unident,ified mineral. The flow
between the veins is generarry unartered with preserved,

ferted, pragiocrase microlites. These veins differ from the

epidote-sericite-quartz veins in rninerarogic composition and

more discontinuous character (Fig. 77A') .

6) Epidotized Variolites
Ovoid, epidote-rich structures that may be epidotized

variorites occur in both pillowed and massive frows in
formation L. rn the north, these structures are restricted to
the rower part of the formation, but, the zone containing these

structures widens southward to include alt of forrnation l- and
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Figure 77a" Network of epidote veins (pale corour) in apillowed lava flow near the top of formatiãn r, 700 m east ofManistíkwan Lake, 5OO m south of the pohrer l_ine.

Figure 77r . Photomicrograph (crossed nicors) of epid.ote veins(brack) in Figure 77A. Notice the discordant nature of thevein rerative to the fotiation and the apparent deformationof the vein by the foriation" The fierd õi view is 16.0 mm.
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the lowermost part of formation 2 (Fig. 68). These structures

averaçJe about 2 mm in diameter and range in abundance from 1

to go?i vrhere abundant, they commonly coalesce forming larger

masses (Fig. 78). They are composed of about 952, dark brown

epidot.e, possibly containing very fine-grained oxide

inclusionsi and 5å carbonate which generally occurs near the

centre of these structures (Fig. 78). The flow surrounding the

structures has preserved felted plagioclase microlites, and

lacks epidote alteration.

The structures are similar in shape and habit to, but

are smaller than and have a different mineralogy from,

unaltered variolites near the top of formation 3. However,

the distribution of the structures, which generally occur in

the marginat parts of piJ-lows inside the chilled rims and in

the lower and upper parts of massive flows inside the chilled

contacts, resembles the dístribution of variolites observed

in for¡nation 3. This suggests that these structures are

altered variolites.
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FÍgure 7a. Photomicrograph (plane light) of possible
epidotized variolites (dark) in partly brecciated pillowed
flow of formation 1, from the first outcrop east of
Manistikwan Lake (Fig. 3) along the por¡rer line" Notice the
single and coalescent forms" The dark coloured outer parts
are epidote, and the light, coloured central parts are
carbonate. The field of view is 2.0 cm"
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Chapter 6

MORPHOLOGY OF PILLOI^TED FLOWS

Introduction.

Two types of lava flows occur in the mafic sequence of
the study area: pillowed flows and massive flows or sheet

flows (Figs. 3, 5). AIl observed pillowed units are discrete
flows or flow sequences. No rateral or verticar transitions
with massive frows h/ere observed. Pil-rowed frows are the most

widely occurring and dominant flow type, and two subtypes were

recognized: 1) normal fLows in which pillows are closeJ_y

packed and are either touching or are separated by minor

interpillow fragmental material; this is the dominant subtype;

and 2) flows comprising lobe-like pillows which are surrounded

by a lapilli-tuff matrixr this is a minor but
stratigraphically restricted and geneticarry important subtype

of the pillowed flows.

The normal pillowed flows in which pillows are closely
packed is the dominant flow type in formations L, 3, 4 and S

and a minor component of formations 2 and 6'. These flows vary

in a number of characterist,ics both between and within frows

and/or formations. There are variations in frow thickness;

raterar extent of frowst size and shape of pirrows; thickness

of chilled rims; abundance of interpillow fragrrnental material;
amygd.ule abundance; presence and. abundance of internal
cavitiesi presence and abundance of thermal contraction
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fracturesi and the degree of internal brecciation. Pillow

morphology atso suggests variations in flow directions.

Flows containing lobe-like pillows are a minor component

of formation 5, and somewhat similar flows are a minor

component of formation 4 (Chapt,er 41 . In these flows, there

are variations in pillow shapes and sizes and in the abundance

of the surrounding lapilli-tuff matrix. Although they are a

minor component of the seç[uence, these flows may indicate a

major change in the eruptive environment of the pillowed

flows.

Normal PíIlo¡red Flows with closely Packed Pillows.

l-) FIow Thickness and Lateral Extent.

Flow contacts of pillowed flows can be accurately defined

only where flows are overlain and underlain by either massive

flows or fragmental unitsr ot where there is a major change

in internal flow characteristics. Using these criteria,

pillowed flows in the study area appear to range in thickness

from 5 to l-O5 m with a weighted average of 1-6.5 m (Table L2l .

Some of the thicker piltowed units may comprise several

superimposed pillowed flows in which there is no significant

change in flow characteristics from flow to f1ow, and internal

flow contacts could not be defined. This potential problem has

been recognized in other Precambrian mafic flow sequences

(Hargreaves and Ayres, L979; Bailes and Syme, L979) and is

difficult to resolve. However, it may not be irnportant in the

study area. Modern and ancient pillowed flows vary widely in
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thickness from prace to prace refrecting the slow movement of
these frows and the build-up above vents (Dinroth et al_.,
L985). The measured thicknesses of pirlowed units in the Bear
Lake sequence is within the range of flow thicknesses defined
elsewhere (Table 13), and thick units are the exception rather
than the rule. rt is thus tentatively concruded that the
thicker pilrowed units are probably singre fr-ows.

Determination of r-aterar extents of pilrowed frows is
subject to the same constraints and problems as determination
of flow thicknesses plus additionaì_ probrems induced by rack
of exposure and the extension of some frows beyond the map-
area- Hovrever, using the criteria cited above, and tracing
pillowed flows with distinctive phenocryst, popurations, frows
have lateral extents rangíng from a minimum of r- kn to a

maximurn of L2 km, with an average of 2.3 krn (Tabre Lzr.
Generally, frows have renticular shapes arthough frow
terminations ltrere not observed. The laterar extents are
comparable to those obtained ersewhere (Table 13).

The rerationship of the observed two-dimensionar cross-
sectional exposures of frows to the true frow rengths and frow
t¡idths is uncertain. The nature of the fragmentar rocks in
format,ion 4 suggests considerable downslope transport, and the
sequence ex¡rosed in the Bear Lake bl0ck thus represents a
cross-section through the flank of the volcano (see chapter
9). Accordingly, the raterar extents of lava flows measured
in the field are probabry croser to being original fl_ow widths
rather than frow rengths (cf. Hargreaves and Ayres , LgTg).



Table ì3.

Description

Precambrian Pillowed lava flow

Precambrian Piìlowed lava flow

Precambrlan Pilìowed lava flow

0rdovician Pillowed lava flow

Recent lava flow

Precambrian pillowed Units
interbedded with breccias in
the Eear Lake block near Flin Flon

Precambrian pil'lowed unfts ln
other parts Of the Bear Lake
blöck near Flln Flon.

Dimenslons and Veslcularities of some Basaltlc Subaqueous pillowed Lava Flows

Lateral dlstance

20 to 40

.|.6 to 3.2

t.8

sever¡l hundred meters

Ito5

I to 12

Thlckness

400

30 to 60

50 to .l00

few meters to 100

5to30

I to 105

Vesi cul ari ty

ìto50

0.05 to 15

Ito40

0 to 70Í

Reference

DÍmroth et af..1985-

Jensen,.|978.

lleì'ls, g!_gl., .|979.

l.lruck, g!_gl., 1978.

l¿bore, et ,al ., 1973.

This study

This study

J
(O
N)
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2) Size and Shape of Pillows.
Pirrowed flows in the study area differ greatly in the

sizes and shapes of pirrows. Most of this variation is
probabry primary because deformation is moderate and generarly

uniform from one area to another except south of highway # 10

(Fig. 3). Pillow rong dimensions based on two-dimensional

outcrop exposures range from 0.2 to 5.0 m with an average of
1-.8 m (Tabre L2). Two main pirrowed shapes can be defined:
bun-shaped pirrows with an aspect ratio of about z Eo 1 and

erongate pillows with an aspect ratio of about 6 to 1. No

systematic variation of pirlow size or shape with flow
thickness was observed in this study arthough a few flows show

a crude upward vertical decrease of pillow size
Because of the wide variation in pirrow size, three sizes

of pilrows can be defined: 1-) normar-size pirrohrs, 2') rarge
pirlows, and 3) megapilrows (Tabre j-). These are comparabre

to the size definitions used by Dimroth et ar., (L97g). Many

frows contain pirlows of a single type, but in others, there
is a mixture of size types.

Normal-size pilrows have rong dimensions ranging from

o-2 to 1-.5 m and are generarly bun-shaped (Fig.7g't. They are

the most widely occurring type of piltow in all formations and

constitute up to 80? of the pillowed flows.
Large pilrows have rong dimensions ranging from r-.6 to

2.5 m and have about, 602 bun-shaped and 4oz elongate forms.

They constitute about LSeo of arr pirrowed frows. The rarge
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Figure 79" Bun-shaped, normal-size pillows surrounded by 1 to
5 cm thick zones of interpillow fragmental material. Such
flows are conmon in most formations. The pillows photographed
are from the middle part of formation 3 t25O m east of south
end of McBratney Lake (Fig. 3).
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bun-shaped forms mainly occur in the north and central part

of formation 5 (Fig. 80); the elongate forms, oD the other

hand, occur randomly mixed with other types of pillows in all

formations (Figs. 8l-, 821 .

Megapillows are greater than 2.5 m in length and are

dominantly bun-shaped with a small proportion of elongate

forms (fig. 83). They constitute less than 52 of. all pillowed

flows and mainly occur in the upper rniddle part of formation

3 and formation 5 (Fig. 3). The megapillows in formation 3 are

separated by very thick zones of interpillow fragmental

material and will be described separately in a later section,

but those in formation 5 are separated by more normal, 0.5 to

l-.O-cm thick zones of interpillow material.

3) Nature of Pillow Margins.

The pillows have chilled rims defined by colour

differences and ranging in thickness from 0.5 to 6 cil, with

an average of 2.4 cm (Table Lzr. Pillows are generally

separated by a thin zone of interpillow fragrmental material-

that varies in thickness and abundance from flow to flow and

within flows. In most flows, the abundance of interpillow

material is generally less than 1å, but it varies markedly in
thickness, ranging from 0.1 to 10 crn, as a function of piltow

shape and fit of pillows (F.igs. 79, 80, 83, 84). There is no

systematic variation in abundance of interpillow fragmental

material vrith stratigraphic positS-on. In some flows, which

occur randomly throughout the sequence, the abundance of
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Figure 80. Large bun-shaped pillows in a pillowed flow from
noitn part of ionnation 5 | O " 4 l<rn southv¡est of south end of
Benn: f,ãfe. Pillows have well developed, concentric, thermal
contraction fractures"
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Figure 81. Outcrop map showing a mixture of bun-shaped andelongate, normal-size and occasional, rnegapirlows Ín a crosery
packed variolitÍc pillowed flow of'formation 3, 2 þr east.oi
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shapes of most pÍI1ows are controlled by underlying piJ.tows, and
some of the elongate megapfllows appear to have been produced by
budding of pillows. Based on the orientation of pillows reÌativéto the flow contacts ln thÍs area, which are 35oo to 360ø therelative azimuth of flow is considered to be southward.
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Figure 82. Outcrop map showing the general shape of elongat,e
and locally bun-shaped, normal-stze, Iarge, and megapillows
in a closely packed pillowed flow overlying bedded tuff-
breccia of for¡nation 4, 2.2 kn east of Manistikwan Lake and
north of the power line (Fig. 3). The pillows are separated
by thin interpillow material (not differentiated) and their
shapes are largely controlled by the shapes of underlying
pillows. Pillows at the base take the irregular form of the
upper surface of the tuff-breccia.

J
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km east of Manistiktr'an Lake anrl 0.6 þn north of power line (rig.
3). Mos'E pillows are separated hy inte-rpíI1ow fragrmental- natériãl(lined) although the shapes of the .'plllows are controlled by
underJ.ying pillows. The thin bedclert Uníts 1¡r the rnlddle of the
outcrop (dotted) possibly represent a zçne of disrupted, collapsed
pilIows.
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Figure 84. Outcrop map showing the general bun-shaped foIP of
piÍtows in closely patkea normal-size pillows. Yi.!h occasional
inegapillows of forlnation 3, L.75 krn east of Manistikwan Lake and
O.e km north of the poqrer line (Fig. 3). Most pillows are separat'ed
by interpillow fragrmental material (lined) although the shapes of
rnóst pillows are controlled by underlying pillows.
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interpillow fragmental materiat is higher, ranging from 1 to
52, and the thickness of the interpillow zones is up to 2O cm

(Table L2). In a few flows in formation S, the abundance of
interpill-ow material is more than 5å, and the pillows appear

to be floating in the interpillow material; the pillow shapes

are not affected by adjacent pilrows. These have been termed

flows with lobe-Iike pillows and wil-I be described in a

subseguent section.

Pillo¡red FloÌrs with Thick fnterpillow Material.
Interpillow fragrmental material is well preserved between

megapilrows of some floltrs in formation 3. The interpirlow
mat,erial, which here ranges in abundance from 1 to 5?, appears

to be texturally representative of interpilrow materíal
elsewhere in the seguence although one of these flows contains

unusual renses of granurar materiar that are 0.5 m thick and

6 m long.

The interpillow material is granular and is composed of
blocky, weakly microlitic fragments 1 to S nm in size. The

outer bounding faces of the fragrrnents are straight to curved,

and the fragrnents are internally fractured into smaller pieces

which are unrotated rerative to each other and have a jigsaw

fit. The fragments contain less than 22, O.l- to 0.5 nm,

subhedral, actinolite pseudomorphs after crinopyroxene

microlites; and 1- to LSZ, O.O5 to 0.1 mm, subhedral, epidote

replacÍng an original microlite component, possibly
plagioclase. The remainder is less than 0.1 tnm, chlorite,
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epidote and minor guartz which has probabry repraced original
basaltic Alass. The distribution of secondary minerals.define
zoning within small internar pieces that constitute the
fragments (Fig. B5). rn general, the outermost zone is rich
in epidote whereas the innermost part is rich in quartz +/-
pyrite. The epidote-rich outer part is texturarly zoned. The

outermost zone adjacent to the fracture is 0.1 to o.5 mm wide

and contains 5 to Loz, o.o5 R[, yerrowish-brown, subhedral,

fine-grained epidote. This grades inwards into a 0.5 to t-.0

rnm zone containing 5 to l-oå, o.L [h, taburar subhedral,

yerrowish-brown epidote. This in turn grades inwards into the
interior which contains Loz, o.2 ffir anhedrar epid.ote. The

zonation probably reflects differences in original alteration
assembrages enhanced by rnetamorphic recrystarrization. The

shape, arteration, and vitric nature suggests that these
particles represent, a hyaloctastiËe possibry produced by

quench fragrment,ation of basaltic g1ass.

At one rocality in formation 3, a frow with megapilrows
'and thicker than normal zones of interpillow material contains
severar renses of apparent fragrmentar material that, are 0.5

m thick, up to 6 m long, and internally layered (Fig. 83, 86A,

868). These appear to be in the middre part of the frow, and

the best devetoped lens is composed of L4, 2 to 5 cm thick,
taburar layers, which have sharp contacts and are internarry
massíve. The layers both wedge out, against adjacent pilrows
and overrap underlying pittows (Figs. 83, g68), and they
appear to be beds.
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Figure 85. Photomicrögraph (plane light,) of a blocky vitric
fragment from a thick zone of interpiltow fragrmental material
or hyaloclastite between rnegapillows of a pillowed flow in the
upper-middle part of formation 3. The figure shows part of a
larger fragrment composed of unrotated pieces. Compositional
zonation is defined rnainly by variations in the size and
abundance of epidote (dark grey) " The field of view is 4.2 mm.
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A

.B

Figure 864. Megapirrows in pirrowed frow of formation 3surrounded by thick zones of interpillow fragirnental maLerial,2.6 krn east of Manistikwan Lake aña eso m north of the pov¡erline (Flg- 3). Near the hammer is a rens composed of fourteensuccessive tabular layers of fragmental rnaterial of uncertainorigin (see Fig. 83) "

Figure 868. close-up of the tabular rayers in the interpilrowlens depicted in Figure 86A. Notice Ène viedging out of thelayers . against the irregurar surface prõaucea by theunderlying piltows.
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Two broad textural zones can be recognized in tþe layers;

inward from the margin of the layers these are: l-) a fràctured

zorre, and 2) a non-fractured zone. The boundary between the

two zones is apparently sharp. The thickness of the fractured

zone is unknown because it was determined petrographically and

this represents a minimum thickness of 1- to 2 cm. It consists

of 0.5 to 5 ñR, blocky, weakly microlitic, non-vesicular

particles with straight to curved bounding faces (Fig- 874) -

The particles appear to be unrotated although timited sampling

of this zone prevented a thorough assessment of this feature.

However, the petrographic characteristics of the fractured

material resemble that of the interpillow fragmental materÍal

d.escribed above. The thickness of the unfractured zone is 2

to 4 cm and it consists of three textural zones with

transitional boundaries. Inward from the fractured zone these

are l-) a patchy microlitic texture consisting of 4OZ irregular

patches composed of 2OZ, 0.1- to O.2 lnm' slender, randomly

oriented epidote needles surrounded by 8O? unresolvable

epidotei and 6\eo¡ 0.1- to O.2 mm, tabular, subhedral, randomly

oriented, epidote interlocking with 4OZ, 0.1- to o-2 nm'

slender actinolite grains (Fig. 878) ì 2, a zone of 1OOå

feathery act,inolite (Fig. 87C) t _and 
3) an inner zone composed

of 4oZ, O.5 to 2 tnm, rounded structures composed of

actinolite-guartz intergrowths, surrounded by, O.1 to O.2 mm

actinolite crystals. The rounded structures (Fig. 87D)

resemble variolites found in adjacent pilJ-ows. These different,

zones represent decreasing crystallinity away from the centre
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B

Figure gzã. phot_onicrograph (plane Light) of the outerfractured zone of the tnin, t-ãbular ralerL of Figiure 868showing part of a large, weakiy.nr.,icrol.itic, oitriã; -ep-iA"tized.
fraguent near the nãrgin" ¡tãtice the dtra-ijñt' tä-convex-concave nature of the fraguent bound.inE faces] FieLd of viewis 4.2 ñn.

Figure 8?8" photcnicrograph (pra:re light) of microritictexture in the center of the non-fractured zone of the taburarrayers_ of Figure 868" Notice the rand.om orientation of theactinorite microrites which are- probabry pseud.omorphs aftercrinopyroxene, and the surroundinig epiaã1i?ea naùeÉär whj-chgro!a!]v represents artered. basartic-grass. The fierd of viewrs 0"65-nm.
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Figure 87c. Photomicrograph (crossed nicols) of feathery
actinolite texture in the non-fractured zone of the thin
tabular layers of Figure 868" The feathery actinolite may be
replacing an original, possibly quenched mineral such as
pyroxene, or it could be a secondary metamorphic texture. Note
the contrast in texture with figure 87B which rnay be due to
differences in the original crystallinity between the two. The
field of view is 0"65 mm"

Figiure 87D. Photornicrograph (plane light) of inner part of
non-fractured zone of the thin tabular layers of Figure 868.
The spherical bobies are possibly variolites and they are
surrounded by feathery actinolite (Fig" 87c) with sparse
epidoLe (dark patches) " The field of view is 4"2 nm.

D
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of the rayers. The rayers resembre transported hyarocrastite
beds in terms of the continuity of layers, the wedging out of
the layers, and the control of layer geornetry by underlying
and adjacent pillows. However, most features of the layers
suggest that they are not hyalocJ_astites and that they may be

collapsed lava tubes: J-) the fragrmentation is restricted to
the outer part of the layers and the ínner part is not

fragrmented; 2) the unrotated nature of the particres suggest

in situ fragmentation; 3) the layered renses have a restricted
distribution and appear to occur within rather than at the
top of the flow; 4) the tength of the layers are comparable

to the long dimensions of associated megapillows; and 5) there
appears to be an outward decrease in crystarrinity within the
rayers and the texturar zones resembre those at margins of
nearby pirlows. simirar, arthough somewhat longer, sequences

of layers formed by corlapse of pirlows have been described

by Busby-Spera (l-987) .

Internal Structures of Pillo¡red Flows.

several types of internal features occur within some

pilrows in the study area. These are L) epidosite arteration
patches that were described previously in chapter S, 2,,

amygdures which have a concentric zonal distribution, 3)

cavities, 4) segregation vesicres, 5) brecciated pirrow
margins, and 6) thermar contraction fractures. However, about

252 of the pirlows rack any of these internal structures in
the exposed cross-section (Fig. 79). Frows in which pirtows
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lack any internal structures are randomly scattered throughout

the sequence

Most pirÌows in the study area have a concentric zone of
amygdules inside the chloritized chilled rirn but the centraL

parts are generalry devoid of amygdures. However, about 1"oz

of the pilrows, partÍcurarry rarge pirrows in the upper part
of formation 4, and in the northern, upper part of formation
5, are amygdaroidal throughout. rn frows containing pillows
that have amygdaroidar centers, these piJ-lows are randomry

distributed and are associated with pirrows in which the
amygdures are restricted to an ouLer concentric zone. The

amygdaloidar zones vary in thickness from pirrow to pilrow,
but they generalry range in thickness from l-o to so cm. rn
most pirlows, the greatest concentration of amygdules is in
the upper part. Amygdule abundances range from 1 to zoz, the
mean abundance in the upper amygdaloidal zor:e is about 2oz,

but the mean is not significant because there is an upward

increase in amygdule abundance through the stratigraphic
sequence (Tabre 12; chapter 8). Amygdure size ranges fron 0.5

to 20 ¡nm, and increases inwards from the pitrow margin;

anygdules are round, oval to irregurar. About 5å to l-oå of the
pilrows. contain radial amygdures and these are particurarry
conmon in pilrows intercalated with bedded fragmentar rocks

of formation 4 (Chapter 4).

About 5Z of the pillowed flows in the study area,

particurarry in the upper part of formation 4, section F (Fig.
8), have large, oval gas cavities, 10 to 30 cm long, in the
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upper amygdaloidal zone (Fig. BB); these are filled by

amygdure minerars, mainly epidote, carbonate, and. minor
quartz. Irlhere observed, these cavities occur in the upper part
of pirrov¡ed flows as observed by Hargreaves and Ayres (r97g).
They resemble gas cavities formed by the concentration of
residuar gas at the upper interface between the crystarlizing
rim of the pillow and the molten interior (I,Iaters , L96o) .

some of the highly amygdaroidar pillowed flows in
format,ion 5 contain segregation vesicres. These texturarly
resembre segregation vesicles previously described from
fragments in tuff-breccia and breccia of formation 4 (chapter
4), but they are somewhat larger, ranging in diameter fron 0.5
to L-o cm. They occur within the normar amygdaloidar zone of
the pillows and constitute ress than sz of the pirrow by
volume.

one 9-G m thick pirlowed frow in formation 5 has

fractured margins. The fractures extend 2 to 5 cm into the
pillow and produced 0.5 to 2 cm diameter, unrotated, porygonal
particles. These fractures are 0.2 rnm wide and are firred by
epidote. The fractured margín differs from the interpirrow
cracked epidot,ized zone which characterize piltows in
for¡nation 4 (see chapter 4) in two aspects: L) particres have

a fine-grained microcrystalline texture containing about 10

to 30? nicrorites, rather than being vitric and 2) the breccia
occurs in a zone inside rather than outside the chlorit,ized
chirred rim of the pilrow. The rel_atively high crystarrinity
of the particles, the position of the breccia within the
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rigirre 88. Bun-shaped pi110w with oval gas cavity fitled byepidote, carbonare and ï-i""= _q"ã¿;'õ;i"_ grgy) in trre upperpart ! of the pilrow; -f;;* uppe-r p-ñ of pitlowed. frow infornatio\ 4, so n .a=t-ãi gear la.ke.
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pillow, and its occurrence in only one pillowed flow suggest

that the breccia may have formed as a result of nild thermal

shock, possibly aided by friction-induced cracking of the
pillows. The polygonal fragments resemble microcrackte breccia

which occurs in píllow selvag,es elsewhere (Hargreaves and

Ayres I L979).

Concentric thermal contraction fractures occur in both

megapillows and variolitic pillows in the upper part of
formation 3 | and in non-varioritic piltows in the north and

centrar parts of formation 5 where they are extremery werr

developed (Fig. 81). The fractures are filled by L to 2-mm

thick epidote veins and are spaced L to 2 cm apart. In
varioritic pilrows, the fractures are conmonry rest,ricted to
the pillow interior, inside the variolitic zone (Fig. 61),

but in large non-varioritic pillows of formation 5, they occur

throughout the pillow, except in a small central core

Part1y Brecciated Pillowed Flo¡rs.

A small proportion of the pillowed flows of the Bear Lake

mafic succession are partry brecciated. These flows have their
greatest development in formation L, where they constitute
about 10 to zÙe" of the pillowed flows, although they also
occur as minor constituents of formations z and 5. A urajor

problem in studying these frows is poor outcrop controli most

outcrops are narrovr and arigned pararrer to strike, and

comprete flows and flow seç[uences are se]dom erçosed. rn

addition, the flows are highly deformed and have undergone
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extensive epidote alteration; consequently some primary

features are poorly preserved. This limits the amount of data

on primary morphologic features of these flows. In spite of

these problems, three types of brecciated pillowed flows hrere

recognized: f-) mixed particle breccia, 2) Iarge particle

monolithic breccia, and 3) small fragiment monolithic breccia

(Tab1e 3-4) . The first two types are rare, with each type being

observed in only a single fIow.

one 9.0-m thick unit of mixed particle breccia v¡as

observed in the northern-upper part of formation 2. It
overlies a 5-m thick pillowed unit with a transitional
contact, but neither the lower contact of the pillowed zone

nor the upper contact of the breccia are exposed. The exposed

Iateral extent of the breccia is about 20 m. The breccia

consists of 30 to 4OZ, 1-O to 45 cnr irregular, plastically

deformed, amoeboid particles with complete chilled rims; 50

to 602, O.5 to 20 crr angrular fragiments, about 5Z of which

have partial chilled rimsi and LO to 2Ùeo¡ 1 to 5 mm, blocky

particles forming a hyaloclastite matrix. The transition from

the pillowed flow to the breccia is a zone about l- m thick in
t¡hich breccia partly to completely surrounds isolated pillows
(Fig. 89). Amoeboid particles surrounded by hyaloclastite
matrix occur both in the transitional zone (Fig. 89) and the

overlying breccia (Fig. 9O). Àbout 50 m south of Figure 89,

there is a second exposure of breccia that, may be part of the

same flow. Angular fragments in the second breccia exposure

rarely have broken thermal contraction fractures identical to



(HARACTERISTI

TÏPE

tflxed partlcle
breccla

OCCURRENCE

()tte flow observed In the
northern, upper part of
forrnatlon 2.

Larye partlcle
nonol lthl c
b¡tccla

Table l4 Characterlstics of Partly Brecclated pillowed Flows.

TRANSITONAL ZONE

One pyrcxene-phyrfc
plllowed fìotr ln
fomatlon 5, north
of t{hlte Lake.

Small partlcle
¡¡onol lthl c
breccla

lrregular zone about lr'l
thlck separatlng an
underlylng, 5+ r¡ thlck
plllowed zone fñrm a
9+ n thlck overlylng
breccla zone.
In places brcccla
alrþst conplete¡y
surrounds lsolated
plllows f.{te. s9r 91)

2'l

Domlnantly. In
formatlon ì south
of the power llne
(Ffg. sâ ).

¡)

BRECCIA ZONE

Lateral change over lto
5m firm r plllowed zone
composed of normal-slze
plllows to breccla.
breccla partli surrcunds
lsolated plllows
In sltu brecclatlon.

l) Conäordant to stratlgraptv
2) lrreEular contact trlth

underlylng plllowed flow
rt 0.5m scale¡ top contact
not observed¡ mfnlmum
thlckness ls 9m, known
lateral extent ls 20rn.

3) Shape unknown due to lack' of exposure.

2l

3)

l) Âbn¡pt, veÉlcal chante
frcm underlylng plllowed
flon

2I l{o evldence of In sltu
brecclatlon of plllows.

ål
Concordant to stratlgraphy

PARTICLE CfIARACTERISTICS

Lower and upper contacts not
observed, nrlnlmum
ls 1.5m, obsewed

About 30 to 40I, l0 to 45cn, lrregular
pìastlcal ly defor¡ned partlcles wlfh
complete chllled rlms¡ 50 to 60f, 0.5
to 20cm angular fraqments sqne of ¡rh{ch have
paitlal chll'led r'lms and appear to be
brcken pllìows¡ 0 to 201' l to 5rm'
blocky'partlcles formlng a hyaloclastlte
matrlx.

llonollthlc, angular fragments l0 to 60cn
long wlth very llttle natrlx. l{o chllled
rlms.

ls 1.5m, obser
extent ls lûn.

3) Shape unknown due to lack of
exposure.

d upper contacts no
, nlnlmum thlckness

l) Concodant to stratlgraphy
2) !'loder¡tely str¡lght contact

wltll underlylng plllowed
floï¡ upper contact not
obsewed¡.exposed thlckness
of I to 5m, and exposed

, length of 50m.
3) Shape unknown due to lack of

complete exposure.

lmum thlckne
wed lateral

tlonollthlc angular fragments I to lScr¡ long.
Fragments^are partly or completely surrounded
by 5 to lOf ratn{x.
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Fígure 89" Partly brecciated pillowed flow in formation 2, 7OO
m east of Shore Lake (Fig. 3). The top left part of the
photograph shows breccia containing irregiular, plastically
deformed particles (see F'ig" 90 for details) with complete
chilled rims indicated by the tight coloured margins" The
lowef part of the photograph shows a bun-shaped pillow that
overlies other pillows but is surrounded on its other sides
by brecciai i.e" the transitional zone. The top of the
photograph is also the facing direction.
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Figure 90. Bimodal particre size distribution in the brecciaoverlying the pillowed zor:.e in Figure 89. The rarge particles
such as that in the rniddle part of the photograph haveirregurar, amoeboid shapes with complete chitted rirns. Theseare surrounded by smarler, angurar to subangular particles
which have a light coroured weathering and. are rnatrix tolarger amoeboid particles"
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those in nearby pillows (Fig. 9l-4, 918) and may be broken

parts of pillows. The occurrence of both amoeboid paiticres
and angular particles, apparentry broken from pilrows, in the
breccia probabry indicates that the breccia vras produced by

mixing of components derived by two different processes.

one, large particre rnonorithic breccia zone was observed

in a pyroxene-phyric pillowed flow of formation s, north of
white Lake (Tabre 14). Lower and upper contacts of this flow
are not exposed. rn the exposed part of the flow, there is a

laterar change, over 1- to 5 m, from pilrows to a breccia. The

pillowed zone, which has an exposed thickness of l- to 3 tn, is
composed of norrnal-size pillows, O . 5 to 1. 5 m long, with
chirred rims about 4 mm thick separated by 5 to l-o-mm thick
zones of interpitlow fragrmental materiar. The breccia, which

has an exposed thíckness of about L.5 m and a laterar ext,ent

of 1-O m, is composed of LO to 6O cm long, angular fragments,

some of which have no obvious chirred rims; there is very
little matrix between fragrments.

About l-0 to 2oz of the pirrowed flows in formation l-

south of the po$rer line (Fig. 3) have. associated small
particre monorithic breccias. rn most outcrops, the rower and

upper contacts of the breccia are not exposed, and the

rerationship to the nearby pirlowed units is uncertain.
However, at one rock outcrop, there is a sharp contact between

the breccia and the underryíng pirrowed frow (Tabte 14). These

breccia zones have exposed thicknesses of l- to 5 m and lateral
extents of l-o to 50 m; they appear to be intercarated with
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Figure gr-ia. partly brecciated piltosed flot¡ äbout s0 m southof -Figure 89. Based on sÍmilarities in pheno"ry"t a¡unaances,tlti: is probably ttre same flow i as ttrãt ina:rigure-'gg. Thephotograph shor¡s_ a_ conplete pi^lrow qartry súrrounded by.breccia composed d.oninántry äe anguiar, ' ligha ìoloured.particles " This is from thL transié,ional zone between apillowed flow and an overlyin! brecciaCea zone. The d.etailsof this breccÍated materíal afe shown in riguiã: gig-u"lovr.
FÍgure gtB. cl_ose-up photograph of the right-níddle part, of
Iigur"_ 9l-4., showing ã rale -angular parÉicte otitt brokent'heraal contractiorr fractures tt¡at relseuble ttrose of theadjacent pillow to the left. The remainder of the párti"rãã,which forr ttie matrixn are angular to srrbangurar i+ittr righi:coloured weathering.
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pillowed units. The breccia is commonly deformed and consists
of L to lS-cm rong fragrments surrounded by 5 to Loz I very
fine-grained, dark-coloured, chloritized matrix (Fig. 92) .

Flows Containing Lobe-like pillows.

a) Main Characteristics.

Lobe-rike pirrows surrounded by rapi]-ri-tuff matrix occur

in a 6o-m thick intervar in the middle-upper part of formation
5. These flows are somewhat simirar to lava robe units in
formation 4 (chapter 4), arthough there are some differences
which r'rill be examined later.

on the best exposed outcrops, six flows ranging in
thickness from 5.3 to 21.1 m occur as either single frows or
sequences of 2 to 3 flows separated by either massive flows
or tapilli-tuff units (Fig. 93). The flows have been traced
courpletery across a large outcrop, a distance of 50o m, but
do not occur on adjacent outcrops arong strike, 2oo m to the
nort'h and 3OO m to the south. Thicknesses of individuaL flows
do not vary greatl-y across the outcrop. Flow contacts are
sharp and somewhat irregurar with an amplitud,e of o .zs m, they
are marked by abmpt changes in matrix content. Flow contacts
between interbedded, massive flows ate marked by an i.ncrease

in vesicularity andr/or abundancê of epidosíte patches.

The lobes vary in size, shape and abundance, both within
and. among frows (Fig. 94). They range in size fron o.1 to 5

m long, and in thickness from 1 to 50 c:nt they hawe irregurar
lobe-tike shapes, and, on outcrop surfaces, they have 1 to 5-
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Figure iz- sna[ particren mono].it-rric breccia . overryingpiltowed frow from ti,ã-riãã¡ä p*r-äiîäl-"tion r.o soo u wesrof we r.ãke. Ttre fragmentã lgreþ- ã.rã d'Jågr-.an bùt they wereprobabrv orisinarrv -ànsulai ãs -í"aitãtãä rr" rht ;Ëö 
"nd.s 

o rsome of the particres ãuch as above tn"- scare card.. The d.arkgrey chroritized materÍal wnicnã_ãrui"i compretery surroundsthe breccia particres ís fron.b:ry riïãì."ined matrix"
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1o. LoBE-L¡KÊ PILLOWS (6.0m)
Top not seen because outcrop ends- 25f ¡obes that .ar€ I to
5m ìong and 50cm high¡ lobes have chiìled rims and zoned a{nyqqgìe

distriËution. Lobes-are generally oriented at an angle to bedding
producing a crude imbrication (Fig. 95)-

9. LOBE-LIKE PTLLOWS (21.1n)
Sharo uDDer contact. 25 to 30t, l"to 5m lobes wlth chlìled rl¡rs
surröunbä¿ by tuffaceous matrfx. About 30f of the lobes have

25 to sof anúgdutes'but about 70f are non-anygdaloidaì'
Abundance oi luffaceous matrl'x incrcases up{ards'

8. MASSIVE FLOW (6.om,
Sharp'upper'contrct, 5 to l5t. I to 5m anú¡gdu'Ìes. Floí contatns
5f epldosltes ¡nd ¿¡ unusual; pll¡oiled raft near tJ¡e top.

7. ll.ASSlVE FLOW (2.3m,
. Shâr? upper contact, the upær f.5 to z.fu of flor co:rit¡lns '

' 40 to 80t¡ 0.1 þ ¡0c¡ arygdulcs (Flg. 97).

6. LOAE-LIKE PILLOWA (õ"9n,
'Sfullar to florr 5. beloÍ.

5. LoaE-LIKE PILLOWS (O.sm,
Shr|? uppcr cont¡ct. Epldoslt. lobes forn 90 to 95t of floí-rltl 5 to'lof tüffacco$ latrl¡.

4. LOBE-LIKE PlLLoWs (6.6n1
Shara uppcr cor¡t¡ct..Sl¡llrr b flor Z.õclor.

3. LAPILLI-TUFF (2.6nt
Uppcr coît¡ct rct obcrrcd. 5f, 5 to AOc¡ 3ub¡ngu¡¡r frrqËnts:
5q¡-, 0.5 þ 5çn lgttl! ¡¡rd ¿15f, Zm tr¡ff¡ rcnèrscly.grãded
Íftft 30æ l¿qlmtfors lo. tic.lo.trer D¡rt.

?. LOBE-LIKE PILLOWS (ô.6arl'!!!rp gpær cont¡ct rlth 0.25t 'lrne.guldr{flês..20t, 
lO to

l00ca._lrcgr¡tæ rhapcd -rrygdaloldal ãpt$Hzcd totci r¡ttrI ctrillcd rf¡, surrrt¡nded-öt 301 | to-Sô suburguler tragFent3
and 50f lapll¡l-tuff ¡¡trl¡: . '-'

r. .H^ASlvE'FLOW. (¿3¡atr.
ShrÌ? loíêr !.1d üppcr conact3. yeslcl¡lülty rnd
ocourrlnoê of cpldosltê prtdtes lncælses tõr¡ms
thc top.

¡hflc lùÊlltl-tuff.

Figure 93. strat,igraphic section across a sequence of frowscontaining lobe-rike pilrows in formation s, eoo n east of thenorth end of Bear Lake. The upper contact is a cliff and maybe a fault.
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A

B

c

DOGa

Figure 94. sketch diagrams of robe-like pirlows (A, B, and c)and brocks (D) fro¡n two-dinensionar rock exposures from
formation 5 of Figure 93. The lobe-rike pillows a-re surrounded
by chilled rims whereas the blocks have partiar or no chirred
rims. The subrounded shape of one of the robes (c) may be dueto a section perpendicurar to the rong dimension. rñe scale
bar against each feature ís 20 cm.
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cm thick, complete chilred rims which are simirar to rims on

pirrows observed ersewhere. Lobes rangie in abundance from 20

to 952 | and based on lobe abundance, two frow types can be

defined: frows containing 20 to 30å lobes, and frows

containing 90 to 9sz robes. About 4oz of the robes are

anygdaloidat and 60å non-amygdaroidar with both amygdaroidal

and non-amygdaloidar robes commonry occurring in the same

flow. Anygdaloidal lobes contain 25 to soz, l- to J-5 mm, round

to oval guartz amygdules that are either randonly distributed
throughout the robes or occur in a concentric zone inside the
robe margin. No systematic interfrow variations in amygdure

abundance and/or distribution vrere observed.

The lobes are surrounded by fragmental matrix which
includes several components: 5 to 25-cm diameter, angurar to
subangular brocks and rarge rapirri that have partial chirred
rims; 30 to 50-cm diameter, subrounded forms with comprete

chilled rims; and ash. About B0å of the tapi_Ili-size particles
and blocks are amygdaloidal and contain 5 to 30å, 0.5 mm round
quartz amygdules.

Petrographically, the tuffaceous component of the matrix
consists of 452 | o. L to j-. o rnm, praty, chroritized ash

particres containing o to Loz, o.z to 0.5 mm pragiocrase
microlites; 3oeo¡ 0.1 to 1.0 mm, deformed particles which are
repraced by epidote and minor actinotite; 2seo¡ 0.1 to r.o nn,

blocky, non-vesicular, corourress to light brown fragments

that lack internal primary textures, have curved to straight
bounding faces, and are replaced by mosaic aggregat,es of
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feldspari and l- to 22, l- to 6 rtm, blocky, weakly rnicrolitic
particres that contain 50 to 7oz, o.2 to 2 mm, ovar quart,z

amygdures and resemble feldspathic vesicular particres of the
Main Bedded Mafic Fragrmental seguence (chapter 4). About z5z

of the chloritized and epidotized particres contain 5 t,o 3oå,

0.5 mm, round guartz amygdules.

The frows containing 20 to 3oz lobes generarly occur in
the rower and upper part of the sequence and incrude the
thickest flow. The topmost flow of the sequence, which is not
completely exposed, has a number of unusual characteristics.
The rowermost 2 m is massive rapirli-tuff which is overrain
by a possibre massive frow (Fig. 9s). The contact between the
two units is highry irregurar with robes of rava, some of
which may be detached, extending as much as i-.5 m down into
the underlying lapiIIi-tuff at an angre that, in praces,

resembles imbrication and suggests a southward component of
flow (Fig. es) .

Dete¡mination of Relative ¡.low Azimuth.

Bailes and Syme (L979) used zoned pillows, budding of
pitlows, pi]-row ímbrication, and rateral transition from a

pirrowed flow to pirtow breccia to determine frow azimuth,

and they found both southerly and northerly flow directions
in the Bear Lake block. There is insufficient data in the
present study to systernatically determine flow azimuth because

basar contacts of pirlowed frows, which are useful in
determining frow directions (Dirnroth et al. , LgTg) | are



Figure 95.
93) showing

outcrop map of lobe-tike pillows of flow # 10 (Fig'
rare lm¡riõation of tobe-tikÇ Pillows.

f\)
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generally poorry exposed. The few frow directions that v¡ere

determined indicate both northerry and southerry directions
of frow. Because of the considerabre downsrope movement

deduced from study of the fragmentar units in formation 4

(chapter 9L flow azimuths probabry represent onry a minor
vector of the true flow movement. The major movement vector
is probabry at a high angre to the present horizontar prane

of section.
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Chapter 7

MORPHOLOGY OF MA,SSIVE I,AVA FLOWS

Introduction.
Massive lava flows are the dominant lithologic unit in

formation 2 and they are a minor constituent of formations L

and 5; three massive flows were also observed in fornation 4

but none hlere observed in the other two formations. The flows

in formations L, 2 and 4 are poorly exposed which linits the

morphologic data, particularly relationships between flows.

However¡ the flows in for¡nation 5 are relatively well exposed

and much of the detailed information on flow morphology comes

from this format,ion.

â¡out 55å of the flows have unbrecciated upper and lower

contacts and 452 of the flows have flow-top breccias. This

formsr the basis of a two-fold morphologic subdivision of the

massive flows in this study. None of the observed massive
'flows had brecciated bases. Lateral changes from massive to

brecciated flows hrere not observed.

Massive Flows lfithout Flow-Top Breccias.

Massive flows without flow-top breccias are 1.6 to 35 m

thick and have lateral extents of 1 to 5 krn (Table l-5). I{here

exposed, the upper flow surface is .straight to gently

undulat,ing (Fig. 96) . These flows comrnonly have a lower fine-
grained base, 15 to 30 cm thick, with a chloritized chilled
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margin L Eo 2 cm thick. This occasionally passes upward into

a zone with concordant thennal contraction fractures. The

niddle part of the flow is generally massive and fine to

medium-grained except in a few flows where there is a network

of polygonal fractures. At the top of the flov¡s, there is a

LO to 3o-cm ttrick, fine-grained zone with a L to 2 cm thick

chloritized. chilled margin.

The conmon internal features in massive flows in this

study are: r-) variable epidosite distribution, 2) variable

amygdule distribution, 3) concordant thermal contraction

fractures, 4, a network of polygonal fractures, and 5) ovoid,

centimeter-size, epidote-rich structures of uncertain origin.

The first two of these features are fairly common whereas the

last three only occur in a few flows.
'about, 9o? of the massive flows contain epidosite patches

as described in chapter 5. In most massive flows, there is an

upward increase in abundance of epidosites from 5å in the

Iower partr up to a maximum of 60å in the upper part (Fig.
'ìz'1. The epidosite patches are largest in the upper-middle

part of flows (Fig. 721.

Arnygdule abundance and distribution in massive flows are

variable. and are mostly a function of flow thickness, position

within the flow, and stratigraphic position. In most flows,

amygdules are concentrated in a 40 to 80-cm thick zone in the

upper part, of the flow, 5 to 10 cm below the chloritized

chilled rin. Ænygdule abundance here ranges from 1O to 60? and

is a function of stratigraphic position; flows in formation
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5 have the highest arnygdule content. The amygdules in this
upper zone are çtenerally round to oval and range in size from

0.L to 2 clmi they decrease in size and abundance both upwards

and downwards. There is a secondary amygdule concentration in

ê 25 to So-cm thick zorte in the lowermost part of the flow

about L5 to 3O cm above the lower chilled rim. Arnygdules here

are g'enerally round to oval and range in abundance from l- to
LOZ and in size from l- to 5 mm; no pipe amygdules !.rere

observed. Amygdules decrease in abundance downward and upward

from the amygdaloidal zones into the central part of the florr

which is either devoid of amygdules or contains less than 5?

amygdules.

In one spectacular, highly amygdaloidal flow that is
intercalated with flows containing Iobe-Iike pillows in
for":nation 5 (Fig. 93), there are two distinct size ranges of

amygdules in the upper zone: the conmon o.L to 2 cm, round to
oval amygdules which forn about 7OZ of the amygdules in this
zone, and 2 to 15 crr ovoid to locally eyebrow-shaped

anygdules which form about 3Ùeo of the amygdules (F'ig. 97).

The total amygdule abundance of this zone is estimated to be

608. The lower part of this flow has about 5 to LOZ, 1- to 5

Írm, round to oval amygdules; amygdule abundance decreases

towards the ¡riddle of the flow-top. No pipe vesicles erere

observed in the lower part.

A few massive flows, particularly in the upper part of
formation 2, have concordant, thermal contraction fractures

in a 20 to 40-crn thick zone, the base of which is



¿Ja

Figure 9?. upper part of massive flow intercarated with frows
containing lobe-like pillows in formation S (Figure 93) "Notide the high abundance and bimodar size of quartz
arnygdules.
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approximately 30 to 50 cm above the base of the flow. These

fractures are spaced l- to 2 cm apart and are filled by l- to

2 mm-thick epidote veins

Massive flows which have a network of anastamosing,

possibly originalty poÌygonal fractures in the central- part

of the flow (Fig. 98) were found mainly in the south part of

formation 2. The fractures are generally straight to curved

and have a spacing of 5 to 20 cm; the spacing is relatively

consistent throughout this part of the flow. The fractures

are generally filled by 1 to 2-mm wide epidote veins that are

always rimmed by a o.5 to 1.O-cm thick, dark green chloritized

zone (Fig. 99) .

In one typical flow, the zone of polygonal fractures,

which forms most of the flow thickness, is overlain by an

unfractured zone containing 5 to LOZ, oval epidosite patches

and is underlain by a zone containing ovoid, centimeter-size

epidote-rich structures of uncertain origin (fig. 98). These

centimeter-size structures raRge in abundance from 50 to TOZt

and are concentrated in concordant tabular zones 20 to 50cut

thick, separated by thinner zones containing sparse clots. The

ovoid, centimeter-size, epidote-rich structures appear to be

an unusual type of the epidosite alteration because of their

spatial associatiation with more typical epidosite (Fig. 1.oo)

and epidote composition. The distribution of the various types

of epidosite v¡ithin this flow suggests that epidosite

development was controlled, at least in part, by primary

textural or structural variations within a thick, massive
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comprising randomly orr'ented actinolite needles. These occur in 20
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Figure 98. Massive flow with centimeter-size oval to round
epidote clots and a netvtork of fractures, in south part of
fomation 2 | 4OO m north of highway # 10 and 2OO m !üest of
I{hite Lake.
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Figure 99" Outcrop photograph showing network of fractures
the _4iddle part of massive flov¡ (Figure 98) of formation
4OO'd north of highway # I0 and 200 m west, of White Lake"

in
2,
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Figure 100: (Àl outcrop photograph of epid.osit,e patch in thecenter of the photograph, surrounded. by ovoid, cenlimeter-sizeepid.ote-rich, structures of uncertain-origin' occurring in thelower part of the massive frow shown in Figure 98. (Bi ovoid,centimeter-size epidote-rich, structures oi Figure òe'snowingthe taburar nature of the zones containing thã structures.
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fIow. However, the nature of these primary variations is
unknown.

Massive Flows with Flow-Top Breccias.

Massive flows with flow-top breccias occur in formations

2 and 5 only. Based on flows where both the upper and lower

contacts !{ere observed, the flows range in thickness from 3.9

to l-8.8 m and have approximate lateral extents of 1 to 6 km

(Table 15). In general, flow thicknesses are greater than that
of flows without flow-top breccias although lateral extents

are about the same (Table 15). The ratio of massive flows with

and without flow-top breccias is about the same in both

formations 2 and 5.

Two types of flow-top breccias were recognized: f-)

breciias containing a significant proport.ion of irregular,
plastically deformed particles, and 2') breccias containing

dominantly angular particles. The first type of breccia

predominates; the second type was observed in only one flow

in formation 5.

1) Flow-Top Breccias Containing lrregular Part,icles.

Flow-top breccias containing irregular part,icles occur

in both fomations 2 and 5 (Figs. l0L, LO2) | but they are best

exposed in formation 5 where they constitute 45 to 7OZ of the

massive flows in which they occur. In format,ion 2, flow

breccia normally forms

breccia zones are 0.8 to

Iower percentage of flows. The

n thick and they could be traced

a

L5
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Figure 101. section across massive flows of formation 5 with
irregular particle-t1pe, flow-top breccias about lOO m above
section F of Figure 9 (chapter 4).
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Figure Loz. Outcrop map of mixed massive and pillowed flows
of formation 2| 0.9 km north of the north end of McBratney
Lake (FigUre 3) showing relationships between massive zones,
flow-top breccias, and amygdule distributions
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the average length of most

outcrops. They are variable in thickness along strikei the

upper surfaces are conmonly undulating with amplitudes up 0.5

to l- m, whereas contacts with the underlying massive zones are

transitional t¡ith centimeter-scale irregularities (Tab1e 15) .

The transitional boundary between the underlying massive zone

and the breccia is marked by a rapid change in the degree of

brecciation. The flow base is commonly chilled and undulating

with the degree of undulation being controlled by the nature

of the underlying flow (Figs. l-01 | 1-o2).

There is an upward increase in abundance and size of

amygdules in these flows from O to 5å, O.l- to 0.5 cm amygdules

in the lower and niddle parts to 5 to 2Ùeo ¡ 0. 1 to l-O cm

amygdules in the upper brecciated zone; the abundance of
amygdules also increases upward within thick breccia zones

(Fig. 102). Occasionally, the composition of the amygdules

changes from predominantly guartz amygdules in the lower part,

of flows, to quartz, epidote and calcite amygdules in the

upper part.

Breccias at the two best exposed locaLit,ies in formation

5 typically contain 5å, 20 to 50 cr, irregular blocks with 1

to 3-cm thick, complete chilled rims and occasionally,

concentric ther¡ral contraction fracturesi 3OZ, 1 to .2O cm

irregular particles that are generally similar in shape to the

large blocks and have 1.0 to 3 cm thick complete chilled. rims;

35å angular partÍcles less than 5 mm in sizei and 3Oå quartz,

calcite, epidote, chlorite, and sericite cernent that occurs
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between aII particles (Table 3-6). These breccias are generally

finer grained and have more quartz-epidote cement than

breccias found in other flows.

2l FIow-Top Breccias with Angular Particles.

Flow top breccia with angular particles vras observed in
only one flow in formation 5. In this flow, the breccia zone

ranges in thickness from 0.5 to 2 m and is thinner than

breccias containing irregular particles (Table 15). The

particles are angular to subangular and 5 to 40 cm in size

with an average of l-O crr lack chilled rims, and occur in
epidotized matrix that forms 1 to 5Z of the breccia (Table

16); no particles could be distingruished in the matrix.

The change from the massive to overlying brecciated part

of a flow is defined by the beginning of visible fractures and

the trace of this contact is irregular but relatively sharp

(Fig. l-03). Generally, well defined blocks are larger than

normal fracture spacing, but these blocks are sparse in the

tipper part of the flow. Lava from the lower massive part

protruded upward 0.5 m into the brecciated zone. The upper

surface of the flow is irregular.

lfassive Flow. Containing filloweð Raft.

A massive flow containinçf a pillowed raft occurs in the

upper part of formation 5. The massive flow is 5 ¡n thick and

is underlain by a ¡nassive flow and overlain by lobe-Iike
pillows (see Figrure 93, flow # 8) " The pillowed raft which
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Figure 103. Outcrop map of a massive flow of formation 5,
about 300 m east of the north end of Bear Lake, containing
flow-top breccia composed of angular fragments. The
unpatterned areas are places where particles boundaries h¡ere
uncertain due to poor exposure. The lower contact of the flow
h¡as noÈ observed, but the massive zone is at least LO.8 m
thick.
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occurs in the upper part of the massive flov¡ is about 3 m long

and 2.5 m high; this is about 4 pillows long and 5 pillows

thick. The pillowed raft has irregular, sharp boundaries with

the massive flow with amplitudes of 25 Eo 50 cm. The pillows

are 50 to l-OO cm J-ong, 30 to 5O cm thick and have chilled rims

1- to 2 cm thick. The significance of this feature wiII be

examined later (see Chapter 9).

¡,
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Chapter 8

STRATIGRAPHIC VARIATIONS IN VOLCANIC MORPHOLOGY

AND AII{YGDULE ABUNDANCE

Introduction.
In the overall volcanic stratigraphy of the Bear Lake

mafic sequence, there are lateral and vertical changes in the

morphologies of the various rock types. This includes: 1)

changes in the distribution of bedded fragmental rocks ì 2)

changes in the distribution of massive and pillowed flows; and

3) chang:es in amygdule abundances of both pillowed and massive

-t"t:

Bedded Fraguental Rocks.

Bedded fragmental rocks are lacking in the lower 1-800 m

of the stratigraphic sequence which is dominated by piliowed

and massive lava flows. In the upper half of the seç[uence,

bedded fragrmental rocks are the domÍnant lithology in
formations 4 and 6 and occur as a subordinate lithology in

formation 5. Their repetition at two stratigraphic levels,

therefore, represents cyclic events in the upper half of the

sequence. Lateral changes in the bedded fragurental rocks vrere

only recognized in formation 4 because of the good exposure

there. The main changes are the lens-shaped form, and the

symrnetric decrease in the abundance of fragrmental rocks
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relative to pillowed flows away from the central part of the

volcanic succession.

Pillowed and !,fassive Flows.

Although no lateral transitions from massive to pillowed

flows were observed in the field, there are lateral facies

changes in flow morphology within both formations 2 and 5.

Massive flows in the central part of formation 2 (section C;

Fig. 5) do not contain intercalated pillowed flows and

generally lack flow-top breccias. However, about 3 km to the

south and 1- km to the north of section Ct the formation

comprises random intercalations of discrete pillowed flows,

unbrecciated massive flows and ¡nassive flows wíth flow-top

breccias in a ratio of about L:222. In this respect, changes

in lâva flow morphology are syrnmetrical about the central

stratigraphic section C (Fig. 5).

fn formation 5, massive flows mostly occur in the central

and south part where they form 1OA of the formation. fn the
'central part of the format,ion (sect,ion Ct Fig. 5) , both

unbrecciated massive flows and massive flows with flow-top

breccias occur in an approximate ratio of about 2zL, r,¡hereas

in the south, the massive flows are t1pically unbrecciated.

only pillowed flows were o¡sln ea in the north part of
formation 5 (section B, Fig. 5).

Although massive flows are restricted to certain parts

of the Bear Lake mafic sequence, there are vertical changeé

in the morphology of these flows: 1) the thickest massive
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flows, all of which lack flow-top breccias are in the lower

part of formation 2 (section C, Fig. 5); and 2) massive flot¡s

with the thickest and best developed flow-top breccias occur

in the central part of formation 5. Thus, in general-, there

is an uptrard decrease in thickness of massive flows and an

upward increase in the incidence of massive flows with flow-

top breccias. Since there are both lateral and vertical

changes in the distribution of flow-top breccias, this

suggests that brecciation may have been influenced by temporal

changes as well as position with respect to the center of the

volcano-

stratigrapbic Varíations in Ãmygdule Dístribution.

As already discussed in preceding chapter 5, the highest

concentration of amygdules is in the upper parts of massive

flows and pillows. Estirnates of maximum amygdule abundance

from.the upper parts of rnassive flows and pillows of the Bear

Lake mafic volcanic succession show an increase of amygdule

'abundance with stratigraphic height (Fig. 1-o4) . Below a

stratigraphic height of 18O0 m, which includes formations Ll

2, and 3, maximum amygdule abundance ranges from I to 252.

Although there are large interflow'variations, there is no

consistent stratigraphic change'in this interval (Fig. 104).

Above 1800 m, however, in fonnations 4, 5, and 6, there is

a consistent upward increase in anygdule abundance which now

ranges from 1O to 603.
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Chapter 9

DÏSCUSSTON

General Introduction.
Two major volcanic lithologic groups vrere identified in

the Bear Lake mafic succession: bedded fragmental deposits

and lava flows. ÀIthough the bedded frag.rnental rocks occur in
the upper half of the stratigraphic succession, they are

presented first in this study because of their importance in
the volcanic evolution of the succession.

The main genetic aspects of the bedded fragmental rocks

which wil-t be examined here include: 1) the ernplacement

mechanisms of all bedded fragmental units identified, and 2)

the fragmentation mechanisms of both large and small part,icles

which constitute the bedded fragrmental rocks. Lava flor¡s which

occur throughout the succession are important in assessing

changes in the environment in which the volcano developed.

Although the volcano largely developed in a subaqueous

environment, as indicated by the ubiguitous occurrence of
pillowed flows, it is important to assess changes in water

depths and its possible relationship to changes in volcanic
processes.
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Bedded Mafic Fragmental Deposits.

f-) Introduction.
In many greenstone belts, fragmental rocks are a

relatively minor part of the maf ic seç[uences (Dirnroth et aI. ,

L982; Condie, l-981-). However, the Bear Lake sequence, and

indeed other mafic sequences in the FIin Flon-Snow Lake

greenstone belt (Ayres, l-981-i Van Wagoner and Van lrlagoner,

l-981-) , are unusual in that mafic fragmental rocks are

relatively abundant and form thick sequences.

A number of possible mechanisms could have produced the

thick, bedded, mafic fragmental units in the Bear Lake fault
Block. These include 1-) pillow brecciation, 2', Iittoral surf
zone activity, 3) shallow water explosions, and 4) avalanching

of preexisting fragrmental units andr/or lava flows.

Each one of these mechanisms includes several processes

which can be defined Ín terms of fragmentation,

transportation, and deposition. Some of these processes may

be a direct result of volcanic activity: explosive volcanism,

for instance, can result, in both fragmentation and emplacement

of material as pyroclastic flows and./or air falls. Other

processes, however, may be secondary and, therefore, cornmon

to several mechanisms. For example, slumping and generation

of debris flows may redistribute fragnnents and lava flows

produced elsewhere by a number of different processes s-uch as

littoral eruptions, shallow water eruptions, and piltow

brecciation. Block-and-ash flows, on the other hand, may be
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produced either directly by explosive eruptions or indirectly
by gravitational collapse of lava domes and spines (Wil1iams

and McBirney, L979; SeIf , L982').

Of egual importance is the determination of the

emplacement environment. In this study, the occurrence of

bedded fragmental rocks intercalated wíth pillowed flows is
a good indication. of a subagueous emplacement environment.

This emplacement environment may not be the same as that in
which fragmentation took place. If the deposits moved

downslope from the fragmentation site, then fragmentation

could have taken place subaerially or in shallower water than

emplacement. Thus, it is important to deternine relative
differences in water depths between the site of fragrmentation,

which can be determined by the characteristics of the

fragments, and the site of emplacement, which can be

deter¡nined by the intercalated pillowed flows.

Deducing the genesis of the bedded fragmental rocks

should therefore take into account a mumber of factors. The

constraints in this analysis are: 1) bedding characteristics,
2) fragrment and matrix clast types, shapes and sizes, and

their distribution, 3) relative proportion of fragrments and

matrix, 4) lithologic and mineralogic variations, 5)

vesicularity and crystallinity of fragrments, and 6) shape and

síze of the bedded fragrmental unit,s.
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2) Emplacement Mechanisms.

a) Main Bedded Fragmental Seguence.

i) Introduction.

The bedded mafic fragmental rock units and intercalated
pillowed flows of formation 4 can be subdivided j-nto several

types on the bases of their physical structures and textural

characteristics. These types are: r-) very thickly-bedded,

matrix-supported breccias and tuff-breccias, 2) very thickly-

bedded, clast-supported breccias, 3) thick- to mediun-bedded

lapilti-tuffs, 4) intercalated pillowed flows, 5) Iava lobe

units, 6) tuff-breccias with plastically deformed particles,

and 7) medium- to thinly-bedded tuffs. The main

characteristics of these units are presented in Table 2.

Except for the medium- to thinly-bedded tuffs which have

distinctive grain size, sorting, and grading characteristics,

the bedded mafic fragrmental rock units have the following
general features: 1) wide range in particle size, 2) commonly

angular to subangular fragirnent,s and occasional irregular,
plastically deformed fragrments, 3) unbroken to broken

fragrments with complete or partial chilled rims, 4) amygdule

content of fragrurents commonly higher than that of intercalated
pillowed flows, 5) basaltíc fragments with compositional

heterogeneity within a bed reflected by phenocryst variations,

6) dorninantly pyroxene-phyric lower part and plagioclase-

phyric upper part of the stratigraphic succession which

corresponds to phenocryst variations in intercalated pillowed.

flows, 7) matrix- to clast-supported frarnework, 8) dominantly
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$/eakly microlitic with some hypohyaline, blocky matrix

particles, 9) vesicular and non-vesicular matríx particles in
about equal proportions, l-o) discrete pyroxene and/or

plagioclase crystals in the matrix, LL) generally poorly

sorted, L2) mostly ungraded but some reversely graded and

normally graded beds in about egual proportions, with normaÌIy

graded beds becoming the dominant bed type in the medium- to

thinly-bedded tuff, 13) dominantly sharp, straight non-erosive

bed contacts, and 14) occasional alignment of elongate

fragments parallel to bedding and occurrence of large

fragrments at the top of some beds. These features are conmon

to a number of genetic deposit types such as pyroclastic

block-and-ash flort¡s, avalanche deposits, and debris flows.

Each of these possible genetic models will be considered in

turn for the various lithologic types in the bedded fragmental

seçfuence.

The similar upward phenocryst, change in both the breccias

and intercalated pillowed flows indicate that the bedded

fragrmental rocks do not represent random slumping processes.

Instead, they represent a series of discrete, volcaníc events

which evolved with time. They are thus not the eroded products

of an inactive volcano which are generally emplaced in the

reverse order of extrusion (Fisher, 1-984) .

ii) Very Thickly-Bedded, Matrix-Supported Tuff-Breccias and

Breccias

Very thickly-bedded, matrix-supported tuff-breccias and
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breccias, characterized by dorninantly angular to subangular,

broken fragTments and subordinate, apparently unbroken

fragments, constitute 752 of the Main Bedded Mafic Fragmental

Sequencei the average ratio of unbroken to broken fragrments

is estimated to be about lOZ. These beds are widely

distributed, both laterally and verticaì-Iy, but they are rnost

common in the lower 80å of the sequence particularly in the

central two thirds of the unit. They occur in sequences of

several beds and also form single beds intercal-ated with

clast-supported breccias, tuff-breccias with plastically

deformed particles, medium- to thickly-bedded lapilli-tuffs,
and pillowed lava flow units; they are separated from these

units by sharp contacts.

The matrix-supported tuff-breccia and breccia beds have

the following characteristics: 1) bed contacts which are

dominantly sharp and non-erosive with occasional transitional
contacts, 2) poor sort,ing, 3) 72e" ungraded beds and 28? graded

beds, 4) a wide range in bed thickness, particle size, and

abundance of broken fragments with partial chilled rims, and

5) ash-size matrix fragiments with matrix abundances generally

ranging from 20 to 80? (Table 2). The presence of partial

chilled rims on many fragments indicates that the fragments

were broken from larger bodies that had chilled margins. Most

of the particles that have complete chilled rimsr âs exposed

on outcrop surfaces, are generally smaller than associated

broken fragmentsi hence, in three dimensions, these too could

be broken fragrments although they appear to be unbroken in the
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plane of section. The general restriction of the chilled rims

to a small part of the fragiment margin and the progressive

inward increase in degree of crystallinity in these frag:nents,

ahtay from the partial chilled rim, indicate that breakage most

like1y occurred when the particles were relatively cold. Two

mechanisms of cold emplacement wiII be examined: 1) debris

avalanche deposits, and 2) debris flows. '

Voight et aI. ( l-98L) have recently reviewed the

terminology of thick, coarse-grained, relatively cold,

volcanic fragmental deposits. Debris avalanche deposits are

described as rapid, rock-fragrment flov¡s which are regarded as

rrdryrr (Sekiya and. Kikuchi, L889; Crande1l, L97L; Nakamura,

L978). Volcanic debris flows, on the other hand, are water-

saturated flows of rock debris derived from a volcano (Van

Bemmelen, L949; Crandell, L97Li NeallI L976| .

Debris Àvalanche Deposits.

There are two main problems in distinguishing between

products of debris avalanche and debris flow processes in
ancient, subaqueous, volcanic successions. First1y, subaerial

debris avalanches, which are generally nearly dry during

formation, can assume properties of debris flows through

segregation or acquisition of water during flow (Crandell,

L97Ll, and portions of debris avalanche deposits can then be

gradational with debris flow deposits (Siebert, L984).

SecondÌy, most of the descriptions in the literature are of
subaerial debris avalanches (Ui et al., 1986at Ui et a1.,
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l-986b; Siebert, L984; Ui and G1icken, L986; Naranjo and

Francis, Lg87; Blong I L986; Eppler et aI. , Lg87; Miller et
âf., L984) and the behaviour of such avalanches under water

is' uncertain. Subaqueously generated avalanches probably

rapidly incorporate water and would behave tike debris f1ows,

but subaeriatly generated avalanches that enter water may

retain some of their subaerial properties, ât least for some

of the underwater transport distance (Lipman et aI., 1-988).

Subaerially generated debris avalanches that entered

water are, however, an unlikely mechanism for the format.ion

of the very thickly-bedded, matrix-supported tuff-breccia and

breccia beds. Most of the fragments in the breccia have

partial chilled rims indicative of eruption and/or rapid

deposition under water. Therefore, any transporting flow would

have to have been generated under water.

If an avalanche generated under water nainly involved

unconsolidated material, the avalance would probabty rapidly
convert to a debris flow because the initial, pore-water

content would have been relatively high, and external water

could have been rapidly incorporated into the sliding chaotic

mass. Holvever, if the avalanche involved slumping of solid
material such as a lava flow or sequence of lava flows, then

the initial water content may have been relatively low, and

addition of external water may have been hampered by several

factors such as 1) maintenance of a high density of the

slumped material due to a compact framework, and/or 2l if the

flows were still hot, the act,ion of escaping gases liberated
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by fracturing and enhanced by the increase in external

pressure by downslope movement into deeper water; Sparks et

aI. (l-980) have predicted that entry of water into hot

pyroclastic flows moving down an underwater slope will be

hindered by the pressure increase. The water content of such

a flow would be Iow, and this type of flow may show some of

the features of subaerial avalanche deposits.

Some of the features of the very thickly-bedded, matrix-
supported tuff-breccias and breccias in this study resemble

debris avalanche deposits especially 1-) the angular to
subangular shapes of many fragrments (Eppler et al. , L987; Ui

et aI. , l-986b) , and 2) the thickness of individual units
(Eppler et al., L98'71 . In spite of these similarities, many

other features characteristic of debris avalance deposits were

not observed in the very thíckly-bedded, matrix-supported

tuff-breccia and breccia beds, especially 1) hummocky

topographic features, 2) occurrence of extremely large

fragment,s, and 3) jigsaw fit of blocks.

observations of debris avalanche deposits indicate that
most, deposits have an irregular, hurnmocky, surface topography

with conical hilÌs, depressions, and ridges (Siebert, I L984ì

Blong, L986; Naranjo and Francis, L987). Determination of bed

contact. irregularities in ancient deposits, such as the very

thickly-bedded, matrix-supported tuff-breccias and breccias

in this study, is timited by the lack of three-dirnensional

exposures. Nevertheless, evidence of large surface

irregularities, tens to hundreds of meters in extent, such as
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found in debris avalanche deposits (Siebert , L984; Blong,

1986; Naranjo and Francis, Lg87 ) were not observed in the

matrix-supported tuff-breccia and breccia beds. fnstead, the

beds generally have sharp, straight bed contacts with only

minor irregularities defined by fragnents protruding from the

upper part of the bed. These irregularities are on a much

smaller, centimeter-sca1e than the hummocky topography typical

of debris avalanches.

Most debris avalanche deposits contain large blocks, tens

to hundreds of meters in size (Miller et al. , L984; Ui et aI.,

l-986b) . Such large blocks vrere not found in the very thickly-

bedded, matrix-supported tuff-breccias and breccias of this

study area, unless the intercalated lenticular pillowed units

are large blocks; this problem will be addressed in a later

section. The largest observed fragrment is about l- m in size

and the rnaximum particle size has a mode of about 29 crn (Fig.

10). This probably indicates that these deposits resulted from

the slumping of either unconsolidated material with a

restricted size range, oÍ pillowed lava flows, rather than

slunping of solid material such as massive lava flows.

Jigsaw fit of blocks has been described from several

avalanche deposit,s (Ui, 1983). Most debris avalanche deposits

are also poorly sorted (Siebert, L984) and chaotic (Blong,

L986). These features differ from the very thickly-bedded,

matrix-supported tuff-breccias and breccia beds in this study

which lack jigsaw fit of blocks and consist of both ungraded

and graded beds in the ratio of about 3 to l- (Table 2). These
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differences reflect a higher degree of both mixing and sorting
of fragrments in the matrix-supported tuff-breccias and breccia

beds in this study.

Overall, although some features of the matrix-supported;

tuff-breccias and breccia beds in this study resemble debris

avalanche deposits, there are significant differences. These

differences indicate that, although debris avalanches are a

possible triggering mechanism, the present physical

characteristics of the beds are more compatible with some

other mechanism of emplacernent such as subaqueous debris

flows, possibly transformed from debris avalanches.

Debris FIow Deposits.

Debris flows are defined as high concentration, non-

Newtonian dispersions with high apparent viscosity, bulk

density, and yield strength (Fisher, L97Ll that move in a

laminar fashion (Johnson, L97O'). There are a number of
possible processes that can lead to the generation of debris

flows such as the slumping and flowing of water-saturated

debris or solid rock seçluences, with flow possibly being

initiated as a debris avalanchei or catastrophic, phreatic,

eruption of mixtures of lithic debris, ash, !,/ater, and

entrapped air (Janda et aI., 1981).

The thickly-bedded, matrix-supported tuff-breccias and

breccias in this study have a mumber of features which

resemble the general features of subaqueous and/or subaerial

debris flows. These are f-) a wide range in bed thickness and
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particle size, 2) poorly sorted, matrix-supported framework,

3) occurrence of both ungiraded and graded beds, 4) sharp,

straight, non-erosive bed contacts, and 5) alignment of the

long axis of some elongate particles parallel to bedding

(Fisher, L97L, L982; Mullineaux and Crandell, L962; Schmincke,

L967; Baldwin, l-987) .

On the other hand, some features of the very thickly-

bedded, matrix-supported tuff-breccias and breccias in this
study, which are known to be subaqueous because of the

intercalated pillowed flows, differ from those of other

subaqueous debris flows. These include l-) character and

incidence of grading, 2) incidence of fine-grained, commonly

bedded units at the t,ops of debris flow beds, and 3) the

relationship between bed thickness and maximum particle size.

The very thickty-bedded, matrix-supported, tuff-breccias

and breccia beds in this study range in thickness from 0.2 to
l-4.0 m but most, beds are between 0.5 and 5 ¡n thick (Fig. 16)"

This bed thickness range is comparable to that of other debris

flow deposits (Fisher, L9821, and, in particular, subaqueous

debris flow deposits (Gravenor, 1986; Lewis, L976; Lewis et

al., l-980).

An important feature of the matrix-supported tuff-
breccias and breccias in this study is the occurrence of both

graded and ungraded beds in a ratio of about 1:3. Àmong the

graded beds, there are about equal proportions of normally and

reversely graded beds and a very small number of beds with

syrnrnetric Arading including both reverse to normal and normal
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to reverse grading (Table 2). Grading is generally common in
debris flow deposits (Fisher, 1-9A2) and both norrnal and

reverse grading have been descibed from other subagueous

debris flows (Visser, l-983).

Bed contacts between successive very thickly-bedded,

matrix-supported tuff-breccias and breccia beds in this study

are straight and non-erosive. The only common irregularities
at bed contacts are due to upward projection of large

fragments from the upper part of a bed; hollows between these

projecting fragrments are filled by material from the overlying

bed. Comparable small-scale irregularities have been observed

in other subagueous debris flow deposits (Prior et aI. , L984),

some of which also have larger scale irregularities caused by

hunmocky and ridged topography on the upper surface of the

deposit (Prior et al. I Lg84l ì such large scale irregularities
were not observed in the studied beds.

Non-erosive bed contacts are characteristic of most

debris flow deposits (Crandell, L97L; Fisher I L9821. This is
a function of the laminar emplacement rnechanism of debris

flows (Johnson, L97O'). Although some subaqueous debris flows

in submarine fans have apparently eroded the underlying beds

(I{alker, L978; Prior et aI. , L9841, this is a different, type

of depositional environment than the subagueous, active,
volcanic environment in this study; slope configuration and

provenance area in the two environments may be quite

different,. In ancient deposits such as the ones in this study,

channelized flow would be difficult to recognize because of
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the lack of continuous lateral exposure of bed contacts over

distances of more than 500 m. However, if such flow rvas

common, some evidence of scour should have been observed

because bed contacts are commonly well exposed over distances

of 50 to 5OO m. The lack of evidence of scour suggests that
channelized flow was not a major depositional process in the

studied sequence.

Clast fabric is generally not weII developed in debris

flow diamictons (Kurt and Anderson I L979; Gravenor, l-986),

but a horizontal fabric defined by elongate clasts lying with

their long axes parallel to bedding has been observed in
subaqueous debris flows (Visser, l-983; Gravenor, L986) . In

this study, the very thickly-bedded, matrix-supported, tuff-
breccias and breccia beds occasionally shor¡ alignment of
elongate fragments parallel to bedding.

Many subagueous debris flow deposits elser¡here have a

Iower, thick coarse-grained part which commonly grades upwards

into a fine-grained, thinly bedded and normalty graded upper

part (Nemec et al., 1980; Fisher, 1982). Some subagueous

debris flows are associated with turbidites (Busby-Spera,

l-985i lto, l-985; Mack and Rasmussen, L984; Vessel and Davis,

L98l-; Tasse et aI. , L97A). Nernec et aI. (L980) and Gloppen

and Steel (L98L) suggested that subagueous debris flow

deposits differ from subaerial debris flow deposits in the

ratio of bed thickness to maximum particle size. However,

Ballance (L984) reported subaqueous deposits which do not, have

a fine-grained upper part and he also found that the deposit
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characteristics defined by Nemec et aI. (l-980) and Gloppen and

Steel (L98L) are not universally applicable.

Sequences of very thickly-bedded, matrix-supporLed

breccia beds in this study contain about 5å interbedded thick-
to medium-bedded tapilli-tuffs and 2.seo medíum- to thinly-

bedded tuffs. These finer units, which are discussed in a

subsequent section, form bed sets, the individual beds of

which have sharp bed contactsi the finer grained bed sets are

separated from the very thickJ-y-bedded, matrix-supported tuff-
breccias and breccia beds by sharp contacts, and they are thus

not the same as the thinly bedded, fine-grained units which

elsewhere gradat,ionally overlie some subaqueous debris flows

(Nemec et aI., l-980).

Nemec et al. (l-980) and Gloppen .and Steel (l-981) have

suggested that subaqueous debris flow deposits can be

distinguished from subaerial debris flow deposits by a larger

bed thickness (BTh) to maximum particle size (MPS) ratio. In

the cited studies, subagueous deposits have a ratio of 3 to

L0 whereas subaerial deposits have a ratio of 2 to 4 (Nemec

et al. , L98O; Gloppen and Stee1, 1-981-) . Hovrever, this
distinction does not apply to all debris flow deposits.

Ballance (l-984), in a study of laterally equivalent subaqueous

and subaeriaL debris flow units, did not find any significant

difference in this ratio. In the subaqueous, very thickly-

bedded, matrix-supported tuff-breccias and breccia beds in
this study, there is no correlation between BTh and MPS for
either the total bed population or the graded beds
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subpopulation (Fig. 16); there is also no correlation with

stratigraphic position. However, the BTh/MPS ratíos of most,

of the matrix-supported tuff-breccias and breccia beds in this

study are in the subagueous field of Nemec et aI. (l-980) and

Gloppen and Steel ( l-98L) as shown in Figure l-6. The

characteristics of subaqueous debris flow deposits thus vary

from place to place.

In the matrix-supported tuff-breccias and breccias, there

is no correlation between r-) bed thickness and maximum

particle síze, 2) bed thickness and matrix abundance, and 3)

matrix abundance and maximum particle size in either the total

bed population or the graded bed subpopulation (Figs. L6, L7,

18). However, about 75eo of the graded beds contain greater

than 50? matrix, $rhereas only about 602 of the ungraded beds

contaån more than SOeo matrix. Although this correlation may

not be statistically significant, it, is suggested that, the

higher tendency for grading to develop in matrix-rich beds in

this study may be a function of differences in the flow regime

(Míddleton, l-965). The data also show that the type of grading

has not been influenced by clast size or bed thickness.

Preferred Model.

Two models have been examined to assess the mo.de of
enplacement of the very thickly-bedded, matrix-supported tuff-
breccias and breccias in this study: 3-) debris avalanches, and

2') d.ebris flows. A comparison of these urodels with the

features of the matrix-supported tuff-breccia and breccias
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show some similarities as well as differences with both models

(Table L7), but most features support the debris flow model,

particularly f-) the occurrence of both ungraded and graded

beds; 2) the lack of hummocky topography in the upper parts

of the bed units; and 3 ) the lack of extremely large fragrments

and jigsaw fit of blocks. Although the matrix-supported tuff-
breccias and breccias in this study have some features which

differ from subaqueous debris flow deposits described by other

workers, these differences are probably due to differences in
depositional environment or flow regime. The lack of

ubiguitous overlying fine-grained units may be due to one or

more of the following reasons: L) deposition in a relatively
shallow subaqueous environrnent, where hrave activity may have

reworked and removed the overlying fine-grained part, 2)

deposition in a proximal debris flow environment where fine-
grained units are not commonly deposited (Tasse et al. , L978),

and 3) rapid emplacement of successive flows with insufficient
time for deposition of intervening fine-grained units. The

Iack of correlation between B.Th/MPS is also found in other

subagueous debris flow deposits (Ballance, 1984) and may

reflect the paucity of data on subaqueous debris flow

deposits.

iii) Very Thickly-Bedded, Clast-Supported Breccias.

Clast-supported breccias form about, 7Z of the fragmental

rocks in the Main Bedded Mafic Fragrmental Seguence. Two

subtypes have been recognized in the study area: L) breccias
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Table 17 Comparison Between
of Emplacement of
Tuff-Breccias and

Debris Flor'r and Debrjs Avalanche l4odeìs
Very .Thickly-Bedded, Matrix-Supported
Breccias.

Features Debris Fìow Deposits Debris Avalanche Deposits

a) Positive Features

General range of fragment size +

Matrix size and distribution +

Range of bed thickness +

Non-erosive bed contacts +

Alignment of eìongate particles +
paralleì to bedding

Occurrence of both graded and
ungraded beds

. 
b) Negative Features

Lack of channelized flow ? i

Lack of irregular hurmocky upper +
surfaces

+

+

+

?

Reìatively smaìl proportion of
graded beds (cf. bubaqueous depositq)

Lack of extremeìy large fragments

Lack of jigsaw fit of blocks

Lack of comnon associated fine-grained
units

Lack of correlation between bed
thickness and maximum particle size

+

+

?

?

Symbol used + 
='!=

Supports rndel
Does not support model
Not decisive.
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containing angular to subangular fragTments, many of which

have partial chilled rims; the fragrments are similar to those

in the matrix-supported tuff-breccias and breccias; and 2)

those containing regular polygonal fragments which are

completely surrounded by finer grained, Iighter coloured rims.

The first subtype commonly occurs as discrete beds random)-y

interbedded within very thickly-bedded, rnatrix-supported tuff-
breccia and breccia bed sets. They constitute about 7? of the

thick beds and occur in aII sections although they are most

abundant in the upper-middle parts of the central and northern

sections. The second subtype, which constitutes about 2Z of

the thick beds, is restricted to one outcrop in the upper part
of section B. Here, there are five successive beds with a

total thickness of 2L.5 mi polygonal fragrments with light
coloured sericit,ic rims forn 2Oeo to 80? of the fragment

population with the remainder being more normal angular and

subangular fragirnents, some of which have partial chilled rims.

Except for the lower rnatrix content, the very thickly-
bedded, clast-supported breccias have many similarities to
the very thickly-bedded, matrix-supported tuff-breccias and

breccias previously discussed. Similar characteristics include

bed thicknessesi clast sizesi occurrence of ungraded and some

graded beds with about egual proportions of norrnally and

reversely graded bedsi poor sorting; protrusion of large

fragrments above the upper bed boundary; non-erosive bed

contactsi and similar fragiments and matrix components except

for the polygonal fragrments in a few beds (Table 2l . In
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additíon to the lower matrix abundance, the clast-supported

breccias differ from the matrix-supported tuff-breccias and

breccias in having a greater proportion of ungraded beds; the

ratio of ungraded to graded beds is about 5 to l-. The general

sinilarity of the two bed types suggest similar emplacement

mechanisms. As with the matrix-supported breccia, the clast-

supported tuff-breccias and breccias have features which

resemble both debris avalanche and debris flow deposits, but

they are most like subaqueous debris flow deposits.

Debris flow deposits are normally matrix-supported

(Fisher and Schmincke, L984; Smith, L986), but coarse-grained

clast-surported, debris flow deposits which occur with matrix-

supported debris flow units have been reported from both

subaerial (Harrison and Fritz I L982) and subaqueous

environments (Lewis et al., 1980; Larsen and. Steel , Lg78') "

These studies showed that clast-supported, debris flow

d.eposit,s generally occur in proximal environments, such as

that of the L98O Mount St. Helens debris flow deposits

(Harrison and Fritz , Lgt.2), or in proxirnal and mid-fan

environments where sorting and reworking reduced the volume

of the matrix component (Larsen and Steel, 1978). The clast-

supported breccias in this study are found rnainly in the

upper-middle parts of the northern seêtíons and this may

indicate both a lateral control on their distribution and an

evolution of processes. The northern part of the fragrmental

sequence may be relatively more proximal than the southern

part, and the upward change may represent a prograding
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seçnrence.

Subaerial clast-supported breccias can be formed also by

hyperconcentrated flood flow (Beverage and Culbertson, L964ì

Smith, L9A6) . The clast-supported breccias in this study

resemble these deposits in many r.rays, especially the low

matrix abundance; poor sorting; and the occurrence and

distribution of normal grading. Snith (1-986) predicted that,

in subaerial volcaniclastic seç[uences, such deposits may show

a lateral proximal-to-distal change from debris flow to
hyperconcentrated flood flow. According to Smith (l-986), this
Iateral change could also occur under water if water is
incorporated into the flow. In this case, the clast-supported

breccias in this study could be subagueous eguivalents of

hyperconcentrated flow deposits. This proximal-to-distal

change from debris flow to hlperconcentrated flow (Smith,

l-986) is opposite to the lateral trend observed in some debris

flow deposíts as cited earlier, in which proximal deposits

have a more clast-supported framework than distal deposits

(Harrison and Fritz, L982i Larsen and Steel, L978). The author

prefers a debris flow mechanism of emplacement for the clast-

supported breccias in this study because of the broadly

similar physical characteristics and close association with

tuff-breccias and breccias that have been interpreted to be

debris flow deposits.

iv) Intercalated Pillowed Lava Flows.

The intercalated pillowed lava units form about, 4OZ of
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the Main Bedded Mafic Fragmental Sequence. Although there is

no significant vertical change in the abundance of pillowed

units, the abundance does increase both to the north and

south, away from the rniddle sections. The pillowed units,

which have sharp straight contacts with the fragrmental units,

range in thickness from 5 to 30 m and average 10 m. Individual

units could be traced laterally for 1- to 5 km.

Since the pillowed units apparently do not have a great

lateral extent in the present erosional section, and are

interlayered with tuff-breccia and breccia beds that are

interpreted to be debris flow deposits possibly generated by

slurnping, two possible emplacement models for the pillow units

must be considered: f-) transported avalanche megablocks, and

2, in situ lava flows. The key features to be considered in

the evaluation of these models are L) nature of the contacts

between pillowed units and bedded tuff-breccias and breccias,

2, dimensions of the pillowed units, and 3) the vesicularity

of pillows relative to that of fragrments in the bedded tuff-

breccias and breccias.

Slumped deposits such as debris avalanche deposits can

contain megablocks tens to hundreds of meters in size (Miller

et aI. , L984t Ui, 1983). Honever, for a number of reasons,

this is an unlikely mechanism for the production of the

pillowed units. Both the lower and upper contacts between the

piltowed units and the bedded fragrmental rocks in this study

are sharp, straight, and concordant; hence they d.o not

resemble contacts of megablocks in avalanche deposits (Blong,
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l-986; Siebert, L984) which are irregular. Furthermore, the

pillowed units have the same dimensions as pillowed flows

elsewhere, which commonly range in length from L.6 to l-5 kn

and in thickness from a few meters to l-00 m (Table l-3); and

their aspect ratios of about l-:200 to l-: l-000 is al-so

considerably smaller than that of avalanche megablocks which

typically range from l-:2 to l-:l-0 (Ui, l-983).

Anygdule abundance of the most amygdaloidal parts of

pitlows ranges from 5 to 352 with a mean value of 2LZ (Fig.

45). In contrast, amygdule abundance in fragrnents in the tuff-

breccias and breccias rangies from 5 to 55å with a mean value

of 3teo (Fig. 42) . If the pillowed units v¡ere transported

megablocks, the pillows should have had the same vesicularity

as the fragrments in associated tuff-breccias and breccias.
.The rnorphology, vesicutarity, and contact relations of

the pillowed units are thus more compatible with in situ lava

flows. Non-explosive eruptions of the pillowed flows occurred

periodically within a seç[uence composed largely of transported

tuff-breccias and breccias. The lower vesicularity of the

pillowed flows indicates that they $rere extruded in deeper

water than that in which the }arge fragrments, now incorporated

in the associated tuff-breccias and breccias, $rere erupted.

Eruptions of such flows would have produced topographic relief

that, in turn would have influenced the downslope movement and

deposition of the tuff-breccias and breccias. The flows may

also have been a local source of material incorporated in the

tuff-breccias and breccias.
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v) Thick- to Mediurn-Bedded Lapitli-Tuffs.
Thick- to medium-bedded lapilli-tuffs constitute about

52 of the Main Bedded Mafic Fragrmental Sequence. They occur

ín the lower-middle parts of section C, D and E, and the upper

parts of sections A, C, D, F and I (Fig. 9). The beds occur

in sets of 5 to LO beds in the lower parts of the sections,

and the lapilIi-tuff bed sets occur within seç[uences of very

thickly-bedded tuff-breccia and brecciai in the upper parts

of sections, they occur interbedded with thin- to medium-

bedded tuffs. Occasionally, thin breccia lenses which are 0.9

to l-O m long and 5 to 3O cm thick occur between lapilli-tuff
beds; the breccia lenses and the lapilli-tuff beds have sharp

bed contacts. The beds are commonly matrix-supported and

ungraded, with only LO? having normal grading.

The lapiIli-tuffs resemble the very thickly-bedded,

matrix-supported tuff-breccias and breccias in some respects

(Table 2), especially clast and matrix types, dominance of
matrix-supported framework, and general absence of grading"

However, they also differ in a number of features: 1) they

have relatively smaller clast sizes and thinner beds; 2) they

have a higher proportion of vesicular vitric fragrments; and

3) they are stratigraphícally restricted, and, in the lower-

middle parts of the sections, they are also laterally
restricted.

The similarities between the

matrix-supported tuf f -breccias and

lapilli-tuff beds and the

breccias suggest, that they
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are also debris flow deposits. The differences between the

1api11i-tuff and the tuff-breccia and breccia beds are

presumably due to source region differences in types and sizes

of particles available for transport and/or to differences in

the energy of the transportation systern. This wilI be

considered in more detait in the section on fraginentation.

vi) Lava Lobe Units.

Lava lobes units occur in the lower-middle part of the

northern and central sections A, B, and C. There is, at most,

2 single beds per section, but, because the beds are 2 to l-0

m thick, this constitutes abouL 22 of the fragrmental component

of the Main Bedded Mafic Fragimental Seguence. The beds are

poorly sorted with no internal stratification. In places, they

overlíe pillowed flows with sharp contasts but, in other

places, they overlie thick- to medium-bedded lapilli-tuffs

with transitional contacts. They are overlain by pillowed

flows with sharp contacts. Although the lava lobe beds could

be termed isolated pillow breccia (cf. Carlisle, L963r, the

author believes that such terminology is not suitabl,e for this

unit because it does not adequately describe the volcanic

processes. This point wiII be discussed further in a

subsequent section.

The lava lobe beds are matríx-supported but differ fron

the conmon, matrix-supported debris flow deposits discussed

previously in the following characteristics: 1) a high

proportion of irregularly shaped, amygdaloidal- Iava lobes
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that, in the plane of exposure, are completely surrounded by

a chilled rim, 2) a higher matrix content, which resembles

that of the thick- to medium-bedded lapilli-tuffs, rather than

the tuff-breccias and breccias, and 3) a higher proportion of

vesicular particles in the matrix. The lava lobes are smaller

than the pillows in overlying flows, but amygdule abundance,

size and. shape are comparable to that in the pillows. ÀIthough

some of the angular fragments within the lava lobe beds, which

are all of lapilli size, appear to be broken pieces of lava

Iobes, most of the angular fragrments, some of which have

partial chilled rims, have a higher abundance of smaller

arnygdules and are comparable to broken fragi"ments in the thick
to medium-bedded lapilli-tuff units. The proportion of

feldspathic, vesicular, vitric fragments in the matrix is
higher than that in matrix-supported tuff-breccias and

breccias but is similar to that in the thick- to medium-bedded

IapilIi-tuffs. Hov¡ever, the proportion of blocky, non-

vesicular, vitric, ash-síze particles in the matrix is
intermediate between that in the very thickly-bedded tuff-

breccias and breccias, and the thick- to medium-bedded

Iapilli-tuffs (Table 2).

The irregular shapes of the lava lobes appear to be the

result of plastic deformation when the lobes vrere still hot.

Thís suggests that the beds either 1) were emplaced while the

particles !'rere still hot with deformation occurring during

transport or emplacement, or 2) contain previously deformed

particles that lrere transported downslope without being
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broken. The author prefers the first interpretation because

of the following reasons: 1) the lava lobes are restricted to

sparse single beds where they form 20 to 30å of the clast

population, and 2) there is a local lateral gradation into

tuff-breccia beds with plastically deformed particles that

themselves show evidence of hot emplacement.

The lava lobe beds, although relatively rare, are a

unique part of the breccia sequence. Several emplacement

mechanisms must be considered as follows: 1) debris flows

generated by syneruption slumping and fragrnentation of

pillowed lava flows (Carlisle, L963; Lonsdale and Batiza,

l-980), 2) syneruption slumping of littoral deposits produced

either by guiet or explosive flow of lava into the sea (Jones

and Nelson, L97O; Moore, et aI. I L973; Ayres, l-g8L), 3) normal

debris flows or avalanches that incorporated hot particles

during flow, and 4) block-and-ash flows generated by explosive

magrmatic or phreatic eruptions, or by the collapse of

oversteepened lava domes (Perret, L9371.

Although the lava lobe beds superficially resemble the

first two of the above deposit types, there are several

critical differences that appear to rule out these rnechanisms.

The most important differences are the high degree of

vesicularity of half of the matrix particles, the marked

difference in amygdule abundance, shape, and size between the

Iava lobes and both the broken lapilli and blocks and the

vesicular matrix particles, and the similarity in amygdule

abundance and size in lava lobes with that of pillows in
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associated flows. These differences suggest a dual source,

with the broken lapilli and blocks derived from higher up

slope and lava lobes derived at or near the site of

depositíon.

Mixing of particles that vrere apparently produced in two

different depth environments implies downslope movement of

the more vesicular particles. Since most of the associated

tuf f-breccia and breccia beds !.rere apparently emplaced as

debris flows, this is the most likely mechanism for downslope

transport of the more vesicular lapilli-tuff matrix particles.

The lava lobe units are compatible with deposition as debris

flows because the beds are L) thick and matrix-supported, 2)

ungraded and poorly sorted, and 3) in places have transitional

contacts with underlying debris flow units. The problem with

this'interpretation is the source of the lava lobes v¡hich form

20 to 303 of the fragment population. Most of the lobes are

unbroken and, based on the similarity in vesicularity with the

pillowed flows, vrere apparently derived near the site of final

deposition. The lava lobes r,rere also apparently hot when

incorporated by the debris flow. The hot nature and

interpreted short transport distance are indicated by the

plastic deformation, and the paucity of breakage of the lobes.

A possible mechanism for incorporation of the lava lobes

in a debris flow generated farther up slope involves two

concomitant processes: 1-) a debris flow generated in shallow

water passing through 2l a deeper water eruption. In this
interpretation, the lobes $¡ere actively being produced when
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the debris flow passed through the eruption site. The lobes

are generally thinner than pillows in both overlying and

underlying flows. This size difference may indicate that the

Iava lobes were produced during an early, more violent stage

of an eruption and may therefore represent a type of bonb.

The blocky non-vesicular matrix particles in the lava lobe

beds may also have been produced, ât least partly, by the

deeper water eruption which thus may have been some type of

phreatomagmatic eruption. This mechanism is supported by the

fact that such particles are more abundant in the matrix of

lava lobe beds than in the matrix of associated thick- to

medium-bedded lapilli-tuffs which the matrix otherwise closely

resembles. Alternatively, the higher proportion of these non-

vesicular particles, which are the dominant matrix component

of the tuff-breccias and brecciasr ilay sinply indicate a

slightly different up-slope source.

The gradational contact with the underlying thick- to

medium-bedded tapilli-tuffs, which appear to be debris flow

deposits, supports this rnixing model. Such a rnixing model

requires a coincidence of two coeval, apparently unrelated

processes. Since only two beds in the bedded fragmental

sequence of formation 4 contain lava lobes, such a coincidence

is possible. However, several features indicate that this may

be too much of a coincidence: L) except for the higher

proportion of blocky, non-vesicular particles the matrix of

the lava lobe beds is identical to that of the thick- to

medium-bedded lapilli-tuffs, 2l the thick- to medium-bedded
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Iapilli-tuff forms a relatively small part of the Main Bedded

Mafic Fragmental Sequence, and the matrix of the lapilli-tuffs

is identical to that of the tuff-breccia beds with plastically

deformed particles discussed in the next section, 3) aII three

units, lava lobe beds, beds with plastically deformed

particles, and thick- to medium-bedded lapiIIi-tuffs are

spatially associated but are stratigraphically restricted, 4)

there is a local lateral gradation between a lava lobe bed and

a tuff-brecccia bed with plastically deformed particles, and

5) aII three units differ from the more common, very thickty-

bedded, matrix-supported and clast-supported tuff-breccias and

breccias in a higher matrix abundance, fewer broken blocks,

and a higher proportion of vesicular matrix particles. These

differences suggest, that the three units may be genetically

relatêd, rather than unrelated coincidental, volcanic

processes. The possible nature of this relationship will be

dealt with following the description of the tuff-breccia beds

with plastically deformed particles.

vii) Tuff-Breccias and Breccias with Plastically Deformed

Particles.

About 22 of the fragmental beds contain about 26eo¡

irregular, plastically deformed particles that have complete

chilled rims and 7Z broken fragrments, some of which have

partial chilled rims. These beds only occur in the lower-

middle part of section D and thus have a restricted vertical

and lateral distribution" However, they are spatially
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associated with lava lobe units and thick- to medium-bedded,

matrix-supported IapiIli-tuffs. These beds are somewhat

similar to the nearby lava lobe beds except that f-) the beds

are thinner and occur in a bed set composed of seven

successive beds, 2) some of the beds have crude reverse

grading, 3) the plastically deformed particl-es are smaller

than the lava lobes, and 4) occasionally, the matrix adjacent

to the plasticatly deformed particles is relatively richer in

epidote than the rest of the matrix possibty indicating a

thermal effect. Relative to the common matrix-supported,

debris-flow tuff-breccias, the beds with plastically deformed

particles are generally thinner (Table 2).

As in the lava lobe beds, the irregular shape of the

partictes appears to reflect plastic deformation that occurred

while the particles $tere still hot. This conclusion is

supported by l-) the spatial association shown by an apparent

Iateral gradation between one bed and a lava lobe unit, z) the

Iocal bending of plasticalty deformed part,icles around other

particles, especially those of lapilli size, and 3) the more

epidote-rich nature of the matrix close to some of the

plastically deformed particles. Two mechanisms of hot

emplacement will be considered: l-) a debris flow containing

both hot and cold particles, and 2) block-and-ash flows.

Debris Flows Containing Hot and CoId Pêrticles.

As described in previous sections, very thickly-bedded

tuff-breccias and breccias that lack plast,ically deformed
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particles and possibly the lava lobe beds were apparently

deposited by debris flows. Considering the spatial association

and somewhat similar properties, such a debris flow origin
may be the most líkely mechanism for emplacement of the beds

that contain plastically deformed particles, even though these

beds differ in a number of aspects from the beds that, Iack

plastically deformed particles (Table 2).

Features that support a debris flow origin are l-) the

wide particle size range, 2) the poor sorting, 3) the ungraded

to crudely graded nature of beds with occasional large

particles occurring at the top of a bed, and 4l the matrix-

supported framework. Many of the beds are thinner than both

the more common, matrix-supported, debris flow tuff-breccias
and breccia beds in the sequence (Table 2), and debris flow

beds found elsewhere which normally rang:e in thickness from

l- to 5 m (Mullineaux and Crandell I Lg62; Schmincke, Lg67;

Crande1lt L97L). However, they are within the lower lirnit of

the bed thickness range of other debris flow beds in the

sequence (Table 2), and are thicker than the thinnest debris

flow beds found elsewhere (Curtis, L954). The matrix abundance

is commonly higher than in the very thickly-bedded debris

flow, tuff-breccia and breccia beds, although it is comparable

to the matrix abundance in the lava lobe units.
The restricted stratigraphic distribution of the tuff-

breccia and breccia beds with plastically deformed part,icles

could indicate either f-) a dif ferent process that !,¡as

restricted in space and timer or 2') broadly similar
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depositional processes as those that deposited the very thick

beds of tuff-breccia and breccia, differing only ín some

physical parameter of the flow, such as the nature of the

fragmental material being transported. In this regard, there

are three najor differences in the fragmental material within

the beds with plastically deformed particles relative to the

very thick tuff-breccia and breccia beds: generally higher

matrix content, presence of plastically deformed particles,

and high abundance of vesicular particles in the matrix. The

spatially associated lava lobe beds also have similar

characteristics although they differ from the tuff-breccia

with plastically deformed particles in containing larger

plastically deformed particles and a higher proportion of non-

vesicular particles in the rnatrix, and having thicker beds.

As previously discussed for the lava lobe units, the hot

plasticatly deformed particles, trhich were apparently produced

in moderately deep water, may have been incorporated in a

debris flow that passed througtr an eruption site. In this

model, the hot particles $tere being produced when the debris

flow passed through the eruption site. The beds with

plastically deformed particles are thinner and more numerous

than the lava lobe beds with 7 beds forrning a 6.5 m thick

sequence. This suggests that the tuff-breccias with

plast,ically deformed particles were emplaced in repeated

succession over a relatively short time. This, in conjunction

with the other differences indicated above, in particular the

greater deformation of the hot particles, the local inverse
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grading, and the local epidote-rich zones in the matrix

adjacent to the ptastically deformed particles suggest that
these beds are directly related to active eruptive processes

such as subaqueous basaltic pyroclastic block-and-ash flows.

The greater deformation of the hot particles could reflect
higher retained heat, whereas the epidote enrichment of the

matrix adjacent to some plastically deformed particles could

be a thermal aureole which would also reflect higher retained

heat.

Block-and-ash Flows.

Although the plastically deformed particles are the only

indirect evidence that the beds may have been hot when

emplaced, other aspects of these beds and, indeed, of other

matrix-supported, thick tuff-breccia beds, âs listed
previously, are compatible with emplacement as block-and-ash

flows (Davies et aI¡ , L978i Moore and Melson, 1969).

Assessment of such a mechanism is hampered by two problems.

Firstly, basaltic pyroclastic flows of any type are rare

(Fisher and Schmincke, l-984). Secondlyr ês indicated by the

interlayered pillowed flows, the tuff-breccias v¡ere

subagueously emplaced and subagueous block-and-ash flows of
any composit,ion have not been previously described although

subaerial flows do enter the ocean and apparently flow under

water (Lacroix, L9O4; Sparks et aI., L980).

Although subaerial basaltic pyroclastic fLows are rare

(Davies et aI", L978i Duncan, L9761, Iargely because the
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appropriate explosive magnitude is rarely reached (e.g. !,Ialker

et aI. , L984), they may be more cotnmon in a submarine

environment. Possible mechanisms that could lead to the

greneration of subagueous basaltic pyroclastic flows,
particularly of the poorty sorted block-and-ash flow type,

are l-) syneruption slumping of pillowed seguences or flow-foot
breccias erupted oD, or forning moderately steep slopes, 2)

Iittoral explosions as lava flows enter the ocean t ot 3)

phreatic eruptions on small islands such as those of Surtsey

which generated subaerial base surgie deposits (Kokelaar, 1986)

and Surtla which generated downslope movement of debris flows

(Koke1aar and Durant, l-983).

The nature and morphology of subaqueous block-and-ash

flow deposits are uncertain. Subaerial block-and-ash flow

deposits have the following features: L) poorly sorted beds

with bed thicknesses ranging from 1 to 30 m but most commonly

in the l- to l-O rn range (Moore and Melson, 1,969; Duncan, Lg76ì

Sheridan, 1980; Nairn and Self, Lg78r; 2) coarse particles
ranging from L to 5O cm in size that are conmonly surrounded

by tapilli-tuff matrix (Moore and Melson, L969; Anguita, L973î

Duncan, Lg76; Roobol I Lg'16; Sheridan, l-980; Nairn and SeIf,
L978), 3) both plastically deformed lobes (Moore and Me1son,

Lg6g; Duncan, Lg76) i and angular to subangular blocks (Moore

and Melson, Lg6g; Ànguiüa, L973) i 4) reverse grading in many

beds with a tendency for large blocks to occur at the top

(Moore and Melson, 1969; Duncan, L976; Roobol and Smith,

L982) t and 5) an upper fine-grained surge deposit in some beds
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(Fisher et aI., l-980) atthough, in other beds, this overlying

surge unit is apparently absent (Davies et al. , L978').

Many small volume, subaerial block-and-ash flows moving

down river channels apparently incorporate water and are

converted to debris flows (Crandel1 and Mullineaux, l-973). In

a subagueous regime, block-and-ash flows may also mix with

water and be converted to debris flows, although as argued by

Sparks et aI. (l-980), hot, high density, subaerial flows that
enter water may not incorporate much water. lrlater

incorporation may be a function of the volume and thickness

of the block-and-ash flow, the site of generation of the flow,

and the transport distance.

Bed thicknesses of block-and-ash flows depend on whether

they are confined in gullies or are unconfined, and on their

relative degree:of compaction (Davies et aI. , Lg78'). The bed

thickness range for unconfined, Recent block-and-ash flows is

comparable to the thickness range of most of the tuff-breccia

beds with plastically deformed particles although some beds

in this study are thinner than the reported Recent values.

The nature and proportion of unbroken and broken

fragrments in beds with plastically deformed particles resemble

those of some Recent subaerial block-and-ash flow deposits.

For example, plastically deformed lobes have been described

by Moore and Melson (1969) and Duncan (L976, who concluded

that most of the material forming the lobes was plastic when

ejected.

The high matrix abundance of the tuff-breccias with
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plastically deformed fragments is also comparable to that of

most subaerial block-and-ash flow deposits. These generalty

have a bimodal clast size distribution with one mode in the

decimeter rangie and the other in the ash range (Sheridan,

1980; Nairn and Self, L978) ¡ hovrever, a few deposits lack

fine-grained material, particularly those formed by the

collapse of coarse airfall ejecta (Nairn and SeIf I A978').

The matrix of the breccia beds with plastically deformed

particles has a significantly higher proportion of vesicular
particles than the other tuff-breccias and breccia beds. In

this respect and in overall matrix abundance the beds with
plastically deformed particles are similar to both the lava

Iobe beds and the thick- to medium-bedded lapíIli-tuff beds

which occur in the same part of the stratigraphic sequence.

In fact, if the plastically deforned partÍcles were removed

from the beds, the remaining components would be identicaL to
the thick- to medium-bedded lapilli-tuff. As noted in previous

sections, the similarity in vesicularity of matrix particles

and matrix abundance in these three units, and the marked

difference to the dominant very thickly-bedded breccias and

tuff-breccias suggest a genetic relationship between these

three spatially associated units.

Although some features of the tuff-breccia beds with
plastically deformed particles are comparable to features

commonly associated with subaerial block-and-ash flow

deposits, other features are different. Dissi¡nilar features

include the apparent lack of erosive bases, fumarolic pipes,
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Some of these differences could

subaqueous ernplacement of the beds in

be

the
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a function of the

study area and/or

Iack of good l-ateral control. For example, the lack of
fumarolic pipes, surçfe deposits, and eroded bases could

reflect the subaqueous deposition. Lack of eroded bases could

also be a function of transport distance or topography, since,

in Recent subaerial block-and-ash flows, erosion is most

evident in proximal confined flows of high velocity (Nairn and

Self I Lg78). Fumarolic pipes and surges are also not found in
aII subaerial deposits (Duncan, L976). Davies et aI. (l-978)

have observed that the fine-grained dust generated from a

block-and-ash flow is not always deposited on top of each

avalanche beeause it. was destroyed by subsequent avalanches.

fn a'subaqueous environment such as in this study, fine-
grained surge material probably would have been carried avray

by water currents, ort in a subaerially generated flow, they

may have never entered the water.

Comparison of the Two Models.

Both debris flow and block-and-ash flow emplacement are

compatible with many features of this unit. The comparison in
Table 1-8 indicates that the block-and-ash flow model better

fits most of the features of this tuff-breccia unit,. The

problem now is to account for the spatial association of all
three units that have conmon characteristics but appear to
have been emplaced by different mechanisms: lava lobes and

",t+J
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Tabìe l8 Compari son
Generati on

Between Debris Flow and Block-and-ash Flow I'lodels in
of Tuff-Breccias with Plasticaì1y Deformed Particles

Features Debris Flows Bìock-and-ash Flows

Relative bed thickness

Clast size range

Proportion of hot particles

Matrix abundance

Cìast size distribution,grading

High vesicuìarity of matrix

Contrasting vesicul arity between
harge particles and matrix particles

Localized numerous beds in succession

Spatiat association with lava l.obes
and thick to medium bedded lapilìi-tuffs

?

+

?

+

+

?

+

?

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

?

Symboì used: Supports modeì
lþes not support model.
Not decisive

I-
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thick- to mediun-bedded lapilli-tuffs both of whích appear to

be debris flow deposits, and the beds with plastically

deformed particles which appear to be block-and-ash flow

deposits. Since the conmon feature of those three units is
the high matrix content, their spatial association could be

due to the nature of the source material which in turn may be

a function of the type of eruption. This will be dealt with

l-ater.

viii) Tuffs.

Two types of tuffs occur in the upper part of the Main

Bedded Mafic Fragmental Sequence: 1-) medium- to thinly'bedded

tuff, and 2l a massive thick bed of plagioclase-rich tuff.

Bed thicknesses of the first type range from 0.01- to L.2 m

with an average of 20 cm (Table. 21. The one occurrence of

massive ptagioclase-rich tuff was about 1.3 m thick. It has

a sharp contact with the underlying massive flow, but its

upper contact was not observed due to poor exposure.

Medium- to thinlv-bedded tuffs.

Medium- to thinly-bedded tuffs are stratigraphically

restricted to the upper parts of sections D, E, c, and H (Fig"

9\ ¡ hence the tuffs. Iack 1ateral continuity. They constitute

about 42 of the fragrmental component, of formation 4 and they

are generally randomly interbedded with thick- to medium-

bedded lapilli-tuffs; they constitute about 30 to 5O? of the

beds in interbedded seç[uences (Fig. 14). In places, tuff forms
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bed sets without intervening coarser beds (Fig. 13).

The medium to thinly-bedded tuffs have some features in

conmon with the thick- to medium-bedded lapilIi-tuffs: 1-) beds

are thinner than in the tuff-breccia and breccia units, 2l

they are vertically and 1aterally stratigraphically

restricted, and 3) in the ash-size component, the proportion

of vesicular to non-vesicular, blocky vitric particles is

about 2:L. However, there are also some differences such as:

1-) sorting is better in the tuffs than in the lapilti-tuffs

with less than 1oZ lapilli-size fragments and rare basaltic

blocks, 2l bases of tuff beds are occasionally erosive, 3)

internal bedforms are present in the tuff, especially normal

grading, Iaminated tops, and rare flame structures, and 4,

the ash-size component in the tuff has a greater proportion

of morphologically undeterminable, extremely fine-grained

material that may be recrystallized fine ash. The differences

are much greater than the similarities and indicate a

different mechanism of emplacement for the tuff.

The charact,erist,ics of the ¡nedium- to thinly-bedded tuffs

suggest that they may be either 1) subaqueous air-fall

depositsr ox 2) ash reworked by turbidity currents formed

during the waning stages of subaqueous volcanic act,ivity.

There are several problems in assessing these models: 1)

particle morphology nay not be diagnostic because turbidites

may have been generated by slumping of air-fall tuffs, and 2)

there is poor lateral control in the upper part of the bed.ded

seç[uence because of faults and lack of outcrops (Fig. 3].
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However, in spite of these problems, some diagnostic

depositional features can be recognized in these deposits.

Although most submarine air-fall deposits are fel-sic in
composition (Schmincke and Von Rad, L979) due to the coÍrmon

development of high eruption columns (SeIf, L982; Fisher and

Schmincke, Lg84) | examples of íntermediate to mafic,

subaqueous, air-fall deposits are known (Vallier et aI., L977 ì

Carey and Sígurdsson, L978r. Subaqueous air-faII deposits of

both felsic and mafic composition generally have the following

features: 1-) bed thickness commonly less than 50 cm (Fisher

and Schmincke, L984) 2) sharp basal contacts (Norin, l-958) ;

3) great lateral extent and uniform bed thickness (Hansen et

aI., l-963), 4) lack of depositional structures such as cross-

bedding and scour-and-fill structures (Hansen et aI., L963L

5) reverse grading of low density fragrments and normal grading

of high density fragTments (Chestman, l-956) ot t where low

density fragrments v¡ere missing; onl! normal grading in the

upper parts of beds, (Fiske, L969') , 6) fines-depleted, tightly
packed framework indicative of sorting in subaqueous

environment,s (Ledbett,er and Sparks, L979) , and 7) good to
poor sort,ing depending on the amount of bioturbation (Fisher

and Schmincke, 1.984) .

The medium- to thinly-bedded tuffs in this study resemble

air-fall deposits because L) they have sharp basal contacts,

and 2) they have good to moderate sorting. However, there are

more differences than similarities. The main differences are

1) Iocal erosive bed contacts, 2) wide range in bed thickness
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from 0.01 to L.2 m, and 3) presence of internal bedforms,

especially normal grading, laminated tops, and rare flame

structures. These features suggest a reworked deposit.

Features of the medium- to thinly-bedded tuffs which

favour emplacement by turbidity currents are 1) the sharp bed

contacts, 2) local, erosive bed contacts, 3) wide rangie in bed

thickness, 4) internal bedfor¡ns, especially normal grading and

Iaminated tops, and 5) interbedding with coarser lapitli-tuff
beds apparently deposited by debris flows.

The bedforms of the medium- to thinly-bedded tuffs in
this study resemble a modified Bouma sequence (hlalker, Lg84)

and therefore indicate deposition by turbidity currents.

Somewhat similar deposits have been recognized in other

ancient volcanic sequences such as the graded laminated facies
described by Ross (L986).

One feature of the rnedium- to thinly-bedded tuffs that
is unusual for turbidites is the occurrence of rare basaltic

blocks within one of the tuff beds. Although the ash-size

particles in this unusual bed are identícal to those in
ad.jacent non-block containing beds, this unusual bed. is
thicker and lacks normal grading. Since the medium- to thinly-
bedded tuffs are interbedded with lapilli-tuff debris flow

deposits, the bed containing blocks may also have been

deposited by a debris flow, but one that had a higher

proportion of ash-size material. The restrict,ion of the

medium- to thinly-bedded tuffs to the top of the bedded

fragmental sequence indicates that the emplacement of the
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the waning stages of the volcanic

debris flows.

Massive Placrioclase-rich Tuff.
One occurrence of deformed, massive plagioclase-rich Luff

about 1.3 m thick, was found at the top of section I. ït
appears to lack internal bedding, although the relatively high

degree of deformation may have masked any original internal
bedding. Its lateral continuity is unknown because of lack of

exposure. The plagioclase is dominantly phenocrysts within
smalI, internally fine-grained, holocrystalline, ash-size

fragrments. The origin of this unit is difficult to deduce due

to lack of diagnostic features;

b) Míddle Bedded Fragrmental Seguence.

The Middle Bedded Fragrmental Sequence within the Mixed

Mafic Flows and Bedded Fragmental Formation (formation 5),

overlies, but is separated from, the Main Bedded Mafic

Fragmental Sequence (formation 4) by a 250-m thick pillowed

unit. The Middle Bedded Fragrmentaf Sequence forms three

members within formation 5 (Fig. 8). The three members are

Iens shaped and pinch out when traced laterally. They are

Iithologically different and do not appear to be

st,ratigraphic equivalents. The south member consists of
medium- to thinly-bedded tuffs, very thick- to thick-bedded,

matrix- to clast-supported breccia and tuff-breccias, thick-
to medium-bedded lapilli-tuffs, and pillowed flows" The
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central member consists entirely of medium- to thinly-bedded

tuffs. The north member consists of tuffs and matrix- to

clast-supported tuff-breccias and breccias. The lithologic

units of the Middle Bedded FragTmental Seguence resemble those

of the previously discussed Main Bedded Mafic Fragmental

Sequence in terms of particle morphology, particle abundances,

and bedding characteristics. This suggests that their rnode of

emplacement was generally similar. Consequently the tuff-

breccias, breccias, and tapilli-tuffs are presumably

subaqueous debris flow deposits whereas the tuffs are

turbidites.
The three members differ from each other and from the

Main Bedded Mafic Fragrmental Seguence in the proportion of the

various lithologies. In the south and north rnember, aII of

the major lithologies found in the Main Bedded Fragmental

Sequence $rere recognized, but the the proportion of coarse

tuff-breccia and breccia to tuff and lapilli-tuff is much

lower in the south member and slightly higher in the north

member. The south and north members thus represent resumption

of the processes that produced the Main Bedded Mafic

Fragrmental sequence. In contrast, the thin central member

consists only of medium- to thinly-bedded tuffs deposited by

turbidity currents. It presumably represents a provenance from

which only a restricted size range of particles was

transported downslope.
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c) Upper Bedded FragTmental Sequence

The Upper Bedded Fragrmental Seguence (fornation 6) is 300

to 4oo m thick and consists essentially of very thickly-bedded

clast- and matrix-supported tuff-breccias and breccias; thick-

to medium-bedded lapilli-tuffs, and intercalated pillowed lava

fIows. Although comparable in thickness and bedding

characteristics to the Main Bedded Mafic Fragmental Sequence,

this sequence is too poorly exposed for detailed analysis. The

apparent similarities of these deposits with the debris flow

deposits of the Main Bedded Mafic Fragrmental Sequence suggest

that they hrere emplaced by similar mechanisms. Thus the

seç[uence represents a relatively J-ong-lived resumption of

processes that produced the Main Bedded Mafic FragTmental

Sequence. The repetit,ion of the fragrmentation and

transþortation processes at two different leve1s in the mafic

sequence suggests a cyclicity of processes in the evolution

of the volcano. This wiltr be dealt in more detail in a

subseguent section.

3) Fragmentation Mechanisms.

a) Introduct,ion.

Fragmentation processes can be deduced by examining

particle characteristics (Heiken and WohIeEz, 1985). In this

section, the methodology derived frorn study of Recent

fragrnental deposits is applied to the various types of

particles that constitute the bedded fragrrnental unit,s. In

particular, the role of explosive versus non-explosive
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mechanisms of fragmentation wil-I be examined. fn the study

area, particles'are divided into two major groups on the basis

of their size: 1-) Iarge particles which are more than 0.5 cm

in diameter and 2) matrix particles which are less tha 0.5 cm

in diameter.

There are four types of large particles: 1) broken,

angular to subangular fragments, some of which have partial

chilled rims, 2) regular polygonal particles with a J-ight

coloured rim, 3) lava lobes, and 4) plastically deformed

particles with complete chilled rirns. Some of the

fragmentation mechanisms for generating Iarge particles

overlap with emplacement processes already exarnined. For

example, the mechanisms for the emplacement of lava lobe units

and tuff-breccia beds with plasticalllr deformed particles also

involve the fragmentation of lava to form these part,icles.

Several types of matrix particles can be defined: f-)

hypohyaline to holocrystalline basaltic particles, 2') weakly

microlitic non-vesicular particles, 3) weakly microlitic

vesicular particles, 4, feldspathic, vesicular particles, 5)

free or glass-coated crystals, and 6) very fine-grained,

unresolvable material which may represent recrystallized,

fine-grained, vitric ash. Matrix particles can be further

grouped into two categories: smaller equivalents of the larger

fragrments and genetically distinct fragrments. The variable

characteristics of the various types of matrix particles

suggest that several mechanisms may have been involved in

their genesis. Elucidation of these mechanisms must be based
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on both individual particle characteristics and on the

relationships between various types of particles. In

subseguent sections, initial discussion will focus on the

genesis of each type of matrix particle ín order to limit the

possible mechanisms. This will be followed by a discussion of

the total matrix population.

b) Large Particles.
i) Angular to Subangular Broken Fragments.

This is the most abundant and widely occurring large

particle in the bedded fragmental sequence. Most beds contain

Iess than l-OU apparently unbroken fragments with cornplete

chilled rims (Table 2) ¡ as discussed previously, these are

considered to be broken fragrments in which the apparently

unbroken chilled rim is a 3-dimensional effect" The broken

fragTments are characterized by: L) angular to subangular

shapes; 2) wide range in size from 0.5 to 52 cm with a mean

maximum clast síze of 29 cmi occasional larger fragrnents are

up to 1 m in size; 3) variable crystallinity indicated by the

abundance of microlites in the groundmass,' this ranges from

extremely fine-grained material that is probably altered

basaltic glass containing a few microlites to interlocking

microlites with interstitial fine-grained material that is.
probably altered interstit,ial basaltic glass (Table 7l ¡

crystallinity differences are related to proxinity to chilled

rims and differences in rate of cooling; 4l partial, curved,

l- to 2 cm thick chilled rims which are terminated by broken
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surfaces; these v¡ere observed in up to 30? of the large

fragments; 5) up to 2oZ amygdules in chilted rims; 6) variable

amygdule distribution within individual fragments including

even, uneven, zoned and radial distributions ì 7, variable

amygdule abundance from fragment to fragment within a bed;

this ranges from 5 to 55eo with a mean value of 31-Z; 8)

variable amygdule shapes from fragment to fragment and within

individual fragments; these include round, oval, and irregular

types; 9) Iack of correlation betv¡een amygdule abundance and

relative stratigraphic height; 10) occurrence of segregation

vesicles in some fragments which generally have a high degree

of crystallinity; and l-l-) wide range in phenocryst abundance

within single beds. The curved nature of the broken chilled

rims and the high incidence of fragments with chilled rims

indicate that the fragrments were broken from relatively smaIl,

sphericat or ovoid bodies. Possible mechanisms which could

have produced these fragrments are 1-) disrupted pillowed flows,

and/or 2l broken pyroclastíc bonbs.

Bailes and Syme (L979, 1980) have proposed that the tuff-

breccias and breccias $¡ere produced by the slurnping, and

subseguent brecciation of pitlowed lava flows. They are thus

a type of broken pitlow breccia Ccf. Carlisle, 1963). If

slumping of pillowed flows produced the tuff-breccias and

breccias, then r-) the slumped flows either contained a high

percentage of matrix-type fragrments (isolated pitlow breccia

of Carlisle, L963, , or matrix particles were incorporated

during downslope ,movement, possibly from intercalated
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tuf faceous units, and 2') the slumping hras a series of

recurring events with only localized intervening lava flows;

this sequence of events was repeated thrice (formations 4, 5,

and 6). In this section, the textural features of pillot{s as

a possible source for the large angular to subangular

fragments wiII be examined.

There are many sinilarities between the large broken

fragments in this study and broken parts of pillows. These

are l-) occurrence of broken, curved, partial chilled rirns, 2)

variable crystatlinity within a single fragrment related to

distance from chilled rims, 3) variable amygdule distributions

within a single fragment, and 4) . in some places, the

occurrence of segregation vesicles.

Partial chilled rims on angular to subangular fragrments'

in this study, are about, the same thickness and crystallinity

as those of pillowed lava flows (cf Tables 7, 9) but there

are some differences: f-) the fragments have a greater

abundance of amygdules, and 2, they lack the variolitic

textures that lâIere observed in some of the pillow margins

(Fig. 33). These differences suggest that the bodies from

which the fragments were broken formed in shallower water than

the pillows in intercalated flov¡s; the occurrence of

variolitic textures in some of the pillows support a deeper

water environment (Furnes, L973') .

In general, pillows are texturally zoned (Dirnroth et al-,

Lg78) | and except, for the absence of the variolitic zone, the

different textural features of the angular to subangular'
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broken fragrments in this study resemble the different textural

zones within a pillow. However, since similar, inward

crystallinity changes may be produced in subaqueously

deposited bombs, this comparison alIows, but does not prove

piIlow fragi'mentation. Textural features which are not

apparently compatible with a pillow frag:nentation model for

these fragnents are 1-) the relatively high proportion of large

breccia fragrnents that have few groundmass microlites and

appear to have been glassy (Table 6), and 2) the wide range

in phenocryst abundance within single breccia beds. Although

slumping of flov¡ sequences could have produced the observed

wide range in phenocryst abundance, mechanisms for producing

such repeated slumps are unknown. On the other hand, slumping

of single flows would produce deposits with a restricted
phenocryst destribution comparable to that observed in

intercalated pillowed flows.

About 2OZ of the large. fragrments have very fine-grained

groundmass textures with only a few microlites (Table 6).

These largely vitric fragments appear to have a lower

crystallinity than the outermost. thin chilled rim of pillows

in intercalated flows. The proportion of groundmass microlites

is an indication of the cooling history. For example, Ross

(L986) concluded that fragrments with relatively abundant

microlites possibly forrned during the fragmentation of partly

solidified magma whereas those with few microlites formed by

the disruption of relatively fluid lava. Pillows are normally

produced by slowly advancing lava, and, in many flows, this
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corresponds to more distal zones where cooling and gas loss

may be more advanced than closer to the vent (Dirnroth et aI.,

l-978). Many pillows are also tubes through which magilna moved

to feed the actively advancing flow fronts. Consequently, the

degree of crystallinity in pillow interiors is relatively high

(Dimroth et aI. , L978; Hargreaves and Ayres, L979). In this

study, the relatively high abundance of large fragrments with

few groundmass microlites indicates that a significant
proportion of the fragments cooled rapidly and are thus not

disrupted pillows. By analogy to Rosst (L986) study, the

largely vitric fragrments were apparently produced by

disruption of hotter, 
, 
more fluid magrma such as would exist

closer to the vent. They may thus represent broken bombs.

on the basis of amygdule distribution, five fragment

types'were identified in the breccia and tuff-breccia in this

study (Fig. 37, . These are: 1) 75e" unzoned arnygdaloidal

fragments, 2, Lo? fragments in which there is a progressive

change in amygdule size across the fragrments, 3) 5Z layer

zoned amygdaloidal fragrments, 41 52 fragments with radial or

pipe amygdules, and 5) 53 poorly amygdaloidal fragrments. Most

modern and ancient pillows have vesicles or amygdule

abundances ranging from less than 10å to about Soso¡ with the

vesicles or amygdules mostly concentrated in the periphery of

pillows, particularly the top; pipe vesicles may also occur

in the chilled crust (Dinroth et aI. I L978; I{eIIs et a1.,

L979). Jones (L969) also concluded that concentric zonation

of vesicles is conmon in pillows erupted at water depths less
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than 45O m. In this study, most of the pillows intercalated

with the bedded fragmental rocks have large cores which are

sparsety amygdaloidal; amygdules are concentrated in the

pillow periphery where they range in abundancê from 5 to 352

with a mean of 2IZ. The dominance of broken, angular to

subangular fragments with uniform amygdule distribution

suggest that most of the pre-fragrmentation bodies did not have

Iarge, sparsely arnygdaloidal cores as the pillows or a marked

zonation either in amygdule abundance or size. on the other

hand, the occurrence of concentrically zoned amygdule

distribution and radial amygdules in 10å of the fragrments

suggests that a small proportion of the fragments could have

been derived from pillows.

The large angular to subangular fragments have a higher

amygdule abundance than intercalated pillowed lava flows.

Arnygdule abundance in lava flows depends on several factors

such as composition (Moore, L970a) t temperature, and pressure

as defined by water depth; abundance of gas species and

solubility of these species in the melt; and the degree of

crystallinity after cooling (Macpherson, 1984) . In modern

basalt flows, there is a systematic increase Ín vesÍcle

abundance with decreasing water depth (Moore, L965, LgTOb-ì

Jones , L969; schilling et aI. , l-983) . In this study,

differences in volatile contents and solubilities as a

function of composition are minimized because, based on

petrographic and avail-able geochernical data, (Bailes and Syme,

in press), the lava flows and fragments broadly have the sarne
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composition, and hence probably had broadly sirnilar initial

volatile contents. The volatile contents of Proterozoíc magmas

is unknown, but, since the basalts in the Fl-in Flon area are

mainly tholeiitic (Stauffer et al. , L975; Bailes and Syme, in
press), the vesicle data for modern tholeiitic fl-ows obtained

by Moore (l-970b) may give an approximation of water depth for

the mafic units of the Bear Lake block. The marked differences

in arnygdule abundances between fragTments and intercalated
pillowed flows (Figs. 42, 45) therefore, are most likely due

to differences in pressure or eruptive water depth. This

comparison indicates that the large breccia fragments ltere

formed at water , depths of l-OO to 2OO m lrrhereas the

intercalated pillowed lava flows were formed at water depths

greater than 5oo m. The difference in amygdule contents are

even'more pronounced than indicated. on Figures 4L and. 44,

because the pillow data represent only the upper, more

vesicular parts of pillows, !'rhereas the fragrment data are a

more representative sample of total amygdule abundance.

There is a wide range in phenocryst abundance among

fragrments within single tuff-breccia and breccia beds although

the differences from bed to bed are greater than the

differences within a bed. This contrasts with the restricted

range of phenocryst abundance in single pillowed lava flows

(Fig. 491 . This suggests that the pre-fragmentation bodies

from which the large fragrments in a single bed were produced

differed somewhat in phenocryst abundances, and that the

present phenocryst abundances of fragments within a single bed
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are the result of nixing of fragTments derived from bodies

produced by magirnas of varying crystal contents. The frag:nents

are, therefore, likely to be derived from broken bombs rather

than pillows which would have restricted phenocryst abundances

as shown by the pillowed flows intercalated with tuff-breccia
and breccia beds.

A large proportion of the angular to subangular fragTments

have 1) fewer groundmass microlites than pillows in

intercalated flows, 2) curved partial chilled rims, and 3) a

moderately high abundance of uniformly distributed and uniform

size amygdules. These features suggest that the original pre-

fragrmentation bodies $rere spherical or ovoid bodies with

evenly distribut,ed amygdules. Since amygdules are generally

not evenly distributed in pillows, the most likely type of

pre-fragmentation body is bombs. During downslope

transportation of the bombs, breakage could have occurred

producing the angular to subangular fragments with partial

chilled rims. However, the occurrence of a small proportion

of large fragrments with zoned and radial amygdules suggests

that a sma1l proportion of these fragrments could have been

derived by breakage of pillows. Thus, the author prefers a

dual source for the origin of the pre-fragrrnentation bodies.

ii) Regular Polygonal Fragrments with Light-Coloured Rims.

In several closely spaced breccia beds in the upper part

of section B, there are unusual polygonal particles, 5 to 10

cm in diameter, that are surrounded by a light-coloured rim.
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These particles form 20 to 80å of the fragment population

Iarger than 5 cm and coexist with more normal broken

fragments, some of which have partial chilled rims. These

rimmed polygonal fragments have a much lower vesicularity than

the coexisting particles.

The microphenocryst and microlite abundances of the rirns

are essentially similar to that of the interior of the

fragrments. On the other hand, the fragment rims have fewer

and smaller amygdules than the interior, and they lack

segregation vesicles which are found in the interior; the rims

are thickest on the shorter edges of the fragTments. The

polygonal shape of the particles sugg:est that they r{ere broken

from a solid or partly solid mass within which joints could

develop, possibly as a result of thermal stress. The fragrment

shapes and the continuity and sericitic nature of the rim

suggest that the rim is not a primary chilled margin. Instead

it appears to be an alteration rind whose development may have

been controlled by the hot nature of the fragrment. This hot

nature is supported by inward change in arnygdule abundance and

size, and by the restriction of the rims to the polygonal

fragTments; angular to subangular fragiments in these beds lack

obvious rims.

The exact nature of the pre-fragrmentation bodies is

unknown although some conclusions can be drawn. L) The bodies

must have been hot when fragrmentation took place, in contrast,

to the generally cold fragrmentation that produced the more

ubiquitous angular to subangular fragrments. 2) Fragrmentation
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must have occurred when the lava v¡as still partly tiquid
because of the inward changTes in amygdules within fragments.

Such fragrmentation is unusual but may be the result of rapid

applícation of thermal stress (cf. Walker, L969) | possibly

during entry of pre-fragmentation bodies into water. 3)

Fragmentation must have occurred imrnediatety prior to, or

during downslope movement because the thermal rim is uniformÌy

developed on all fragTments. The uniform rim development

further suggests that the fragrments remained hot for an

extended tine; such retained heat is most likely within debris

flow or block-and-ash flow deposits. 4) The processes that
produced these fragments !.¡ere restricted in space and time,

but when they were operative, they were major processes and

produced a relatively large' volume of particles. It is
tentatively concluded that these beds could have been block-

and-ash flows produced when larger lava bodies vtere fragrmented

due to contact with water.

Matrix Particles.

General Considerations.

Although the fragrnental sequence lvas subaqueously

deposited, and the Ìarger particles $rere apparent,ly broken

from subagueously cooled, shallow water bombs, the ash

component, may have been generated either subagueously or

subaerially, or could comprise both subaerial and subaqueously

generated components. Possible mechanisms for the formation

of basaltic volcanic ash are 1-) magrmatic explosions result,ing

c)

i)
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from explosive rdlease of magrmatic gases; 2) bulk interacti-on,

stearn explosions generated by explosive expansion of steam

following enclosure of water in magirna , ot entrapment of water

close to magma; 3) contact surface steam explosions which are

produced by explosive expansion and collapse of steam formed

at magma-!,rater contact surfaces; and 4) cooling-contraction

granulation v¡hich is a result of contraction due to thermal

shock (Kokelaar, L9A6; also see Fleet and McKelvey, L978ì

Batiza et aI. , L984; Heiken and !,iohletz, l-985). Since the

large particles hrere produced by post-eruption breakage, this

is another possible mechanism for the generation of some of

the matrix particles.

Recognition of these processes in ancient volcanic

environments is based on comparing the morphologies of ash

particles, in individual beds and the total deposit, with

those frorn Recent environments and/or experirnentally produced

products (I{ohletz, 1983). The main limit,ing factor of such

comparisons is the generally poor preservation of critical,

delicate morphologic and textural features of ash particles

in ancient deposits. An additional tiniting factor in the

present study is the downslope movement and consequent

reworking of the ash particles in rnost, if not aII beds.

However, some matrix particles in this study are still

recognizable (Table 8), and characteristics of these particles

are useful in assessing mechanisms of fragrnentat,ion,

especially in distinguishing explosive from non-explosive

processes.
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Information about fragmentation processes can be deduced

from the six rnain types of matri-x particles. The bulk rnatrix

composition is: r-) 4oZ weakly rnicrolitic non-vesicular

particles, 2) 20å weakly microlitic vesicular particles, 3)

5? hypohyaline to holocrystattine basaltic particles, 4) l-5?

feldspathic vesicular particles, 5) 5? pyrogenic free crystals

and 6) 22 glass-coated crystals. The remaining L3Z is

unresolvable particles, most likely altered vitric ash; this

component is not useful in deducing fragmentation mechanisms.

The marked differences among the particles in terms of

vesicularity and crystallinity suggest that the particles were

produced by several different processes. Furthermore, the wide

variation in relative abundancës of the five particles types

from bed to bed and lithology to lithology (Table 2) indicate

that ,the relative irnportance of these processes varied with

time.

ii) I'IeakIy Microlitic Non-vesicular Part,ic1es.

!,Ieakly microlitic matrix particles range in sj-ze from o.5

to 5 mm r¡ith an average of 2 mm. Their major characteristics

are 1) blocky shape with straight to moderately curved,

concave-convex bounding faces, 21 L to 52 recognizable

plagioclase and 1 to 2Z clinopyroxene microlites and

phenocrysts r'rithin chloritized and/or epidotized material that

is most likely altered basaltic alass, and 3) a vesicularity

of 0 to 52. These particles are a problem because of their

large volume, and low vesicularity relative to the large,
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coexisting, angular to subangular fragrments. There are also

textural differences with the matrix particles containing

fewer microlites and more abundant epidote alteration than the

bul-k of the large fragrnents; they are, however, texturally
similar to the chilled rims of the large fragTments but have

fewer amygdules. Therefore, these partícles are not simply

randomly broken pieces of the larger fragments. The most

tikely fragTmentation mechanisms for the formation of these

particles are 1) cooling contraction granulation due to

thermal shock, and/or 2) contact surface steam explosíons

(Kokelaar, l-986) .

Interpillow hyaloclastite formed by cooling contraction

granulation is characteriàed by granules of poorly vesiculated

devitrified basalt,ic glass, usually with convex-concave

bounding faces (Dinroth et, aI. , L978). The pillowed lava flows

intercalated with the bedded fragrmental rocks in this study

contain minor interpillow material or cracked epidotized zone

(Table 9), that is texturally similar to both the material

described by Di¡nroth et al. (L978) and the weakly microlitíc

non-vesicular part,icles. Hor,rever, simple quenching of pillows

and/or bombs would probably not have produced the observed

volume of particles although surf activity could have (Ayres,

L98L). The low vesicularity of the matrix particles relative

to the chilled rims of the large fragments is an additional
problem with this model.

Equant blocky particles with curviplanar surfaces and a

paucity of vesicles can be produced also by contact surface
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steam explosions due to collapse of steam at magima-vtater

contact surfaces (Heiken and IrIohIetz, l-985; Kokelaar, l-986).

Such particles resemble the weakly microlitic, non-vesicular

particles in this study which rnay thus have been fonned by

contact surface steam explosions.

iii) Weakly Microlitic Vesicular Particles.
Weakly microlitic vesicular particles range in size from

0.5 to 5 mm. Vüith the exception of their higher amygdule

content, which ranges from L0 to 5OZ and an average of 3OZ,

they resemble the weakly microlitic non-vesicular fragrments

in shape, and degree of crystallinity (Table 8). Although

these matrix particles are comparable in vesicularity to the

large, coexisting, angular to subanguJ-ar fragments, they have

uniformly low crystallinity, and, as with the weakly

microlitic, non-vesicular particles, they cannot be randomly

broken pieces of the large fragrments. Possible mechanisms that

could have produced these particles are f.) contact surface

steam explosions due to collapse of steam at magrma-water

contact surfaces , and./or 2) magmatic explosions resulting from

explosive release of magmatic gases. The similarity in shape

and crystallinity of the non-vesicular and vesicular, weakly

microlitic particles suggest that these particles could also

have been produced by contact steam ex¡llosions. In this case,

the magma being fragrmented would have had a variable gas

bubble content. Alternatively, the vesicular nature of these

particles suggests that the magmatic gases may have played a
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role in their formation. Vesiculation due to the expansion of

magrmatic gases can generate basaltic particles in submarine

eruptions (McBirDêy, l-963). Particles formed by this mechanism

are vesicular (Heiken and WohIeEz, l-985) and could have a low

microlite content. The vesicularity is probably a function of

water depth at which explosion occurred. Since the

vesicularity of these matrix particles is generally sÍmilar

to that of the largre fragrnents, they may have formed at the

same water depth. Furthermore, the processes that produced the

matrix particles may have been similar to that which produced

the bodies from which the large angular to subangular

fragrments were broken

iv) Hypohyaline to Holocrystal-Iine Basaltic Fragrrnents.

'Hypohyaline to holocrystalline, commonly porphyr:itic,

basalt,ic matrix particles range in size from 0.5 to 5 nm.

Although most of these particles are deformed, blocky

undeformed, primary shapes are still recognizable in some

samples (Figs. 29, 31). Àbout 9oZ of these particles have

about 2oZ Eo 3o? microlites surrounded by chloritized basaltic
glass. The remaining 10U have a higher crystallinity with

interlocking ¡nicrolites. Vesicularity ranges from o to 20? and

averages L03.

In terms of vesicularity and texture, hypohyaline to

holocrystalline particles are similar to a zone inside the

partial chilled rims of the large angular to subangular

fragTments in tuff-breccia and breccia. In terms of size and
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shape, they resemble the weakly microlitic particles, but

their vesicularity is intermediate between that of the

vesícular and non-vesicular, weakly microlitic particLes and

their microlite content is higher. The blocky shapes,

variable, but generally low crystallinity, and moderately low

vesicularity of these fragTments suggest that they may be

pieces spalled off pillow or bomb margins by either non-

explosive thermal shock inmediatety following entry into water

or during breakage at the tirne of subseguent downslope

movement. Alternatively, the particles could have been

produced by explosions as deduced for some of the other

particle types. Magmatic explosions are unlikely because of

the generally low amygdule content of these particles, but

bulk interaction or contact surface steam explosions are

possible mechanisms. Distinguishing products of the various

types of steam explosions such as contact surface and bulk

interaction steam explosions is difficult (Kokelaar, 1986);

hovrever, the higher crystallinity of these particles relative

to other matrix particles suggests that bulk interaction steam

explosion is the most likely process.

Hlpohyaline to holocrystalline particles with higher

microlite contents resemble the interior parts of large

fragments in tuff-breccia and breccia. This indicates that

they cooled relatively slowly and may have been derived by

the breaking of bombs during downslope movement.
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v) Feldspathic Vesicular Particles.

Feldspathic vesicular particles contain less than 2Z

microlites and apparently represent attered vitric basaltic

fragirnents. They range in size from 0. L to l- mm and are blocky

with edges commonly showíng broken vesicles (Table 8). The

vesicularity of these particles is relatively high and ranges

from 25 to 7OZ with a mean of 452 (Table 8). They are most

abundant in the matrix of lava lobe units, tuff-breccia beds

with ptastically deformed particles, and thick- to medium-

bedded IapiIli-tuffs. The particles are composed of potassic

feldspar with guartz amygdules. The important features to be

considered in deciphering the conditions of fornation of this

particle type are L) the low microlite content, 2) the high

vesicularity, 3) the blocky shape, 4) the small size, and 5)

the alteration.

Except for their feldspathic composition, which appears

to be the resutt of zeolitization of original basaltic glass'

these vesicular particles broadly resemble the weakly

microlitic vesicular particles. The broad sinilarities of

these two types of particles suggest, generally similar

explosive mechanisms of formation, although the differences

between the particles may indicate that the physical

conditions controlling the explosions ltere different. Ho!'rever,

in detail, they differ from the weakty rnicrolitic particles

in several respects: 1) they are concentrated in specific

Iithologic units that make up a small proportion of the

stratigraphic seguence; 2) they have fewer nicrolitesi 3) they
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are generally smaller in size; and 4) they are somewhat more

vesicular although the sizes and shapes of vesicles are

generally similar.

The spatial association between this type of particle and

the lava lobe units, tuff-breccia beds with plastically

deformed particles, and thick- to medium-bedded lapilli-tuffs

may indicat.e that formation of these particles is related to
processes responsible for emplacement of these beds.

The low microlite content suggests relatively rapid

chilling of high temperature lava (Heiken and WohIeEz, L985;

Ross, l-986). The high vesicularity suggests that magmatic

gases may have been important in the fragimentation and that

these particles may have been produced in a lower pressure,

possibly shallov¡er water regime than the other vesicular
particles. In subaerial eruptions, shapes of particles

produced by magrrnatic explosions are vesicle controlled

(Sparks I L978; Fisher and Schmincke, l-984), and Sparks (1978)

has argued that purely magrrnatic explosions require a high

bubble content. In subaqueous environmentsr 9âs bubble

contents are generally lower due to the pressure of the water

column, and, by analogry with Sparkrs model, purely magmatic

explosions would be less likety. Thus the moderate

vesicularity and blocky shapes of the feldspathic particles

in this study may reflect fragrmentation by shallow water

phreatomagmatic explosive activity. Kokelaar (1986) has

suggested a mechanism whereby subagueous, vesiculating maçfma

interacts with a mixture of earlier formed clastic material
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and vrater to generate contact surface steam explosions. In

this situation, Kokelaar (1-986) concluded that increasing

explosivity is reflected in increasing vesicularity of the

particles. Thus, in this model, both magmatic gases and the

phreatic component are important in generating particles. The

blocky, vesicular feldspathic particles may have been prod.uced

by such a rnechanism. The small size of the particles may

reflect a greater degree of fragmentation related to the

higher gas bubble content of the magma. The high vesicularity

could also have resulted in more breakage during downslope

transport. The alteration of this particle could be due to a

number of factors: 1-) formation of a different type of glass

such as sideromelane versus tachylite, 2') hydrothermal

processes prior to downslope movement, and 3) burial

alteration prior to slumping.

vi) Free Crystals.

Plagioclase and pyroxene crystals ranging in síze from

O.2 to 2 nÌm occur as unbroken free crystals; broken free

crystals; and conplete or partial glass-coated crystals.

Two possible mechanisms that could have incorporated

crystals in the matrix of the bedded fragmental sequences in
this study are 1) pieces broken out of particles of pillows

or bombs when the large angiular to subangular fragment,s

formed, and 2) pyrogenic crystals liberated from the magma by

various types of explosive eruptions. The low abundance of

free crystals relative to phenocrysts in large fragirnents in
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a given breccia or tuff-breccia bed suggests that either 1)

crystals were liberated from the large fragments, or 2) the

magrma that explosively produced the matrix had a lower crystal
content than the magima that produced the large fragirnents. The

occurrence of glass-coated crystals (Fisher and Schmincke,

L984) supports a pyrogenic origin for most of the crystats in
the matrix.

vii) Sumrnary of Fragrmentation Models.

In the preceding sections, fragTmentation models $rere

developed for each particle type, Iargely independent of the

abundance of each particle type and its relationship to other

particle types in the various fragmental lithologies. In this
sect,ion, these partiat fragrmentation models wiII be integrated

into a large-scale model for each of the fragrmental

lithologies. The evolution of the entire fragmentation

succession wiII be dealt with in a later chapter.

All particles, both large and small, sho!'r evidence of

subaqueous eruption and fragmentation. The evidence supporting

this conclusion includes L) the partial or complete chilled

rims on large angular to subangular fragrments, Iava lobes, and

plastically deformed particles, 2') the blocky shapes of the

matrix particles, including those that have moderately high

vesicle contents, 3) the alteration of the fetdspathic
particles, 4, the low crystallinity of most of the matrix
particles, and 5) the low vesicularity of many of the matrix
particles. In this subaqueous environment, there vras
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apparently a varied degree of interaction between magimatic,

and quenching processes, upon which hras superimposed l-ater

breakage and downslope movement. This, ín turn, resulted in

production of differing lithologic units characterized by

different partícle types. The high vesicularity of the large

angular fragTments and some of the matrix particles suggests

that the water depth at the site of eruption was less than 2OO

m (Moore, l-970b).

Matrix- and clast-supported tuff-breccias and breccias

contain large angular to subangular fragments surrounded by

a wide range of tuffaceous matrix. In order of decreasing

abundance, the matrix is composed of: f-) weakly microlitic

non-vesicular particles, 2) weakly microlitic vesicular

particles, 3) hypohyaline to holocrystalline particles, 4)

free and glass coated crystals, and 5) feldspathic vesicular

particles.

The characteristics of the dominant, Iarge, moderately

vesicular, angular to subangrular fragments suggest that the

pre-fragmentation bodies were mostly bombs produced by shallow

water mag"matic ex¡rlosive activity. The blocky, vteakly

microlitic vesicular particles and the hlpohyaline to

holocrystalline fragrrnents !.¡hich are comparable in vesicularity

to the large angular to subangular fragi'ments suggests that

they vrere fór¡ned at the same shallor'r water environments as the

angular to subangular fragrments. This explosive activity could

also have prod.uced the free and glass-coated pyrogenic

cryst,als. The weakly nicrolitic non-vesicular particleF on the
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other hand have features which indicate that they were formed.

by contact steam explosions possibly accornpanied by thermal

granulation. These processes, in addition to magmatic gaseous

explosions suggested earlier, could have produced the bulk of

the matrix particles. The bombs and ash may have accumulated

in a shallow water cinder cone. Slurnping and $/ave activity

transported this material down into deeper water and this

resulted in further breakage of the material. Locally,

material formed by slumping of pillows could have contributed

to this material as indicated by a small proportion of angular

to subangular fragrments with radial vesicles, zoned amygdules

dístributions, and. segregation vesicles.

Matrix- and clast-supported tuff-breccias and breccias

differ in their matrix content. This may be due to: L) changes

in the nature of the eruption which could have affected the

rate of matrix production, and/or 2) sorting during downslope

transport. Features which support changing eruptions are: 1)

the somewhat restricted distribution of clast-supported

breccias which are mainly in the north part, of the seç[uence,

and 2) the occurrence of successive beds of matrix-supported

tuff-breccias. However, the general similarity of clast t1pes,

the random interbedding of clast- and matrix-supported tuff-

breccias and breccias, and the gradational character of clast

and matrix distributions of matrix- and clast-supported tuff-

breccias and breccias suggest that the differences bet!'¡een

the two lithotogies were like1y produced by sorting during

transportation, or both factors could have been effective.
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The rnatrix of the spatially associated lava lobe units,

tuff-breccias with plastically deformed particles, and thick-

to mediurn-bedded lapilti-tuffs differs from that in the more

abundant thickly-bedded tuff-breccias and breccias in the

following characteristics: r-) it is more abundant, and 2) it

has a greater proportion of feldspathic vesicular particles.

These differences suggest a change in eruptive processes from

dominantly shallow water magmatic explosions to a combination

of magmatic and steam explosions also accompanied by thermal

granulation. The preferred emplacement mechanism of the tuff-

breccias with plastically deformed particles discussed in the

previous section, is that of a block-and-ash flow. On the

other hand, the clast and matrix characteristics particularly,

the occurrence, of abundant matrix, and the high proportion of

feldspathic vesicular particles supports the theory that these

deposits are more related to eruptive processes. The preferred

model considers the following features of these deposits: 1-)

the occurrence of particles produced in shallow and relatively

deep subagueous environments, 2) the occurrence of feldspathic

vesicular fragrments, 3) the occurrence of a high matrix

abundance, and 4l the stratigraphically restricted

distribution. The proposed model which would fit these

constraints is an explosive vent eruption on the shallow flank

of a subagueous volcano which would generat,e block-and-ash

flows as well as debris flows from existing cinder cone

material. The block-and-ash flows and debris flows would

incorporate newly formed and preexisting material from the
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flank of the volcano. At relatively deep water IeveIs, it is
possible that these flows may have incorporated material from

erupting lavas thus forming the lava lobe units. Such a flank

vent eruption would result in deposits with mixed

characteristics as observed in the three spatially associated

Iithologic units.

Thin- to medium-bedded tuffs have up to 95å ash particles

with about 672 non-vesicular and 332 vesicular blocky

particles. The particles are generally similar to the matrix

of the normal tuff-breccia and breccia beds. This suggests

that they were formed by similar fragrmentat,ion mechanisms

which are shal-Iow water magrmatic and steam explosions

accompanied by thermal granulation. The stratigraphically

restricted position of these units in the upper part of the

succession possibly reflects an evolutionary sequence of a

volcano which would lead to waning of activity towards the

end result,ing in d.ecreasing amount of downslope transport,.

d) Middle Bedded Fragrmental Seguence.

Except for the absence of lava lobes and plastically

deformed particles, particles in the bedded fragmental units
of formation 5 are generally similar to those in the bulk of

the Main Bedded Mafic Fragrmental Sequence of formation 4.

There appears to be a low abundance of vesicular matrix

particles except near the top of the south member where

feldspathic vesicular particles are conmon, although the

actual proport,ions of different matrix particle tlpes is
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difficult to ascertain because of the high abundance of very

fine-grained material within which individual particles cannot

be resolved. These sinilarities suggest that the fragimentation

mechanisms tüere a combination of magirnatic explosions

accompanied by contact steam explosions and localIy
phreatomagrrnatic explos ions .

e) Upper Bedded Fragrmental Seguence.

The Upper Bedded Mafic FragTmental Seguence is essentially

similar to the Main Bedded Mafic Fragmental Sequence in the

occurrence of large angular to subangular fragments, weakly

microlitic vesicular part.icles, weakly microlitic non-

vesicular particles, and feldspathic vesicular matrix

particles. It is different because of the apparent lack of

lava lobe units, and tuff-breccias with plastically deformed

particles but this may be due to poor exposure. The

similarities suggest that the fragmentation mechanisms of the

particles were essentially sirnilar to those of the Main Bedded

Mafic Fragrmental Seguence and included magmatic gaseous

explosions accompanied by contact steam explosions and IocaIIy
phreatomagmatic explosions.

I¡ava Flows.

l-) Changes in Environment of Eruption.

Lava flows of the Bear Lake mafic volcanic succession

show an increase in amygdule abundance with stratigraphic
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height (Fig. l-04). The lower part of the succession, in

formations l- to 3 | have maximum amygdule abundances ranging

from 0 to 252 whereas the upper part, in formations 4 to 6,

have a range of l-0 to 7OZ.

In modern basalt flows, vesicle abundance is a function

of water depth (Jones, L969; Moore I L965, l-970b) and magma

composition (Moore, 1-970a) . The magrma composition of the Bear

Lake volcanic rocks is tholeiitic and does not appear to vary

greatly in the section examined (Baites and Syme, in press);

therefore, the change in amygdule abundance with stratigraphic

height observed in this study (Fig. l-04) is most likely due

to changes in eruption water depths. Using Moorers (l-970b)

curves for tholeiitic basalts, the lower part of the Bear Lake

succession formed at water depths of about 1 km, whereas the

upper part for¡ned in less than 5OO m of water. Moorers (1970b)

curves are not precise at water depths of less than 5OO m, and

the amygdule abundance of fragrments in this study are

generally higher than those obtained by Moore (1970b).

Therefore, fragments in the bedded fragrrnental rocks in this

study formed at shallorter t¡ater depths, probably between 100

to 200 m. The most highly amygdaloidal flows, which occur in

formation 5, may have been erupted near sea level, or possibly

even in localized subaerial conditÍons.

In addition to increased vesicularity, the shallow water

units differ from the deeper water units in several aspects.

These include: 1) a high proportion of bedded fragmental

rocks, 2) occurrence of lobe-like pillows, and 3) a higher
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proportion of massive flot¡s with flow-top breccias.

2) Genesis of the Lobe-like Pillows.

Lobe-Iike pillows form several units intercalated with

massive flows of formation 5. Their genesis is uncertain,

although broad similarities of this unit with lava lobe units

intercalated with bedded fragrmental rocks of formation 4

(Chapter 4), suggest that they may have formed by broadly

s j-milar mechanisms, possibJ-y as subagueous block-and-ash f lows

which incorporated erupting lava material at relatively deep

water levels. The similarities include: 1) Iobe-like forms

with complete chilled rims; 2) lapilli-tuff matrix with both

weakly microlitic and microlitic, variably vesicular, basaltic

fragirnents, and 3) generally poorly sorted matrix. However, in

spite of these general sinilarities, there are significant

differences which suggest a different genesis. The major

differences are: L) lack of contortion of lobes; 2) slightty

Iarger size of the lobest 3) apparently higher amygdule

content of the lobes some of which have amygdule content,s

comparable to that, of intercalated massive and pillowed flows;

4l a smaller proportion of vesicular particles in the matrix;

5) a rnuch smaller proportion of altered, feldspathic particl-es

in the matrix; 6) apparently fewer pyrogenic crystals in the

rnatrix; 7) occurrence in several successive bedst and 8) rare

irnbrication of lobe-like pillows. These differences,

particularly the large sj-ze of the lobes suggest that the

units containing lobe-like pillows formed more or less in situ
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rather than being transported units as the lobe-Iike units in

formation 4.

The two major components of the lobe-like pillowed flows

are the lenticular and subrounded, vesicular and non-

vesicular, Iobe-Iike pillows that have complete chilled rims

and must have cooled subagueously, and the matrix particles,

which are dominantly blocky, non-vesicular and weakly

microlitic, and were probably produced by thermal quenching

rather than explosive eruption. Furthermore, their

stratigraphic position, vesicularity, and spatial association

with highly vesicular massive flows containing large amygdules

suggest that the lobe-tike pillowed units formed in an

extremely shallow water environment and may even represent a

transitional volcanic facies to a subaerial environment.

'The features of the lobe-Iike pillows in formation 5 most

closely resemble flow-foot breccias formed in a surf zone

environment (Moore et aI. , L973; Ayres, L977b, 1-981 | L982ì

Ferreira, L98Oi Jones and Nelson, L97Ol. The total thickness

of the lobe-tike pitlowed units, which is about 50 mi its

crude bedding defined by variable matrix contentsi bed

contacts parallel to boundaries of the zonei and the rare

occurrence of imbricate structures are major structural

features of this unit which resemble those of ancient surf

zorre volcanic environments identified elsewhere (Ayres, 1981-).

Unlike modern surf-zone environments, where units have a

moderately high dip reflecting the upper slope of the volcano

(Moore et al. I L973,, units in this deposit and those
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described by Ayres (l-981-) from Amisk Lake, 25 km to the west

of the study area, are concordant. This presumably reflects

the relationship between the the volcano and the section

represented by the study area. As discussed elsewhere, the

considerable downslope movement indicated by the fragmental

units of formation 4 suggests that the study area is a section

through the flank of the volcano. fn such a section, where

flow directions would be at a high angle to the section, the

steep downslope dips characteristic of a surf zone would not

be visible (Ayres, l-981-). The highly vesicular massive flows

intercalated with the lobe-like pillowed units (Fig. 97 ) nay

represent a period of possible subaerial emerçtence of the

volcano. The pillowed raft that occurs at the top of one of

the intercalated massive flor'¡s rnay be the result of slumping

of lava flows. This is most likely to occur in this

environment because of instability induced by accumulated

fragrmental material in the surf zone.

3) Variat,ions in Flow Morphology.

The common tlpes of lava flow morphologies in the study

area are massive and pillowed flows. Massive flows are

dominant in the central part of formation 2 although they also

occur as minor constituents of formations L, 4, and 5. The

massive flows probably represent more extensive and/or fluid

Iava flows than the pillowed flows (Dinroth et aI., l-985;

Hargreaves and Ayres, L979r. This suggests that the

predominance of massive flows in the center of formation 2 and
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the lateral decrease both to the north and south indicate that

the niddJ-e part of the Bear Lake succession may represent a

zone of more rapid eruption and/or fluid l-ava than the north

and south. This, in turn, could reflect a period of more rapid

volcano construction, and/or possibly a more proximal vent

(Hargreaves and Ayres, LgTg'). There is a spatiat correlation

between the massive flows of formation 2 and both the maximum

thickness of formation 4 and of bedded fragmental rocks within

that formation. It was earlier suggested that the central part

of formation 4 $tas closer to the axis of dispersal of

fragmental rocks from higher up the volcano slope than the

northern and southern ends of the formation. It rnight thus be

more proximal.

Some of the pillowed flows have associated flow-top or

flow-'front breccias. Although the general fragmentation

characteristics are knoÌ'm, interpretation of mechanisms of

formation is limited by lack of complete exposures.

Three main tlpes of breccias associated with pillowed

flows h¡ere recognized (Chapter 6). The first type, which

occurs at only one locality in the north part of formation 2,

is characterized by irregular, plastically deformed particles

and a wide size range of smaller angular basaltic fragTments

some of which form the matrix; at least one of the angular

fragrments ¡¡as broken from a piltow. There are two possible

mechanisms which could have produced this breccia: 1) a

combination of processes such as lava fountaining and

slumping, and 2) slumping of a lava flow that was still partty
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molten. Lava fountaining is untikely because of the single

Iocalized occurrence of the breccia. The mixture of irregular,

ptastically deformed particles and broken particles could have

been produced by syneruption slumping of a pillowed lava flow.

During slumping, cooled pillows in the lower part of the flow,

which were still partly liquid, ilay have been deformed into

the irregular shapes. The author considers this to be the most

tikely mechanism of formation.

The second type of breccia occurs in a single exposure

in the south part of formation 5 and has angular fragments but

very little matrix; it rüas traced laterally into an

unbrecciated pillowed flow. Although there is only lirnited

exposure, this type sf breccia appears to represent a lava

flow front (Dinroth et aI., l-985).

'The third type of breccia, which is characterized by

defor¡ned, angular, monolithic basaltic fragments in a

moderately abundant ash-size chtoritized matrix, is much nore

abundant and occurs throughout formation 2 as thin units

intercalated with píIlowed unitsi contacts between pillowed

units and breccía are poorly exposed but appear to be

relatively sharp. The sharp contact between breccia and

underlying píllowed flow may mean that these breccias are

unrelated to the underlying flow. However, there is a problem

in interpreting these breccias because of their Iinited

exposure in the south part of formation L, and a moderately

high degree of deformation.

Flow-top breccias are more conmon ín massive flows than
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in pillowed flows and two types can be defined: the more

common type has a combination of irregular plastically

deformed and angular broken particles surrounded by abundant

hyaloclastite matrix whereas the less cotnmon type has angular

particles v¡ith very Iittle matrix. The fJ-ow-top breccia

containing irregular, plastically deformed particles is

lateralty extensive. The upward change from massive to

brecciated zone is irregular, and relatively abrupt. These

features possibly indicate a combination of factors during the

formation of this flow-top breccia. The breccias vtere

presumably formed during forward motion of the flow, probably

by frictional brecciation of the flow top enhanced by water

interaction which would induce more rapid cooling of particl-es

possibly accompanied by localized explosions. Frictional

brecciation is probably much more important than explosion in

the genesis of these breccias. The breccia was not formed in

the same way as tlpical aa or block breccias in subaerial

flows because there is no bottom breccia. Irlater interaction

on the high surface area of particles (quenching) may have

been a major cause of the high matrix content. Plastic

deformation indicates that particles hlere still hot enough to

deform unlike many particles in an aa flow which are not

deformed

The flow-top breccia with angular basalt,ic particles is

rare and poorly ex¡losed and only minimal data !'tere collected.

This timits the interpretation of its possible mechanisms of

formation. However, the different characteristics' of the
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fragrments, particularly the general lack of matrix and absence

of chilled rims, ilêy be due to the exclusion of water during

the formation of this type of breccia; this may have resulted

from rapid burial of one flow by a succeeding flow.

4) fnterpillow Material.

In many pillowed lava flows in this study the pillov¡s are

separated by variable thicknesses of interpillow fragmental

material (Table 1-2) which appears to be hyalocl-astite. There

are two possible explanations for this ubiquitous

hyaloclastite: 1-) unusually high production of hyaloclastíte

produced ín situ by spalling of pillow rims, anil/or 2)

production of hyaloclastite elsewhere and transportation

downslope to be mixed with the pillows. Petrologic

characteristics of the interpillow material in this study

resemble the textures of in situ hyaloclastites from the

Rouyn-Noranda area (Dirnroth , L977'). This is key evidence that

the interpillow material in this study area hras produced in

situ rather than being transported from another source. Three

factors could have influenced the high rate of hyatoclastite

production: f-) size of pillows, 2l temperature of extrusion,

and 3) water depth.

Moore (1-975) concluded that the amount of interpillow

hyaloclastite produced by mod.ern pitlows is inversely

proportional to the size of the pilIow. This has been observed

also by Dimroth et al., (L97A) in Archean pillowed flows of

the Abitibi greenstone belt. Although the physical basis of
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this observation is not being disputed here, the data from

this study show no relationship between pillow size and. the

thickness of interpillow material. In fact, some of the flows

containing megapillows have more interpillow hyaloclastite

than flows cornposed of normal-size pillows. This poses a

problem in interpreting the genesis of the interpillow

hyaloclastite ín this area.

A high temperature of extrusion may result in a higher

rate of hyaloclastite production because of the likeJ-y high

rate of quenching. Evidence from phenocryst contents show that

any temperature differences were small, thus this is an

unlikely cause of the high rate of hyaloclastite
production.

The relationship between hyaloclastite formation and

vrater depth is poorly understood although some authors suggest

that they are conmon products of deep marine environments

(Honnorez and Kirst, 1976). Since the water depth of the

volcano in this study changes from relatively deep water in

the lower part to shallow water conditions in the upper part,

the author favours this factor for the production of

ubiquitous interpillow hyaloclastite in the lower part of the

stratigraphic sequence.
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Chapter l-o

SYNTHESIS

Introduction.

The 3.3-kn thick, mafic succession in the Bear Lake block

records the constructional history of a mafic volcano, âs

represented by a subaqueous section through the volcano flank;

the apex of the volcano was probably an island. The volcano

comprised an early effusive stage which resulted in the

formation of thick sequences of pillowed and subordinate

massive lava flows, and a later stage in which effusive flow

eruptions were interrupted by two major and one minor

explosive events which are represented by the bedded

fragmental formations.

Environment of the Volcanic Eruptions.

Pillowed flows are the dorninant flow morphology, and with

the exception of a small part of the sequence in formation 5

which may represent a subaqueous to subaerial transition zone,

the ubiguitous pillowed flows indicate that the volcano

developed in a subagueous environment. Amygdule abundance and

the proportion o.f bedded fragrmental rocks relative to lava

flows increase from the lower to the upper part of the

succession. This suggests a shallowing water environment, from

about L km water depth in the lower part to 100 to 200 m in

the upper part, of the succession. The Bear lake mafic volcanic
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environment.

represents
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shoaling volcanic

Flow Morphology.

Lava flows are an important part of the Bear Lake mafic

volcanic sequence; their distribution, and morphologic

characteristics are important in deducing the evolutionary

history of the volcano. The important aspects of lava flows

is the dominance of pitlowed flows relative to massive flows

in formations 1-, 31 4 and 5, andofmassive flows in formation

2î the dominant component of formation 4 and possibly

formation 6 is fragmental rocks. This indicates that the

section through the volcano is relatively distal to the source

and/or that the lava flows v¡ere relatively less fluid than if
the succession was dominated by massive flows.

Bedded Fragrmental Rosks

Study of the bedded fragrmental rocks has provided

information about a number of important parameters of the

volcano history such as: 1) the nature or tlpe of eruptions

and their spatial and temporal variations, 2) the nature and

environment of formation of the fragrrnental rocks prior to
slurnping, 3) the mechanisms of fragmentation, transportation,

and deposition of the bedded fragimental rocks and their
bearing on theories of pillow breccia formation, and 4) the

significance of recurring explosive eruptions. Five

depositíona1 facies have been identified in the bedded
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fragrrnental seguence of formation 4 (Fiq. l-05) . In order of

decreasing abundance, these are: 1-) debris flows, 2) in situ
pillowed flows, 3) block-and-ash flows some of which

incorporated hot particles during flow, and 4') fine-grained

reworked turbidites.

1-) Nature of the Eruptions.

Textural characteristics of most of the angular to

subangular fragTments in the tuff-breccias and breccias, such

as f-) the generally low crystallínity, 2l the generally even

distribution of amygdules, and 3) amygdaloidal chilled rims

and interiors of fragments, in combination with 4') the high

proportion of lapilli-ash matrix, indicate that this material

hras derived frorn subagueous magrmatic and phreatomagmatic

explosive activity. In this environment, magrrnatic explosions

hrere probabty important in the fragmentation process as

indicated by the occurrence of highly vesicular ash and small

Iapi1li-size particles. However, the occurrence of blocky,

non-vesicular ash-size particles in the same deposits suggests

that other types of explosions were also involved. The

magimatic explosions probably aided maçfma-$tater interaction

because of the rapid increase in surface area of the nagma;

thís, in turn, resulted in phreatomagmatic explosions due to

contact, surface steam explosions which are produced by

explosive expansion and collapse of steam at magma-water

contact surfaces (Kokelaar, 1-986). Lava flows may have locally

contributed to this material as indicated by the occurrence
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a relatively high crystallinity and

segregation vesicles, and the local occurrence of fragrments

with zoned amygdule distribution and radial vesicles. These

processes broadly resembles modern shallow-water explosive

activity such as that of Surtsey (Kokelaar, l-983).

The spatially associated lava lobe units, breccias with

plastically deformed particles, and thin- to medium-bedded

lapilfi-tuffs differ from the more abundant, thickly bedded

tuff-breccías and breccias in containing l-) a higher abundance

of ash-size matrix, and 2) a higher abundance of vesicul-ar

ash-size particles. These differences signify differences in
the eruptive style, particularly in the nature of explosions;

there hras a greater degree of fragrmentation and some units

were stitl hot when emplaced, possibly as block-and-ash flows.

These'deposit,s, therefore, are much more directly related to
eruptive processes than the more conmon, very thickly-bedded

tuff-breccias and breccias. The lateral and vertical

stratigraphic restriction of these hot deposits to the

northern and central part of the lower-middle part of

formation 4 indicates spatial and temporal variations in the

processes.

The occurrence of intercalated pillowed lava flows shows

that, while one part of the volcano was producing fragi'mental

material, other parts !,¡ere producing effusive lava flows. The

significant differences in vesicularity and textures of
chilled rims and interiors of fragrments in tuff-breccia and

breccia relative to intercalated pillowed lava flows indicate
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that the effusive eruptions took place in relatively deeper

water than the site where fragrmental material was produced by

explosive eruptions. The local increase in amygdule abundance

of pillowed flows with stratigraphic height within the bedded

fragmental formation suggests that deposition of thick-bedded

tuff-breccia and breccia caused local shallowing of the

volcano fLank. This shallowing trend continued in formation

5, and that part of the volcano represented by the studied

section may have become emergent. Locally, some debris flows

appear to have .incorporated material from lava flov¡s erupted

at deeper levels to produce the lava lobe units. This suggests

that, although effusive and explosive eruptions occurred in

different environments, they were, ât least in part, coeval.

2') Nature of the Deposit Prior to Slumping.

The eruptions that produced the fragimental material

occurred in a shallow water.environment, ât a depth probably

between Loo and 2oo m. As noted previously, these eruptions

hrere largely explosive, and material produced by these

eruptions was subseguently transported downslope. The dominant

transporting agent r¡as a series of debris fl-ows, most of which

vrere generated during the eruption, although not necessarily

directly by the eruptions. Most of the explosively generated

material apparently init,ially accumulated near the vent and

then subseguently slunped.

The nature of this initial deposit is somewhat uncertain.

The present shape and form of the bedded fragmental rocks is
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a thick middle part with dominantly bedded fragmental rocks

and thinner flanks with fewer bedded fragrmental rocks. This

suggests that the source for the fragrmental material $¡as

relatively restricted such as subaqueous cinder cone deposits

and rras, therefore, unlikely to be a simple shoreline

phenomenon. The initial deposit may thus have been one or more

subaqueous cinder cones that r¡ere being continually nodified

by downslope movement. The difference in clast and matrix

characteristics and abundances among beds in the fragmental

deposit could reflect temporal variations in eruptive

intensity and consequently in the size of particles produced.

This in turn, could have resulted in an originally bedded

deposit with different size clasts in adjacent beds; material

in these beds hras mixed during the subsequent downslope

transport.

The rninimum volurne of fragmental material represented by

the transported, bedded, fragmental rocks of formation 4 is

difficult to determine because the shape of the original

deposit has been ¡nodified by downslope movement. Ho!Íever,

assuming that the deposit approximates a blanket deposit t¡ith

a thickness of 400 m (the present thickness of format,ion 4),

a minimum length of 11.2 kn (Fig. 3), and that it, is as wide

as it is long, the minimum volume of the bedded fragrmental

rocks of formation 4 is 4.5 x loq m3. This is comparable to

the volume of most basaltic cinder cones (Table 19), and

therefore support,s the idea that prior to slumping, this

material may have formed one or more shallow water cinder
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LOCATION

Jolume of TePhra in

with the Bear Lake

Lassen Natlonal Park, Californla, USA'

Paracutln, Mexico

Gorshov's, USSR

De Fiore, Italy

Mt Etna, Sicily

Mauna Kea, Hawail

Ducrot¡ Reunion

Bear Lake, Ftln Flon, Manltoba

Cinder Cones in ComParison

Main Bedded Breccia Formation

* Estimated from cone dlameter and height'

AUTHOR

Helken, 1978

Foshag and Gonzalez' '1956

:' .

Fedotov, I 976

Booth, I 975

McGetch{n e! al. , 1974

Porter' 1 972

Montaggioni et al. , 1972

This paper

VOLUME
(m")

7.0x'107

.l.6x108

I . 7x'108

2.7x106

1.0x106

9. 4x'l 06

0. 2x'l 0 6

o
4.5x10"

( Ave rage ) *

(,
(¡J\¡
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cones. In subaeríal cinder cones, such as those studied by

Wood (l-980), the cones vary in height with time because of

both collapse and removal of the summit during particularly

violent eruptions (McGetchin et aI. I L974). There is cont,inual

downslope movement as cones grot¡, but most of the material

does not move beyond the base of the cone as defined by the

angle of repose and the cone volume (McGetchin et aI., L974).

Although subaqueous cones are not well documented, their

construction and destruction probably differ markedly from

that of subaerial cones. This difference is partly due to

current and wave activity, a modifying factor that is absent

in subaerial cones, and partly to the transporting efficiency

of the subaqueous environment. As in subaerial cones,

downslope movement could be induced by f-) slope failure ês a

result of the cone angle exceeding the angle of reposeì 2,

slope failure atong planes of weakness such as ash-rich zones,

particularly during renewed volcanic activity; and 3)

reworking of deposits by current and hlave activity. However,

the material will move much farther downslope because of the

greater lubricating effect of water relative to air. A modern

analogue of the bedded mafic fragmental sequence may be

shallow water subaqueous volcanoes such as that of Surtla,

Iceland (Kokelaar and Durant, L983).

The Pillow Breccia Prob]-en.

The thick bedded breccias and tuff-breccias of the Bear

Lake nafic succession hrere termed pillow-fragrment breccia by
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Bailes and Syne (L979, l-980) because they resemble pitlow

breccias d.escribed elsewhere (Henderson, 1953; Carlisle,

l-963). Bailes and Syne (L979, l-980) proposed that the breccias

and tuff-breccias were produced by the slumping of pillowed.

flows. Pillow breakage produced the large angular to
subangular fragrments with partial chilled rims that
characteríze this unit. According to this interpretation, the

breccias and tuff-breccias are equívalent to broken pillow

breccia of Car1isle (l-963). Although pillow breakage may have

produced some of the large fragTments, the data obtained in
this study suggest that other fragmentation processes,

particularly explosive processes, were more important in the

formation of these fragrmental rocks. Key features that negate

sinple slumping of pillowed flows are: L) the large volume of
the deposit, 2) the stratigraphically restricted distribution
of the breccias and tuff-breccias in the upper, shallower part

of the seguence, 3) the lenticular, cross-sectional shape of
the fragrmental deposits in formation 4 which suggests a

relatively restricted source rather than random slumping, 4)

the repetition of beds within a single deposit; slumping of
pillowed flows would probabty have produced a more chaotic

deposit, and 5) the large proportion of both vesicular and

non-vesicular, ash-size, weakly microlitic, vitric particles

that are texturally different from hyaloclast,ite produced by

thermal quenching of pillow margins.

Rocks described as pillow breccias may thus be produced

by more than one mechanism. In light of the dominant,ly
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explosive genesis proposed for the Bear Lake mafic fragmental

units, thick sequences of fragmental rocks mapped elsewhere

as piIlow breccias should be reexamined. They may also

represent explosive eruptions rather than simple slumping of

pillowed flows. It should be noted that the classic pillow

breccias described by Carlisle (l-963) do contain explosively

generated particles. Explosive mafic activity may be more

common than previously realized, particularly in shallow water

environments.

The three occurrences of bedded fragmental units

represented by the Main, Midd1e and Upper sequences indicate

a repetition of explosive events in the upper part of the

mafic succession. The intervening pillowed and massive flow

sequences probably repres.ent periods during which explosions

were not occurring, at least not immediately upslope from the

flank represented by the studied section.

Volcano l.fodel.

The early erupti-ons of the Bear Lava mafic volcanic

succession, represented by formations Lt 2t and 3, vrere

effusive lava flows. These flows contain, oD average, 2OZ

amygdules and thus do not represent abyssal volcanism.

Comparing amygdule contents to data for modern subaqueous

tholeiitic basalts, the lower part of the Bear Lake sequence

could have been erupted in water as shal-low as L lsn. It is
thus concluded that the three lower formations represent part

of a subaqueous shield volcano (Fig. 1064). The base of the
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volcano ís not exposed. The change from pillowed flows of

formation l- to dominantly massive lava flows of formation 2

may represent an increase in the eruption rate and/or the

production of more fluid lavas, or a decrease in distance to

vent, oy changes in movement paths of flows.

A significant change in the style of volcanism occurred

at the boundary between the lower three formations and the

upper formations. This is represented by the onset of

exptosive volcanism higher up the volcano slope which was

i-nterspersed with intermittent effusive eruptions. This change

may be due to shallowing of the subaqueous environment

indicated by proçtressive upward increase in amygdule content.

These factors would favour explosive eruptions due to

increased volatiie exsolution of the maç[ma

The explosive eruptions built a shallow-water cinder cone

from which material continually slumped, generating debris

flows that transported the explosively produced material

downslope to be redeposited as thick-bedded breccia and tuff-

breccia sediment (Fig. L06B). Locally, some eruptions produced

subagueous block-and-ash flows. A few of the debris flows

apparently incorporated lobes produced by concomitant

eruptions farther down the slope, close to the site of final

deposit,ion. Towards the end'of the explosive phase represented

by format,ioî 4, the abundance of large fragrments is reduced.

This suggests that eruptions were producing few of the large

fragments, or the fragrrnents !.¡ere being produced at the same

rate but were not being transported downslope. The termination
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of explosive activity was foll-owed by renewed eruption of lava

flows which form rnost of formation 5.

This sequence of explosive events (Fig. l-068, E) was

repeated to produce the Upper Bedded Mafic Fragmental Seguence

of formation 6, and minor explosive events also occurred in
the middle of formation 5. There t¡as thus an apparent

cyclicity in the evolution of the volcano. Towards the top of

formation 5, continued shoaling apparently led to temporary

emergence of the flank of the volcano represented by the

present section (Fig. LO6D). This is indicated by the

unusually high vesicle content of the lava flows and possible

surf zone deposits.

The key feature of the Bear Lake sequence is the

evolution of the volcano from subaqueous, relatively deep-

water effusive conditions to a shallow water and possibly

emergent eruptive environment that was dominated by explosive

volcanism. A possible analogue of this Proterozoic volcano is

the Cenozoic Seamount Series of La Palma, Canary fslands

(Staudigel and Schmincke, 1984).
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Chapter l-l-

coNcLUsïoNs

A number of conclusions can be drawn from this study of

the nafic part of the Bear Lake metavolcanic succession.

l-) The exposed mafic rocks in the Bear Lake block

represent a section through the fl-ank of a mafic shield

volcano.

2) Ubiguitous pillowed flows throughout the succession

indicate that the flank of the volcano evolved in a subaquous

environment except for a small part of the upper sequence

which may have formed in a transitional or subaerial

environment.

3) The upward increase with stratigraphic height of

amygdule abundance in piltowed and massive flows, and the

proportion of fragmental rocks combined with the presence of

possible flow-foot breccias in the upper part of the

succession indicate shallowing of the volcano flank with time.

The local emergence of the volcano flank means that the apex

of the volcano must have been emergent as an island for a much

Ionger period of time.

4) Bedded fragrmental rocks occur in the upper part of

the rnafic succession but are lacking in the lower part which

indicates stratigraphic control on the formation of the

bedded fragrmental rock units.

5) Bedded fragrmental rocks were formed by two major and

one minor events separated by eruptions of pillowed flows.
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This represents cyclicity in the volcanic processes.

6) In the bedded fragimental units, the vesicularity, and

the shapes of large and small particles indicate that most of

the particles htere explosively generated. The large fragments

with vesicular, partial or complete chilled rims could have

been derived from breakage of bombs, although some of the

fragrments l¡Iere apparently broken from pitlows. This mixture

of particles possibty came from a shallow water cinder cone.

7) The occurrence of both vesicular and non-vesicular,

blocky, weakly microlitic particles in the matrix of the

breccia and tuff-breccia suggest that the mechanism of

fragTmentation was magrmatic explosions that in turn may have

Ied to contact surface steam explosions and thermal

granulation.

8) Amygdule distributions show that particles in the

bedded fragrmental rocks formed in shallower water than

intercalated pillowed lava flows.

9) Most of the fragmental deposits are composed of graded

to ungraded, clast- and matrix-supported, very thickly-bedded

breccias and tuff-breccias which have non-erosive bed

contacts. These were deposited by debris flows derived frout

progressive slumping of the upslope cinder cone. Explosive

eruptions and downslope novement t¡ere essentially

contemporaneous.

L0) The dominantly normally graded, medium- to thinly-

bedded tuffs with planar laminations, sharp bed contacts, rare

scour-and-fill structures, and rare flame structures may have
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been deposited by turbidity currents.

11) The mediurn- to thinly-bedded tuffs occur in the upper

part of The Main Bedded Mafic Fragrmental Sequence. This

suggests that they represent waning of volcanic activity and,

therefore, a reduction of material which was transported

downslope.

L2) The presence of plastically deformed particles in

some beds show that the particles were hot when enclosing

breccias and tuff-breccias v¡ere emplaced. The high abundance

of vesicular ash matrix in these beds suggest that they nay

have been emplaced as hot vesiculated flows, possibly block-

and-ash flows.

L3) The lava l-obes units in formation 4 have

characteristics of pillowed flows but the matrix surrounding

the lobes is similar to that of breccias and tuff-breccias

with plastically deformed particles. This possibly indicates

that they formed as bLock-and-ash flows which may have

incorporated hot particles during deposition.

L4) Mediurn- to thick-bedded lapilli-tuffs are spatially

associated with, and have similar matrix characteristics as,

both breccias and tuff-breccias t¡ith plastically deformed

particles and lava lobes units. Hence the three lithologies,

all of which are restricted to a relatively thin stratigraphic

interval in formation 4, may be related as facies equivalents.

The occurrence of these unit,s may indicate a change in the

nature of the explosions from shallow water magimat,ic

explosions to magirnatic explosions accompanied by steam
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explosions and thermal granulation.
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APPENDIX I
MEASURED SECTIONS ACROSS MÀIN BEDDED MAFIC

FRAGMENTAL SEQUENCE (FORMATION 4)

Introduction.

Specific details on the measured sections through
formation 4 (Figs. 8, 9) are presented in the following
appendices. Maxirnum clast sizes !,tere obtained from rock
outcrop surfaces by measurement of L0 of the largest clasts.
The long dimension !¡as used for inequi-dimentional clasts.
Data on matrix abundance $ras obtained by point counting on
rock outcrops using a grid of 575 points over an area of 2 m;
the grid was defined by the rraveragerr maximum clast size. The
descriptions of measured sections also indicate the location
of rock samples which vrere used in point counting to obtain
amygdule and phenocryst abundance data for the different
lithologic units (See appendices If and III).
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FIELD DESCRIPTIONS OF THE MATN
BEDDED FRÄ,GMENTAL FORMATION.

Section À.

Formation 5.

Pillowed flow; upper contact, not exposed.

Formation 4.

4.4m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact with pillowed flow.
Maximum clast size: rangie 1-3-2Ocm, mean l-8cm. Matrix abundance
322ì ungraded.

2.6m. LapiIIi-tuff; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 8-12cm, mean l-Ocm. Matrix abundance 78eø; ungraded.

{L-2O2-85, 2-202-851
l-.7m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L6-26cm, mean 2l-cm; 6Oå clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 35?; ungrad.ed.

l-.7m. Breccia; sharp upper contact; strikes 340; vertical dip.
Maximum clast size: rangie 1-L-39cm, mean 2Ocm. Matrix abundance
2OZ¡ ungraded.

9.5m. Lapilli-tuff; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
rangie 3-L-34mm, mean 2Omm. Matrix abundance 8O?; normally
graded.

l-.8m. Diabase dyke.

l-.9m. Tuff-brecciat upper contact not exposed. Maximum clast
size: range l-2-1-8cm, mean l-6cm. Matrix abundance 602 ì
ungraded.

3.4m. Lapilli-tuffi upper contact intruded by dyke. Maximum
clast size: range 1-6-21-cm, mean 1-9cmi 5O? clasts have broken
chilled rims l--2cm thick. Matrix abundance 772ì reverse
grading.

5.8rn. Tuff-brecciai poor exposure.

l-.3m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L'7-42cm, mean 26cm. Matrix abundance 5OZì ungraded.

l-.1-m. Breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size: rangie
1-0-28cm, mean l-7cm; l-O? clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 2OZ; ungraded.

2.Lm. Tuff-brecciai upper contact, not obseved. Maximum clast
size: rangie L6-22cm, mean l-9cm. Matrix abundance 3Ùeoì
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ungraded.

3.0m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum cl-ast size:
range 2O-36cm, mean 28cm. Matrix abundance 602; reverse
grading.

2.7m. Breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size: range
23-36cm, mean 26c.mì 3OZ clasts have broken chilled rims, L-
2cm thick. Matrix abundance 2OZì ungraded.

0.7m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size.z
range L5-23cm, mean l-9cm. Matrix abundance 252; ungraded.

l-.9m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maxj-mum cl-ast size:
range L5-23cm, mean l-9cm. Matrix abundance 252; ungraded.

2.9m. Diabase dyke.

0.9m. Breccia; upper contact intruded by dyke, poorly exposed.
Maximum clast size: range 9-28cm, mean l-9cn. Uàtrix abundance
2OZì normally graded.

0.9m. Brecciai sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size: range
1-0-3Ocm, mean l-9cm. Matrix abundance 2OZ; normally graded.

>l-Om. Pillowed lava flow; sharp cont,act with overlying
breccia, lower contact not observedi poor exposure.

30m. Overburden.

6.0m. Pillowed lava flow; upper contact not exposedi lower
contact sharp. Maximum pillow size 2m x sOcmi selvage 4-5cm
thick; interpitlow ¡naterial Snm thick.

{Sample No. L7-200-85, 18-200-85}

10.6m. Lava lobe unit; sharp upper contact. Irregular shaped
Iobes; range in size from Locm x 5cm to 5m x Socm. Variable
matrix abundance 9O to 2OZ, average 602.

(Sample No. L3-200-85, L4-2OO-85, 15-200-85)

3.9n. Lapilli-tuff; irregular, sharp upper contact. Maximum
clast size: rangie L4-L7cm, mean L6cm. Matrix abundance g5?t
ungraded

2.8m. Diabase dyke"

2.2m. Breccia; poor exposure.

L.8m. Diabase dyke.

6.9m. Overburden"
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4.1-m. Pill-owed l-ava flow; upper contact not exposed. Maximum
pillow size 100cm x 50cm; selvage 3-4cm thick; interpillow
material 3-5mm thick; zoned amygdule distribution (see above).
Epidote alteration 5 to 10å.

2.4m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 1-5-30cm, mean 22cm; 5å clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 422; normal grading.

(Sample No. 8-200-85, 9-2OO-85 | LO-20O-85)

l-l-. 4m. Breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast sizes:
ranqe 1-9-32cm, mean 26cmì LsZ clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance LSe"ì ungraded.

5.6m. Tuff-breccia; intrusive upper contact. Maximum clast
size: range 16-26cm; mean 2ocmì 2OZ clasts have broken chill-ed
rims. Matrix abundance 282ì ungraded.

2.0m. Diabase dyke

3.0m. Overburden.

l-.3m. Tuff-brecciai poor exposure of upper contact. Maximum
clast size: range 1-6-3ocm, mean 2Lcmì LOZ clasts have broken
chilled rims. Matrix abundance 4OZ; ungraded.

9.4m. Pillowed lava flow; sharp upper contact. Maximum pillow
size l-12cm x 27clmì selvage 1-5cm thick; interpillow materiat
2-l-3nm thick; zoned amygdule distribution (see above)

{Sample No. 6-200-85, 7-2OO-851.

L.2m. Tuff-brecciai sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 25-44cm, mean 34cm; 5å clasts have broken chitled rins.
Matrix abundance 65eo; ungraded.

L.9m. Pillowed lava flows; upper contact sharp but irregular
with amplitudes of 0.5m. Maximum pitlow size 79cm x 39 cmi
selvage 2-8cm thick; interpillow material 1-9m¡n thick.

{Sample No. 1--200-85 , 2-2OO-851

L4.2m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 23-36cm, meàn 29c;mì 252 clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance ALZ; ungraded.

5.6m. Lava lobe unit; sharp upper contact. Lobes and angular
fragments occur randomly in the same bed. Lobes maximum size
is 3m long, and O.Sm wide with chilled rims all round. Angular
clast maximum sizes range from l-l--35cmt 52 have partial
chilled rims. Matrix abundance not done.

5.8m. Pillowed lava flow; sharp, irregular upper contact with
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anplitude of 0.5m amplitudes. Maximum pillow size is B2cm x
44cm; selvage 1-5cm thick; interpillow rnaterial l-Smm thick.

(Sample No. 3-200-85, 4-200-85, 5-200-85)

7.3m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum cl-ast size:
range 24-35cm, mean 29cmî 352 clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 342ì ungraded.

l-4.5m. Pillowed ftow; sharp upper contact. Maximum pilIow size
105cm x 53cm; selvage 1-5cm thick; interpillow material 2-7mm
thick.

7.0n. Diabase dyke.

l-5. Om. Overburden.

l-0.0m. Lava lobe unit; sharp upper contact. Maximum size of
lobes is 3.6 x 0.2m, irregular in shape. Lobes occur with
angular clasts 24-39cm in diameter; SZ have partial chilled
rims. Lapilli-tuff matrix is 62Zí ungraded.

l-0.5m. Pillowed lava flow; sharp upper contact. Maximun piltow
size is 92 x 35cmi selvage L-Scm thick; interpitlow material
2-L0mm thick.
0.6m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact,. Maximum clast size:
range 20-42c;m, mean 3Ocmi 3Oå clasts have broken chilled rims"
Matrix abundance 53?; ungraded.

Fo¡mation 3.

35.0m. Pillowed flow; sharþ upper contact with the tuff-
breccia. Maximum pillow size is 92 x 29 cm; selvage 1-7cm
thick; interpillow material 3-L3mm thick.
End of section.

Section B

Formation 4.

L2.Om. Gabbroic íntrusion occupies contact between formation
4 and 5.

7.2m. Tuff-breccia; intrusive upper contact. Maximurn clast
size: range 20-5Ocm, mean ?zc¡mì 3O? clasts have broken chilled
rims. Matrix abundance 372ì normal grading.

{7 -7 5-8s}
5.3m. Brecciai sharp upper contact. Maximum clast, síze: range
27-46cm, mean 34cmì 8OZ clasts have a light coloured rim
ranging in thickness from 33-40 rtm, mean l-3mm. Matrix
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abundance 2OZì ungraded.
(Samp1e No. 3-75-85, 4-75-85, 5-75-85, 6-75-95)

1- . 7m. Diabase dyke.

4.3m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 1-4-37cm, mean 2Ocm. Matrix abundance 622 ì normal
grading.

L.8m. breccia; transitional upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 16-38cm, mean 26c.mì 2Oå clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance. 242; ungraded.

4.8m. Pillowed flow,' sharp upper contact. Round to bun-shaped
pillows; maximum size 85-9Ocm; selvage 4-Scm thick;
interpillow material l--2mm thick.

{Sample No. 8-75-85}

5.3m. Diabase dyke.

l-l-.0n. Pillowed flow; same flow as above pyroxene-phyric,
similar shapes and sizes of pillows.
4.Lm. Tuff-breccia; upper contact not observed. Maximum clast
size: range 25-49c;m, mean 35cm; Matrix abundance 622ì
ungraded.

(Sampte No. L-75-85)

1-0.0m. Overburden.

7.5m. Diabase dyke

27.9m Pil-Iowed flow; intrusive upper contact. Maximum pillow
síze LOO x 45cm; selvage L-scm thick; interpillow rnaterial t-
Snm thick.

8.0m. Overburden

2.4m. Pillowed flow; upper contact not observed. PiIIows
similar to above; possibly same flow.

Ll-.5m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast, size:
range L6-2'7cm, mean 22cm¡ l-0å clasts have broken chilled rims
Matri.x abundance 272; ungraded.

(Sample No. 6-72-A5, 7-72-85, 8-72-A5t 9-72-851

2.3m. Breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size: range
1-0-5Ocm, mean 20cm. Matrix abundance 2eo; ungraded.

{Sample No. 4-72-85, 5-72-851

4.6m. Pillowed flow; sharp upper contact,. Sirnilar features to
2.4-thick pillows above.
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0.9m. Diabase dyke.

4.2m. Pillowed flow; íntrusive upper contact. Sinilar features
to 4.6m-thick pillows above.

0.7m. Breccia. sharp upper bed contact. C1ast sizes not
determined. Matrix abundance 24; ungraded.

2.9m. Pillowed flow. Similar features to 4.2n-thick pillows
above.

0.6m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L4-37clm, mean 22cm. l-5? clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 67Zl ungraded.

{Sample No. 2-72-85, 3-72-85}

7.5m. Pillowed flowi sharp upper contact. Bun-shaped pillows;
maximum pitlow síze 85 x TOcm; selvage 3-6cm thick;
interpillow material 3-5mm thick.

{Sample No. L-72-85}

l-5. 0m. Overburden.

l-0.4m. Lava lobe uniti upper contact not observed- 503 lobes
maximum size 2.6m x 0.25m, irreg'ular shapes with 2-4cm thick
chilled rims. 25eo angular particles, 10-3ocm in diameter, 4oZ
have broken chilled rims. 252 ash matrix; ungraded.

(Samp1e No. 3-7L-85, 4-7L-85' 5-71--85)

l-.2m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maxirnurn clast' size:
range L4-29cm, mean Lgcm; 5? clasts have broken chilled rirns"
Matrix abundance 342; ungraded.

0.5m. Pillowed flow; sharp upper contact. Main features as
described below

6.4m. Diabase dyke.

L3.3m. Pillowed flow; intrusive upper contact. Outcrop map of
pillows (Elongate flat pillows Fig. 82) ¡ selvage 4-5cn thick;
interpillow material 5-7nm thick.

{sample No. LO-7O-85, l-1-7O-85' L2-70-85}

L.7rn. Breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size: rangie
L7-30cm, mean 24c;mì L53 cÌasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 242; ungraded.

(Sample No. 9-70-85)

0.6m. Breccia; upper contact, not observedi poor exposure"
Matrix abundance about LZ.
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2.5m. Tuff-breccia; sharp, irregular (amplitude 0.25-0.5n)
upper contact. Maximum clast size: range 16-38cm' mean 27cmì
l-5å have broken chilled rims. Matrix abundance 392; ungraded.

(Sample No. 5-70-85 , 6-7O-85, 7-7O-85\

l-.6m. Tuff-breccia; sharp, irregiular (anplitude 0.25-0.5n)
upper contact. Maximum clast size: range 2o-45cm' mean 28cmi
5Z clasts have broken chilled rims. Matrix abundance 382ì
ungraded

l-.6m. Breccia; upper contact not observed. Maximum clast size:
range L4-47cm, mean 26c;m. Matrix abundance 2oZ, ungiraded.

(Sample No. 3-70-85)

2.Lrn. Tuff-breccia; upper contact not observed. Maximum clast
síze: range L9-35cm; mean 29cmì 2OZ clasts have broken chilled
rims. Matrix abundance 3LZ, ungraded.

{Sample No. l--70-85, 2-7 0-85}

5.1-m. Tuff-brecciat upper contact not observed. Maximum clast
size: range l-9-48cm; mean 29clmì 2Oå clasts have broken chilled
rims. Matrix abundance 422; ungraded.

{ 4-6e-8s }

Formation 3.

>L0.om. Pillowed flow; sharp upper contact.
{ l--69-85 ¡ 2-69-85 ¡ 3-69-8s }

End of section.

Section C

Formatio¡r 4.

2.6m. Tuff-brecciai upper contact not observed. Maximum clast
size: range 1-5-32cm, mean 24clm. Matrix abundance 442,
ungraded.

2.5m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 9-20cm, mean 12cm. Matrix abundance not deter¡nined.

l-.6m. Breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size: range
L2-36cn, mean l-gcmi 10? broken chilled. rims. Matrix abundance
2OZì reverse to normal symmetric Arading.

3.1-m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 1-5-29cm, mean 22c;m; lo? clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 292; ungraded.

(Sanple No. L0-50-85)
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0.9m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper bed contact. Maxj-mum clast
size: rangie 13-20cm, mean 16cm:. 1-OZ clasts have broken chilled
rims. Matrix abundance 4oZ¡ ungraded.

l-.6m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L3-2Ocm, mean l-6cmì LOZ clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 4OZ; ungraded.

6.3m. Lapilli-Tuff; upper contact not observed.. Maximum clast
size: range 9-27cm, mean 2Ocm. Matrix abundance 80?; reverse
grading.

(Sample No. 9-50-85a, b, c' d)

3.6m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 7-15cm; mean l-Scm. Poor exposure.

0.4m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 1-4-42cm, mean 22c;m. Matrix abundance 4OZ; ungraded.

5.8rn. Pitlowed flow; sharp upper contact. Maximum pillow size
2.5m x o.6m; selvage l--6cm thick; interpillow material 0.5-
1.Ocm thick.

2.0m. Diabase dyke; rnultiple intrusion.

3.0m. Pillowed flow; continuation of above flot¡.
{Sample No. 7-50-85}

2.9m. Diabase dyke; tabular epidosites.
{Sample No. 6-50-85a, b, c}

0.3m. Lava lobe unit; sharp upper contact. Maximum lobe size
L00cm x 3ocm. Lobes are highly altered to epidosites"
Ungraded.

0.6m. Breccia; upper contact not observed. Maximum clast size:
range l-6-55cm, mean 46cn. Matrix abundance 10?t ungraded.

3.7m. Pillowed lava flow; uppef contact not observed. Maximum
size 2.4m x O.6m; selvage 4-7cm thick; interpillow material
l-cn thick; Most pillows have radial vesicles 4crn x Lcm maximum
size.

{Samp1e No. 2-50-85, 3-50-85a' b}

9.0m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 1-3-50cm, mean 3Lcm. Matrix abundance not determine.

0.7m. Tuff-breccia; transitional upper contact. Maximum clast
size: range l-2-24clm, mean L6cm. Matrix abundance 452; ungraded

0.7m. Tuff-brecciai transitional upper contact. Estimated
clast and rnatrix characteristics as immediately above"
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1.5m. Tuff-breccia; transitional contact to above. Estimated
clast and matrix characteristics as immediately above.

47.7m. Overburden.

l-.Om. Tuff-breccia; upper contact not seen. Maximum clast
size: range l-1-16cm, mean l-3cm. Matrix abundance not
determined.

4.2m. Tuff-breccia; upper contact not observed. Maximum clast
size: range LL-27cm, mean l-9cm. Matrix abundance 6Oå; reverse
grading.

l-2.9m. Diabase dyke.
(Sample No. 9-47-85a, b, c)

0.9m. Lapilli-tuff; upper contact not observed. Maximum clast
size: range 9-L'7cm, mean l-2cm. Matrix abundance 8l-å; ungraded.

{Sanple No. 8-47-85a, b}

0.8m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact; Maximu¡n clast size:
rangie T -3Ocm, mean 25cm; l-Oå clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 50?,' ungraded.

0.8m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Estimated clast and
matrix characteristics as imrnediatel above

1.0m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper bed contact. Maximum clast
size: range 1-o-2ocm, mean LScm. Matrix abundance 562,
ungraded

l-.2m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size
9-44cm, mean 26cm. Matrix abundance 30?; ungraded.

(Sample No. 7-47-851

0.4m. Lava lobe unit; sharp upper contact" Poor exposure.
(Sample No. 5-47-85|

7.2m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L6-42cm, mean 27cm. Matrix abundance 5o?; ungraded.

l-.5m. Lapilli-tuff; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 4-!7cm, mean l-ocm. Matrix abundance 842; ungraded.

3.0m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum size: range
L7-44cn, mean 29clm. Matrix abundance 60åi reverse grading.

{Sanple No. 4-47-85a, bl

2.0m. Overburden.

8"9m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
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range 1-5-44crn, mean 27cm. Matrix abundance 452 ì reverse
grading

(Sample No. 2-47-85a, b, 3-47-85\

3.6m. Tuff-breccia, sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 1-O-29cm, mean L8cm. Matrix abundance 492; ungraded-

(sarnple No. l--47-854, b)

2.8m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast sj-ze:
range 1-5-65cm, mean 26cm. Matrix abundance 50å; ungraded.

1.6m. Diabase dyke.

3.5m. Tuff-breccia; intrusive upper contact. Maximum clast
size: range L2-28clm, mean l-Scm. Matrix abundance 762; reverse
grading.

{Sarnp1e No. 5-46-85a, b, c, d}

4.0m. Tuff'breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
rangie 1-1--39cm, mean 20cm. Matrix abundance 742; ungraded.

(Sample No. 4-46-85a, b)

l-.6m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 1-6-2l-cm, mean L$cm. Matrix abundance 722¡ normal
grading.

{Sanple No. 3-46-85}

0.6m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L1--28cm, mean l-7cm. Matrix abundance 36Zi ungraded.

{Sanple No. 2-46-85}

0.8m. Tuff-brecciai sharp upper contact. Maximurn clast, size:
range 1-0-20cn, mean 14cm. Matrix abundance 72Zi ungraded.

Diabase dyke; thickness not determined.

0.8m. Tuff-brecciat sharp upper contact. Mean maximum clast
size 2ocm. Matrix abundance 72Zt ungraded.

1-9.3m. Lapilli-tuff ; intrusive upper contact. Maximum clast
size: range L2-33cm, mean 19cm. Matrix abundance and type of
grading not determined due to poor exposure.

(sample No. 1-46-85a, b)

26.9m. Overburden.

5.0m. Pillowed flov¡; upper contact no.t observed-
( 6-44-85 )

l-0.0m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Mean maximum clast'
si.,ze 8cm. Matrix abundance 53?; ungraded.
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7.0m. Lapilli-tuff; transitional upper contact. Maximum clast
size: range 6-1-5cm, mean l-l-cm. Matrix abundance 932; ungraded.

6.8m. Tuff-breccia; transitional upper contact- Maximum cl-ast
size: range LO-29cm, mean l-7cm. Matrix abundance 692"
ungraded.

l-.0n. Tuff-breccia; transitional upper contact. Maximum clast
size: range L2-28cm, mean l-8cm. Matríx abundance 602¡
ungraded.

27.5m. Tuff-breccia; transitional upper contact. Maximum clast
size: range 8-25cm, mean l-4cm. Matrix abundance 51-å; ungraded.

{Sarnple No. 3-44-85a, b; 4-44-85a, b;5-44-85a; 8-44-85}

5.3m. Pillowed flow. Sharp upper contact. Long pillows, L-5
x 0.3m.

(Sample No. L-44-B5a)

l-.0m. Diabase dyke.

4.5m. Pillowed flow, part of above flow.

0.7m. Diabase dyke

7.4m. Pillowed flow, part of above flow.

o.5m. Diabase dyke

8.0n. Pillowed flow, part of above flow.

l-0. Om. Overburden.

9.0m. Pillot,red flow; upper contact not seen
(Sample No. 8-42-85a, b, c)

2.0m. Diabase dyke

3.0m. Pillowed flow, part of above flow.

7.8m. Diabase dyke.

3.5n. Tuff-breccia; intrusive upper contact. Maximum clast
size: range L3-46cm, mean 22cm. Matrix abundance not
determined; ungraded.

(Sample No. 7-42-85a, bl

6.2m. Pillowed flowi upper cont,act, not seen. Pillow size about
0.6 x 0.3m to L. 0 x 0.5m.

(sanple No. 6-42-85a' b)
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l-3.5m. Lava lobe units; sharp upper contact. Lobes are up to
250cm long x 2ocm thick. Angular broken fragrments; maximum
clast size: rangie 5-2Ocm, mean l-Ocm. Matrix abundance 602ì
ungraded.

{Sarnple No. 5-42-85a, b, c}

l-.4m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Mean maximum clast
size l-lcm. Matrix abundance 55e"ì reverse grading.

3.0m. Lapilli-tuff; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 16-55cm, mean 26cm; 5? clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance B0å; ungraded.

l- . 8m. Diabase dyke.

0.8m. Tuff-breccia; intrusive upper contact. Maximum clast
size: range 8-25cm, mean 15cm. Matrix abundance 692; ungraded.

(Samp1e No. 4-42-85|

2.0m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 1o-28cm, mean 2ocm. Matrix abundance 782; ungraded.

(Sanple No. 3-42-85a, b)

0.5n. Lapilti-tuff; upper contact not observed. Maxinum clast
size: range 6-1-4cm, mean 8cm; L7e" clast,s have broken chilled
rims. Matrix abundance 67eç; ungraded..

( r_-42-8s )

Diabase dyke; thickness not determined.

0.8m. Tuff-breccia; intrusive upper contact. Maximurn clast
size: range l-3-60cm, mean 28cmt 30? clasts have broken chilled
rims. Matrix abundance 57e"; ungraded.

0.9m. Lapilli-tuff; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 5-1-5cm, mean l-2cm. Matrix abundance 54eo; ungraded.

0.5m. Lapilli-tuffi sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
ranqe 4-L2c;m, mean Scmi 50å of clasts have broken chilled
rims. Matrix abundance 66eo; ungrraded.

0.4m. Lapilli-tuffi sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 7-25cm, mean 13cm. Matrix abundance 622; ungraded.

0.5m. Lapilli-tuffi sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 4-5cm, mean 4cm. Matrix abundance 752; ungraded.

0;3m. Lapilli-tuff; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 6-LOcm, mean 8cm. Matrix abundance 63å; ungraded.

0.3m. Lapilli-tuff; sharp upper contact" Maximum clast size:
range 2-1-0cm, mean 6cm. Matrix abundance 86å; ungraded.
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0.3m. Lapilli-tuff; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 6-L4 cr, mean 9cm. Matrix abundance 742; ungraded.

0.5m. Lapilli-tuff; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 3-1-3cm, mean 6cm. Matrix abundance 852; ungraded.

0.6m. Lapilli-tuff ; upper contact not observed. Maxirnum cl-ast
size: range 5-12cm, mean 7cm. Matrix abundance 602; ungraded.

2.0m. Overburden.

l-.0m. Diabase dyke

0.8m. Tuff-breccia; upper contact not observed. Maximum clast
size: range 5-30cm, mean 17cm; 5Oå clasts have broken chilled
rims. Matrix abundance 492; ungraded.

(Sarnple No. 2-4L-85ì 3-4L-85a, b; 4-4L-B5l

3l-.5m. Pillowed flow; sharp upper contact strikes 352. Pillow
sizes are 0.9 x O.3m to l-.3 x O.Sm with selvages l- to 2cm
thick; interpilow material 0.5 to 5cm thick, average 2cm.

{Sample No. L-41--85}

36.4m. Overburden.

3.0m. Pillowed flow.

{ 1_-40-85 }

22.Om. Overburden

0.7m. Tuff-brècciai upper contact not observed. Maximum clast
sizes: range 2O-53cm, mean 28cm. Matrix abundance 3LZî
ungraded.
{sampte No. l--39-85 ¡ 2-39-AS (tuff-breccia). 3-39-85 (dyke) }

Formation 3.

>5.0m. Pill-owed flow; sharp upper contact, Iower contact not
observed. Pillow sizes are O.7 to 0.3mt selvages O.5 to 1.0cm
thíck; interpillov¡ material L-2cm thick.
' {Sample No. L-39-85}

End of section.
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Section D.

Formation 5

>3. Om. Pill-owed flow. Upper contact
are about 1. 3 x 0.4m to l-.5 to
interpillow material l--2cm.

{Sample No. 7-59-85a, b;

not observed. Pil-Iow sizes
O.5m; selvage about 3cm;

8-59-85 )

For¡nation 4.

a) Offset about SOm south from Main Line of Section.

0.6m. Tuff; upper contact not observed. 95 to 98å ash particle
size, the remainder is 5 to 4omm angular particles.

2.2m. Diabase dyke, multiple intrusion.

1-.3m. Tuff ; intrusive upper contact. 982 ash particle size,
the remainder is angular clasts up to 5cm in diameter.
Massive.

0.25m. Tuffi sharp upper contact. Particle sizes as
immediately above. Normatty graded; lower part is massive,
upper l-2cm has l--smm laminations.

O.l-Om. Tuf f ; sharp upper contact. Particle sizes as
inmediately above. Massive.

(Sample No. 6-59-85b' c)

0.L7n. Tuff; sharp upper contacti normally graded; Iower part
is massive, upper 4 cm has 1-10rnm laminations.

o.l-om. Tuff ; sharp upper contact. Particle size'as above.
Massive

26.2m. Pil1owed flow; sharp upper contact. PiIIows are
generally large, up to 3 x O.6mt selvages Scm thick;
interpillow material 0.5 to 1.5 cm thick. Pillow interiors
are highly altered to epidote and chlorite.

(sample No. 4-59-85a, b, c, d)

l-.5m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast sizes:
range 1-8-24cm, mean 2ocm. Matrix abundance 672; ungraded.

3.om. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 1-O-16cm, mean L2cm. Matrix abundance'152i coarse lniddle.

l-.0m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 1-6-3Ocm, mean zLcmì 5Z of clasts have broken chilled
rims. Matrix abundance 5L?; ungraded"
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{Sample No. 2-59-85\

1.9rn. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range l4-26cm, mean l-6cm¡ LOZ clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 662ì ungraded.

{Sample No. 1-59-85a, b}

l-.7m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range LO-22cm, mean 13cmì LOZ clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance not determined; coarse middle.

b) Main Section.

7.0m. Tuff-brecciai upper contact not observed. Maximum clast
size: range 9-50cm, mean 23cm. Matrix abundance 752; normally
graded.

2.0m. Lapilli-tuff; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L4-72cm, mean 26cm¡ 2Oeo clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 792; ungraded.

l-.7m. Lapilli-tuff; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 9-21-cm; mean l-4cm. Matrix abundance 792; ungraded-

L.7m. Lapilli-tuff; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range Lz-2Ocm, mean 6cm. Matrix abundance 642ì normally
graded.

2.2m. Lapilli-tuff; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L6-32cm, mean 25cm. Matrix abundance 942,. reverse
grading.

(sarnple No. 4-58-85a, b)

L.3m. Lapilli-Tufft sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L5-21-cm, mean l-gcm. 20å clasts have broken chilled rims.
t¡atiix abundance 8Oå; normal grading srith a 20 to 3O cm thick
fine-grained basal layer.

{SanpIe No. 3-58-85}

0.8m. Tuff-brecciai sharp upper contactt 0.25-0.Scm anplitude
irregularities. Maximum clast size: range L7-25cm, mean 2Ocm.
Matrix abundance 662ì ungraded.

(Sample No. 2-58-85)

L.8m. Breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size: range
3-9-38cm, mean 26crn. Fragments with broken chilted rims not
observed. Matrix abundance 52ì ungraded.

9.8m. Tuff-breccia; upper contact not observed. Maximum clast
size: range 1-8-35cm, mean 23cm. 2O? clasts have broken chilled
rims. Matrix abundance 692ì reverse gradíng.

(sample No. l--58-85)
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1.8m. Tuff-breccia. Upper contact not observed. Maximum clast
size: range L3-2Ocm, mean 14cm. Matrix abundance 722; reverse
grading.

l-.7m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 15-25cm, mean 2Ocm. 3OZ clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 662,. ungraded.

0.8m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
rançte l-5-32cm, mean 22cm. 20å clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 672ì ungraded.

0.5m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast síze:
range 23-28c;m, mean 25cm. Matrix abundance 452; ungraded.

2.4m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast síze:
range 13-35cm, mean l-6cm. Matrix abundance 722i reverse
grading.

(Sample No. 8-57-85a, b)

0.6m. Tuff-breccia; transitional upper contact. Maximum clast
size: range Ll-2lcm, mean L8cm. 2O? clasts have broken chilled
rims. Matrix abundance. not determined; ungraded

2.3m. Breccia; transitional upper contact,. Maximum clast size:
range 1-6-3Ocm, mean 2Scm. Matrix abundance L3Zì reverse
grading.

2.7m. Tuff-breccia. Sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 3-O-4Ocm, mean 30cm. Matrix abundance ALZ1 coarse middle.

{Sample No. 7-57-85a, b}

2.1-m. Breccía; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size: range
L7-35cm, mean 23cm. LOå clasts have broken chitled rims.
Matrix abundance LOZì ungraded.

0.8m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
rangie 19-3Lcm, mean 22cm. Matrix abundance 68?; ungraded.

{Sample No. 6-57-85a, b}

l-.9m. Diabase dyke.

0.9m. Lapil-Ii-tuff; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 1-4-28cm, mean L8cm. Matrix abundance 822ì reverse
grading.

l-.0m. Tuff-breccia; sharp uppef contact. Maximum clast size:
range L8-29cm, mean 22cm. Matrix abundance 682; ungraded.

0.7n. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum cl-ast size:
range L7-25clm, mean 2Lcm. Matrix abundance 632; ungraded.
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1.0n. Lapilli-tuff; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L5-22cm, mean l-8cm. Matrix abundance 782; ungraded.

{Sample No. 5-57-85}

O.5m. Brecciai sharp upper contact. Maximum clast síze: range
L5-26cn, mean 19cm. Matrix abundance l7Zì ungraded.

1.4m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range I5-20cm, mean l-8cm. LO-2OZ clasts have broken chilled
rimå. Matrix abundance 682î reverse grading-

{Sanple No. 4-57-85}

0.9m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L2-25cm, mean l-8cm. 2o* clasts have broken chilted rirns-
Matrix abundance 662, ungraded.

0.8m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 1-8-25cm, mean 2Ocm. 5OU clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 6OZi ungraded.

l-.2m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L2-zOcm, mean l-6cm.- 2OZ clasts have broken chilled rims.
tlatiix abundance 672; reverse grading-

0.4m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum çlast size:
range 1-O-L4cm, mean L2c¡n. ZO? clasts have broken chilted rim.
Matrix abundance 252; ungraded-

0.3m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact- Maximum clast size:
range 1-0-3-4cm, mean L2cm. 2O? clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 55?; ungraded.

O.4m. LapiJ-Ii-stone; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 5-7cm, mean 6cm. Matrix abundance 2OZi ungraded.

l-.4m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact- Maximum clast size:
range L2-23cm, mean L7cm. Matrix abundance 452î normal
grading.

l-.4m. Tuff-brecciai sharp upper contact. Maxirnurn clast size:
range L2-L'7cm, mean l-Scm. 30å clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 662; ungraded.

0.9m. Diabase dYke.

0.9m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 1-4-34cm, mean 24cm.- 30*.clasts have broken chilted ríms.
Matrix abundance 592; ungraded.

{SarnPIe No. 3-57-85a' b}

0.9m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L7-29cm, mean 22clm. 35? clasts have broken chílled rims.
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Matrix abundance 662i ungraded.

0.9m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
rang:e L6-26cm, mean l-9cm. 352 clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 622ì normal grading.

1.7rn. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 1-6-43cm, mean 3Ocm. 252 clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 652¡ ungraded

2.2m. Tuff-breccia; upper contact not observed. Maximum clast
size: range 2O-50cm, mean 3l-cm. 4Oå clasts have broken chilled
rims. Matrix abundance 652ì ungraded

3.8rn. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range2o-55cm,mean3]-crn.¿oÞ"c1astshavebrokenchiIIedrims
Matrix abundance 652ì ungraded.

(Sample No. 2-57-85\

4.7m. Lava lobes unit; upper contact not observed. Maximum
clast size: range 2O-8Ocm, mean 33cm. 35å clasts have broken
chilted rims. Matrix abundance 80?; ungraded.

3.5m. Pillowed flow; sharp upper contact

6.0m. Overburden.

6.0m. Pillowed flont upper contact not observed. PiLlow size
l-.3 x o.7m; selvage 6cn thick; inteipillow material 0.2-1.Ocm
thick.

{Sample No. L-57-85a, b}

4.2m. Lava lobe uniti upper contact not, observed. Lobe sizes
are L.2 x O.l-2m to L.4m x 0.3m. .

{Sanple No. 1-57-85a, b}

3.0m. Tuff-brecciat upper contact not, observed. Poorly
exposed.

l-4.5m. Pillowed flow; sharp upper contact. Pitlov¡ sizes are
l-.6 x 0.2n to 2.a x o.3mi selvage Sc¡n thick; interpillow
material 0.5 to l-.Ocm thick. PiIIow sizes are smaller and
rounder in upper part: 0.6 x O.2m to l.L'x 0.2m.

(sampte No. 5-56-85a, b, cl 4-56-85a' b)

2.4m. Lava lobe uniti upper contact not observed. Lobe sizes
up to ''u irkåT¿ fi31';*::';T"n"' 

unsraded'

. 5.3m. Tuff-brecciai sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 21--34cm, mean 29cm. Matrix abundance 732; ungraded"
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2.3m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 29-77cm, mean 46cm. LSZ of clasts have broken chilled
rims. Matrix abundance 57eo; reverse grading.

0.5m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L6-24cm, mean 2ocm. L0å of clasts have broken chilled
rims. Matrix abundance 622ì ungraded.

2.9m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 2o-43clm, mean 3ocm. l-Oå clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 622; ungraded.

{Samp1e No. L-56-85}

26.5m. Overburden.

4.9m. Pillowed flow; upper contact not observed. Pillow sizes
are 0.7 x O.2m to 0.8 x O.3m; selvage Scm thick; interpillow
material 0.5-1.Ocm thick.

{Sample No. 7'55-85a, b}

5.8m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 1-5-6ocm, mean 35cm. Matrix abundance 3OZì ungraded.

(Sample No. 6-55-85)

2.8m, Breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size: rançfe
Ls-4lcm, mean 22cm. Matrix abundance 10?t ungraded.

2.4m. Tuff-breccía; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast síze:
range 5-54cm, mean 4ocm. 5OZ of clasts have broken chilled
rims. Matrix abundance 50?; ungraded.

2.4m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast, size:
rangie L4-31cm, mean 2Lcm. Matrix abundance 562; ungraded.

l-.0m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast síze:
range L9-43cm, mean 30cm. Matrix abundance 632ì ungraded.

L.7m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 20-65cm, mean 4lcm. 5oå clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 50?; ungraded.

(sample No. 5-55-85a, b)

0.5m. Tuff-breccia with plastically deformed particles; sharp
upper contact. Maximum clast size: range L8-44cm, mean 41cm.
80å clasts have irregular shapes with complete chilled rims.
Matrix abundance not determined; ungraded.

0.7m. Tuff-breccia with plastically deformed part,icles; sharp
upper contact. Maximum clast sizes: range 24-6ocm, mean 4l-cm.
80å clasts have irregular shapes wih complete chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 352; ungraded.
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O.5cm. Tuff-breccia with plastically deformed particles; sharp
upper contact. Maximum clast size: range 25-46cm, mean 36cm.
8oå clasts are irregular plastically deformed particles.
Matrix abundance 652ì ungraded.

l-.5m. Lapill-tuff with ptastically deformed particles; sharp
upper contact. Maximum clast size: range 27-28ocm, mean 46cm.
8oå clasts are irregular particles with complete chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 792ì ungraded. The largesÈ particle occurs
at Lhe top of the bed.

{ Sample No. 2-55-85 ,' 3-55-85 ; 4-55-85 }

l-.2m. Lapilli-Tuff with plastically deformed particles; sharp
upper contact. Maximum particle size: range 2-4Acm' mean 23cm.
eóã clasts are irregulai partictes with cómplete chilled rirni.
Matrix abundance 792; ungraded.

0.4m. Breccia with plastically deforrned part,icles; sharp upper
contact. Maximum clast size: range 1-8-44cm, mean 26cm. 80?
clasts are irregular particles with complete chilled rims"
Matrix abundance LsZî ungraded.

0.9m. Tuff-breccia with plastically deformed particles. Sharp
upper contact. Maximum clast size: range: 3o-60crn, mean 37cm.
80å clasts are irregular particles with complete chilled rims.
Matrix abundance not determined; ungraded.

L.3m. Tuff-breccia with plastically deformed particles. Sharp
upper contact. Maximum clast size: range 4-77cm, mean 36cm.
90å clasts are irregular partictes with complete chilled rims"
Matrix abundance 692; ungraded.

l-.5m. Tuff-breccia with plastically deformed particles. Sharp
upper contact. Maximum clast size: range 2-30cm, mean 23cm.
50å particles have broken chilled rims. Matrix abundance 562¡
ungraded.

L0.o. Tuff-brecciai upper contact not observed; poor exposure.

5.5m. Pillowed lava flow; upper contact not observed. Pillow
sizes are about 0.8 x 0.3m.

(Sample No. 5-54-85 ì 6-54-85¡ 7-54-85¡ 8-54-85a, b)

2.9m. Diabase dyke.

2.0m. Lapilli-tuff; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 25-5ocm, mean 36cm. Matrix abundance 8l-å; ungraded.

{Sample No. 4-54-85a, b, c}

l-.0m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 2-52cm, mean 27cm. 20å clasts have broken chilled rims"
Matrix abundance 53?; ungraded.
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Diabase dyke; thickness not deternined.

l-.5m. Lapilli-tuff; intrusive upper contact. Maximum clast
size: range 23-37c;m, mean 28cm. 2oå clasts have broken chilled
rims. Matrix abundance 774; ungraded.

{Sample No. 3-54-85}

1.3m. Diabase dyke.

l-.1-m. Lapilli-tuff ; intrusive upper contact. Maximum clast
síze: range 1-4-48cm, mean 27clm. Matrix abundance 772ì
ungraded.

(Sample No. 2-54-85a, b)

l-.1-m. Breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size: range
L4-27cm, mean l-9cm. Matrix abundance 2OZ; ungraded.

3.0m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 22-42cm, mean 32cm. Matrix abundance 4oZ; ungraded.

8.0m. Tuff-breccia; upper contact not obserrred. Maxinr¡m clast
size: range J-4-64cm, mean 52cm. 15å clasts have broken chilled
rims. Matrix abundance 62l.¡ ungraded.

{Sample No. L-54:-85}

2.2m. Overburden. \ t

2 . 3m. Tuff-breccia i poor e)<posure.

1.5m. Tuff-brecciat sharp upper .contact. Maximr¡n clast size:'
range 2L-8ocrn, mean 35cm. 20? clasts have broken'chilled rims.'
Matrix abundance 6O8; ungraded.

3.om. Tuff-brecciai sharp upper contact. üaximr¡n clast size:
range 11-33cm, mean 18cm. Matrix abundance 453; ungraded.

2.9m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact,. Mdximum clast size:
range 12-46cm, mean 23cm. Matrix abundance 524; ungraded.

(Sample No. 4-53-85)

1.9m. Diabase dyke.

1.5m. Tuff-brecciat sharp upper contact. Maxinum clast size:
range 2}-25cm, mean 22cm. ¡tátrix abundance 522; ungraded.

3.8m. . Tuff-brecciai poor exposure.
(Sanple No. 2-53-85)

l-.0m. Diabase d.yke"

6.3m. Tuff-breccia; intrusive upper contact,. Maximum clast
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size: rang:e 28-49cm, mean 37cm. Matrix abundance 522¡
ungraded.

3.6m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maxirnum clast size:
range 15-36cm, mean 27cm. 4oå clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 542í reverse grading.

{ Samp1e No. l--53-85 }

8.0m. Overburden.

4.7m. Lava lobe unitt upper contact not observed.
{Sample No. 2-52-851

1-3. 0m. Tuff-brecciai poor exposure.
( Sample No. l--52-85 )

l-.7m. Diabase dyke.

0.75m. Pillowed flov¡; intrusive upper contact.
( 3-s1_-8s )

6.0m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range Lo-23cm; mean L5cm. l-oå clasts have broken chitted rims"
Matrix abundance 652ì ungraded.

{ 2-5r--8s }

Formation 3.

1-6.5m. Pillowed flow; sharp upper contact. Pillow sizes are
0.7 x O.4m to L.O x 0.Srn; selvage 1.O-2.Ocm thick; interpillow
material 2crn thick.

8.6m. Massive lava flow; sharp upper contact. Porphyritic.
(Sample No. 4-51-85a, b)

3.2rn. Piltowed lava ftow; sharp contact. Porphyritic.
(sample No. 1-5L-85a, b)

5.7m. Massive lava flow; upper.contact not observed."
Porphyritic.

End of section.

Section E.

Formation 5.

l-3.3n. Massive lava flow; upper contact not observed, end of
outcrop. Flow becomes amygdaloidal towards top.

(Sample No. 27-68-85t 28-68-85)
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l-.7m. Pillowed flow; sharp upper contact. Pillows are about
O.7 x 0.3m; selvage 5-6cm thick; interpillow material 5-8cm
thick.

{Sample No. 26-68-85)

3.4m. Massive lava flow; sharp, straight upper contact.

3.5m. Diabase dyke

Formation 4.

l-.1-m. Lapilli-tuff ; intrusive upper contact. occasional large
clasts¡ 4-7-2cm but mostly lapilli to ash particle size.

0.9m. Tuff; sharp upper contact. Mostly ash particle size.
Thinly bedded to laminated.

(Samp1e No. 25-68-85t 25-68-85)

1-.6m" Massive lava flow; upper contact not observed.

0.7m. Tuff; sharp upper contact. Mostly ash particle size with
occasional lapilti and large clasts 6-39cm. Thinly bedded to
Iamínated. Normal grading.

{Sanple No. 23-68-85}

L.2m. Tuff; sharp upper contact. similar bedding and particle
characteristics to overlying bed. Normal grading.

(Sample No. 2l--68-85ì 22-68-851

l-.7m. Massive lava flow; sharp upper contact. Intruded by
2.4n-thick diabase dyke.

{Samp1e No. l-9-68-85r 20-68-85}

0.3m. Lapilli-tuff; intrusive upper contact. Lapitli-ash size.
Normal grading.

0.8n. Lapilli-tuff; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 5-9cm, mean 8cm. Matrix abundance not determined.
Reverse grading.

0.2m. Lapilli-tuff; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 4-1-Ocm, mean 7cm. Matrix abundance AÙeo; ungraded.

0.4m. Tuff; sharp upper contact. Thinly laminated.

0.4m. Tuff-breccía; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 6-3-6cm, mean l-Ocm. Matrix abundance 65?; ungraded.

0.17m. Lapitli-tuff; sharp upper contact. 50? lapilli | 4OZ
ash particle sizesì LOe" blocks; ungraded.
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0.12m. Lapilli-tuff; sharp upper contact. Particle size range
as overlying bed.

0.09m. Tuff; sharp upper contactì 752 ash, 252 lapi1li.
Massive.

0.04m. Tuff; sharp upper contact. Particle size range as
above. Laminated towards the top; normal grading.

0.09m. Tuff; sharp upper contact. Particle size as above.
Laminated top; normal grading.

O.23m. Tuff; sharp upper contact. Particle size as overlying
bed. Laminated top; normal grading.

(Sample No. 1-8-68-85)

O . l-l-m. Lapilli-tuf f ; sharp upper contact ì 65eo ash, 352
Iapilli. Sparse blocks l-3-2Ocm in size occur at the top.

0.l-2m. Lapilli-tuf f ; sharp upper contact ì 552 ash, 452
Iapilli; massive.

O.l-5m. Lapilli-tuff ; transitional upper contactì 602 ash, 4OZ
J-apilli; massive.

O.L3m. Lapilli-tuffi sharp upper contact,. 7OZ ash, 3OZ
Iapilli; ungraded.

O.l-l-m. Breccia lens; sharp contacts; discontinous over 2m.
Clast sizes 5-L0cm, clast,s tend to be clustered.

0.29m. Tuff-brecciai sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 5-1-6crn, mean 10cm. Matrix abundance not determined;
ungraded

0.1-5m. Tuff; sharp upper contact. Ash particle size"
Laminated.

(Sample No. l-6-68-85r 17-68-85)

l-.Lm. Diabase dyke

0.85rn. Tuff-brecciäi sharp upper contact. Maximun clast size:
range 1-1--1-6cm, mean 14cm. Matrix abundance 60Z; ungraded.

0.75m. Tuff-brecciai sharp upper contact. Maximu¡n clast size:
range L0-L4cm, mean 12cm. Matrix abundance 80å; ungraded.

O.22m. Lapilli-tuff; sharp upper contactì 7OZ lapilli, 2gZ
ash, 1-å blocks.

l-.3m. Tuff ; sharp upper contactì 75z. ash, 2oeo lapillio 5Z
blocks. Reverse grading.
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O. l-6m. Tuf f ; sharp upper contact . 952 ash, 5Z lapilli;
Iaminated top; normal grading.

0.20m. Tuff; sharp upper contact; lower contact erosive in
places. Thinly laminated top; normal grading.

0.23m. Tuff; sharp upper contact. Thin1y laminated top; normal
grading.

0.26m. Tuff; sharp upper contact. Thinly laminated top; normal
grading. '

{Sanple No. L5-68-85}

0.38m. Tuff; sharp upper contact. Thinly laminated top; normal
grading.

o.30m. Lapilli-tuff with rare blocks; sharp upper contact.
Blocks are O.7 x O.3m surrounded by lapitli-tuff . Thin l-mm-
laminations at top; normal giading.

0.67m. Tuff; sharp upper contact. TSZ ash, 5-2Oe" lapilli, 52
blocks. Reverse grading.

0.40m. Lapilli-tuff with rare blocks; sharp upper contact.

0.32m. Tuff with rare blocks; sharp upper contact. Rare blocks
are 0.5 x 0.2m. Normal grading.

0.5m. Tuff ; sharp upper contact. 95e" ash, 52 lapillii normaÌ
grading

0.5m. Tuff,' sharp upper contact. Particle size as overlying
bed; massive to laminated top; normal grading.

O.LSn. Tuff; sharp upper contact. Particle size as overlying
bed; normal grading.

0.1-0m. Tuff ; sharp upper contact. Particle size as overlying
bed; Rare flame structures in lower parti coarse ¡riddle.

0.23m. Tuff; sharp upper contact. 80? ash, LOZ lapilti;
ungraded

o.33m. Tuff; sharp upper contact; reverse grading.
(Sanple No. 1-L-68-85; L2-68-85; 1-3-68-85; L4-68-85)

0.3m. Tuff with rare blocks; sharp upper contact. Block
maximum size range is 0.2-1.6m. Some blocks appear to have
caused bulging of underlying laminations in the tuff;
ungraded
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0.5m. Tuff; transitional upper contact. Lower partz 982 ash,
22 lapilli, upper part 9OZ ash, Seo lapilli, Seo rare blocks;
reverse grading.

O.1-2m. Lapilti-tuff lens; sharp upper and lower contacts;
discontinous, about 2.5 x 0.1-2m. SOeo lapilli, 5OZ ash.

0.12m. Tuf f ; sharp upper contact . 952 ash, 5Z lapilIi î
ungraded

O.2Om. LapiJ-Ii-tuff ; sharp upper contact . 7OZ ash, 30?
IapiIIi; ungraded.

{ Samp1e No. 10-68-85 } , ,

0.8m. Tuff with lapilli lenses and rare blocks; sharp upper
contact. Lapilti lenses are about 2 x 0.1-m, occur in the ::
middle of bed, and constitute about 2Oeo of bed. Rare blocks
are S-l-Ocm and occur LO-l-Scm from base and constitute LZ of
bed. Ungraded.

{Sample No. 9-68-85}

3.1-m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact, overlying IapiIIi-
tuff fills in irregularities formed by protruding clasts.
Maximum clast si.ze: range 1-5-60cm, mean 33cm. Matrix abundance
622, reverse grading.

(Sample No. 6-68-85 ¡ 7-68-85¡ 8-68-85)

2.3m. Diabase dyke.

2.4m. Tuff-breccia; intrusive upper contact. Poor exposure.
Maximum clast size: rançfe 9-1-4cm, mean LOcm. Matrix abundance
602ì ungraded.

l-.Sm. Pillowed flow; sharp, irregular upper contact with ln-
arnplitude irregularities. Selvage is 3cm thick; interpillow
material L-4mm thick.

{SampleNo.2-68-85;3-68-85;4-68-85'5-68-85}
1.5m. Tuff-brecciai sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 10-65cm, mean 53cm. Matrix abundance 6l-å; ungraded.

{ L-68-8s }

L.4m. Pillowed flow; sharp upper contact, lower contact not
observed, end of outcrop.

60.0m. Overburden.

?.6m. Lapilli-tuffi upper contact not observed due to poor
exposure. Maximum clast size: rang:e 6-11cm, mean 9cm. Matrix
abundance 86å ; ungraded.

2.5m. Tuff-brecciai sharp upper contact. Maximum particle
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size: rangie L7-27cm, mean 2l-cm. 40å clasts have broken chilled
rims. l¡atrix abundance 582ì ungraded.

{Sample No. 3-67-a5; 4-67-a5¡ 5-67-85¡ 6-67-85; 7-67-851

2.3m. Tuff-breccia; transitional upper contact. Maximum clast
size: rangie 1-2-28clm, mean 19cm. Matrix abundance 852¡
ungraded.

Diabase dyke; thickness not determined.
2.4m. Lapilti-tuff; intrusive upper contact. Maximum clast
size: range L2-28c;m, mean 19cm. 2Oå clasts have broken chilled
rims. Matrix abundance 85?; ungraded.

{Sample No. L-67-85ì 2-67-851

3.2m. Diabase dyke.

8.0m. Overburden.

2.4m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 1-0-23cm, mean L8cm. 20? clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 592; ungraded.

(Sample No. 8-66-85; 9-66-85)

1-.1-m. Lapilli-tuff ; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast' size:
range 9-1-Lcm, mean 9cm. Matrix abundance 95Zi normal grading.

{Sample No. 6-66-85t 7-66-85}

1-.3m. Lapilli-tuff ; sharp upper contact. l{aximum clast size:
range J-O-1-8cm, mean L1.cm. Matrix abundance 85?; ungraded.

{Sample No. 5-66-85}

3.4m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L6-28cm, mean 22c;m. Matrix abundance 662; ungraded.

0.5m. Diabase dyke.

2.8m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 2O-4lcm, mean l-8cm. 10å clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 642; ungraded.

(Sample No. 3-66-86t 4-66-85)

3.4m. Lapilli-tuff; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 3-5-2Ocm, mean 18cm. L0? clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 85?; ungraded.

3.2m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 30-40cm, mean 35cm. 5? clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 4OZ; ungraded.

{Sample No. 1--66-85 ì 2-66-851

23.5rn. Mafic sill or dyke.
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>4.0m. Tuff-breccia; upper contact not observed. Maximum clast
size: range 2}-40cm, mean 3Scm. Matrix abundance not
determined.

2.7m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
rangie 1-3-24cm, mean l-8cm. Matrix abundance 60å; ungraded.

2.3m. Lapitli-tuff; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 9-24cm, mean l-Scm. Matrix abundance SoZi reverse
grading.

{Sarnple No. L2-64-851

2.0m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maxirnurn ciast size:
range l-8-34cm, mean 24cn. 25å clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 572; ungraded.

(Samp1e No. LL-64-85; L3-64-85)

2.0m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Mean maximum clast
size 24cm. Matrix abundance 572; ungraded.

2.3m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L5-4Ocm, mean 23cm. 5? clasts have broken chilted rims"
Matrix abundance 762; ungraded.

{Sample No. LO-64-85}

L.5m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range J-8-26cm, mean 23cm. 10? clasts have broken chilled rims"
Matrix abundance 60Zì ungraded.

{Sample No. 9-64-85}

2.3m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range l-8-32cm, mean 22cm. 10å clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 762; ungraded.

{Sample No. 7-64-85t 8-64-85}

3.7m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L2-23c;n, mean 16cm. 5? clasts have broken chilled rims"
matrix abundance 69Zi reverse grading.

{Sample No. 4-64-85ì 5-64-85ì 6-64-85}

L.8m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L0-35cm, mean 24cm. 5? clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance AOeo; ungraded.

2.8m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 2o-3Ocm, mean 25cm. Matrix abundance 672; ungraded.

2.0m. Lapilli-tuff; transitional upper contact. Maximum clast
size: range 2O-34cm, mean 27cm. 10? clasts have broken chilled
rims. Matrix abundance 76Zi ungraded.
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5.3m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
rançte 7-26cm, mean 2l-cm. l-O? clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 7LZ; ungraded.

{Sample No. 2-64-85)

1.2m. Lapilli-tuff; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 2O-3Ocm, mean 25cm. 1-5å clasts trave broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 86å; coarse niddle.

l-.4m. Tuff-breccia; transitional upper contact. Maximum clast
size: range 9-23cm, mean 2ocm. Matrix abundance 55å; ungraded.

2.3m. Diabase dyke.

2.0m. Lapilli-tuff; upper contact not observed. Maximum clast
size: range 22-26cm, mean 24c;m. Matrix abundance 80å;
ungraded.

2.7m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast, size:
range 25-29c;m, mean 28cm. Matrix abundance 60?; ungraded.

'(Samp1e No. 8-63-85)

2.3m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
rangie 27-30cm, mean 29cm. Matrix abundance 7OZ¡ normal
grading

(Sanple No. 6-63-85a, bì 7-63-85a, b)

L.6m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact,. Maximum clast, size:
rangie L8-24cm, mean 20cm. Matrix abundance 60?; ungraded.

2.0m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact,. Maximum clast, size:
range L9-28cm, mean 24clm. 5? clasts have broken chiLled rims.
Matrix abundance 594; ungraded.

{Sanple No. 4-63-85}

Diabase d.yke; thickness not, deternined.

l-.5m. Tuff-breccia; intrusive upper contact. Maximurn clast
size: range L6-24cm, mean 2ocm. 5? clasts have broken chilled
rims. Matrix abundance 672; ungraded.

Diabase dyke; thickness not, determined.

l-.7m. Tuff-breccia; intrusive upper contact. Maximum clast
size: range L2-2Oclm, mean l-7cm. L0å ctasts have broken chilted
rims. Matrix abundance 6LZì ungraded.

(Samp1e No. 3-63-85r 5-63-85)

2.Lm. Diabase dyke

L.2m. Tuff-breccia; intrusive upper contact" Maximum clast
size: range L2-ZOcm, mean l-7cm. 15? clast,s have broken chilled
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rims. Matrix abundance 58å; ungraded.

0.9m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum cl-ast size:
range L7-32cm, mean 22c;m. Matrix abundance 592; ungraded.

O.7rn. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 1O-18cm, mean l-2cm. l-03 fragrnents have broken chilled
rims. Matrix abundance 60Zì ungraded.

0.4m. Breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size: range
7-24cm, mean l-l-cm. LsZ fragrments have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 2OZ; ungraded.

0.5m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 21--50cm, mean 35cm. 3OZ fragrments have broken chilled
rims. Matrix abundance 3OZì ungraded.

L.8m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum.clast size:
range 24-34cm, mean 29cm. Matrix abundance 5O?; fine middle.

0.9m. Tuff breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 1-6-33cm, mean 25cm. l-O? clasts-have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 50?; normal grading..

2.1-m. Tuff-Breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast, size:
range L7-22cm, mean 2Ocm. LO? clasts have broken chilled rÍms.
Matrix abundance 50?; ungraded.

(Sanple No. 2-63-851

2.3m. Breccia; sharp upper contact, Iower contact not observed.
end of outcrop. Maximum clast size: range 9-36cm, mean 26cm.
Matrix abundance 1-Oe"ì ungraded.

(Sample No. 1--63-85)

l-0. 0n'. overburden.

l-.6m. Tuff-brecciat upper contact not observed, beginning of
outcrop. Maximum clast size: range 9-14cm, mean ll-cm. Matrix
abundance 60å.

4.84. Tuff breccia interbedded with lapilli-tuff as follows:
a) L.3n tuff-brecciat sharp upper contactì 60Z matrix;

ungraded
b) 0.2m breccia lens; sharp upper contactì LOe" matrix;

ungraded.
c) O.2om tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact.
c) 0.25m lapilli-tuff; sharp upper contact.
e) 0.10m lapilli-tuff lens; sharp upper contact.
f) 0.60m lapilli-tuffi sharp upper contact.
g) 0.05m lapilli-tuff lens; sharp upper contact.
h) 0.74m tuff-brecciai sharp upper contactì 4oZ matrix.
i) l-.40m tuff-breccia; sharp upper contactì 5oZ matrix;
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normal grading.
j) diabase dyke intrusions.

( Sample No. fragrmental rocksz 8-62-85¡ 9-62-85; 10-
62-85a, b ; diabase dykes: LL-62-85a, b, c)

2.5m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
rangie l-O-l-3cm, mean l-l-cm. 5% clasts have broken chill-ed rims.
Matrix abundance 30å; ungraded.

0.7m. Tuff-breccia;intrusive upper contact. Maximum clast
size: range 1-O-1-3cm, mean l-l-cm. Matrix abundance 352 ì
ungraded.

(Sample No. 7-62-851

4.0m. Lapilli-tuff with breccia lenses; sharp upper contact.
Maximum clast size of large fragments in breciia lenses: range
33-45cm, mean l-9cm. LOeo clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 8O-90?; normal grading.

o.64m. Lapitli-tuff; Iense with sharp upper and
contacts.

o.l-5m. Breccia lens; sharp upper and lower contacts.
clast size Lo-20cm, mean LScm. LOZ fragrments have
chilled rims. Matrix abundance l-0åi ungraded.

{4-62-85a; 5-62-85¡ 6=62-851

Iower

Maximum
broken

1-.6m. Lapilli-tuff with interbedded tuff-breccia lenses; sharp
upper contact. Maximum cfast size of large clasts: range 1O-
25cm, mean l-7cm. 2o-3oz clasts have broken chilled rims.
Interbedded units have sharp contacts and, from top to bottom,
are as follows: a) 20crn tuff-breccia; b) 8cn lapilli-tuff; c)
Scm tuff-breccia; d) l-8crn tuff-breccia; e) 13cm lapilti-tuff ;
f) l-3cm tuff-breccia; g) Scrn lapitli-tuff lens; h) 17cm tuff-
breccia; i) l-4cm tapilli-tuff lensr j)'l-2cm tuff-breccia, and
k) 30cm lapilli-tuff

{Sanple No. 3-62-85a, b}

o.7m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
rang:e Lo-24c.m, mean l-7cm. 20? clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 65eo; fining towards middle.

(Sanþle No. 2-62-85\

l-.4m. Lapilli-tuff interbedded with tuff-breccia lenses as
above tapilli-tuff unit; sharp upper contact.

l-.2m. Diabase dyke

5.0m Lapilli-tuff interbedded with tuff-breccia lenses as
above. Matrix abundance 952. Normal grading.

(Sample No. S-6L-85a, b; 6-6L-85a, b, c)
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l-.0m. Lapitti-tuff with breccia lenses; sharp upper contact.
Maximum clast size of large clasts: range 8-20cm, mean l1cm.
Matrix abundance 872; coarse middle.

l-.8m. Lapilli-tuff; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L1--22cm, mean l-Scm. 2Oå ctasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 8oå; normal grading.

0.7m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast sizez
range 15-41cm, mean 2l-cm. Matrix abundance 252; ungraded.

{Sample No. 4-61--85a, b}

o.9rn. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
rangie 5-1-6cm, mean l-Ocm. Matrix abundance 5OZì reverse
grading.

{Sample No. 3-61--85a, þ, c}

3.5rn. Tuff-brecciai sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L5-21-cm, mean l-8cm. 1O? clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 7LZ; ungraded.

(Sample No. l--6L-85a, bî 2-6L-85)

3.1-¡n. Tuff-breccia; upper contact not observed. Maximum clast
size: range 7-1-8cm, mean 12cm. Matrix abundance 5Lå; ungraded.

60.Om. Overburden.

2.4m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Mean maximum clast
size 22cm. Matrix abundance 6Lå; ungraded.

l-.4rn. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L5-35cm, mean 22cm. 1O? clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 61-å; ungraded.

Diabase dyke; thickness not determined.

2.4m. Tuff-breccia; intrusive upper
size: range 20-5Ocm, mean 28cm.
ungraded.

(sample No. 1O-60-85a, b)

0.9m. Diabase dyke

4. 5m. Tuff-breccia; intrusive upper
size: range 1-6-34cm, mean 25cm.
ungraded

contact. Maximum clast
Matrix abundance 622,

contact. Maximum clast
Matrix abundance 672ì

0.9m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper eontact. Similar features as
underlying bed.

6.4rn. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L5-26cm, mean 22clm. Matrix abundance 7OZ; ungraded.
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{Sample No. 8-60-85a, b}

6.4m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Mean maximum clast
size 22cm. Matrix abundance 7OZ; ungraded.

5.2m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
rangie 22-42cm, mean 30cm. Matrix abundance 522; ungraded.

1.5m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 22-46cm, mean 34cm. 2oZ clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 322î ungraded.

(Sample No. 7-60-85a, b)

3.9m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 22-34cm, mean 27clm. 3O? clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 282; ungraded.

{Sample No. 6-60-85}

l-.2m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range l-9-33cm, mean 25cm. Lo? clasts have broken chilled rims"
Matrix abundance 62Zi reverse grading.

4.5m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L7-23clm, mean 2Ocm. 2O? clasts have broken chilled rirns.
Matrix abundance 58?t ungraded.

(Sanp1e No. 5-60-85a, b)

2.4m. Tuff-brecciai sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L8-4ocm, mean 27.0cm. L0? clasts have broken chilled
rims. Matrix abundance 642ì ungraded.

{Sample No. 4-60-85a, b}

6.7m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 2O-6Ocm, mean 38cm. Matrix abundance 582ì normal
grading.

(Sample No. 3-60-85)

4.3m. Tuff-brecciat upper contact not observed. Maximum clast,
síze: range 20-62cm, mean 36cm. Matrix abundance not
determined.

4.0m. LapíIli-tuff; upper contact not observed. Maximurn clast
size: range L3-24cm, mean l-7cm- 1-0? clasts have broken chilled
rims. Matrix abundance 842; ungraded.

Formation 3.

3.3m. Massive flowi upper contact not observed.
(Sample No. 2-60-85)

5.7m. Massive flow; sharp upper contact.
{Sanple No. 1-60-85}
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End of section.

Section F

Formation 5.

Pillowed flows; sharp upper contact.

Formation 4.

5.0m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 1-1--25cm, mean l-7cm. Matrix abundance 572; ungraded.

{29-84-85î 30-84-8s}

3.3m. Tuff-brecciai upper contact not observed due to poor
exposure. Maximum clast size: range L9-26cm, mean 2l-cm. Matrix
abundance 35å; ungraded.

3.2m. Tuff-breccia; shar-p upper contact. Maximun clast size:
range 20-50cn, mean 31cm. Breccia lenses 1-5n long, O.3m
thick. Matrix abundance 35?; ungraded.

(sampte No. 2O-84-e5)

1.om. Tuff-breccia; =t"¡p:'uþ¡er 
]contact, irregular due to

clasts projecting upwards. Maximr¡m cJ.ast size: range 18-25cn,
mean 24cm. 252 ctasts have broken chilled rims. Matrix
abundance 3o?; ungrraded.

2.3n. Lapill-tuff ; shar"¡t upper contact, breccia lenses.
Maximum clast size: range 9-2Ocn, mean 14cm. 10å clasts have
broken chilled rims. Matríxìabundance 81?; ungraded.

(Sample No. 17-84-85; 18-84-85; 19-84-85)

o.7n. Tuff-breccíai sharar upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 16-33cm, mean 26cm. 15? clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 7O*; ungraded..

{sample No. 16-84-85}

1.0m. Tuff-breccia; transitional upper contact. Maximum clast
size: range 2o-32cm, mean 24æ. Matrix abundance 522?
ungraded

1.2m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 2LJ44cm, mean 27cm. 10å clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 322; ungraded.

{Sample No. 14-84-85i 15-84-85}

3.0m. Breccia; transitional upper contact. Maximr¡m clast size:
range 22-5oc,m, mean 32c¡n. 2? clasts have broken chilled rims.
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Matrix abundance L9Zì ungraded.
{Sample No. l-3-84-85}

3.0m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 1-0-28cm, mean L9cm. 5å clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 322ì ungraded.

{ Sample No. l-l--84-85 ¡ L2-84-85 ¡ l-4-84-85 ; 15-84-85 }

2.1m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L7-45cm, mean 27cm. l-Oå clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 4OZ; ungraded.

{Sample No. 8-84-85; 9-84-85; l-O-84-85}

l-.0m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 1-5-34cm, mean 22cm. L5å clasts have broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 442; ungraded.

0.7rn. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L2-22cm, mean 17cm. 25? clasts have broken chilled ri'ms"
Matrix abundance 6oå; ungraded.

>5.0. Pillowed flow; sharp upper contact, lower contact, not
observed due to lack of outcrop.

(Sarnple No. 1--84-85 ì 7-84-85|

End of outcrop

Bear Lake.

Section G

Formation 4

a) Upper part: gienerally poorly e>çosed.

3.5m. Tuff-breccia and brecciai upper contact not observed.
Poor exposure

1-7.0m. Pillowed flowsi sharp upper contact. Poor exposure.

L9.0n. Pillowed flow; sharp upper contact. Deformed pillows.

4l-.0m. Poor exposure.

l-26.0m. Pillowed flow; sharp upper contact. Deformed pillows.

25.0m. Overburden.

b) Lower part: relatively weII exposed

0.8m. Tuff-brecciai upper contact not observed. Maximum clast
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sr-ze: rangie l-9-3 3cm, mean
ungraded.

28cm. Matrix abundance 352ì

0.43m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 1-3-18cm, mean LSc¡n. Matrix abundance 7SZ¡ normal
grading.

4.7m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 21--4ocm, mean 29cm. Matrix abundance  i-eo; ungraded..
{Sarnple No. 6-85-85; 7-85-85; 8-85-85; 9-85-85; l_O-85-85}

4.7m. Overburden.

8.7m. Diabase dyke. Numerous epidote alteration patches.

l-.4m. Tuff-breccia; intrusive upper contact. Maxirnum clast
size: range 28-42cm, mean 34cm. Matrix abundance 4O-55?'; crude
reverse grading

l-.0m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum c1ast. size:
rançte 20-28c¡m, mean 23cm. Matrix abundance 35åi'crude reverse
grading.

l-.6m. Tuff-brecciai transitional upper contact,. Maximr¡n crast
size: range 14-21cm, mean 18cm. 8Ot of clasts trave a light
colour weathering rim. Matrix abundance 49zr 

'crude reverse
grading.

(Sample No. 13-85-85; 14-85-85; 1S-gS-g5)

1.3m. Tuff-brecciai sharp upper contact. Maximr¡n clast, size:
rang:e 9-15cm, mean 12cm. Matrix abundance 6Oå; crude reverse
grading.

{Sample No. 1-85-85t 2-85-85}

1.5m. Tuff-breccia; shar? upper contact. Maximun clast size:
range l-7-3lcm, mean 23cm. 3oå clasts have.broken chilled rims.
Matrix abundance 38?; crude reverse grading.

2.8m. Tuff-brecciai shar2 upper contact. Irtaxiut¡m clast sÍze:
range 29-55cm, mean 37cn. Matrix abundance 388; ungrraded.

3.3m. Tuff-breccia; transitional upper contact, lower contact,
not observed, end of outcrop near Lake. Maximum clast size:
range 9-27c¡m, mean 16cm. 358'crasts have broken chirled rims.
Matrix abundance 60åi ungraded.

End of otitcrop.
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Sestion H

Formation 4

4.2m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact; poor exposure.
Maximum clast síze: range L2-21-cm, mean l-6cm. Matrix abundance
60Zì ungraded.

l-.2m. Tuffs; sharp upper contact. Tuffs with rare large clasts
up to 4-l-ocm. Finely laminated top; normal grading.

9.5m. Tuffs and interbedded lapilli-tuffs; upper contact not
observed; poor exposure.

0.8m. Lapilli-tuff; sharp upper contact. Mean clast size is
6.4cm. Matrix abundance 752; normal grading.

3.0m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
rançfe 40-64cm, mean 47cm. Matrix abundance 622, normal
grading.

{Sample No. L2-L23-A5î 13-L23-85t L4-L23-85}

6.4m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maxinum clast size:
range 9-4ocm, mean L9cm. Matrix abundance 62eo; normal grading.

4.4m. Pillowed lava flow; sharp upper contact. Poor exposure"

2.3m. Diabase dyke.

4.1-m. Tuff-breccia; intrusive upper contact. Maximum clast
size: rangie 22-47cm, mean 37cm. Matrix abundance 682:,
ungraded.

3.3m" Diabase dyke.

L2.7m. Tuff-breccia; intrusíve upper contact. Maximum clast
síze: range 23-9ocm, mean 52cm. Matrix abundance 572î
ungraded.

(Sample No. 8-l-23-85 ¡ 9-L23-85¡ l-0-123-85t Ll--l-23-85)

L.8m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
rangie Lo-l-oocm, mean 47crn. Matrix abundance not determined.
.Reverse grading.'

30.0¡n. Pil}owed flow; sharp upper contact. Lower contact not
observed ttue to poor outcrop. Pillow sizes are about 2.O x
o.5m; selvage L-Scm thick; interpillow material 1-2cm thick.
PiIIows show epidote alteration.
(Sample No. L-L23-85; 2-L23-85¡ 3-L23-85¡ 4-L23-85¡ 5-123-85t
6-r.23-85 )
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>5.0m. Tuff-breccia; upper and lower contact not observed due
to poor outcrop. Mean clast size 23cm. Matrix abundance 35Zi
ungraded.

End of section.

Section I

Formation 4

>L.3m. Tuff; top not observed due to end of outcrop. Dark grey
with pyrite; thinly laminated.

( Sample No. l-3-38-85 ; L4-38-85 ; l-5-38-85 )

l-.0m. Massive flow. Epidote lenses.
(Sample No. L2-38-85)

0.4m. Pillowed flow; sharp upper contact.

4.0m. Pillowed flow; upper contact not observedi poor
exposure

l-.6m. Massive flow; poor exposure.
{sample No. 1O-38-85t 11-38-85}

0.07n. Overburden.

0.56m. Lapilli-tuff; sharp upper contact. Maxinum clast, size
is 60runt ungraded.

0.31-m. Tuff ; transitional upper contact.
(Sarnp1e No. 9-38-85)

O.l-Om. Lapilli-tuff ; transitional upper contact.
(Sample No. 9-38-85)

0.33m. Lapilli-tuff; transitional upper contact.
(Sample No. 8:38-85

0.07n. Lapilli-tuff; upper contact not observed.

0.45m. Lapillistone; transitional upper contact.. Clast size
about 1-63mm. Matrix abundance 10å; ungraded.

{Sample No. 7-38-85; 6-38-85}

0.1-5m. Lapilli-tuff; transitional upPer contact" Clast size
about l-Smm; ungraded.

{Sample No. 4-38-85;' 5-38-85}
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0.9m. Pillowed flow; poor exposure.
(Sample No. 3-38-85)

4.3m. Overburden.

l-.0m. Pillowed flow; poor exposurei deformed pillows.
2.8m. Pillowed flow; Iower contact not observed. poor.
exposure.

(Sample No. L-38-85; 2-38-85)

50.0¡r. Overburden.

5.0m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maxímum clast size:
range 1-O-4Ocm, mean l-8cm. Matrix abundance S7Zì normal
grading.

1-.8m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum ctast size:
range 10-39cm, mean 24cm. Matrix abundance 442; ungraded.

l-.7m. Tuff-brecciat sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 11-44cm, mean 15cm. Matrix abundance 44Zi coarse middre"

2.8m. Tuff-breccia; transitional upper contact. Maximu:n clast
size: range 14-31cn, mean 22cm.. Matrix abundance not
dete¡mined; ungraded.

O.9m. Tuff-brecciai sharp upper contact. Maximr¡n clast size:
range L2-23Ø,t mean 17cm. Matrix abundance not deter^míned;
ungraded

3.1m. Diabase dyke.

5.7m. Massive .flow with globular epidotized lenses. 1-5cm
anygdules increase towards the top.

15.Om. Diabase dyke.

5.8m. Tuff-brecciat upper contact not obsen¡ed; poor exposure.

2.5m. Diabase dyFe.

2.5m. Tuff-breccia; íntrusive upper contact,.

1.1m. Diabase dyke.

1.1n. fuËf-breccia; intrusive upper contact. Maximr¡¡o' clast
size: range 22-37cm, mean 29cm. 5å clasts have broken chilled
rims. Matrix abundance 60å; ungraded.

O.5m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 18-32cm, mean 28cm. Matrix abundance 3OZì reverse



grading.

0.7m. Tuff-breccia; sharp
rangie L3-26cm, mean l-Scm.
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upper contact. Maximum clast size:
Matrix abundance 452; ungraded.

0.9m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum cl-ast size:
rangie l-8-29cm, mean 23cm. Matrix abundance 3OZì reverse
grading.

2.2m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range L7-38cm, mean 26cm. Matrix ablrndance 50å; coarse middle.

l-.8m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 25-51cm, mean 34cm. Matrix abundance 582; ungraded.

0.6m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper contact. Maximum clast size:
range 1-6-53cm, mean 29cm. Matrix abundance 5OZì reverse
grading.

2.5m. Tuff-breccia; sharp upper and lower contact. Maximum
clast size: range 19-44cm, mean 28cm. 2Oå clasts have broken
chilled rims. Matrix abundance 57Zi coarse niddle.

End of section.
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APPENDIX TI

AMYGDULE ABUNDANCES IN FORMATTON 4

Introduction to Amygdule Modal- Analvsis Data

,The locations of samples are shown in appendix I. Height
above base was measured from the lower contact of formation
4 with the thicknesses of diabase dykes subtracted from
measured.thicknesses. The lower parts of sections F and G are
occupied by a lake and the height above base was estimated
across the lake. In section I, the base of the section was not
observed hence the height above base hras not determined
(n.d.). Arnygdule abundances were determined by point counting
on polished rock slabs and this represent,s volume percent
(vol. e"). Data from tuff-breccia and breccia are large clasts
within these beds. Minimum and maximum (min, max) values in
pillows are shown where determÍned and represent amygdule
values in pillow centres and pillow margins respectively. The
symbols (*) and (**) indicate pillowed or massive flows near
the contact below and above the bedded fragmental rock
formation respectively; these were not used in detennining
amygdule mean values.
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SanpIe
No.

ÀPPENDIX II
AIIÍYGDUI,E ÀBUNDÀ¡ICE VERSUS ITEIGHT ABOVÉ BASE

Lithology Height
(n)

Àmygdules
(vot. 8)

Section À

1-200-85
2-200-85
1_-200-86
2-200-a6
3-200-86
3-200-85
4-200-85
6-200-85
7-200-85
8-200-85
9-200-85

11-200-85
12-200-85
13-200-85
14-200-85
15-200-85

1-70-85
5-70-85a
5-70-85b
1-71-85
2-72-A5
1-74-85
2-74-e5
3-74-A5
1-74-85
2-74-a6
3-74-86
4-74-A6
1-75-85
8-75-85
7-7s-85
5-75-85
2-76-8s
2-76-A5

pillow (min, nax)pillow (min, max)pillow (mim, uraxipill-ow (min, naxi
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
pillow (nin, max)pillow (nax)
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
pillow (uin)
pillow (min, max)
Iava lobes (min, rnax)
Iava lobes (nax)
lava lobes ,(nax!

Section B

1.O
5.O
5.O

10. o
L2.O
95.7
95.7

128. O

128. O
154. O
154. O
158.3
158.3
181.9
181.9
¡.81.9

7.2
L2.9

.I2.9
30.2
66.1

136.9
136.9
136.9
140.O
150.O
150. O

150.o
165.O
166.8
168.6
185.4
225-O
225.O

L7.4, 3O.3
LL.2 | 27 .A
L5.2r 25.6
L3.2, 2I.4

26.4
5.6

L2.A
IL.2, zL.O

L2.4
36.6
23.4

7.6
27.6

10.0, 19.O
L6.4
5.8

12.2
32.4
26.6
30.4
32.4

8.6 27 -2
9.2

16.6 22.4
33. O

15. O

' 21.0
16. O

. 18.6
9.4

23.2
37.5
10.4
9.4

tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
ÞilIow (nin, uax)pillow (nin, naxi
nillow (nin, naxi
pillow (rnin,'naxi
nillow (uin, nax!
Plltow (min, naxi
Piflow (nin, nax!pillow (nin, naxipillow (nin, naxi
tuff-breccia
breccia
piLlow (nin, max)pillov (nin, nax!
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1-39-85
1-40-85
t--41-85
L-42-85
3-42-A5
4-42-A5
5-42-A5
6-42-A5
8-42-85
1-44-85
4-44-85
6-44-A5
1-46-85
2-46-a5
a-44-85
1-47-85a
2-47-85a
5-47-85
6-47-85
2-50-85
3-so-85
8-50-85
9-50-85a
9-s0-8sb

1-51-85a
2-s1-85b
3-51-85
2-52-A5
1-53-85
1-54-85
2-54-85b
3-54-85
4-54-85a
5-54-85
2-55-85
3-55-85
6-55-84
7-55-85
1-56-85
3-56-85
5-s6-85
6-56-85
1-57-85
2-57-8s
4-57-85
6-57-85
3-58-8s

Section C

o.o
22.7
62.L

101.5
115.7
L22.2
129.1
130.o
L44.9
166.9
2L9.5
234.6
261.5
247.L
299.9
303.5
3L2.4
330.5
330.5
404.1
404.1
408. O

416. O

416. O

Section D

o.o
1.O
o.o

33.5
45.1'76.O
aL.2
42.7
85.7

110.9
110.9
L2A-7
133.6
171.O
181.5
196. O

196. O
209.2
227.O
24L.7
246.6
275.O

16. 6rt:t
L6.2
16. O

39. O

32.2
L3.2
L2.2

24.6
3 r_.4
34.4
18. O

L4.2
32.2
30. o
34.8
26.6
13. O

31. O

26.4
33.2
30.2
22.A
29.A

13.6*
30. o
16.8
9.6

32. O
25.8
31.4
28.2
35.4
9.4

29.A
23.A
32.a
2L.O
2A.6
23.t
22-8
16.8
24.O
33.6
36.8
23.6
29.6

pillow (rnin, max)
pillow (nax)
pillow (nin, max)
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
Iava lobe
Iava lobe
pillow (nin)
pillow (min, max)pillow (min, max)
tuff-breccia
pillow (nin, max)
tuff-breccia
tuff-brecia
Iava lobe
tuff-brecsia
tuff-breccia
lava lobe
pilLow (min, max)
Iava lobe
pillow (nin, max)
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
IapilLi-tuff

piltow (nax)
tuff-breccia
pitlow (urax) ;

lava lobe
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
lapilli-tuff
lapitli-tuff
lapilì.i-tuff
pillow (min, nax)
Iapitli-tuff
tapilli-tuff
tuff-breccia
pillow (min, max)
tuff-breccia
lava lobe
pillow (rain, max)
pillow (nin, nax)
pillow (roin, max)
tufflbreccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia

14.8

L4.4

t2.2

16.8

18.8

1s. o

L7.4
14. O

20.6
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1-60-85
2-60-8s
4-60-85
5-60-85
6-60-85
7-60-85
9-60-85
1-61-85
4-61-85
5-61-85
2-62-a5
9-62-85

10-62-85
1-63-85
2-63-85
3-63-85
4-63-85
2-64-A5
9-64-85

11-64-85
1-65-85
2-65-85
9-66-85
3-67-85
4-67-85
7-67-A5
4-68-85
7-68-85
8-68-85

19-68-85
20-68-85
27-68-As
28-68-85

massive flov¡
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
piLlow
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
Massive flow
llassive flow
Massive flon
Massive flow

Section E

0.0
15. O

L7.4
2L.9
27.o
28.5
43.8

119.3
L22.7
130.5
L37.6
151.4
151.4
165.3
L67.4
L77.o
L79.O
195.5
209.6
2L3.9
223..9
230.3
266.9
2A2.L
2A2.L
2A2.I
354.9
359.9
3s9.9
375.4
376.7
401.7
40L.7

Section F

206.3
206.3
206.3
206.3
210.1
210.1
213.1
2L6.L
2L7.3
2L9.O
225.O
225.o
235. o
235. O
235.o

1-84-85 pitlow
2-84-BS pitlow (uin, maxl4-84-95 pillow inin, naxi6-84-ss pitlow inin, naxí8-84-85 tuff-brecciå
9-84-85 tuff-breccia

11-84-8S breccia
13-84-85 tuff-breccia
15-84-95 tuff-breccia
16-84-85 tuff-breccia
?1-91-s5 pirlo.w (nax)
?2.-9!-es pirrow (naxi
?4--94:-ss pillow irnaxi
?9-94-Bs pilrow (nini
.28-84-ss pitlow (naxj

L4.4
26.4
6.4

1. O:t
24.9
32.A
27 -L
32. O

30. o
38. O

4L.2
3L.2
39.2
35.6
32-3
36. O

33.6
29.7
29 -6
2A.O
27.7
31. O

23.4
22-a
2A.O
24.4
31.4
30.4
31.6
7.2

33 .4
3L.2
1.6**
9. o**
1.4**

11.2**

23.8
16.6
27.2
23.2
30.8
33.4
38.2
16.6
28.8
23.6
10.4**
4.6**

13.8**

5.6**
2:6**
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2-85-85
7-85-85
8-85-85
8-85-8s
9-85-85

1-3-85-8s

tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia

Section G

156.1
169.3
169.3
169.3
169.3
L57.7

Section E

300. o
300. o
300. o

44.A
53.6
40.2
4L.4
44.O
45.4

2-L23-A5
3-123-85
4-123-85
5-123-85
6-123-85
9-123-85

10-123-85
11-123-95
15-123-8s

3-38-85
12-38-85
4-48-85
1-45-85
2-45-85a
2-45-85b
3-45-85
5-45-85

pilÌow (nax)
pillow (min, nax)
pillow (rnin, max)
pillow (rnin)
pillow (urin)
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia

epidotized pillow
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia
tuff-breccia

8.O
8.0 24.4

12. O 24.I
7.6
14'. O

44.4
43.8
32.a
40.4

314. O

314..O
314. O

358. O

Section I
n.d.
n.d;
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.

8.O L6.2
o.8

12.6
27.4
40.2
24.O
25.2
38. O
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APPENDIX III

PHENOCRYST MODAL ÀNALYSIS DATA IN FORMATÏON 4.

Introduction to Modal Analysis Data

Phenocryst modal analyses $rere obtained by point counting
on thin sections on a microscope stage using a 0.5 x 0.5 rnm
grid of l-Ooo points. Appendix IIIa is for single samples per
bed of bedded fragnental rocks in sections A to F of Figure
9¡ and appendix IIIb is for rnultiple samples from single beds
and selected pillowed flow units in sections C and F of Figure
o
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APPENDIX IIIA

PHENOCRYST COMPOSITION OF BEDDED FRÁ,G}IENTA], ROCKS (SINGLE SA}IPLES PER BED)

A}ID PILLOI^IED LAVA FLOI.IS IN FOR}ÍATION 4

Sarnpl-e No. LÍLhology Height
(n)

Phenocgyst abundance (Z)

clínopyroxene plagioclase

Se'ction A

1-200-86

4-200-86

3-200-85

4-200-8s

6-200-85

7-200-85

8-200-85

9-200-85

10-200-85

11-200-85

12-200-55a

13-200-85

14-200-85

17-200-85

18-200-85

2-202-85

P illor¡ed flors

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccÍa

pLl-lowed flow

Þtllowed flow

t uff-breccia

tuff-breccia

breccia

Pillo¡¡ed flow

Pillowed flow

lava lobes

lava lobes

pillowed fJ-ow

pÍllowed flow

Lapilli-tuff

0.0

5.0

L2.O

95.7

128.0

128.0

154.0

154.0

158.3

158.3

1s8.3

18L.9

181.9

187.9

187.9

269.L

o.2

0.9

1.0

0.4

0.6

o.2

3.5

1.9

L.7

0.4

0.9

1.1

0.8

L.0

1.6

0.3

l_.3

0.3

0.5

3.8

0.8

2.5

L.4

1.1

2.7

1.5

0.1

0.0

0.4

0.0

0.7

0.6
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1=69-85a

2-69-85

4-69-85

1-70-85

5-70-85

10-70-85

11-70-85

L2-70-85

t-72-85b

2-72-85

6-72-85

7-72-85

B-72-B5a

8-72-Bsb

1-74-86b

2-74-86a

3-74-86a

4-74-86

1-75-85a

5-75-85

P illorsed flow

p|llor'red flow

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccia

P íllo¡sed flow

Píllowed flow

p illowed fl-ow

Pil-lowed flow

tuff-breccÍa

tuff-breccfa

tuff-breccfa

tuff-breccia

Ëuff-breccia

'?il-lowed flow

Pillowed flow

Pillowed fLow

PíLloçred flow

pílIoved fl-ow

tuff-breccia

Section B

0.0

0.0

1.0

7.2

L2.9

31.0

31.0

31.0

58.1

65.6

92.4

92.4

92.4

92.4

136.9

136.9

136.9

136.9

L65.0

185.4

0.3

1.1

1.1

1.5

1.0

4.t

2.3

2.2

0.5

0.2

o.4

o.4

0.9

o.2

2.O

0.2

2.2

L.4

2.2

2.4

0.5

0.0

L.2

1.1_

1.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.Q

2.4

4.L

5.2

6.8

5.5

0.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.3
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6-7s-8s

7-75-85

1-39-85

1-40-85a

1-40-Bsb

1-41--85a

2-4L-85a

3-42-85

4-42-8s

5-42-85

6-42-8s

8-42.-85c

8-44-85

r-44-8s

3-44-85

6-44-8s

1-46-85a

1--46-85b

4-46-85a

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccía

pf-lJ-owed flow

piLlowed flow

¡iiJ-lowed flow

pil-J-owed fl-ow

Èuff-breccia

tuff-breccia

1¿y¿ J-obes

lavâ lobes

Pillowed flow

pillôwed fLow

Èuff-breccia

pillowed flow

tuff-breccía

pÍllow lava

1apf1-1i-tuf f

Lapillí-tuff

Èuff-breccia

185. 4

L92.6

SectÍon C

0.0

22.7

22.7

62.L

62.L

115.7

L22.2

T29.L

130.0

L44.9

L50.0

L66.9

2L9.5

234..6

26L.5

26L.5

26L.s

L.2

4.4

11.6

8.7

2.7

0.8

8.3

2.L

4.3

4.3

2.9

4.7

0.0

0.5

1.6

0.4

0.0

o.4

0.6

3.8

0.0

L.2

0.8

0.0

0.0

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.ó

3.5

5.0

3.0

0.9

6.8

2.7

7.O
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Z-47-85^

6-47-B5a

6-47-Bsb

7-47-85a

8-47-85

2-50-85

3-50-85

9-50-82a

1-51-85a

2-51-85

2-52-85

1-53-85

2-5 3-85

r_-54-8s

4-54-85

2-55-85

4-ss-85

7-s5-85b

!uff-bredcia

pÍllowed flow

pi1-l-owed flow

tuff-breccia

1api1-Li-tuf f

lava lobes

píllowed flow

lapflli-tuff.

pillowed flow

tuff-breccia

Lava lobes

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccia

1apiLli-tuff

1api11-i-tuf f

lapil-li-tuff

pi1-lowed fJ-ow

\tz.t,

330.5

330.5

330. 9

334.7

404.L

404.L

4r_6.0

0.0

0.1

0.1

0.0

1.1

o.2

0.2

3.1

5.6

5.5

0.1

4.s

4.4

2.9

3.1

7.8

Sèêtion 'I)

0.0

6.0

24.5

36.1

45.L

76.O

76.O

110.9

110.9

r-33.6

5.9

3.9

7.4

11.0

7.4

2.8

7.0

4:o

6.4

0.1

2.3

2.7

1_.6

0.4

0.5

0.8

0.9

0.7

0.6

o.7
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1-56-85

3-56-Bs

6-56-85

1-57-Bsb

2-57-85

3-58-85

r_-60-8s

2-60-85

4-60-85

9-60-8s

1:61-85

2-6L-8s

3-61-85

4-61-85

5-61--85

6-61-85a

2-62-85

3-62-85b

6-62-85

tuff-breccia

lava lobes

pilLowed flow

pillowed flow

tuff-breccia

1ap111-i-tuf f

massive Lava

tuff-breccla

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccÍa

tuff-breccia

tuff-bree,cia

tuff-breccia

1apiL1i-tuff

1apilli-tuff

tuff-breccia

lapilli-tuf f

breccla

171.0

181.5

196.0

209.2

227.O

275.O

Section E

0.0

15.0

L7.4

43.8

119.3

1r-9.3

L20.2

L22.7

130.5

L30.5

L37.,6

L39.2

139.4

Ò.s

0.3

0.8

0.0

0.9

0.0

3',.7

1.5

3.1

L.4

7.8

8.0

36.2

3.9

2.9

0.4

0.2

2.O

0.6

4.0

1.6

2.5

2.L

L.4

2.4

0.0

2.9

1_.0

t_.6

2.2

2.4

1_.9

2.O

2.5

3.0

4.5

L.7

2.7
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'g-62-85

10-62-85

4-63-B5a

4-64-85

5-64-8s

13=64-85

r--66-85

3-67-85

4-67-8s

7-67-8s

4-68-8s

7-68-85

8-68-85c

8-68-85c

17-68-85

19-68-85

20-68-85

27-68-85

1-84-8s

2-84-8s

'lapí1li-ruff

1apilli-tuff

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccía

tuff-breccía

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccid

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccia

piI-lowed flow

tuff-breccía

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccia

tuf f-'o-reccia

massive flo¡¡

massive flow

massive flow

pillowed flow

pillowed flow

L47.L9

151.4.

179. 0

195.5

195.5

205.6

233.9

282.1

282.L

282.L

3s4.9

3s9. 9

359..9

359.9

369.9

37s.4

376.7

40L.7

Sectio.q F

206.3

2o6.3

il-.3

1.5

0;1

0.9

0.9

0.3

9.7

3.9

2.L

0.6

0.1

o.7

1.0

1:O

0.9

0.5

0.6

0.0

1.1

1.1

3.1

2.2

3.8

3.7

5.0

5.0

6.9

6.0

0.2

7.4

4.9

6.4

6.8,l

L.7

4.2

o.2

5.5

7.8

0.0

0.0
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4..84-8s

6-84-85

7-84-8s

8-84-8s

9-84-8s

11-84-85

13-84-85

15-84-Bs

16-84-85

19-84-85a

L9-84-85

29-84-8s

30-84-85

23-84-85

24-84-85

26-84-85

28-84-8s

pillowed flow

pillowed flow

pillowed flow

tuff-breccÍa

tuff-breccia

breccia

tuff-breccÍa

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccia

lapil1Í-tuff

1apiLJ-i-tuff

tuff-breccía

tuff-breccía

pillowed fJ-ow

pillowed flow

piJ-l-owed fLow

pillowed flow

'206.3

206.3

206.3

210.1

zLO.L

2L3.L

2T6.L

2r7.3

2L9.O

22L..3

22L.3

233.8

233.8

235.0

235.O

235.0

235.O

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.4

1.0

4.2

2.4

0.0

0.0

0.6

0.4

o.2

0.1

4.L

4.4

s.8

2.7

3.2

L.2

7.6

3.1

6.2

3.4

4.2

0.4

6.9

7.7

6.3

3.8

4.7
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PER BED)PUENOCRYST @MPOSITION

Sauple No.' B.ed No.

APPENDTK IIIb

OF BEDDED ERA@IENTAL ROCKS (}ÍIILTIPI,E SA}ÍPIIBS

IN FORI,fATION 4

Pheirocryst abrmdance (Z)

Clf,nopyioxene plagf-oclase

1+1-86

.2-4L-86

3-41-86

4-41-83

5-4r.-86

6J+1-86a

7-4L-86

8-41-86b

8-41-86a

9-4r.-86

L0-41-86

11-41-86a

11-41-86b

L2-4L-86a

12-41-86b

13-4r.-86

14+1-86

15-41-86a

16-41-86

Sectlon C outcrop 41 (Tuff b¡eccla)

7.8

7.8

8.4

5.1

5.3

9.4

5.7

8.5

5.0.

6.0

5.7

7.2

7.2

7.2

8.3

2.7

8.5

4.6

9.5

I

1

0.0

o.4

1,.3

0.1

1.0

o.4

L.8

0.4

1.1

0.1

0.5

0.4

o.2

o.z

.0.5

0.0

0.5

0.1

0.1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

L7-42.86

SectLon C outcrop 42 (tuff-breccia)

3.4 0:1
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L8-42-86

20-42-86
2L-42-86

2242-86a

24-42-86

25-42-86a

25-42-86a

26-42-86

27-42-86

28-42-86

30-42-86

3l-42-86a

32-42-86

33-42-86

3442-86

3542-86

36-42-86

37-42-86

38-.42-86

39-42-86a

39-42-86b

4042-86

4L-42-86

42-42-86

43-42-86a

43-42-86b

44-42-86

l_

I
1

1

1

1

L

1

t_

'2

2

2

2

3.9

7.2

3.9

11.6

6.9

4.L

15.5

2.4

L.7

5.3

4.7

L3.2

8.5

1.7

r.1.1

4.1

9.4

7.O

6.2

14.8

o.e

4.0

8.7

5.2

10;1

5.2

.7.6

0.0

0.1
Q.5

0.3

0.1

0.1

0.0

1.0

o:t

o;2

o.2

o.2

0.0

o.2.

1.1

o.2

0.0

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.1

0.1

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3
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70-44-86

7L-44-86

72-44-86a

73-44-86

'75-47-86

76-:47-86

7747-86a

77-47-86b

78-47-86

79-47-86

80-47-86

8L-47-86

82-47-86

83-47-86a

83-47-86b

83-47-86c

84-47-86a

84-47-86b

2

2

2

2

0.2

2.L

0.0

o.0

3.5

1.0

1.6

2.7

0.0

0.6

0.0

0.'0

Section C outcrop 44 (p1l-l-owed flo¡s)

46-44-86 pillo¡s lava flons 0.4

45-44-86 plllor¡ lava flows 0.6

74-44-86 pillow lava flor¡s 0.1

74-4446 piIlow lava f1o¡¡s 0.9

Section' C outcrop 47 (tuff-breccia)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.3

o.2

0.8

0.4

0.0

1.0

0.1

o.4

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0:1

0.3

4.5

3.3

7.T '

5.2

5,9 '

3:2

o.7

5.0

5.5

3.2

3.9

.3.1

5.8

l+.5
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S""ti"" C ""t"*p SO

. 86-50-86

87-50-86a

88-s0-86b

89-s0-86

90-50-86

91-50-86a

91-50-86a

91-s0-86b

92-50-86

93-s0-86

94-50-86

9s-50-86

96-50-86

96-s0-86b

e7-so-Bd

98-50-86

99-50-86

100-50-86

103-50-86a

104-50-86

105-50-86

106-s0-86

107-50-86

108-50-86a

108-50-86b

109-50-86a

109-50-86b

I
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3.

3

3

3

3

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.9

2.r

1.8

1.3

1.3

2.t

1.6

L.7

3.6

2.O

. L.7

0.3

3.L

2.8

0.8

6.2

8.8

4.5

3.6

2.O

6.s

6.8

6.8

7.6

6.9

7.L

4.3

3.3

8.1

2.5

.2.L

1.8

0.6

L.4

L.2

1.5

L.2

2.2

4.0

t.1

5.2

3.0

1.1

0.3

0.8

L.2

1.5

2.4

2.4

1.0

0.8
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110-s0-86

112-50-86

113-50-86

114-50-86

116-s0-86

117-s0-86

ire-so-sa

1-84-85

2-84-85

4-84-8s

6-84-85

7-84-8s

23-84-85

24-84-85

26-84-8s

28-84-85

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

-2

2

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

o.e

o.4

o.2

0.1

0-6

1.8

1.8

0.7

0.5

L.2

0.5

5.5

7.8

4.L

4.4

5.8

7.7

6.3

3.8

4.7

1.6

1.5

4.4

2.O

1.6

0.5

0.8

Section F outcrop 84 (friffé¡eçS&)-,
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ÀPPENDIX IV

MINERALOGIC COMPOSITION OF ÀMYGDULES IN FORMATION 4.

Introduction to Àmvqdule Modal Analysis Data

The modal composition of amygdules was obtained by point
counting on thin sections on a microscope stage using a 0.5
x 0.5, mm grid of 1-O0O points. Mineral proportions have been
recalculated as a percentage of total amygdules. The last
column (T*) is the total of chlorite, sericite , calcite, and
opaque minerals. The locations of sections A to H are as shown
in Figurê 9, and sample locations are shown in appendix f.
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APPENDIX IV

MINERALOGIC COMPOSITION OI' ÁMYGDULES

IN FORMATION 4

Sample No. Lithology Amygdule abundance (l a¡nygdules)

Ep ftl+Serf Cc+ Op=t;

3-200-85

4-200-85

5-200-85

6-200-85

7-200-85

8-200-85

9-200-85

l0-200-85

I ì -200-8s

t2-200-85

I 3-200-85

l4-200-85

t 7-200-8s

l8-200-85

2-202-85

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccia

Pillowed flow

Pillowed flow

pillowed flow

tuff-brcccia

tuff-breccia

Breccia

pillowed flow

pÍllowed flow

Lava lobes

Lava lobes

Pillowed flow

pillowed flow

Lapil I iituff

Secti.qn A

55.2- 38.0 3.4

83.9 5.8 0.0

70:0 23.3 0.0

72.4 17.2 1.2

43.5 0.0 53.0

48.9 43.3 0.5

59.8 38.0 0.0

52.6 8.4 0.0

40.7 47.5 il.g
0.0 æ..7 s2.0

82.0 18.0 0.0

81.3 t8.7 0.0

55.8 38.9 0.0

s7.s 40.4 2.1

79.9 t8.5 0.0

0.0 0.0 . 3.4 6.8

9.0 t.3 0.0 t0.3

0.0 0.0 6.8 6.8

9.2 0.0 0.0 t0.4

3.5 0.0 o.o s6.5

7.4- 0.0 0.0 7.9

0.0 2.2 0.0 2.2

39.0 0.0 0.0. 39.0

0.0 0-o .0.0 li.g
10.2 5.t 0.0 67.3

.0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

.5.3 0.0 0.0 5.3

0.0 0.0 0.0 2.1

I.l 0.s 0.0 1.6

Abbrevlatiocq:

Qtz ; quartz; Ep = epidote; Chl = chlorfte; Ser = serÍclte; Cc = calcfte
Op = opaque mínerals.
Total of chlorfte, sericite, calcf.te and opaque rnf.nerals; thus
Q'rrártz * epidore + T* = l00Z

*ñI-



I -69-BSa

2-69-85

4-69-85

l -70-85

5-70-85

I 0-70-85

I I -70-Bs

l2-70-85

I -72-85b

2-72-85

6-72-85

7-72-8s

8-72-85a

8-72-85b

I -75-85a

5-75-85

6-75-85

7-75-8s

pillowed flow

pillowed flow

tuff-brecci a

tuff-breccia

tuff:breccia

pitlowed flow

pillowed flow

pillowed flow

pillowed flow

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccia

pillow ìava

tuff-brecci a

Breccia clast

tuff-brecci a

Sect'ion B

43.6

9.3

1.2

t8.6

0.6

6.3

9.5

It.3
.33.3

I.6

48.5

3.7

3.6

I2.3

44.3

44.6

12.6

27.1

A-62

0.0 12.9

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 2.0

0.0 3.6

0.0 6.3

0.0 0.0

0.0 6.3

0.0 10.0

0.0 il.9
0.6 2.4

0.0 5.1

0.0 3.6

2.5 6.1

0.0 22.9

5.t 32.5

3.4 34.1

I .5 6.4

43.6

90.7

98.B

79.1

95.8

87.5

90.5

82.5

56.6

86.5

49.1

91.2

92.8

Bt .6

32.8

22.9

53.4

66.9

112.9 0.9 0,0

0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0

1.2 1.2 0.0

3.6 0.0 0.0

2.1 0.0 '4.?

0.0 0.0 0.0,

0.0 1.3 5.0

2.1 0.0 7.9

7.8 0.0 4.1

I .2 0.0 0.6

0.7 4.4 0.0

t.0 2.6 0.0

1.8 t.8 0.0

0.8 22.1 .0.0

5.1 0.0 22.3

30.7 0.0 0.0

4.5 0.0 0.0
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1 -39-85

1 -40-85a

t-40 85b

l -41-85a

2-41 -BSa

3-42-85

4-42-85

5-42-85

6-42-85

8-42-85c

l-44-85

3-44-85a :

6-44-Bs

B-44-85

I -46-BSa

1 -46-85a

4-46-85

2-47-85

6-47-B5a

6-47-85b

7-47-BSa

Pillowed flow

Pillowed flow

Pillowed flow

Pillowed flow

tuff-breccia'

tuff-bveccia

Lava lobes

Lava lobes

Pillowed flow

Pillowed flow

Pillowed flow

tuff-bveccia

Pil low ,Iavå

tuff-brecci a

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccia
'Breccia

tuff-breccia

Pillowed flow

Pillowed flow

tuff-brecci a

Section C

24.1 51.8 7 .8 5.0

æ.7 14.7 20.7 0.0

40.7 39.5 0.0 0.0

7l .0 16.7 0-0 12.4

67.0 lB.0 l5.o 0.0

23.8 2.4 73.8 0.0

61.3 35.5 3.2 0.0

84.0 I I .0 3.7 0.0

82.7 12.4 2.5 0.0

47.2 38.3 12.2 0.9

49.5 42.7 3.8 2.1

39.0. 44.9 t6.l 0r0

66.t 22.6 8.1 1.4

53.6 t7.9 28.6 0.0

64.0 27.5 2.7 2.7

63,2 8.4 ?8.4 0.0

63.r 7.4 lB.i 10.0

78.3 20.5 0.0 1.2

55.9 18.8 24.7 0.5

97 -3 2.7 0.0 0.0

s7 .7 9.1 2.1 1.2

il.3
0.0

19.8

0:0

o:o

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.5

t.5

2.1

0.0

0.9

0.0

3.2

0.0

1.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0 24.1

0.0 20.7

0.0 t9.B

0.0 12.4

0.0 t 5.0

0.0 73.8

0.0 3.2

1.2 1.2

0.0 5.0

0.0 14.6

0.0 8.0

0.0' t6.t

0.9 ll.3
0.0 28.6

0.0 8.6

0.0 28.4

0.0 29.6

0.0 1.2

0.0 25.2

0.0 0.0

0.0 3.4



8-47-85

2-50-85

3-50-85

9-50-85

LapiIIi-tuff

Lava Lobes

Pillowed flow

Lapilìi-tuff

Pillowed flow

tuff-breccia

Lava lobes

tuff-breccia

tuff-brecci a

tuff-breccÍa

Lapitli-tuff

LapitIi-tqff

Breccia

Pillowed flow

tuff-breccia

Lava lobes

Pilìowed flow

Piìlowed flow

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccia

74.0 4.4

s4.0 37 .3

69.6 13.6

46.8 28.7

Sectioh

l -5.| -BSa

2-51 -85

2-52-85

l -53-85

2-53-85

I -54-85

4-54-85

2-55-85

4-55-85

7-55-8sb

l -56-85

3-56-85

6-56-85

I -57-85b

2-57-85

3-58-Bs

40.6

88.3.

62.2

92.4

50.0

72.0

8e.!

37.9

6t .5

58.8

80.0

43. B

3t.7

74.4

9t.4

55.4

34.4 21.8

1.4 7.5

17.0 20.8

4.t t.4

45.8 2.8

2?.5 5.5

8.3 0.0

62.1 0.0

32.2 0.0

38.5 3.t

16.3 3.7

42.0 13.7

64.4 3.7

23.1 t.5

2.1 0.3

25.1 18.0

^-64

0.0 .21.7

0.0 8.7

0.0 16.7

0.0 24.5

t.0 24.8

0.0 10.3

0.0 20.8

0.0 3.5

0.0 4.2

0.0 5r5

0.0 2.3

0.0 0.0

0.0 6.3

0.0 3-s

0.0 3.7

0.0 14.2

0.0 3.7
I0.0 2.5

0.0 6.6

0.0 t9. s

I 3.0

1.3

16.7

t 6.0

D

8.7

0.7

0.0

8.5

0.0

6.7

0.0

0.0

1.0

2.8

0.0

2.1

0.0

0.0

2.3

0.0

6.3

0.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

t.0

6.3

t .5.

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0



I -60-95

2-60,95

4-60-85

9-60-85

I -6t -8s

2-61-85

3-61-85

4-61 -85a

5-61-85

6-61-85a

2-62-85

3-62-85b

6-62-85a

9-62-85

l0-62-85

I -63-85

3-63-85

4-63-85a

4-64-85

5-64-8s

13-64-85

MassÍve flow

tuff-breccÍa

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccia

tuff-breccia

LapilI i-tuff
tuff-breccia

Lapil I i-tuff
Breccia

Lapilì i-tuff
Lapill Í-tuff
tuff-brcccia

t'uff-breccia

tuff-breccia

tuff-ùreccia

tuff-breccia.

tuff-breccia

Secti.on E

'0.0

7.7

ì.l.9

4.7

20.9

36.0

39.8

35.2

37.5

58.6

9.4

4.2

t9.8

24.0

26.9

28.3

¡0.0

0.8

31.8

3s.l

1.0

A-65

0.Q 0.0

0.0 3.0

0.0 6.9

0.3 l. s

0.0 17.4

0.0 22.2

0.0 8.6

6.5 13.0

0.0 8.0

0.0 12.4

0.0 8.0
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